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Your abuse of Jefferson is a trifle crude and wants delicacy of touch, but it is 

always safe to abuse Jefferson and much easier than to defend him. 

Henry Adams to Henry Cabot Lodge 

June 7, 1876 
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Edward Sachse, View of the University of Virginia, Charlotesville and Monticello, 
Taken from Lewis Mountain, 1856. Lithograph published by Casimer Bohn. 

The annex was not rebuilt after an 1895 fire destroyed the Rotunda. 
Courtesy of University Virginia Library Special Collections. 
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Introduction


This book shows why Thomas Jefferson promoted publicly funded education 
and why he wanted it free of organized religion. Though he failed to bring about 
a public school system in Virginia during his lifetime, his vision partially materi-
alized at the University of Virginia, and his broader goals presaged modern edu-
cation. In 1880 the editor of the Chicago Tribune referred to Jefferson’s educa-
tional plans when he wrote that “now and then a man lives who seems to have in 
his head every important idea that all his countrymen together get into theirs for 
a century after he is dead . . . almost any new project of human welfare was antic-
ipated, and likely enough the whole identical plan worked out in detail, some-
where in Jefferson’s writings.”1 

Today over 90 percent of children in the U.S. attend public schools, where 
formal religious indoctrination is prohibited. The state systems which they are ed-
ucated in are similar to Jefferson’s 1779 plan for Virginia, which called for secular, 
free, and compulsory schooling, but was not passed into law. When Southern 
states reinvigorated their school systems after the Civil War, Jefferson became a 
national symbol of public education, and remains so today.2 His story is illumi-
nating because the obstacles that precluded a fuller realization of Jefferson’s 
dream, including resistance to government prescriptions and disagreements over 
instructional content, are lasting features of democracy.3 

Southern sectionalism and a commitment to humanism are what distin-
guished Jefferson’s vision for education from those of other revolutionary lead-
ers.4 His commitment to states’ rights republicanism helped Jefferson’s cause in 
his home state because most of his fellow Virginians concurred with him. He met 
more resistance with his emphasis on science over revealed religion as the basis for 
learning. 

The Bill of Rights originally checked the power of only the national, not state, 
governments. Before the 1940s the First Amendment did not restrict religious 
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establishments within the states. Rather than smothering debate on church-state 
relations (words not even mentioned in the Constitution), the Bill of Rights 
opened a dialogue within each state.5 State governments misconstrued Isaiah 49:23 
to argue that government should be “nursing fathers of the church.” As president, 
even Jefferson conceded that the power to “discipline religion” lay with the 
states.6 Religious tolerance was a trademark of most state constitutions, but full 
rights of citizenship and access to education for non-Protestants were not. Legal 
incorporation of non-Christian churches was disallowed in state constitutions 
and plural, or nondenominational, taxes were levied to support Protestant 
churches all over the country.7 No one was tortured or burned, but everyone had 
to support Protestants, and non-Protestants were ineligible for public office. 

In most New England states as well as in Virginia, moderates advocated a 
compromise, such as the multi-denominational church establishment of Massa-
chusetts. In John Adams’s Massachusetts the public supported education more 
than in Virginia, but through their state-sponsored multi-denominationalism 
they also maintained a tie with the Congregational Church until 1833.8 Support 
for education and religion were linked, as they had been in colonial America. Still, 
in 1817 Adams shared Jefferson’s optimism that the “multitudes and diversity” of 
[religious denominations] “is our security against them all. . . . What a mercy it is 
that these people cannot whip and crop, and pillory and roast, as yet in the U.S.! 
If they could they would.”9 

Adams came to believe in separation of church and state and campaigned 
against state-sanctioned religion in Connecticut and Massachusetts. When the 
church establishment in Connecticut was barely defeated in 1818, clergymen 
feared an attempt to dismantle religion generally, but Jefferson sent his congratu-
lations to Adams. “I join you in sincere congratulations that this den of priest-
hood is at length broken up and that a Protestant popedom is no longer to dis-
grace the American history and character.”10 In 1820 Adams tried but failed to get 
his 1780 Massachusetts constitution rewritten in keeping with Mason’s, 
Madison’s, and Jefferson’s strict defense of religious liberty in Virginia.11 

Virginia, the most populous state in the South, was a key battleground in the 
controversy over church-state relations. There Protestants supported education, 
but were determined to control the process. A general (multi-denominational) as-
sessment bill advocated by Patrick Henry was thwarted by Jefferson and James 
Madison in the 1780s. Jefferson and Madison played the establishment Anglicans 
off against dissenting Protestants (Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists), driving a 
deeper wedge between church and state than elsewhere. The wedge was guaran-
teed by their Statute of Virginia for Religious Freedom (1786).12 The statute for-
bade the use of any taxes for Christian instruction. Nonetheless, the Presbyterian 
and Episcopalian churches in Virginia were strong institutions that considered it 
their rightful role in society to shape the young. For them, the statute precluded a 
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monopoly on the part of a single denomination, but did not prohibit Protestant 
colleges from competing for public funds through the democratic process. Before 
Jefferson’s establishment of the University of Virginia, there was no reason for 
them to think otherwise. 

In the educational sphere, the American Revolution failed to wrest control 
away from Christian churches in any of the states, including Virginia, just as the 
French Revolution failed to in Europe. University College of London, the first 
college in England independent of the Anglican Church, did not open until 
1828.13 Many American schools were private seminaries, and those that were pub-
lic were subject only to their own state constitutions. By the early nineteenth cen-
tury, more so than the late eighteenth, colleges were organs of denominational 
influence. 

Jefferson’s idea of using colleges for purposes other than religious seminaries 
was not new. Christians so dominated higher education that they assumed re-
sponsibility for teaching a variety of classes.14 Harvard and Yale, for instance, were 
begun as Puritan/Congregational seminaries, but provided education to non-
ministerial elites such as lawyers and merchants. The Calvinism of seventeenth-
century New England was also transformed. At Harvard, Congregationalism 
grew into liberal Unitarianism in the early nineteenth century.15 Reverend Ezra 
Stiles, a man of science, presided over Yale during the early republic. By 1800 only 
9 percent of college graduates were entering the ministry and 50 percent were be-
coming lawyers.16 

But branching out into secular training did not mean the Protestant denomi-
nations gave up control of their colleges’ curriculums. Throughout the upper 
South, even public schools such as the University of North Carolina and Transyl-
vania University in Kentucky fell under denominational control.17 Their chal-
lenges were similar to that experienced at Presbyterian Princeton: how to balance 
a combustible mixture of Christianity, republican politics, moderate Enlighten-
ment philosophy, and mandatory attendance at chapel among students who 
prized the rebelliousness of their patriot fathers.18 

Jefferson’s divisions of study for the University of Virginia, which stressed 
the natural sciences and professional training for law and medicine, were similar 
to those drawn up by William Davie for the University of North Carolina in 
1795.19 That plan caused a clash between “infidels” and Christians in Chapel Hill 
that led to rifts and resignations among the administration and faculty. Eventually 
North Carolina followed the pattern typical of the era’s public colleges when its 
administration was taken over by Presbyterians.20 

Given the spirit of the times and the precedents of controversy set in North 
Carolina and Transylvania, Kentucky, Jefferson was hard-pressed to set up an in-
stitution openly hostile to denominational control. “Rational religion,” as 
Jefferson’s faith in the god of nature was sometimes called, was mostly overrun by 
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the explosion of evangelical Christianity that mushroomed in the United States 
around the turn of the nineteenth century. When rational religion reemerged 
among intellectuals in the late 1810s under the guises of Christian Unitarianism or 
natural religion, clerics at America’s colleges were anxious to stamp it out quickly, 
as were most of their students. 

Anti-intellectualism in America was stronger by the 1820s, when the Univer-
sity of Virginia opened, than during the 1760s, when Jefferson attended the Col-
lege of William and Mary. Christian fidelity triumphed over the liberal religious 
sensibilities of the Enlightenment philosophes and Anglican clergy. John Quincy 
Adams, the last eighteenth-century man to occupy the White House, was ridi-
culed in the election of 1828 by Andrew Jackson’s supporters because he advo-
cated a national university in Washington and wanted to build celestial observa-
tories.21 Jefferson, who boldly advocated white male suffrage, was distraught at 
the coarseness of characters like Jackson, who dominated state legislatures by the 
1810s and 20s.22 He hoped the University of Virginia would encourage more so-
phistication in future rulers than what he saw around him in politics. 

The proposal Jefferson introduced as governor of Virginia during the Revo-
lutionary War was the most radical idea for education in America. His basic con-
cern for educating the populace was not unique among the revolutionary genera-
tion. Many Americans hoped to emulate the example set by Frederick William I 
and Frederick the Great in Prussia, where a statewide system was set up earlier in 
the century. John Adams’s Massachusetts constitution of 1780 included a provi-
sion for an educational system.23 The American Philosophical Society awarded 
prizes for the best essays on education in 1797.24 There was a consensus among 
leaders such as Adams, Madison, Benjamin Rush, and Alexander Hamilton that 
public education was necessary for representative government to succeed.25 But 
they also feared that representative government precluded such systems because 
the public was unwilling to finance them.26 Monarchies and dictatorships may 
have depended partly on the ignorance of their subjects to survive, but they also 
had the power to enforce unpopular initiatives such as compulsory education. 
The political ideology that revolutionary leaders encouraged to fight off British 
tyranny was naturally hostile toward any form of domestic taxation, including 
that earmarked for learning. 

The question in the 1780s and 90s was whether or not republican govern-
ments had enough power to mandate school attendance and taxation on an un-
willing population. The elite were able to afford private education, and they ran 
the state governments of the early republic. They had no need for public subsi-
dies themselves, but some argued for public education as a means of controlling 
the working classes. What forms should education take? Who should be in-
structed and who should be in charge of dispensing it? Whatever consensus 
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existed on education among the revolutionary leaders broke down over the ques-
tion of education’s ultimate purpose: to control or empower. 

Noah Webster, of dictionary fame, hoped to use education to inculcate sub-
ordination to authority.27 Those more strenuously opposed to monarchies or 
power from above, such as Jefferson, thought just the opposite. They believed a 
basic knowledge of liberties and natural rights was necessary to guard against ty-
rannical infringements. Jefferson wrote, “No other sure foundation can be de-
vised for the preservation of freedom.”28 Rush and other Christians, such as Rev-
erend Stiles of Rhode Island, thought the primary purpose of literacy should be 
to read Scripture, just as it had been in colonial times.29 Stiles, like most Enlight-
enment theologians, also saw science as revelatory. 

Jefferson’s challenge in Virginia was exacerbated by two factors. First, like 
Congregational New England, but unlike the middle colonies and farther south, 
Virginia had a strong tradition of church establishment, in their case Anglican. 
This made it harder for Virginia than other states like Georgia (1785), North Car-
olina (1789), South Carolina (1805), and Maryland (1807) to charter a public uni-
versity.30 Second, Virginia’s rural and dispersed population made it difficult to as-
semble primary and secondary students efficiently. The poor were oftentimes too 
proud to attend public schools because they viewed them as charity, or had no 
interest in reading, writing, and math. 

Most important, the aristocracy of central and eastern Virginia (Jefferson’s 
own social class) resisted paying taxes for middle- and lower-class whites when 
they could afford to send their own sons to private academies and British or 
Northern universities. They had no stake in encouraging upward mobility among 
those who could not afford education. These obstacles frustrated Jefferson during 
and shortly after the American Revolution, blocking the passage of his 1779 Edu-
cation Bill and preventing him from making educational reform the key to his as-
sault on aristocratic privilege. 

As president, Jefferson could not use the central government to coerce educa-
tion without completely compromising his states’ rights Constitutional princi-
ples. He did manage to establish the United States Military Academy at West 
Point in 1802 in an effort to purge military leadership of Federalist influence. 
After his retirement from the presidency in 1809, Jefferson’s priorities began to 
change. He began to lose interest in lower levels of education because he thought 
the capstone to his original plan, a state university, would better counter the 
Northern trend toward nationalist politics. Only by instituting a bastion of 
Southern ideology could Jefferson combat the threat to states’ rights posed by the 
U.S. Supreme Court. He hoped to inhibit the flow of antislavery sentiment, 
which he viewed as an insincere plot on the part of Northerners to gain political 
power. 
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Jefferson also hoped to curb the trend toward denominational control of 
higher education by advocating religious pluralism. Jefferson thought nature, not 
Scriptural revelation, was the proper moral and religious framework for education. 
One of Jefferson’s most famous phrases concerning education, carved into the 
walls of the Jefferson Memorial in 1943 at the height of World War II, captures 
his concerns: “If a nation expects to be ignorant and free, in a state of civilization, 
it expects what never was and never will be.”31 Those words take on more signifi-
cance when one looks at the entire letter from which they are drawn. The letter 
was a request for a donation to the University of Virginia, written around the 
time Jefferson abandoned hope for using primary and secondary education to 
offset aristocratic privilege. He argued that a successful university would rescue 
Southerners from the “Toryism” (national, or Federalist politics) and “fanati-
cism” (orthodox Protestantism) which their young men were then imbibing and 
importing from Princeton (then the College of New Jersey), or New England 
Congregationalist colleges such as Harvard and Yale.32 Jefferson went on to essen-
tially define ignorance as believing in strong central government, which is ironic 
given that the memorial was built by the expanding federal government of Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt. 

Struggles over religion, politics, privilege, and the meaning of the American 
Revolution were the contexts of Jefferson’s educational initiatives. Jefferson’s 
work on education during retirement was more than just an epilogue tacked 
onto his more famous accomplishments. His ideas on education began as the vi-
sion of one man, but were transformed as he grew older, the country changed, 
and the execution of his university was implemented by those around him. The 
important story is how Jefferson and his allies negotiated their vision with the 
world around them, including opponents such as Federalist politician Charles 
Fenton Mercer and Presbyterian minister/administrator/publisher John Holt 
Rice. These negotiations, not the pure ideas of one man, reveal the contested 
culture of early national Virginia. 
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The Evolution of Jefferson’s Vision, 

1760–1814


When Thomas Jefferson was seventy-four years old, he claimed that education 
was his “single anxiety in the world . . . a bantling of forty years’ birth and nurs-
ing.”1 In fact, Jefferson’s ideas on the subject formed over fifty years earlier, when 
he was a teenager at the College of William and Mary. The decades that followed 
his 1760 move to Williamsburg included his 1778–1779 education bill that failed, 
his proposal for dividing counties into smaller self-governing units, and a bill for 
religious freedom in Virginia that was passed into law in 1786. These initiatives 
were radically democratic for their time and buttressed the education plans of 
Jefferson’s retirement. 

Those fifty years also included Jefferson’s travels in Europe and his presi-
dency (1801–1809), the election to which embroiled him in a bitter fight with cler-
ical opponents. The slanderous politics of 1800 stimulated his thinking on reli-
gion and confirmed his interest in education. While president, he established the 
academy at West Point in 1802. Jefferson’s own schooling, revolutionary political 
experience, and presidency shaped the philosophy he arrived at by 1814, the year 
he initiated his campaign for the University of Virginia. The centerpiece of his 
thinking was that education should reinforce republican politics by teaching citi-
zens and leaders their rights and responsibilities. Second, education should be 
rooted in humanism, emphasizing scientific revelation over Scriptural. 

Jefferson’s Education


Most Virginians never attended school, but for planters the South was an outpost

of the Enlightenment. It provided them with moral justifications for slavery and
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frontier expansion, but also kept them plugged into more progressive aspects of 
European politics and science.2 Jefferson enjoyed the intellectual and economic 
privileges of the squirearchy. He learned English and the classics with Parson 
James Maury for two years as a teenager. Then, rather than studying abroad, he 
chose to stay near home and attend the College of William and Mary. 

Virginia’s capital of Williamsburg was the biggest town Jefferson had been 
in. It was where the sons of tobacco gentry attended the best school in the South. 
There they gathered to acquaint themselves with one another and take stock of 
current politics. Many of Virginia’s luminaries attended William and Mary, in-
cluding John Marshall, Peyton Randolph, James Monroe, and John Tyler. Jeffer-
son trained himself there as a lawyer and affirmed connections with powerful 
families. He graduated at age nineteen in 1762 after two years of study, then 
turned his attention to law and politics. 

Jefferson was already forming opinions on how education should be imple-
mented. His irreverence for degrees, expressed in his original plans for the Uni-
versity of Virginia, reflected his earlier environment at William and Mary. There 
he studied subjects for their own sake, including science, Greek and Roman clas-
sics, and Euclidean geometry. In college he also took part in the sort of town riots 
he hoped to avoid at his own university.3 

American colleges did not merely reflect republicanism after the break with 
England; they were agents of rebellion during the Revolutionary War.4 Williams-
burg was no exception, and Jefferson’s study of law under George Wythe after 
1762 coincided with the initial falling out between Britain and her colonies. Jef-
ferson had to examine fundamental political questions at a young age. The poli-
tics that motivated his initial plans for public schools grew out of these years in 
the taverns, dining rooms, and classrooms of revolutionary Williamsburg. The 
fundamentals that girded Jefferson’s ideas on religion, science, and politics, in-
cluding the way those topics should be addressed within education, took shape 
then. Jefferson encountered the Enlightenment philosophy that laid the basis for 
his lifelong assault on orthodox Christianity. 

The College of William and Mary taught Jefferson a mix of Newtonian sci-
ence, liberal Christianity, and classics—all future elements of his educational 
plans. Most of his professors at William and Mary were Anglicans, and Jefferson 
attended mass regularly at Bruton Church.5 There Jefferson developed his love 
for the Anglican liturgy and interest in the Bible. He turned to both the rest of his 
life for sustenance.6 The Anglicans at William and Mary were latitudinarians, 
meaning that they held broad and liberal beliefs by orthodox Christian standards. 
His professors’ temperaments conflicted with the strictness of New England Cal-
vinism and the emotionalism of evangelical Christianity. 

Jefferson was influenced by European thinkers, but the immediate connec-
tion to their books came from his teachers and their friends. During his first year, 
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the professor of moral philosophy, Jacob Rowe, was fired for getting drunk and 
leading students into a fight with townspeople. William Small, a natural philoso-
pher (scientist) hired to replace Rowe, encouraged a latitudinarian and humanist 
approach on Jefferson’s part.7 

Through Small, the only member of the faculty who was not an Anglican 
clergyman, Jefferson met Wythe, under whom he studied law. He was invited to 
dinner at the mansion of Governor Francis Fauquier.8 The precocious teenager 
discussed politics and science with leaders and was introduced to writer Henry St. 
John (Viscount) Bolingbroke (1678–1751).9 Jefferson’s Literary Commonplace 
Book (personal journal) reveals the influence of Bolingbroke on his religion.10 Bo-
lingbroke introduced Jefferson to biblical criticism and the rejection of Scripture. 
Bolingbroke saw natural, rather than Scriptural, revelation as the genuine path to 
religious enlightenment.11 He argued that Christianity rested on miracles and 
superstition, not reason or experience. 

In his Philosophical Works (1754), Bolingbroke asked how it was that the God 
of the universe revealed himself only to a small group of people on the eastern 
Mediterranean. Why did the designer of the entire cosmos send a son to the same 
small group to be sacrificed? He criticized the Christian tradition of persecution, 
an idea echoed by another Jefferson favorite, Lord Shaftesbury, in Characteristics 
of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times (1776).12 These writers described the Christian 
tradition in terms of the Crusades, the Spanish Inquisition, the Thirty Years’ 
War, and French wars of religion, all negative examples of fanaticism and bigotry. 
Their work gave Jefferson no appreciation of how faith bolstered the spirituality 
and sanity of everyday believers. They did not entertain the notion that religion 
may have lessened, rather than increased, warfare. For these writers, science was a 
more trustworthy path to spiritual enlightenment than the violent and checkered 
past of organized religion. 

William and Mary was typical of colonial colleges in that its philosophy was 
grounded in Scottish Common Sense Realism. Realism employed Englishman 
John Locke (1632–1704) to demonstrate the empirical and rational powers of hu-
mankind. It rejected the skepticism of critics like David Hume and Bishop 
Berkeley, who argued that ultimately humans could know nothing.13 The prag-
matic Common Sense philosophy was popularized in Scotland by Frances 
Hutchinson, Thomas Reid, and Reid’s successor at the University of Edinburgh, 
Dugald Stewart, all lifelong influences on Jefferson. 

Common Sense was the philosophy of moderate Presbyterians and Anglicans. 
It was how college administrators, intent on curbing radicalism while maintaining 
a healthy sense of educability, adopted the Enlightenment.14 Jefferson was taught 
by the Scotsman Small, a follower of Hutchinson, and later advocated it in his ed-
ucational plans. Meanwhile, Scotch-Irish Presbyterians spread Common Sense all 
along the frontier. William Tenant’s log college at Neshaminy, Pennsylvania, 
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which grew into the College of New Jersey (Princeton) in 1746, was grounded in 
Scottish Common Sense. Like most administrators, Princeton president John 
Witherspoon, used Common Sense as a two-edged sword against evangelical en-
thusiasm and intellectual skepticism.15 

Another linchpin in Jefferson’s evolution was Henry Home (Lord) Kames, a 
jurist and Common Sense philosopher who anticipated some of Immanuel 
Kant’s more elaborate theories of inborn sensibilities. Kames was a defender of 
reason against skepticism, but argued that knowledge alone was insufficient as a 
basis for morality. In Essays on the Principles of Morality and Natural Religion 
(1751), Kames argued that God intended humans to be social creatures and im-
bued them with an internal sense of morality.16 For Jefferson, Kames helped 
bridge the gap between ethics and the religious criticisms of Bolingbroke and 
Shaftesbury. In his future educational schemes, students would be guided by this 
natural moral sense, rather than coerced by external religious orthodoxy. In turn, 
their studies of nature through science would help foster their moral develop-
ment, especially in conjunction with the study of history.17 

In the 1760s and 1770s, Jefferson feared that religious power threatened the 
kind of education he supported, an idea echoed in Locke’s Some Thoughts Con-
cerning Education (1693). American rebels believed that monarchies depended on 
the ignorance of their subjects to stay in power.18 Jefferson shared the views ex-
pressed by future William and Mary president James Madison (the second cousin 
of James Madison, the U.S. president) in his 1772 “Oration in Commemoration 
of the Founders of William and Mary College.” Speaking to the Virginia gentry, 
the man who would later become bishop of the Episcopal Church discussed 
Locke’s contractual theory of government, stressed individualism and said the 
church was enslaving minds and coercing absurdities: “Fellow Students . . . we 
were born to be free . . . crouch not to the Sons of Bigot-Rage.”19 

Jefferson learned from classical authors that, aside from informing republican 
citizens of their rights against spiritual and political tyranny, education was also 
important for training future leaders. Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Xenophon, Seneca, 
Plutarch, and Marcus Aurelius all argued that successful governments were di-
rectly contingent upon the training and wisdom of their rulers. Jefferson prob-
ably encountered Erasmus’s The Education of a Christian Prince (1516), which was 
written to guide Charles V (future emperor of the Hapsburgs) and argued for the 
necessity of educating future rulers.20 In his Commonplace Book, Jefferson noted 
the French theorist Montesquieu’s consideration in Spirit of the Laws (1748) that 
“every government should provide that its energetic principle should be the ob-
ject of the education of its youth.”21 

The result of Jefferson’s grounding in Williamsburg was that he believed in 
education that stressed reason, natural religion, and political acumen. Organized 
religion threatened the genuine development of morality by discouraging students 
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to seek religious meaning in nature, and threatened the educational process be-
cause of its ties to oppressive government. Education was the cornerstone for 
building a successful republic, because leaders required the wisdom of education 
to go along with real-world experience, and their subjects needed education to 
understand their rights and ascend the social ladder. 

Williamsburg judge St. George Tucker (1752–1827) either planted the notion 
of a state-subsidized university in Jefferson’s mind, or was influenced himself by 
Jefferson. In 1797 Tucker drew up plans for a national university and, by 1805, 
formalized a plan for a state school in Virginia.22 Tucker thought William and 
Mary was inadequate and wanted to build a university in Virginia’s Piedmont 
where religions could worship side by side, scholarships would fund deserving 
poor, and discipline would be meted out by an internal court system independent 
of the county courts.23 Jefferson later proposed all three ideas. 

During the American Revolution Jefferson saw education used as a tool of 
rebel propaganda—as critical to the long-term revolutionary effort as muskets 
and political manifestos. For Jefferson to succeed in his avowed goal of eradicat-
ing aristocratic privilege, education would have to serve as the primary avenue of 
upward social mobility. Consequently, Jefferson brought a sense of urgency con-
cerning education when he became governor of Virginia during the Revolution-
ary War. The war provided the backdrop for Jefferson’s initial attempts at creat-
ing a statewide education system, his struggle (in cooperation with James 
Madison) to separate church and state in Virginia, and his advocacy of schools in 
the new western territories beyond Virginia. 

Jefferson’s Education Bill of 1778–1779 

In the late eighteenth century Enlightenment ideals transcended the coffeehouses 
and pamphlets of Europe, inspiring concrete social and political reforms.24 Dur-
ing the Revolutionary War, delegates Jefferson, Wythe, and Edmund Pendleton 
set about overhauling the Virginia constitution, curtailing aristocratic privileges 
and disestablishing the Anglican Church.25 At the heart of their reforms was the 
Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge, item No. 79 in the “Cata-
logue of Bills Prepared by the Committee of Revisers.”26 Jefferson drafted the bill 
late in 1778 and introduced it in the Virginia Legislature in June 1779, shortly be-
fore his election as governor. 

Jefferson liked to take talented youths under his wing and open his library to 
them, just as his mentors at William and Mary had, but the kind of statewide 
project he envisioned by 1778 entailed something much more.27 Jefferson’s goal 
was to lay the “axe to the root of pseudo-aristocracy.” Had the education bill been 
successful, he wrote John Adams thirty-five years later, “our work would have 
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been complete.” Jefferson believed that an aristocracy was necessary for the “in-
struction, the trusts, and government of society,” but that status should be earned 
rather than inherited, in order to separate the “wheat from the chaff.”28 

Jefferson called the Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge the 
most important of the 126 he submitted in 1779.29 The bill advocated a pyramid-
shaped system of public education, with many elementary schools feeding into a 
more select level of grammar schools, and a single university at the top. The pri-
mary level was intended to teach the basic literacy necessary for everyday business 
transactions and familiarize young republican boys and girls with their political 
rights and obligations. Tuition rates were based on a sliding scale: poor students 
would be subsidized, but those who could pay would. The university was in-
tended to train future leaders and professionals in law and medicine.30 

Excluded from the plan were girls at the advanced levels, and African 
Americans altogether. Jefferson wrote little about these exclusions, perhaps be-
cause his racist and patriarchal outlook made their omission self-evident.31 When 
he did address the topic of education for black people, Jefferson fell into his fa-
miliar pattern of circuitous logic—their inferiority was environmentally based, 
but he did not suggest changing the environment. 

Writing to black astronomer and surveyor Benjamin Banneker in 1791, Jeffer-
son said that Banneker’s almanac “proved the equal talent of our black brethren, 
when separated from the degraded condition of their existence.”32 Jefferson sent 
the almanac to Monsieur de Condercet, Secretary of the Academy of Sciences at 
Paris, to “quell doubts which have been entertained” against the black race. But 
Jefferson privately suspected that Banneker’s genius was due to help he had re-
ceived from his friend, Quaker Andrew Ellicott. Years later he sent an appraisal to 
Joel Barlow that contradicted the ones he had sent Banneker and Condorcet: “I 
have a long letter from Banneker, which shows him to have had a mind of very 
common stature indeed.”33 In a letter to James Pleasants in 1796, Jefferson wrote 
that for those in bondage, “ignorance and despotism seem made for each other.”34 

Jefferson did write that his education bill could easily be altered to include free 
blacks and those destined for freedom, but he made no motion in that direction.35 

The bottom line for African Americans and education in Virginia was that 
white politicians feared education would encourage knowledge, ambition, and in-
dependence among the slave population. In 1818 the Virginia Legislature passed a 
law denying readmission to any black who left the state to attain an education.36 

One of the primary purposes of education for Jefferson was to develop the skill of 
reasoning. By the early 1780s, he convinced himself that Africans did not have the 
capacity for reason.37 

Jefferson thought white females needed a modest amount of learning to hold 
their own in civilized society, and included them in the first three years of his 1779 
plan. Jefferson saw no reason for girls to attain higher education because he did 
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not envision them in positions of leadership.38 His view on female education was 
captured best in a letter to his daughter, Martha, where he draws up a schedule for 
her day. The schedule included two hours of practicing music; four hours of 
dancing, drawing, and letter-writing; one hour of French; another hour of music; 
and the reading and writing of English in the evening.39 This style of education, 
though worthy in its own right, was intended as social ornamentation and discou-
raged empowerment. 

One of Jefferson’s collaborators on the University of Virginia, John Hartwell 
Cocke, proposed an academy for females in 1820. Jefferson replied that he had not 
thought much on the subject and offered no encouragement. In his letter to 
Cocke he echoed the sentiments he expressed to Martha in 1783, minus the sug-
gestion to read English. He complained that one great obstacle to educating girls 
is their passion for novels, poisons that “infect the mind” and distract it from 
“wholesome reading” and “the real business of life.” Females, instead, should 
concentrate on dancing, drawing, and music while learning a little French.40 

For white males the plan was rigorously meritocratic by modern standards, 
with only a handful of students picked to advance after the elementary level. Still, 
only a tiny percentage of white males (around 1 percent) attended college in the 
United States prior to the Civil War.41 The 1779 bill was progressive for its time 
because it included opportunities for advancement and leadership for a small 
number of poor whites. Most other leaders disregarded the poor altogether. 

Promising youths who would otherwise be unable to pay their way were 
granted three years of education at the state’s expense. After those three years, the 
going got tougher. One poor boy a year was chosen from each of the elementary 
schools and allowed to attend one of twenty grammar (secondary) schools, the 
next tier up, to join all the sons of gentry. Half of the scholarship recipients were 
pruned away after one year, and all but one in each grammar school were sent 
home after two years. The remaining student would then attend the grammar 
school for four more years. Jefferson calculated that after the “residue was dis-
missed,” twenty geniuses (from twenty grammar schools) would be “raked from 
the rubbish” annually by these means.42 Each year half the remaining poor boys 
from all of the grammar schools would be chosen to attend William and Mary for 
three years, free of charge.43 The administrative structure was very decentralized, 
with no state board to oversee the process. This basic pyramidal, locally initiated 
scheme characterized all of Jefferson’s educational plans thereafter. 

The geographical unit of organization for each elementary school was based 
on the English hundred, an idea Jefferson referred to during retirement as the 
ward.44 Jefferson’s ward idea, inspired by the tight-knit efficiency of Yankee 
townships, originated in his education plans of the 1770s. It was intended to edu-
cate children while simultaneously involving their fathers in direct political par-
ticipation.45 His aim was to divide counties up into small republics (five or six 
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square miles) that would administer many of the everyday functions of govern-
ment, each one big enough for around one hundred people (hence the name hun-
dreds). He hoped that self-government within the wards would take care of the 
basic workings of government: roads, police, elections, militia training, small 
court cases and, most critically, education.46 The plan was similar to the small polis 
of classical Athens, and the school plan was similar to the one Lycurgus drew up 
for the Greek Spartans.47 

Wards were one of Jefferson’s most democratic ideas because they demanded 
so much local initiative.48 Jefferson later wrote, “These wards, called townships in 
New England, are the vital principle of their governments, and have proved 
themselves the wisest invention ever devised by the wit of man for the perfect ex-
ercise of self-government, and for its preservation.”49 He hoped the local taxes 
would “throw on wealth the education of the poor.”50 Jefferson’s aversion to big 
national governments was not due to an inherent dislike for either active govern-
ment or wealth redistribution. He did want that power federalized down to local 
units and restricted to white men. 

With his education bill of 1779, Jefferson hoped to use schools to jump-start 
the implementation of wards. After retirement he wrote that public education 
and the subdivision of counties into wards were the two subjects he would push 
“as long as I breathe,” and considered “the continuance of republican govern-
ment as absolutely hanging on these two hooks.”51 Jefferson wrote, “It is by divid-
ing and subdividing these republics from the great national one down through all 
its subordinations, until it ends in the administration of every man’s farm by 
himself; that all will be done for the best.”52 “These little republics would be the 
main strength of the great one.”53 

The Bill for the General Diffusion of Knowledge met resistance and was de-
feated again when it was reintroduced in June 1780.54 Neither wards nor a school 
system came about in Virginia in Jefferson’s lifetime. The public’s dislike of the 
bill was threefold. First, many voters were opposed to taxation generally. Discon-
tent over high taxes was a primary cause of the conflict in which Virginians were 
then engaged against the British. Second, Virginia was rural and thinly dispersed. 
Though it may seem counterintuitive to some, its scattered population did not 
lend itself to localism in politics. Unlike New England, where it was easier to as-
semble in central townships, great distances often separated families on the Vir-
ginia frontier.55 In 1780 Virginia included Kentucky, western Pennsylvania, land 
beyond the Ohio Valley, and present-day West Virginia. The ward scheme was 
thus impractical. 

Finally, Christians were offended that Jefferson’s curriculum did not promote 
their faith. The rector of Hampden-Sydney Academy, Samuel Stanhope Smith 
(later president of Princeton University), reviewed the bill and wrote Jefferson 
that its biggest obstacle in the state would arise from religious denominations.56 
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Christians questioned the lack of religious instruction in Jefferson’s plan. The 
curriculum he proposed reflected the humanist values he had formed as a student 
at William and Mary. Jefferson’s plan did not utilize the clergy, even though they 
traditionally had worked as teachers because of their high rate of literacy and fa-
miliarity with low pay. 

Given the fact that Jefferson was simultaneously working to disestablish the 
Anglican Church in Virginia, many Christians supposed that Jefferson was basi-
cally “replacing parishes and pulpits with wards and teachers’ desks.”57 Smith, 
who admired Jefferson and his devotion to science, wrote to him concerning the 
possibility of using Episcopalians and Presbyterians to run the university that 
capped the system. Jefferson replied cordially, but said he saw any clerical involve-
ment as a step on the path toward church establishment.58 

Jefferson planned to drop the Bible in favor of the secular histories of Greece, 
Rome, England, and America. While reading, writing, and arithmetic would be 
taught in each school, special attention would be given to books of historical con-
tent. Jefferson hoped that exposure to history would alert students to various 
forms of tyranny (monarchical and spiritual) and encourage their resistance to it. 
Like Bolingbroke, Shaftesbury, and other eighteenth-century philosophes, Jeffer-
son felt that criticizing Christianity through reason alone was not enough. He 
underlined his point by criticizing Christianity’s long history of senseless con-
flicts, hoping to demonstrate organized religion’s absurdity by attacking it from 
an elevated, historical position. Jefferson wrote about other purposes of studying 
history and its power to deter immorality, but mainly advocated its use as a 
weapon wielded against Christianity and monarchy.59 

For Jefferson literacy was not only important for everyday transactions and 
studying history, it was necessary to read newspapers and stay up to date on poli-
tics. Jefferson agreed with John Adams, whose Defence of the Constitutions of 
Government of the United States (1787–1788) argues the same point.60 Jefferson 
wrote on numerous occasions of the importance of newspapers. To Edward Car-
rington he wrote, “Were it left to me to decide whether we have a government 
without newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a 
moment to prefer the latter.”61 

Jefferson hoped that newspapers and history would provide individuals with 
enough moral sense and reason to make responsible political decisions.62 The spe-
cific decisions Jefferson hoped students would make were to resist tyranny and 
concentrations of aristocratic privilege, be they monarchical or ecclesiastical. Jef-
ferson was not bothered by the ideal of objectivity in journalism, having pio-
neered the use of politically partisan newspapers in the 1790s on behalf of his 
Democratic-Republicans. 

Virginians of the late eighteenth century resisted tyranny, but not because 
they learned to resist it in schools or because they read newspapers. Instead, 
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Jefferson’s bill represented a tyranny of its own in their minds. It was voted down 
again in 1783, and the basic parameters of the bill were not passed into law until 
1796, when the county courts were empowered to levy taxes for ward schools.63 

Without centralized control or coercion, and no wards, Bill No. 79 never materi-
alized among the widely scattered population, even after 1796. Norfolk was the 
only county where the schools were started.64 Other counties chose not to raise 
the necessary taxes, and Jefferson’s idea foundered.65 

The 1779 education bill embodied Jefferson’s views on politics and religion. 
It was a vehicle intended to create a natural, rather than an artificial, white male 
aristocracy. At the same time, its success hinged on local, participatory democracy, 
because it was neither administered nor initiated from a central office. The pre-
scribed curriculum encouraged republican values and was based on history and 
science, rather than on Scriptural revelation. 

In the early 1780s, Governor Jefferson affirmed these emphases in his only 
published writing, Notes on the State of Virginia, an explanation of his views to Eu-
ropeans on education, race, religion, commerce, and the natural history of Vir-
ginia. Jefferson’s short piece on primary education follows his infamous seven 
pages on race and eugenics, in “Law” (Notes, Query 14). The passage in Notes is a 
rehash of the 1779 bill. In the wards, the “principal foundations of future order 
will be laid.” In the curriculum of elementary students, only history would “en-
able them to judge the future; it will avail them of the experience of other times 
and other nations; it will qualify them as judges of the actions and designs of 
men; it will enable them to know ambition under every disguise it may assume; 
and knowing it, to defeat its views.” The study of history would serve as an early 
instiller of morality. “Instead of putting the Bible into the hands of the children 
at an age when their judgments are not sufficiently matured for religious inquir-
ies, their memories may here be stored with the most useful facts from Grecian, 
Roman, European and American history.”66 

As for organized religion, Jefferson wrote in Notes that it only retained power 
by suppressing thought: “It is error alone which needs the support of govern-
ment. Truth can stand by itself.” Religion, he wrote, caused “millions of innocent 
men, women, and children” to be “burnt, tortured, fined, imprisoned,” and 
made “one half the world fools, and the other half hypocrites.”67 Science, 
religion’s replacement, would not be taught until the university level, when stu-
dents were ready for its mental rigor. Language training at the earlier levels would 
serve as a precursor, “an instrument for the attainment of science.”68 

Jefferson’s advocacy of education and Anglican disestablishment occurred in 
tandem as part of the reformation of Virginia’s revolutionary government. The 
humanist education Jefferson envisioned in Notes on the State of Virginia would 
not be politically viable in Virginia over the long term unless he and others acted 
to destroy the religious establishment. This created a conundrum because religious 
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establishments were the historical friends of education. Nonetheless, Jefferson got 
his chance to ensconce religious freedom as a fundamental political right because 
the plurality of dissenting Protestant denominations in Virginia feared the Angli-
can establishment, and each other. 

Religious Freedom in Virginia, 1776–1786 

Virginia was fertile ground for debates over church and state because of its de-
nominational pluralism.69 Virginians held a variety of beliefs, including religious 
indifference. Many of the Protestants practiced evangelical Christianity, which 
democratically preached salvation to all willing people. Evangelicals were more 
emotional than New England Puritans or the drier, more intellectual, Anglicans. 
Evangelicals and other dissenters had bristled under the control of the established 
Anglican Church for decades prior to the Revolution.70 Anglicans looked down 
on “dissenters” as low class and ridiculed their emotional enthusiasm. Dissenters, 
in turn, helped catalyze revolutionary sentiment.71 In Notes on the State of Vir-
ginia, Jefferson wrote that “two-thirds of the people had become dissenters at the 
commencement of the present revolution.”72 

The evangelicals found a receptive audience among rural whites and slaves, 
and later among upper-class planters and urban professionals. Small revivals oc-
curred in Virginia during the mid-eighteenth century among Presbyterian, 
Baptist, and Methodist churches. Virginia experienced interdenominational re-
vivals throughout the mid-1780s. The Baptists and Methodists were the most 
demonstrative and egalitarian, and planters valued Anglicanism as a bulwark 
against their democratic pretensions. The persecution of evangelicals at the 
hands of Anglicans caused preachers to flee into the backcountry of Tennessee 
and Kentucky.73 

Presbyterians in Virginia were unpretentious and shared an evangelical spirit 
with the Baptists and Methodists. Scotch-Irish Presbyterians came from the low-
land of Scotland and Ulster, in present-day Northern Ireland. In the eighteenth 
century they migrated to the Piedmont, in central Virginia, and the western She-
nandoah Valley, which separates the Alleghenies and Blue Ridge Mountains and 
runs from Harper’s Ferry to Lexington, Virginia. (The valley was a commercial 
route to the west from New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.) Presbyterians 
were mainly middle-class farmers, many of whom supported Jefferson. The 
Frenchman Ferdinand Bayard, traveling in the Shenandoah Valley in 1791, re-
corded sympathetically a Sunday he spent with them. He and other travelers 
“worshipped with the inhabitants in a plain wooden building, its gallery filled 
with Negro men and women, the white mothers below nursing their infants pub-
licly without shame. They sang Psalms and then had plain-hearted speeches.”74 
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Despite their egalitarianism, Presbyterians coveted conversions among the 
upper, influential classes, which they attained during the first quarter of the nine-
teenth century. They advocated religious liberty from the established church, but 
also challenged Jefferson for control of education. Presbyterians required a col-
lege education of all their ministers and involved themselves in politics. They set 
up log colleges and worked for educational reform. Neither the Baptist nor the 
Methodist churches gave Jefferson problems at any point during his crusade for 
humanist education in Virginia, partly because they appreciated his support for 
religious freedom. Importantly, neither of those denominations required a college 
education of its ministers, which Presbyterians did. Conversely, Presbyterian in-
fluence on education in the South was so profound it influenced Jefferson’s own 
educational ideas. 

Jefferson’s plan for public education arguably came from Scotland. Scottish 
thinkers advocated the subordination of theological training to more general in-
struction, the dividing up of schools into various grade levels, and the funding of 
education through public, rather than private, donations.75 Jefferson’s educa-
tional ideas may even have been influenced by a Scottish Presbyterian. The blue-
print for Jefferson’s 1779 education bill was similar to that proposed by the 
founder of Scottish Presbyterianism, John Knox, in Book of Discipline (1561). Jef-
ferson owned a copy and he was familiar with the book through Knox’s fellow 
Scotsman William Small, his professor at William and Mary.76 Knox’s book also 
instructed that “everie severall churches have a school maister” and that each 
father in a congregation be compelled, no matter what his “estait or conditioun,” 
to bring up his children in “learnying and virtue.”77 

Jefferson shared Knox’s notion that education was a rightful mechanism for 
the state, but had the opposite intention for the state’s role: to prevent the sort of 
spiritual tyranny he thought Knox advocated. Years later, when Jefferson was 
fighting the Presbyterians for control of higher education in Virginia, he la-
mented the impact of Knox: “They [Presbyterian clergy] are violent, ambitious of 
power, and intolerant in politics as in religion and want nothing but license from 
the laws to kindle again the fires of their leader John Knox and to give us a 2nd 
blast from his trumpet.”78 In Knox’s unrealized scheme, the Presbyterian Church 
financed the school system by confiscating property from the established 
churches, anticipating what happened in Virginia to the Anglicans on the part of 
the legislature.79 

The confiscation of the Church of England’s lands (or glebes) did not occur 
in Virginia with independence in 1776, but after a protracted struggle. The initial 
incorporation of the Episcopalians (the former Anglicans) after the Revolution 
roused the fury of both Baptists and Presbyterians, because they feared a return to 
the abuses of Anglican power.80 In theory the role of colonial governments under 
the English Act of Toleration (1689) was to tolerate dissent, but promote estab-
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lished religion financially.81 The act supposedly held sway in colonial Virginia, but 
judges were imprisoning dissenting preachers, and the House of Burgesses never 
resolved the problem. In the Piedmont and Tidewater, Baptist ministers were 
dragged from the pulpit and horsewhipped.82 Unitarians and deists were outside 
the protection of the Toleration Act altogether, and Quakers were prevented 
from landing in Virginia’s harbors by a seventeenth-century law.83 Presbyterians 
believed in the superiority of Calvinist Protestantism, but backed religious free-
dom whenever and wherever they were in the minority. 

Presbyterians were divided on church establishment when they were not 
being harassed, but their policy shifted in 1776 when they began to favor an open 
market of denominational competition.84 Jefferson and the Protestant dissenters 
thus made for uneasy allies as they worked to reform Virginia’s constitution in 
1776. Jefferson was a religious activist allied with the Presbyterians, but the Pres-
byterians wanted tolerance and rights only for everyone who was a Protestant 
Christian. Jefferson wanted to push it further, giving full rights of citizenship to 
all white males, regardless of their religious beliefs. 

Jefferson was busy in 1776, shuffling back and forth between Virginia and the 
Continental Congress in Philadelphia. George Mason assumed leadership in draft-
ing a new Bill of Rights for Virginia.85 Jefferson refused an appointment to France 
so he could return to Williamsburg in October.86 He chose to focus mainly on 
abolishing slavery and defending religious liberty.87 Jefferson was a member of the 
Committee on Religion in the Virginia House of Burgesses, which intended to ex-
tend toleration to all Protestant subjects in Virginia. He wanted to insure religious 
liberty without allowing that liberty to be used as a cover for seditious political at-
tacks. Jefferson finally settled on the policy advocated by Reverend Philip Fur-
neaux: that religion should not concern the state unless it results in overt acts of 
disorder.88 The balancing act was left to Mason, whose 1776 proposals for the Vir-
ginia Bill of Rights declared religious tolerance, but vaguely stipulated that every-
one “had to practice Christian forbearance, love, and charity, towards each other.”89 

Initially, Jefferson was unsure how the Presbyterians would react to Mason’s 
Declarations. While preparing for Virginia’s first assembly as a state, he spelled 
out his position in “Notes on Religion” (1776).90 The Presbyterian spirit was 
“congenial to liberty,” but he understood the limitations of their generosity. In 
red-colored ink Jefferson explained their qualified definition of freedom: 

Presbyterian wd. open just wide enough for hms. [himself]

others wd. open it to infidelity, bt. keep out fanaticismTrue mode only for all to concur,

& throw open to all.ye prest. chch. too strong for any 1 sect, bt. too weak agt.all.91


Jefferson was behind in his assessment of the Presbyterians, at least as far as their 
formal strategy. In 1776 the Presbytery at Hanover, Virginia wanted more than 
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mere tolerance within a system that still favored the Anglican Church. They 
wanted complete liberty, equality, and free speech regarding religion. Under the 
leadership of Caleb Wallace, Presbyterians from Prince Edward and Hanover 
Counties petitioned the Legislature for religious emancipation.92 Late in life, Jef-
ferson wrote in his Autobiography that the “petitions of the dissenters brought on 
the severest contests in which I have ever been engaged.”93 It recalled for him how 
Presbyterian dissenters allied with Whigs in England to check monarchical power 
with the Toleration Act of 1689.94 The Glorious Revolution of Dutch and English 
Protestants in England in 1688–1689 granted religious liberty to all Trinitarian 
Protestants (those who believed in God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost). 

The idea of religious liberty held by the dissenting Protestants was inherited 
from English history, formally articulated by John Locke in A Letter Concerning 
Toleration (1689). The constitution Locke drew up twenty years earlier for the col-
ony of Carolina extended freedom of worship to anyone who acknowledged 
God, but funded the established Anglican church.95 Though he appreciated 
Locke’s ideas on representative government, Jefferson differed from Locke in two 
ways: he advocated public, not private, education; and he wanted to extend reli-
gious toleration to everyone. Jefferson hoped to expand on Locke’s limited idea of 
natural rights and toleration, replacing it with one based purely on voluntarism 
and persuasion, and devoid of forced taxation: 

[Lo]cke denies toleration to those who entertain opns. contrary to those moral rules nec-
essary for the preservation of society. . . . It was a great thing to go so far (as he himself sais 
of the parl. who framed the act of tolern.) but where he stopped short, we may go on.96 

Jefferson’s American extension of Locke helped set a new precedent in Western 
history; one where religious freedom was not just bestowed reluctantly from 
above as a privilege, but a natural right that should not be violated in any way.97 

The religious freedom clause of the Virginia Declaration of Rights in 1776 
called for toleration, but some discriminatory laws remained on the books. Parlia-
mentary codes and involuntary taxation were discontinued and church salaries 
were stopped, but (English) Common Law still prevailed in the Virginia assem-
bly.98 According to a 1705 law, heresy prevented public office-holding. One lost 
the ability to sue in court or collect inheritance after the second offense, and a he-
retical father could lose custody of his children. Heresy was legally punishable by 
burning, though that did not happen.99 

The failure to establish genuine religious liberty in the 1770s was matched by 
Jefferson’s failure to alter the curriculum of his alma mater, William and Mary.100 

The college was tied to the Church of England by tests of conformity to the 
Thirty-Nine Articles imposed on its students and faculty. Customarily the 
school’s chancellorship alternated between the bishop of London and the arch-
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bishop of Canterbury.101 Jefferson tried to use his power as governor to close the 
school of divinity, a source of Anglican dogma, but legislators deemed the school 
a private institution, immune from state control. Dissenters were afraid that re-
form would actually increase the prestige of the Anglican establishment at 
William and Mary and helped table the bill in 1785 and 1786.102 

As a member of William and Mary’s Board of Visitors in 1779, Governor Jef-
ferson affected changes at the college that the legislature was unwilling to accept. 
He was unable to get the positions in civil and ecclesiastical history he desired, 
but he did destroy two professorships—one of divinity and the other educa-
tion—and replace them with positions in law and police, medicine, anatomy, 
chemistry, and modern languages.103 Jefferson likely feared Anglican influence on 
elementary teachers, which accounts for his hostility toward both the divinity and 
education departments. Most of the original rules, including the school’s overall 
allegiance to the Anglican Articles, remained in place. 

Jefferson drafted a more sweeping bill on religious freedom in 1777 and intro-
duced it into the legislature in 1779 (Bill No. 82), but it failed. Given his under-
standing of the connection between politics and religion, it was logical that Jeffer-
son introduced his education and religious freedom bills simultaneously. When 
Jefferson went to Paris in 1784, he left it to James Madison to follow through on 
his plan, just as Madison did later with his presidency and overseeing the Univer-
sity of Virginia. Jefferson met his close friend and political ally from Orange 
County on the floor of the Virginia House in 1776, when Madison was just 
twenty-four. In October the two were thrown together on the Committee on Re-
ligion, the Committee to Draft a Bill Abolishing Some Special Privileges of the 
Anglican Church, and the Committee of Privileges and Elections.104 

Madison had worked with George Mason on the Virginia Bill of Rights the 
previous spring, while Jefferson was in Philadelphia. Only half Mason’s age, 
Madison altered the colonel’s initial inclusion of religious tolerance to affirm 
everyone’s right to “the free exercise of religion, according to the dictates of con-
science” (article 16). Madison also attached an amendment disestablishing the 
church.105 A believer in natural rights, Mason no doubt concurred with the 
changes. Madison was hesitant to debate publicly, but according to one friend he 
kept up a dialogue with older politicians that made them “wish to sit daily within 
the reach of his conversation . . . [where] he delivered himself without affectation 
upon Grecian, Roman, and English history from a well-digested fund.”106 Madi-
son and Jefferson were perfect allies in the fight for religious freedom. 

Like Jefferson, Madison’s religious background was linked to Presbyterian-
ism and latitudinarian Anglicanism. Madison was interested in religious liberty as 
a teenager, and returned to Virginia from the College of New Jersey (Princeton) 
deeply committed to its cause.107 His concept of political plurality was refined 
there under Presbyterian John Witherspoon in the late 1760s and early 1770s.108 
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The rights of minorities had to be protected against the will of the majority, both 
in economic and religious matters. Protecting minority rights in a pluralistic soci-
ety was Madison’s solution to the democratic riddle.109 

Madison teamed up with Jefferson in 1779 to gut the theology department at 
William and Mary.110 He then collaborated with Jefferson to bring down the An-
glican establishment in Virginia during the mid-1780s. Fearing religion as a con-
duit of democratic agitation, the new Episcopalian gentry wanted to diffuse gen-
eral political unrest among the lower classes by compromising with the 
dissenters.111 The non-Episcopalian planters (such as Madison and Jefferson) who 
desired their own political freedom had to take the religious convictions of the 
lower classes into account while fighting off the traditional establishment. As reli-
gious minorities, Jefferson and Madison were hard pressed to disestablish the An-
glican/Episcopalians without merely overseeing the transfer of power to their 
Protestant dissenter allies. 

More than Jefferson, Madison understood the subtleties of placating the op-
position. He convinced Jefferson, for instance, that the cause of church-state sep-
aration would be endangered, not advanced, by excluding ministers from the leg-
islature.112 But in order to avoid the excesses of Europe, Madison did not want 
churches incorporating and accumulating property.113 In Virginia, no one seri-
ously entertained the idea of transferring power and property from the Anglicans 
to a specific dissenting denomination. The alternative to religious freedom was a 
general assessment law, similar to the multi-establishment compromises enacted 
in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Hampshire, and almost passed in Geor-
gia and Maryland.114 

In Virginia such a law was proposed by Patrick Henry, the member of the 
gentry most closely identified with middle- and lower-class whites, and the only 
politician in Virginia with a more democratic reputation than Jefferson. Henry’s 
idea was to use public funds to train Christian teachers. By the 1780s, the Virginia 
Presbytery at Hanover reversed their 1776 stand and advocated a general Chris-
tian tax, while still hoping to keep the Episcopalians in check.115 Some Presbyter-
ian leaders, such as Samuel Stanhope Smith, advocated Henry’s idea of a Protes-
tant coalition.116 The idea was that taxes could be paid into the Protestant 
denomination of the taxpayer’s choice. George Washington, John Marshall, and 
Richard Henry Lee supported Henry’s “Bill for Establishing a Provision for 
Teachers of the Christian Religion.” Jefferson callously wrote to Madison, “What 
we have to do I think is devoutly pray for his [Henry’s] death. . . . I am glad the 
Episcopalians have again shown their teeth and fangs. The dissenters had almost 
forgotten them.”117 

Henry did not die, but with the calculated help of Madison he left the legis-
lature to accept the governorship in 1785.118 His bill was postponed, giving the op-
position time to mobilize.119 Reminded of the discrimination they had suffered 
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under the Anglican establishment, some Protestant dissenters organized opposi-
tion to Henry’s general assessment.120 Eventually nearly eleven thousand signa-
tures were gathered against the tax.121 The most famous and eloquent of the peti-
tions was Madison’s anonymously published Memorial and Remonstrance against 
Religious Assessments (1785), which attracted over fifteen hundred signatures. 

Madison extolled the virtues of Christianity, but argued eloquently against 
mixing faith and politics. Abridging religious freedom was an “offence against 
God, not against man.” He reminded readers of the “torrents of blood spilt in the 
Old World” in the name of bigotry.122 Religion thrived before states existed, Mad-
ison argued, so it was ridiculous to argue it would die without state support.123 He 
predicted that if religion were tied to the political system, the magistrates would 
become arbiters of religious truths.124 Memorial and Remonstrance helped per-
suade the Virginia Legislature to vote down Henry’s law. 

Building on the momentum of Henry’s defeat, Madison then pushed 
Jefferson’s 1777 religious bill through the legislature in 1786. In the Statute of Vir-
ginia for Religious Freedom, Jefferson penned his most memorable phrases con-
cerning religion as a natural right, stating that “Almighty God hath created the 
mind free” and the “Holy Author of our Religion . . . chose not to propagate it by 
coercions.” Religious opinions “shall in nowise diminish, enlarge, or affect their 
[public officials’] civil capacities.”125 The Virginia legislature voted down an 
amendment limiting its toleration to Christians. The statute included freedom 
for all, including “the Jew, the Mahometan, and the Hindoo.”126 

Of course, there were very few Jews and no Muslims or Hindus in Virginia at 
the time, making the statute easier to pass and postponing the realization of its full 
implications. Despite that, the Virginia statute was a landmark piece of legislation, 
surpassing the contemporary English, Lockean conception of toleration. It was cir-
culated by radicals throughout Europe and America, reprinted in French, and in-
serted in Denis Diderot’s and Jean Le Rond d’Alembert’s Encyclopédia.127 It was 
translated into Italian and reprinted in London by Richard Prince in 1786.128 In 
Paris, Jefferson was ecstatic upon hearing the news of the bill’s long-fought victory. 

In addition, the Baptists and Methodists helped revoke the incorporation of 
the Episcopal Church in 1787, leaving it with no legal standing.129 These new laws 
did not prevent the Virginia Legislature from making bigamy and polygamy pun-
ishable by death in 1788.130 Jefferson himself helped placate the opposition by 
writing a Sabbath law to sanction civic days of prayer and fasting and incorporat-
ing the restrictions imposed by the Old Testament book of Leviticus into Virginia 
marriage law.131 Still, according to one religious historian, the bill, “by common 
consent, was the most decisive element in an epochal shift in the Western world’s 
approach to relations between civil and religious spheres of life after fourteen 
centuries.” Before that, religious authority was presumed necessary to social and 
political order.132 
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The restrictions against state-sponsored religion in Virginia set the standard 
for the national Constitution’s First Amendment’s protection of religious free-
dom.133 Contemporary critics blamed Jefferson for the First Amendment, which 
was authored by Madison. In 1838 Henry W. Warner argued in the book Moral 
and Religious Character of American Government that this doctrine of political ir-
religion was never accredited until Jefferson gave it currency, executed it in Vir-
ginia, and read it into the United States Constitution.134 

Aside from insuring full religious freedom and prohibiting any compulsory 
worship or religious taxation, the statute was unambiguous on the issue of reli-
gion and public education. In its opening sentence, which runs over a page and a 
half, it states: 

that to compel a man to furnish contributions of money for the propagation of opinions 
which he disbelieves, is sinful and tyrannical; that even the forcing of him to support this 
or that teacher of his own religious persuasion, is depriving him of the comfortable lib-
erty of giving his contributions to the particular pastor, whose morals he would make his 
pattern, and whose powers he feels most persuasive to righteousness . . . [and] is depriv-
ing him injuriously of those privileges and advantages to which in common with his 
fellow-citizens he has a natural right. 

Although the 1786 statute prohibited the taxed support of religious instruction, 
dissenting Protestants viewed religious freedom as an opportunity to consolidate 
their power through education.135 Rather than prohibiting public financing for 
organized religions, they felt the statute merely created an even playing field for 
various denominations to compete for state funds through the democratic pro-
cess. The disestablishment of the Anglican Church in the 1780s initially hurt the 
cause of education in Virginia, since established Christianity had provided the 
impetus for literacy in colonial America. 

In the new State of Virginia, somebody had to fill the vacuum of educational 
leadership, and dissenting Protestants saw it as their prerogative. Presbyterians 
hoped to further their impact on higher education in Virginia by tapping into 
state support. When the Anglicans revived their sect as the new Episcopalian 
Church, they too tried to garner public funds. Despite their efforts, the 1786 stat-
ute established the parameters whereby Jefferson’s humanist plans for the Univer-
sity of Virginia were politically justified. 

1801–1814 

Jefferson and Madison influenced religious history with their 1786 statute, but 
Jefferson’s impact on education in Virginia was negligible up until that point. His 
plan of 1778–1779 failed, though a watered-down version of it passed in 1796. 
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Abroad from 1784 to 1789, Jefferson bided his time by studying European 
universities and toying with ideas for a national or Virginia university. Jefferson’s 
biggest influence on education before the late 1810s came nationally, as Continen-
tal Congressman and founder of West Point. 

On the Continental Congress, his authorship of the Land Ordinance of 
1785 left a permanent mark on the American landscape. Jefferson devised a 
scheme to divide land up into thirty-six square mile townships, which were fur-
ther subdivided into single square miles (sections) and acres, the basic grid 
system still in use. Regarding education, Jefferson proposed that each township 
set aside a space near its center for a common school.136 The Congress also re-
solved to grant each new state one hundred thousand acres of land for the 
endowment of a university.137 

In the frontier territories the ambiguities of church-state relations were ap-
parent. Jefferson could not influence the curriculum of territorial schools. The 
very purpose of schools according to the Congress was to spread Christianity. 
Though cognizant of separatist sentiment among its constituents, the Continen-
tal Congress was openly pro-Christian, and it used Christianity to justify the need 
for territorial schools. The Northwest Ordinance of 1787, which set up the proce-
dures whereby territories would become states, was based on Jefferson’s proposals 
of 1784–1785, but passed while he was serving as minister to France.138 It stated 
that: “Religion, morality and knowledge being necessary to good government and 
the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever be 
encouraged.”139 In addition to one plot set aside for a school, another was desig-
nated for a church. Jefferson himself advocated Christian education when it came 
to Europeanizing the Indians of the Western territories. 

Jefferson also influenced national education as a U.S. president. His biggest 
contributions were the founding of the United States Military Academy at West 
Point and the appropriation of federal lands toward the endowment of colleges 
in several states.140 Jefferson’s establishment of West Point in 1802, part of the 
Military Peace Establishment Act, is a political story in its own right.141 Origi-
nally he conceived of the school more narrowly, as being solely for the Army 
Corps of Engineers.142 Jefferson himself was considered a statesman of the 
American Revolution only, not a military hero. As governor of Virginia, he had 
fled during Benedict Arnold’s invasion. More damaging to his standing among 
military leaders, he had argued against the establishment of a professional mili-
tary elite during the 1790s. Jefferson argued against the founding of a military 
academy when Alexander Hamilton advocated one in 1793, calling the idea “use-
less.”143 Consequently the military establishment viewed Jefferson with suspi-
cion, especially since his brand of political idealism was dangerous. With no bat-
tlefield experience himself, he was willing to use force to win democratic 
revolutions and to protect the republic.144 
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The Revolution itself had proven the necessity of war; it was the relationship 
between the military and the rest of society that was critical for Jefferson. In his 
opinion, a strong military that failed to subordinate itself to civilian rulers would 
jeopardize the republican experiment. Since wars offered great opportunities for 
advancement and ambition, Jefferson feared that the elite would constantly be 
getting the nation into conflicts. Great Britain exemplified how the nobility could 
then dictate the country’s politics and diplomacy. The Quasi-War with France 
(1797–1800), led by the militarily-aligned Federalists, and the campaign Washing-
ton and Hamilton led against the whiskey tax rebels in western Pennsylvania, pro-
vided cases in point.145 Of course, like Hamilton’s proposal for an academy, nei-
ther the French war nor the Whiskey Rebellion coincided with Jefferson’s 
political agenda. 

The key was to train a generation of officers who supported Jefferson and 
shared his understanding of the role of the military in a republic. At West Point, 
he and his Secretary of War, Henry Dearborn, hoped to train Democratic-
Republican officers so that they could eventually purge the military of the Feder-
alists who had taken control in the 1790s.146 After Jefferson’s “Revolution of 
1800,” the troops would be comprised of the citizen-soldiers idealized by militia 
during the Revolution.147 

Signing an academy into law was a way for Jefferson to accommodate the 
military, silence criticism, and co-opt an important wing of power. By having the 
government fund and oversee the academy, the school’s constitution embodied 
the principle of military subordination to civilian control. In keeping with 
Jefferson’s commitment to meritocracy, deserving leaders would be trained 
through public education rather than being born into a military nobility. 

West Point was also an opportunity for Jefferson to employ the scientific 
emphasis he advocated in his earlier plans for Virginia. He rightfully thought 
that a military that was scientifically superior could win on the battlefield. Under 
Jefferson’s choice as first superintendent, Jonathan Williams, West Point em-
phasized languages (French and German), and practical sciences such as mathe-
matics, geography, nautical astronomy, and physics. It specialized in any subjects 
necessary to build bridges, fortifications and artillery.148 The academy’s scientific 
leaning dovetailed with Jefferson’s ambition of westward expansion. The Army 
Corps of Engineers was indispensable to the surveying and settlement of the 
West.149 

Jefferson considered moving the academy to Washington, D.C., where it 
would double as a national school of engineering.150 But since he did not advocate 
a strong central government, he could not otherwise promote education from the 
executive branch. He was willing to use the national government to promote ed-
ucation, but only if empowered by a Constitutional amendment. Jefferson com-
promised this stance on other issues (such as the Louisiana Purchase and his 1807 
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Embargo), but not on education. With an amendment, Jefferson visualized using 
a foreseen treasury surplus in 1806 for public education and internal improve-
ments, but it never occurred.151 Because the federal government was tiny in 
Jefferson’s time, he was powerless to do anything other than support private edu-
cation. In his sixth annual message of December 2, 1806, Jefferson said that, “al-
though education is . . . among the articles of public care,” he would not “take its 
ordinary branches out of the hands of private enterprise, which manages so much 
better all the concerns to which it is equal.”152 

Jefferson had flirted with the idea of national universities before.153 He was 
usually warmest to ideas that placed the campus in Richmond, safely near his 
sphere of influence. He corresponded with Quesnay de Beauprepaire (a former 
captain in the American army under Lafayette) in the mid-1780s about estab-
lishing a French-style art academy in Richmond, with branches in New York, 
Baltimore, and Philadelphia. In 1794 Jefferson and Francois D’Ivernois advo-
cated transplanting the University of Geneva staff wholesale to Richmond, but 
Washington vetoed the idea (partially because he considered the professors too 
aristocratic).154 

In his second term, Jefferson promoted Joel Barlow’s idea, published as the 
Prospectus of a National Institution to be established in the United States (1806), but 
he knew the support was not there in Congress. The reason for Jefferson’s ambiv-
alence was that he already had his sights set on a project near Monticello. He 
knew he would lose control of ideology at a national school, whereas in Virginia 
he stood a better chance of leaving his own stamp on an institution. Washington 
had thought the reverse: that Virginia could influence the rest of the country bet-
ter through a national school in the Capital. Jefferson never put his weight behind 
a national university of the sort advocated by Washington and others in the late 
eighteenth century, and by John Quincy Adams in the 1820s.155 By his second 
term (and probably before) Jefferson wanted a university near the safe proximity 
of Monticello, where he could directly shape young minds on natural religion 
and republican politics.156 

Despite his provincialism when it came to location, Jefferson still looked to 
Europe for ideas. In the 1790s and 1800s Jefferson corresponded with intellectuals 
like Thomas Cooper, Joseph Priestley, and Samuel-Pierre Dupont de Nemours 
about education. Dupont visited Jefferson at Monticello in 1800 and consulted 
him on his plans.157 When overseas as Minister to France, Jefferson studied uni-
versities in Paris, Italy, Switzerland, and Scotland.158 During his first term he solic-
ited advice from the National Institute of France and the Universities of Edin-
burgh and Geneva.159 

Jefferson’s libertarian religious views were affirmed by the campaign that pre-
ceded his presidency. The mudslinging election of 1800 included attacks on him 
by Federalist-aligned Christians. Jefferson was lampooned in the Northeastern 
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press for his hypocrisy regarding slavery and his affair with mulatto house servant 
Sally Hemings. Additionally, Federalists wanted to smear him on religion. Since 
he was not an orthodox Christian they labeled him an infidel and atheist, though 
in fact he believed in God. They linked Jefferson in the popular imagination with 
the clerical persecution and violence of the French Revolution.160 Federalists used 
his commentary on religion in Notes on the State of Virginia against him. In Notes 
Jefferson wrote that “it does me no injury for my neighbour to say that there are 
twenty Gods or no God. It neither picks my pocket nor breaks my leg.”161 Now 
those words of toleration came back to haunt him.162 

Yale president Timothy Dwight, whose sermons and lectures defended Fed-
eralists against Democratic-Republicans and the pernicious influence of French 
philosophy, led the attack against Jefferson’s alleged infidelity. At Yale’s com-
mencement in 1801, he encouraged all graduates to take an oath that they would 
never vote for Jefferson.163 Reverend Jedidiah Champion of Litchfield, Connecti-
cut asked the Lord to “Bestow upon the Vice President [Jefferson] a double por-
tion of the Thy grace, for Thou knowest he needs it.”164 

Alexander Hamilton, Jefferson’s adversary on the country’s economic policy 
in the 1790s, used religion as a weapon against him. Despite Hamilton’s own reli-
gious indifference, he wrote to John Jay in 1800 that “a legal and constitutional 
step ought to be taken to prevent an atheist in religion and fanatic in politics from 
getting possession of the helm of the state.”165 One writer to the Massachusetts 
Mercury had a more accurate understanding of Jefferson’s theology: “My objec-
tion to Jefferson being promoted to the presidency is founded singly upon his dis-
belief of the Holy Scriptures, or, in other words, his rejection of the Christian Re-
ligion and open profession of Deism.”166 

Because of the alliance between Federalists and ministers, and the bitter-
ness of the 1800 election, the two groups fused in Jefferson’s mind.167 After win-
ning the hard-fought election, Jefferson wrote bitterly to Yankee ally Elbridge 
Gerry: “Your part of the Union tho’ as absolutely republican as ours, had drunk 
deeper of the delusion, & is therefore slower in recovering from it. The aegis of 
government, & the temples of religion & justice, have all been prostituted there 
to toll us back to the times when we burnt witches.”168 From January 1800 to 
August 1801, Jefferson wrote more on religion than in his entire preceding life, 
mostly criticizing the role of the clergy and their association with his Federalist 
enemies.169 

Jefferson’s most famous oath of opposition to religious bigotry came after the 
1800 election, in a letter to Benjamin Rush (1745–1813). Rush, who served on the 
Continental Congress, was a well-known Presbyterian, social reformer, politician, 
physician, and medical professor from Philadelphia. Jefferson and Rush were cor-
respondents because of their mutual interest in ridding medicine of superstition 
and because Jefferson valued Rush’s opinions on religion.170 One of Jefferson’s 
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letters to Rush in 1800 reveals how sensitive he was toward Federalist attacks that 
characterized him as an atheist: “They [especially the Episcopalians & Congrega-
tionalists] believe that any portion of power confided to me, will be exerted in op-
position to their schemes. And they believe rightly; for I have sworn upon the altar 
of god, eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind of man.”171 

President Jefferson began a lifelong interest in original, or restored, Christi-
anity, and in Christ as a moral philosopher. The 1800 campaign motivated him to 
beat Christianity at its own game—to out-moralize and even out-Christianize or-
thodox Christianity by getting at the more original, or primitive, meanings of the 
gospel. Most Restorationists of the early nineteenth century were Christians, but 
Jefferson did not believe in Christ’s divinity. 

Jefferson wrote Rush that “to the corruptions of Christianity I am indeed op-
posed; but not to the genuine precepts of Jesus himself.”172 His correspondence 
with Rush in the late 1790s, along with the campaign of 1800, also rekindled 
Jefferson’s interest in Christianity as a force in politics.173 Jefferson wanted to fend 
off false criticism and counter the negative associations drawn by enemies 
between his Democratic-Republicans and the French Revolution. Turning the ta-
bles and out-Christianizing his attackers was Jefferson’s strategy to separate Fed-
eralist voters from their leaders .174 

Around this time he read English Unitarian and chemist Joseph Priestley’s 
History of the Corruptions of Christianity (1782) and Socrates and Jesus Compared 
(1803). Inspired by Priestley, Jefferson made his peace with Christianity by focus-
ing on its philosophy instead of its superstition, “scraping off the heavy barnacle 
that impeded Christianity’s smooth passage around the globe.”175 Jefferson’s “Syl-
labus of an Estimate of the merit of the doctrines of Jesus, compared with those 
of others” (1803) compared the morals of Jesus with other ancient philosophers, 
as did “The Philosophy of Jesus” (1804). One purpose of Jefferson’s biblical 
scholarship was to draw attention to the simplicity of Christ. Unlike the intrica-
cies of theology, which were engrafted on Christ’s words over the course of Euro-
pean history, Jefferson thought the “doctrines which flowed from the lips of Jesus 
himself are within the comprehension of a child.”176 

In keeping with his counterattack on Federalists and their clerical allies, he ti-
tled his 1804 work “The Philosophy of Jesus of Nazareth extracted from the ac-
count of his life and doctrines as given by Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, being 
an abridgment of the New Testament for the use of the Indians unembarrassed 
with matters of fact or faith beyond the level of comprehensions.” The long title 
sounded like an arrogant reference to the simplicity of Native Americans, but Jef-
ferson undoubtedly intended to distinguish “sensible Indians” from his political 
enemies among the clergy, who were guilty of trying to comprehend complicated 
things beyond their grasps.177 Jefferson’s later attempts to establish a seminary 
that would serve as the “future bulwark of the human mind in this hemisphere” 
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had a double meaning: to shield Southern youth from both Federalist politics and 
orthodox Christianity.178 

Jefferson made his first reference to the University of Virginia in an 1800 let-
ter to Priestley: “We wish to establish in the upper & healthier part of the state, 
[a] University on a plan so broad & liberal & modern, as to be worth patronizing 
with the public support, and be a temptation to the youth of other states to come 
and drink of the cup of knowledge & fraternize with us.” He asked Priestley for 
advice on how to group the sciences, explaining his desire to draw the best profes-
sors from Europe, organized in such a way as to bring the “whole within the 
power of the fewest professors possible.”179 Writing to Swiss scientist George Pic-
tet, in 1803, Jefferson reiterated his aim to introduce a major university into the 
Virginia Legislature.180 His plan was similar to that advocated by fellow Virginian 
St. George Tucker. 

The first bill for the University of Virginia was introduced into the Virginia 
Legislature in 1805, during Jefferson’s second term as president.181 He was opti-
mistic at first, writing to Littleton Waller Tazewell that those in the legislature 
“are likely at length to institute [a] University on a broad plan.” Jefferson had a 
clear vision of his future school a full twenty years before it opened. The Tazewell 
letter explained how the Board of Visitors would be named after chartering, the 
recruitment of professors, and the layout of the academic “village,” which would 
be located near Monticello. Unlike Oxford, Cambridge, and the Sorbonne, 
which were “a century or two behind the science of the age . . . only the useful 
branches of science” would be taught at his university.182 For instance, it would be 
a center of agricultural research.183 The University of Virginia would share West 
Point’s emphasis on science. 

After retiring from the presidency Jefferson refocused his efforts. In 1809 he 
met with Governor John Tyler, who advised him to construct a plan. The War of 
1812 delayed initiatives, but Jefferson started his planning before the war’s conclu-
sion. In keeping with the localism of his earlier plans, Jefferson fastened onto 
nearby Albermarle Academy, a grammar school founded by the Virginia Legisla-
ture in 1803. The school had no funding other than the state lottery and never 
materialized. Jefferson invited himself to one of Albermarle’s board meetings at 
the Old Stone Tavern in Charlottesville in March 1814 and joined the school’s 
trustees.184 Jefferson’s nephew Peter Carr was president of the academy’s founda-
tion. Jefferson’s son-in-law, Thomas Mann Randolph, helped him petition the 
legislature for profits from glebe lands to support the school.185 

Jefferson used Albermarle Academy to fulfill Tyler’s recommendation, in-
vesting all his ideas on higher education into a plan for the school, what one his-
torian called the “paper chrysalis” of his future university.186 He wrote to Carr in 
1814, during the grimmest period of the war, when most of Jefferson’s male rela-
tives were busy guarding Richmond.187 Jefferson’s letter to his nephew is one of 
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the fullest expressions of his educational vision, including more than just pro-
posed changes to Albermarle Academy.188 Jefferson echoed his 1778–1779 plan of 
a meritocratic pyramid of education, with twenty grammar schools and select 
poor students drawn from a base of decentralized, publicly funded elementary 
schools.189 

The Carr letter bore the imprint of French philosopher Destutt de Tracy, a 
relative of Lafayette’s and correspondent of Jefferson’s.190 Like Tracy’s “Little 
Tract on Education,” Jefferson’s students in the Carr letter were divided into two 
groups, the “laboring and the learned.”191 After the elementary schools, the 
learned were separated from the laborers (the wheat from the chaff), and the la-
borers began “the business of agriculture, or enter into apprenticeships to such 
handicraft art as may be their choice.” Those destined for the professions and the 
pursuit of science could proceed to the next two levels. The wealthy, who “pos-
sessing independent fortunes, may aspire to share in conducting the affairs of the 
nation,” were thrown in with the professionals and scientists in the secondary 
grammar school. 

Jefferson laid out a curriculum dividing the secondary level into three 
branches—language, mathematics (broadly defined to include “every branch of 
science, deemed useful at this day), and philosophy, which included govern-
ment, economics, ethics, and ideology. Language was studied in conjunction 
with history, and philosophy included the “law of nature and nations” under 
one subheading. 

The university, at the top level, included professional schools for engineering, 
agriculture, law, and medicine. The Carr letter does contain a provision for a 
theological school, probably permissible in Jefferson’s mind because Albermarle 
drew from private subscriptions.192 Fine arts were for gardeners, painters, musi-
cians, and “gentlemen.” Technical (as opposed to moral or natural) philosophy 
covered a broad range of skilled professions, including shipwright, clockmaker, 
mariner, carpenter, glassmaker, tanner, soapmaker, vintner, cutler, druggist, 
brewer, and distiller. 

How Jefferson distinguished all these “technical philosophers” from the arti-
sans among the laboring class is unclear. Evidently, he wanted to use the educa-
tion system to glean the most talented craftsmen, instead of relying merely on the 
apprenticeship system to carry that out. These classes were to be taught at night, 
to allow the young men to labor during the day. He stressed that their educations 
should be completely funded by the public. Artisans would be included in 
Jefferson’s later university plans, but dropped by the time it opened. 

In an effort to combine physical fitness and preparedness, all students in 
Jefferson’s letter would devote two hours every afternoon to military maneuvers. 
Soon after Jefferson’s election to the Albermarle Board, he wrote to scientist and 
radical democrat Thomas Cooper, informing him he hoped to hire Cooper at a 
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university he envisioned near his plantation.193 Virginians were too busy practic-
ing live military maneuvers against the British, though, to implement the ideas in 
Jefferson’s letter to Carr. Despite the public circulation of the ideas contained in 
the letter, nothing came of it for the time being. 

Conclusion 

The main outlines of Jefferson’s 1814 plan for education crystallized during the 
American Revolution. Ironically, two Presbyterians, John Knox and John With-
erspoon, contributed indirectly to the outlooks of Jefferson and Madison—Knox 
through his design for a school system in Scotland; Witherspoon through his tu-
telage of Madison at Princeton. Presbyterians and other dissenters worked with 
Jefferson to overthrow the Anglican/Episcopalian establishment during and 
shortly after the Revolution. Presbyterians and Episcopalians maintained qual-
ified support for religious freedom, but understood that freedom as the right of 
factions to compete within the democratic arena for dominance, not the protec-
tion of minority rights. They considered it a natural exercise of their rights to 
provide elementary teachers and dominate higher education. The election of 
1800 confirmed to Jefferson that the Protestant clergy was conspiring with his po-
litical opponents to defeat his vision of a republican utopia. 

Jefferson’s model for education was shaped like a pyramid, with a broad base 
at the bottom to encourage egalitarianism and opportunity. The pyramid shape 
symbolized Jefferson’s overall view of the perfect republican society. Education 
would serve as a catalyst for upward social mobility—the way to create a natural, 
rather than hereditary, aristocracy. All white children would be educated suffi-
ciently to transact business and vote responsibly in elections. There was tension, 
though, between Jefferson’s egalitarian ideas on primary education and his idea-
listic vision of a university training leaders. Because of limited public resources 
Virginia could not afford both, and the two aspects of Jefferson’s vision came into 
conflict after 1814. 
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The Politics of Virginia’s Literary Fund,

1814–1819


Except for the University of Virginia, which opened in 1825, Jefferson’s basic sug-
gestions did not come to fruition until Reconstruction, in 1870. No substantial 
system of public schools existed in Virginia until after 1900. The sparseness of 
Virginia’s rural population made the clustered school systems of New England 
townships unfeasible. The rich who formed the electorate prior to 1851 had no de-
sire to fund education for the lower and middle classes, which would have cost 
them money and encouraged social mobility among poorer whites. These factors 
undermined Jefferson’s advocacy of a statewide education system. 

During his lifetime, the sectional rift between eastern and western Virginia 
and the idiosyncrasies of its party politics shaped the debate on education. Eco-
nomic and cultural sectionalism blocked political reform and ended up pitting 
Jefferson himself against the egalitarian spirit of his 1778–1779 education bill. 
Farmers from western Virginia argued for establishing primary schools first, 
against the wishes of university supporters, who were mostly eastern planters. 
From 1814 to 1819 Jefferson concentrated on the university at the expense of pri-
mary education.1 

Virginia remained an aristocratic state into the early nineteenth century, 
with property restrictions on voting. Political power remained in the eastern part 
of the state, among the planters, merchants, and lawyers who had ruled Virginia 
since 1624. A small elite of around fifteen hundred households (2–5 percent) 
controlled the land, slaves, and politics.2 Prior to 1830, around one-half of white 
males were disenfranchised. Forty percent of Virginians were slaves. Reappor-
tionment of political representation was a live topic in the lower house and sup-
ported by Jefferson, but the senate blocked substantial reform and no constitu-
tional convention was even called until 1830.3 Voting restrictions that 
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incorporated a mixture of population and property to determine representation 
remained in place until 1851.4 

The early nineteenth century was a paradoxical time in Virginia politics be-
cause the triumvirate of Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe maintained national 
power in Washington, but the state suffered from emigration and a relative de-
cline in power. The focus of the Southern economy shifted from the Virginia and 
Carolina Piedmont to the Cotton Belt of the Southeast. Other than flour milling 
in the eastern cities and a few salt and iron works in the west, Virginia had no in-
dustrial base. Farmers and planters migrated west across the Appalachians when 
Virginia’s tobacco soil was exhausted. The 1820 census showed Virginia was 
smaller than either New York or Pennsylvania, and far behind in wealth.5 

Each year the politicians met in Richmond for three months during the win-
ter, spending most of their time on property matters and personal petitions. The 
governor and his council were weak. Power was in the legislature, which was 
drawn from one hundred counties, all with their own narrow interests.6 The dele-
gates from these counties often canceled out each others’ interests, preventing ac-
tion on education and infrastructure.7 Virginians west of the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains wanted banks, schools, and infrastructure, but held only one-third of the 
representation in Richmond, despite their larger geographical size. Jefferson’s 
eastern neighbors—the planters and merchants of the Piedmont and Tidewa-
ter—held more power, but also the burden of taxation to pay for the improve-
ments those in the west desired. The west included many Protestant dissenters 
and yeoman farmers, typical of the voters who brought Jefferson to the White 
House in 1800. But one western delegate wrote to his wife in 1822 that the west 
“[was] treated like a foreign nation” by the easterners.8 

The politicians who occupied Virginia’s statehouse in Richmond during the 
1810s attempted two civic projects, neither of which succeeded. One was to 
dredge the James River and build an inland network of canals connecting the 
Chesapeake to the interior. The goal was to boost commerce in Norfolk and 
Richmond the same way New York City’s was after 1825, when the Erie Canal 
connected the Atlantic and Hudson River to the Great Lakes.9 

The second project was to build a school system. Colonial patterns of educa-
tion had persisted into the early national period. Planters’ and merchants’ sons 
were educated by tutors, attended private academies, and often went on to study 
in the European or Ivy League seminaries. The private academies were sometimes 
incorporated by the state, which made them legal entities, but no other support 
was offered.10 Charity schools survived where they could on scattered donations, 
but carried with them the stigma of welfare.11 Jefferson’s middle-class constitu-
ents were mixed on public education, regardless of whether or not the rich would 
finance it. Many Protestants, including Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, German Lu-
therans, Moravians, and French Huguenots in western Virginia, established their 
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own schools taught by ministers. These communities later became the champions 
of public education in the mid-nineteenth century.12 

The political impasse frustrated Jefferson, who wanted to see the smattering 
of private schools supplanted by something that could affect science and govern-
ment more directly: “I mean of education on the broad scale, and not that of the 
petty academies, as they call themselves, which are starting up in every neighbor-
hood, and where one or two men, possessing Latin, and sometimes Greek, a kno-
lege [sic] of globes, and the first six books of Euclid, imagine and communicate 
this as the sum of science. They commit their pupils to the theatre of the world 
with just taste enough of learning to be alienated from industrious pursuits, and 
not enough to do service in the ranks of science.”13 

Despite public education’s failure to take root in Virginia, the legislature did 
create a Literary Fund out of the profits the state earned from its 1802 seizure of 
Anglican property (escheats, or glebes), and other fines and forfeitures collected 
over the next eight years. After Jefferson’s 1809 meeting with Governor John 
Tyler, that future president issued a strong message to the legislature urging some 
action on education.14 A bill that Jefferson introduced in 1810 failed for the most 
part, but a clause for the creation of a literary fund (drafted by James Barbour) 
survived.15 The Literary Fund was the political terrain that Jefferson navigated to 
implement his university. 

The permanent endowment was typical of the only funding available in 
many states.16 The fund rose from fifty thousand dollars to half a million after 
debts from the War of 1812 were paid back to Virginia by the U.S. government. 
The legislators collected a nest egg of over a million dollars by 1817, but did not 
spend the principal.17 If they had, Jefferson’s full-blown education plan would 
have come about, but their funds would have been quickly exhausted. 

Jefferson’s plans for the Literary Fund ran into conflict with his Federalist 
counterparts throughout the state. The Federalist Party was more than a reaction-
ary clique of rich elitists and monarchists, as historians once depicted them. 
Known as Federalists in the 1790s, Virginians who supported government activism 
to boost commercial and industrial interests were usually called National-
Republicans by the 1810s. Jefferson’s party, the Democratic-Republicans (later the 
Democrats), wanted to keep the national and state governments small, and the 
states strong in relation to the national government. They supported the interests 
of wealthy slaveholders in Virginia. The Federalist merchants and farmers of the 
Potomac, Shenandoah, and Kanawha watersheds wanted the state to fund internal 
improvements (infrastructure). They were both more nationalistic and democratic 
than the elite of eastern Virginia, but never had the organizational capacity of their 
Democratic-Republican counterparts.18 In the 1810s and 20s Virginia Federalists  
followed a more consistent line of reform than Jefferson’s Democratic-Republicans 
on education, abolition of slavery, and women’s rights.19 
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On education, the Federalists had a record of moderate support. Richmond 
Federalists like Edward Carrington and Abel Parker Upshur served on the boards of 
local academies, much like western Federalist Philip Doddridge.20 As intended, the 
1814 letter from Jefferson to his nephew Peter Carr circulated publicly, but it reso-
nated with a future opponent of Jefferson’s. It struck home with Charles Fenton 
Mercer, a young Federalist politician and Episcopalian from Loudoun County.21 

Mercer emerged as Jefferson’s primary political adversary on education for the 
next five years. 

Loudoun County is in northern Virginia, bordered by the Potomac River 
and Appalachian Mountains, and Mercer identified with western interests in 
Virginia.22 After graduating at the top of his class from Princeton, he worked as 
a farmer, lawyer, and colonizationist (those in favor of returning slaves to Af-
rica). Like fellow Princeton alumnus James Madison, Mercer was diminutive 
and lacked an oratorical presence, but was one of the brightest and most popular 
politicians in Richmond.23 One writer for the Richmond Patriot wrote that, “tho 
a federalist . . . no member surpasses him . . . he stands first as a legislator in 
whom all place confidence . . . whose sincerity is doubted by no man in the 
house.”24 

Mercer’s father, James, was a contemporary of Jefferson’s, who graduated 
from William and Mary in 1767 and served in the Continental Congress. His son 
served in the War of 1812 and was member of the State House from 1810 to 1817. 
Charles Fenton led the progressive wing of the Federalist Party in Virginia. Like 
Jefferson, Mercer favored reapportionment of Virginia’s senatorial seats, and he 
became one of the leading advocates of public education in the South. He pro-
moted education and the construction of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal as 
chairman of the Virginia House Finance Committee. Mercer pushed to collect 
the recent war debts from the national government, and advocated using the Lit-
erary Fund for poor and elementary school children.25 

Public resources were limited, though, and Mercer and Jefferson disagreed 
over how to spend the money. Jefferson wanted to start at the tip of the pyramid 
with his university; Mercer wanted to build elementary schools first as a building 
block, partly because he thought the American Revolution had cut off the flow of 
good teachers from Britain.26 He also wanted to locate the university, when it 
could be afforded, in the Shenandoah Valley, since the center of gravity in the 
state was shifting away from the eastern Tidewater.27 

His efforts at democratic reform and public education seemingly put Mercer 
in alliance with Jefferson, but Jefferson disliked Mercer and was too rooted in the 
aristocratic establishment of eastern Virginia to work constructively with him. 
Jefferson needed the aristocracy’s support to build his university, and relinquish-
ing support for primary schools was the political cost he paid. Thus, Mercer 
forced Jefferson’s political machine in eastern Virginia to oppose the egalitarian 
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Charles Fenton Mercer (1778–1858). 
Courtesy of the Virginia Historical Society. 

spirit of his 1779 education laws. Jefferson also had his heart set on a university 
within site of Monticello, and Mercer wanted the university in the west. 

Jefferson was also unable to work with Mercer because his animosity toward 
Federalists (whom he called Tories or Consolidationists) grew even stronger after 
the War of 1812. The idea that New Englanders considered seceding and joining 
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England during that war solidified Jefferson’s political partisanship toward the 
South, and his bitterness toward anything antirepublican. At one point during 
the War of 1812, Jefferson implied he would not mind a civil war within New En-
gland to permanently rid our shores of tory politics.28 Virginia could then confed-
erate only with those who were for “peace and agriculture.”29 With early market 
capitalism taking root in the North, Jefferson lived to witness the very European-
like developments he prophesied and feared in the 1790s.30 In 1816 he wrote that 
“the agricultural capacities of our country constitute its distinguishing feature; 
and adapting our policy and pursuits to that, is more likely to make us a numer-
ous and happy people, than the mimicry of an Amsterdam, a Hambourgh, or a 
city of London.”31 Politicians like Mercer provoked Jefferson’s provincialism. 

Jefferson correctly perceived that Northeasterners wanted to break the 
South’s stranglehold on national politics, but he became more paranoid during 
the War of 1812 than he had been in the 1790s (especially after the ill-fated Hart-
ford Convention of 1814, where New England Federalists voiced their complaints 
against the Southern hegemony). As the first party system and its corresponding 
labels collapsed in the 1810s, Jefferson relied instead on terms like “stock-jobber,” 
“tyrant,” or “licentious gambler” to describe Northerners and businessmen.32 Jef-
ferson wrote that party names could change (such as the transition of Southern 
Federalists to National Republicans) but, “in truth, the parties of Whig and Tory, 
are those of nature: “The sickly, weakly, timid man, fears the people, and is a tory 
by nature. The healthy, strong and bold, cherishes them, and is formed a whig.”33 

Jefferson saw the North as the source of America’s Europeanization, but he 
also feared Federalist infiltration among the lawyers and politicians in nearby 
Richmond, especially Federal Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall and 
his followers. Though Marshall and Jefferson both grew up in the Virginia Pied-
mont and studied law under George Wythe at William and Mary, the distant 
cousins disagreed over how to preserve the republican experiment. Marshall 
thought natural rights could only be preserved by expanding the power of the na-
tional government, while Jefferson supported state power, and local power within 
states.34 Jefferson’s opposition to Marshall’s Federalism, locally and nationally, 
motivated his planning of the University of Virginia. 

Given the democratic thrust of Jefferson’s politics, it must have pained him 
to see one critic refer to Virginia’s elite as an “aristocratic cancer in the very 
bosom of the republic.”35 An informal coalition known as the Richmond Junto 
represented Virginia’s squirearchy and served as a “clearinghouse of Old Repub-
lican doctrine.”36 They controlled the central committee of the Democratic-
Republicans in Virginia.37 The Junto was similar to, but smaller, than its North-
ern Democratic counterpart, the Albany Regency of New York.38 Such groups 
were an inevitable outgrowth of party politics, but the Junto’s elitism and se-
crecy ran counter to the democratic philosophy otherwise encouraged by Jeffer-
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son. Their main purpose was to protect elite interests by preventing democratic 
reforms in Virginia. Unlike Jefferson, the Junto opposed constitutional reform 
(including reapportionment and broadening of the suffrage) and was opposed to 
internal improvements.39 

According to the anonymous “Letters on the Richmond Party” (printed in 
Washington, Richmond, and Lynchburg in 1823), the coalition of old Virginia 
families consisted of no more than around twenty members, and was spearheaded 
by Judge Spencer Roane (Chief Justice of the Virginia Supreme Court); his cou-
sin Thomas Ritchie, editor of the Richmond Enquirer; John Brockenbrough 
(Roane’s brother-in-law), director of the Bank of Virginia; and Brockenbrough’s 
brother-in-law, Andrew Stevenson, leader of the house of delegates. Other family 
names associated with the group were Nicholas-Randolph, Barbour, Preston, Ca-
bell, and Wirt.40 

Despite controlling most of the key positions of power in Virginia, the Rich-
mond Junto was not an omnipotent political machine, or even a coherent organ-
ization by modern standards. The counties were autonomous political entities, 
and those from the western part of the state could not be directly manipulated in 
the House or Senate. As the west slowly gained power in the 1820s through natu-
ral growth, the influence of the Junto waned.41 Nonetheless, they articulated 
Virginia’s position nationally in the 1810s and 20s and could mobilize sentiment 
in the eastern part of the state.42 The Junto also controlled the state banks, which 
held the Literary Fund money. Since Jefferson was not an elected official himself, 
he was forced to rely on this informal caucus of allies as his coadjutors, or what he 
called “Friends of the University.” 

Since the Junto was too weak to effect change by themselves, Jefferson had to 
persuade Virginia’s public of the viability of his ideas. He turned to the medium 
he used in the 1790s, and the one he saw as the lifeblood of republican govern-
ment: newspapers.43 The most important Democratic-Republican paper was the 
Richmond Enquirer, edited by Thomas Ritchie, a Junto member, official state 
printer (of House and Senate journals) and close friend of Jefferson’s. Ritchie was 
an important political operative who helped seal the New York-Virginia alliance 
in the Democratic Party.44 Jefferson once spoke of him as “culling what is good 
from every paper as the bee from every flower.”45 Jefferson enlisted Ritchie to sup-
port his university. In addition, Jefferson oftentimes wrote in the Enquirer anony-
mously (the custom of the day), and even wrote a traveler’s account praising the 
beauty of his university.46 

While Jefferson promoted his cause in the Richmond Enquirer, he trans-
formed Charlottesville’s Albermarle Academy into Central College, but these 
two predecessors to his university existed only on paper. The legislature officially 
changed Albermarle Academy to Central College in February of 1816, but did 
not grant the school any money from the Literary Fund.47 The directors of the 
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fund signaled that they would contribute to a university in 1816–1817, but it was 
not determined it would be in Charlottesville.48 Since that was Jefferson’s dream, 
his first big political challenge was to get the legislature to agree on Central Col-
lege as the site, preferably within spyglass-viewing range of Monticello. 

In order to raise funds and secure the site, Jefferson needed more than the 
private subscriptions he could round up among his supporters. He needed public 
sanction and funding, and he had to employ the Richmond Junto to attain it. 
The key to locking in their support was the creation of Central College’s Board of 
Visitors. The Central College bill also called for the dissolution of the original Al-
bermarle Board of Trustees, which Governor Nicholas replaced in October with 
the new Board of Visitors. The new board was shrunk in size from sixteen to six 
to increase Jefferson’s influence. He then cleared out the old trustees and replaced 
them with Friends of the University. The Board included Madison and James 
Monroe, who replaced Madison as U.S. president in March 1817.49 

Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe contributed one thousand dollars apiece 
and Central College had thirty-five thousand dollars in pledges by the spring of 
1817.50 They agreed to look for a two-hundred-acre site. In April they purchased 
land along Three Notched Road, a route between the Blue Ridge Mountains and 
Richmond. The board purchased the site with $1,580 of Albermarle Academy’s 
glebe money (local share of escheats from the Anglican Church).51 

John Adams was skeptical about the project, because the “noble Tryumvi-
rate” of Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe could only lend it political support tem-
porarily. “But,” Adams wrote, “if it contains anything quite original, and very ex-
cellent, I fear the prejudices are too deeply rooted to suffer it to last long, though 
it may be accepted at first.”52 Jefferson exploited the fame of the three presidents 
by holding his next board meeting on May 5, Court Day in Charlottesville, in 
order to maximize exposure.53 Jefferson already had his layout in mind for a series 
of separate pavilions surrounding a central square, and in May picked out the 
precise spot for the university.54 In July, at age seventy-four, he personally sur-
veyed the land for his “academical village,” laying off the three terraces that 
would become the interior lawn.55 

The next day Jefferson wrote “our squares are laid off, the brickyard begun, and 
the leveling will be begun in the course of the week.”56 By fall Central College had 
forty-four thousand dollars in subscriptions, some in the form of bacon, wooden 
planks, and medical services. The Freemasons, a group who shared Jefferson’s reli-
gious liberalism, wanted to lay the first brick.57 He voiced his approval, but the 
board settled on President Monroe instead, fearing a political backlash against the 
Masons. In October a large crowd assembled outside the village of Charlottesville 
to hear a band play “Hail Columbia” and see Monroe lay the cornerstone for the 
first building (Pavilion 7) of what later became the University of Virginia.58 

Madison, along with Adams, was a correspondent with whom Jefferson could 
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be trusted to write in earnest. One historian wrote that Jefferson “relished the 
prospect of reviving the old Jefferson-Madison collaboration one more time, in yet 
another campaign to lead reluctant citizens toward truths that lay just beyond their 
vision.”59 The two often talked about the project in advance of their meetings with 
other board members.60 Madison realized that the plan was Jefferson’s all along, 
and he and the other board members usually deferred to his judgment.61 

Another new board member, Joseph C. Cabell (1778–1856), became 
Jefferson’s most prolific correspondent during his retirement, despite being 
thirty-five years younger. Cabell, known as the “DeWitt Clinton of Virginia” for 
his work in promoting infrastructure (similar to Clinton in New York), was 
Jefferson’s legislative representative in establishing the University of Virginia.62 

He stepped in for Peter Carr, the former president of the Albermarle Academy 
Board, who died in February of 1815 and never delivered the petition of the board 
to the legislature for that session.63 Cabell helped Jefferson in the legislature as far 
back as 1810, when the Literary Fund was created. He was a delegate for two years 
and, after 1810, a state senator whose district encompassed Albermarle County. 
Cabell was part of a long tradition of political talent that came out of that part of 
Virginia (Fredericksville and St. Anne’s Parish before the Revolution).64 He was a 
dyed-in-the-wool Republican who “bordered on the gloomy verge of Atheism” as 
an undergraduate at William and Mary in the late 1790s.65 

Cabell lost his slaves during the War of 1812 and opposed abolition. He was 
less disposed than Jefferson toward legislative reapportionment or increased suf-
frage for poor white men. An old-fashioned aristocrat, he wrote in 1825 that 
Jefferson’s support of democratic reform was the “most unfortunate part of his 
life.”66 Despite Cabell’s higher degree of elitism, he was honored to do Jefferson’s 
bidding for education in the legislature. For ten years he fought Jefferson’s battle 
to win state money from the Literary Fund for Central College and the University 
of Virginia. In early 1815 Jefferson wrote to Cabell that, “on yourself, Mr. Rives 
[William Cabell] and Mr. Gilmer [Francis Walker], when they shall enter the 
public councils, I rest my hopes for this great accomplishment.” His hope was for 
these men to “complete and secure our republican edifice.”67 

Some of Jefferson’s aristocratic cohorts, including Spencer Roane, were still 
interested a broad system of education, not just a university.68 James Barbour, 
then Speaker of the House, favored Mercer’s ideas of spending the money on 
public elementary schools.69 Jefferson and Cabell knew that Wilson Cary Nicho-
las, as governor and head of the Literary Fund, would author the education re-
port issued to legislators for the 1816–1817 session.70 After Cabell got Jefferson’s 
1814 Carr letter published in the Richmond Enquirer, Nicholas issued a circular 
asking for ideas on a system of education in May of 1816.71 

A number of people from all over the nation and within Virginia responded, 
but the real contest was between the bills proposed by Cabell and Charles Fenton 
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Mercer, the Federalist who shared in creating the Literary Fund (with Governor 
Barbour) and who chaired the Virginia House Committee on Finance. It was 
through Mercer’s efforts that the fund increased from fifty thousand to four hun-
dred fifty thousand by 1816. Mercer also gave official sanction to Governor 
Nicholas’s circular, introducing a motion into the assembly requesting the Liter-
ary Fund directors to report a plan of education during the next session.72 This 
resolution was the first official sanction of what became known as the University 
of Virginia, because the new system Mercer hoped the directors would propose 
included a university by that name as its capstone.73 Cabell originally viewed Mer-
cer as an ally because of his enthusiasm for Jefferson’s letter to Carr, but Mercer 
was friendlier to elementary schools and churches than were Cabell and Jefferson. 

Publishing the Carr letter was a tactical error for Jefferson and his allies. The 
sudden interest in education and the Literary Fund triggered political conflict 
between denominational colleges, private academies, and those who favored 
public elementary schools.74 Presbyterian and Episcopal Churches vied with 
Mercer’s faction and Friends of the University for access to the Literary Fund. 
Washington College (later Washington and Lee), a Presbyterian school in the 
Shenandoah Valley town of Lexington, wanted to be converted into the new 
state university. 

Cabell wrote Jefferson that, “Should the next assembly sanction the scheme 
of a university, you will see the Presbyterians about Lexington, and the Scotch-
Irish about Staunton, striving to draw it away from Albermarle, and the whole 
western delegation, according to custom, will threaten to divide the state unless 
this institution should be placed beyond the [Blue] Ridge. Northerners in the 
House of Delegates will be a advocates for a western site. Washington College at 
Lexington will be the bantling [favorite] of Federalists.”75 Mercer represented 
those interests and arrived at the 1816–1817 session armed with his own plan. 

Some legislators were skeptical toward both Mercer and Jefferson and 
thought academies should be established first to provide teachers for the elemen-
taries.76 The eastern Republicans opposed spending their tax dollars on either pro-
posal. At one point it was suggested the Literary Fund should be abolished and the 
money returned to the state treasury.77 Jefferson needed the support of Mercer 
and westerners, but when Mercer proposed a system that emphasized elementary 
schools and an eventual university in the Shenandoah Valley, Jefferson opposed 
this “consolidation.”78 

The plan the directors of the Literary Fund submitted in early December 
1816 elevated the public elementary schools over the university, suggesting that 
the fund be used from the ground up. Mercer must have influenced the report be-
cause Jefferson’s architectural plan was ignored and no mention was made of the 
site.79 Mercer’s idea of creating a state board of education conflicted with the lo-
calism of Jefferson’s ward scheme (see chapter 1). Mercer also wanted to finance 
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education through a network of state-run banks. He tried to push through too 
much in 1816–1817, including reapportionment and the bank bill/education plan. 
Mercer introduced a bill requiring each county to have a primary school, with tax 
support from the general assembly. 

There were no banks west of Staunton in 1817 and Mercer’s bank plan threat-
ened the Junto’s monopoly on state finance. Most of the Republicans came from 
the eastern part of the state, where they already controlled the banks.80 Mercer 
introduced bills for two new banks, hoping to use bonuses from the banks to 
boost the Literary Fund to two million dollars.81 His ambition was to eventually 
raise five to seven million dollars from a network of banks in Norfolk, Richmond, 
Fredericksburg, Winchester, and Lexington.82 This would have been more than 
adequate to provide for primary schools, twenty to twenty-five academies, four 
colleges, and one university, and could have grown to over twenty banks.83 

Ritchie’s Richmond Enquirer called Mercer’s bank bill “magnificent but im-
practical” after it was safely defeated. Ritchie was glad it was defeated and called it 
unconstitutional.84 He printed nine essays in January and February by strident 
Republican William Branch Giles condemning both Mercer’s and Jefferson’s ed-
ucational ideas.85 He also printed delegate Thomas Blackburn’s call for “unequiv-
ocal protest against this bill [Bank] & the doctrines it maintains.” Mercer used 
England and Frederick of Prussia as examples where “literature, liberty and 
banks” went together, which for Ritchie was like “draw[ing] sweet water from a 
bitter fountain.”86 One editorial in the Enquirer asked if it was the role of govern-
ment to take such an active role in education. Since it was assumed that education 
was dominated by Christianity, would not Mercer’s bill mix church and state?87 

Republicans asked, why not “create a gambling house or houses of ill-fame in 
every county on condition of their paying a bonus to the use of the Literary 
Fund?”88 Blackburn spoke for the Republicans in 1817, arguing against this “un-
hallowed embrace, this sacrilegious touch, this incestuous intercourse.”89 Mercer’s 
Literary Fund bank bill passed the house but was killed by Jeffersonians in the 
senate, where Cabell used some of Jefferson’s calculations to show it was unfea-
sible.90 Mercer revised his plan slightly, but it too failed.91 

Jefferson’s supporters in the legislature tried to reverse Mercer’s emphasis on 
primary schools over the university and get the site moved east and closer to the 
James River.92 In the upper house, Cabell gutted the Mercer bill of its crucial pri-
mary school plan, which subverted its intention even before it failed on a tie-
breaking vote. This explains why Cabell himself voted for Mercer’s bill in the sen-
ate.93 Malapportionment was also crucial to its defeat, since twenty of 
twenty-four senatorial districts were east of the Blue Ridge Mountains.94 It was 
also discussed late in the session, when most of the delegates had gone home.95 

There was too much discord in the assembly to do anything with the Literary 
Fund, though it had now grown to one million dollars. 
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Mercer’s plan, published as Sundry Documents, had popular currency in the 
summer of 1817.96 The prevailing opinion, according to Cabell, was “to establish 
schools first, and colleges afterwards.”97 Luckily for Cabell and Jefferson, Mercer 
was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, removing their biggest obstacle 
in the Virginia Legislature. Jefferson and Mercer disliked each other intensely. 
Mercer later wrote of Jefferson, “No matter what evil invades the land, what 
dreadful ruin breaks up our institutions, what disgrace attacks and leaves its foul 
spots on our character, all may be traced to the damnable policy of Thomas Jef-
ferson and his party.”98 Jefferson was traditionally against banks and claimed that 
Mercer’s plan was too expensive, but the plan he drew up for Cabell and the as-
sembly in 1817 included nine academies to Mercer’s four. Also, the Literary Fund 
already had its money invested in banks, including the U.S. Bank, along with two 
state banks and the James River Company. Nevertheless, Cabell called the bank 
bill “mammoth” in a letter to Jefferson.99 

The bottom line for Jefferson was to monopolize the Literary Fund for 
Central College during the next session, even though the first draft of the next 
bill he sent Cabell did not mention the university. By October of 1817, construc-
tion on the first building in Charlottesville had begun. Jefferson expounded the 
benefits of Central College, and its assets were offered to the state in exchange 
for making it into the public university.100 That fall, Jefferson countered Mercer 
by sending Cabell his eleven-page “Bill for Establishing a System of Public Edu-
cation” from Poplar Forest.101 Like his earlier plans, it avoided a central board 
and provided three years of free public schooling for white boys and girls.102 

Scholarships to the academies would be provided to promising youth. Jefferson 
argued disingenuously for forcing the cost of schools directly on local citizens by 
taxing within wards, an idea he had to have known was unworkable from past 
experience. Teachers would be drawn from the laboring classes, including the 
sickly, crippled, or aged, but not the ministry.103 “No religious reading, instruc-
tion, or exercise” was allowed, and no ministers could serve on boards or act in a 
supervisory role.104 

The most significant addition to Jefferson’s 1779/1814 plans was tying citi-
zenship directly to literacy, an idea influenced by the constitution of the new 
post-Napoleonic Spanish Cortes. Jefferson called the idea a “fruitful germ of the 
improvement of everything good and the correction of everything imperfect in 
the present constitution.”105 He commented on the provision favorably in a letter 
to Dupont de Nemours: 

It is impossible sufficiently to estimate the wisdom of this provision. Of all those which 
have been thought of for securing fidelity in the administration of the government, con-
stant ralliance to the principles of the constitution, and progressive amendments with 
the progressive advances of the human mind, or changes in human affairs, it is the most 
effectual.106 
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Jefferson mulled over the idea during the following year and half and included it 
in his 1817 bill. Tyranny of mind and body, he hoped, would “vanish like evil spir-
its at the dawn of day” with the enlightenment of the people. 

It was a striking instance of state coercion given the weak government rheto-
ric of Jeffersonian politics. Jefferson wrote often about how he did not fear the 
political power of the people, but his proposed insistence on literacy as a qualifi-
cation for citizenship qualified his radicalism, especially when one considers the 
low rate of literacy among white males in Virginia at that time. Jefferson pon-
dered how far the rights of the state extended over the upraising of children and 
whether or not it included the child’s instruction and morals. He generally 
thought the father was supreme in these matters, but he wanted to “strengthen 
parental excitement [about education] by disqualifying the citizenship of their 
children.” Society had this right, he rationalized, because education would be of-
fered for free. Education was one sphere where Jefferson’s natural rights morphed 
into natural obligations. His cohorts did not concur with his logic, and got rid of 
the citizenship requirement before the bill was submitted.107 

Jefferson had given Cabell and other Junto members permission to revise the 
bill, in order to make it passable. Cabell, his brother William, Governor Nicholas, 
and Judges Coalter and Roane struck two key items from his education bill of 
1817. They knew the literacy clause for citizenship doomed the bill, and objected 
to its abolition against using ministers as teachers, a carryover from the 1779 and 
1814 plans. Jefferson did not consider public schools the proper realm for spiritual 
matters, but Roane and Ritchie disapproved of excluding ministers from teaching 
school. Cabell and the Junto struck the phrase: “but no religious reading, instruc-
tion or exercises, shall be prescribed or practiced inconsistent with the tenets of 
any religious sect or denomination.” Jefferson had to maintain the alliance of his 
supporters, and voiced no criticisms of the revisions.108 Despite his fame and pas-
sionate concern for education, he was not an elected official after retirement, and 
he was willing to let Cabell and the Junto make revisions if they were the ones 
who backed him politically. Jefferson probably knew most of his plan would fail 
when he sent it, hoping to get his site for the state university as a bottom line, and 
intending the rest as a bargaining chip. 

Cabell had his hands full trying to balance the sectional tensions in the as-
sembly. He wrote to Jefferson about efforts “to convert this subject into a ques-
tion between the East and West side of the Blue Ridge.”109 Jefferson complained 
in his response that “so many biases are to be honored—local, party, personal, re-
ligious, political, economical & what not . . . the prospects are not very flatter-
ing.”110 Disagreement over the primary schools remained the biggest stumbling 
block. Jefferson’s enemies began to “scatter about the imputation of intrigue.” 
Cabell was accused of being a tool of the Friends of the University. Jefferson, a 
private citizen, was known to have authored most of the bill. 
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The Virginia Society of Cincinnati, a heritage group of Revolutionary War 
veterans and their offspring based in Richmond, met to decide where to donate 
their funds. The Cincinnati Society was a touchy subject for Jefferson because it 
was hereditary, and Jefferson had argued vehemently against the formation of an 
aristocratic military elite in the 1790s.111 Fittingly, the group was allied with the 
Federalists. Cabell reminded Jefferson that Presbyterians favored giving Literary 
Fund money to Washington College and that “the federal members are under 
strong political prejudices against yourself, whom they justly regard as the parent 
of the Central College.”112 The preponderance of Federalists in the Society of Cin-
cinnati, in turn, led them to oppose Central College and give their share to Wash-
ington College. Jefferson tried in vain to elicit funds from the group himself by 
promising to endow a professorship in gunnery and fortification to be called the 
Cincinnati professorship.113 According to alumni of Washington College, some-
one was smearing the school’s reputation by circulating unfavorable reports.114 

One rumor had it that Jefferson was spreading malicious rumors around about 
Washington College, in order to prevent Lexington from attaining the state uni-
versity. The college felt compelled to give the Society of Cincinnati a full-blown re-
port on their state of affairs and history. The Washington College Board of Trus-
tees issued a denial they had mismanaged funds and suffered poor academics.115 

Jefferson was a likely culprit because of his rivalry for control of education 
with the Presbyterians who ran Washington College, and because of his dislike of 
the Society of Cincinnati. In the partisan atmosphere of the 1790s, when Jeffer-
son supported France and Federalists supported England, he called the society the 
“Samsons in the field and Solomons in the council . . . who have had their heads 
shorn by the harlot England.”116 Cabell wrote that “the friends of Rockbridge 
College [Washington College], perceiving the state of things, have profited of it 
to alienate these persons from Central College, and to draw them into their inter-
ests.”117 Washington College already had George Washington’s personal endow-
ment. With the Society of Cincinnati gift they ended up receiving in 1824, their 
assets totaled twenty-five thousand dollars. 

Cabell stayed in Richmond during the Christmas holiday strategizing against 
Federalist and Presbyterian opposition and copying over a revised plan, which he 
sent to the Committee of Schools and Colleges. Samuel Taylor of Chesterfield 
sponsored the revised bill in the house of delegates.118 In the new bill one-third of 
the fund would be given outright to Central College; the other two-thirds would 
continue to draw interest to finance the rejuvenated ward schools. If anything, 
Jefferson’s enthusiasm for wards had grown since the 1770s, because the protest 
against his 1807 Embargo in New England reminded him of the power of grass-
roots politics.119 He knew they were impractical in Virginia, however, so tying 
wards to his plans for elementary schools doomed the schools and kept the money 
safe for the university. 
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Cabell worked in the assembly to “to open the eyes of my friends to the de-
signs of the opposition” and check the “backcountry sentiment,” which wanted 
the capital and university moved to Staunton or Lexington.120 Cabell lamented to 
Madison that the assembly was so deficient and the “Delegates beyond the Ridge 
are exceedingly hostile to [Central College] . . . the Presbyterian clergy are very 
hostile to that seminary. The Federalists view it with a malignant eye. The friends 
of William and Mary regard it as a future rival.”121 

Jefferson’s plan to convert Central College to the university was not adopted 
in the winter of 1818, but the legislature voted to build a university somewhere.122 

After delegate Hill of King William County introduced a compromise in the 
house, Cabell engrafted a university on a substitute bill in the senate. The senate 
passed the Hill Bill, establishing a university, in February. The Hill Bill gave fif-
teen thousand dollars from the Literary Fund to an unplaced university and forty-
five thousand to existing and newly built charity schools in the counties, based on 
their white populations.123 Some of that money was for poor children to attend 
existing private schools. 

The 1818 authorization to build a state university was a blow for the former 
Protestant dissenters of the Piedmont and Shenandoah Valley, and the Episcopal-
ians of eastern Virginia. Though the university and poor schools were given some 
of the interest on the Literary Fund, no money went to middle-class schools or 
academies, and none went toward the Presbyterian schools of Washington Col-
lege and Hampden-Sydney, or Episcopalian William and Mary.124 In addition, no 
centralized system of controls was set up over the charity schools.125 Since the Lit-
erary Fund was now up to one and a half million dollars, the sixty-thousand-
dollar figure amounted to less than 4 percent of the principal.126 Federalists gave 
the bill overwhelming support and Republicans were evenly divided.127 The Hill 
Bill did not resolve the location of the university, and the fifteen-thousand-dollar 
figure was minuscule. Central College was a long way from becoming Virginia’s 
new state university. 

Cabell was still upbeat about the support Jefferson enjoyed among 
Richmond’s “liberal men.” He wrote, “We have some strong men in the city, but 
out of the Assembly, in our favor. Judge Roane, Judge Brooke, Col. Nicholas and 
his brother, the editor of the Enquirer, and some others, are in favor of the Cen-
tral College, and should the question of location come on, will be valuable 
friends.”128 The cost of building the pavilions was already beginning to outrun the 
subscription funds of Central College, and Jefferson needed sympathy from the 
banks the Junto controlled. John Brockenbrough, head of the Bank of Virginia, 
agreed to a policy of extending Central College’s loans from time to time.129 

Jefferson got more publicly involved in the proceedings, endeavoring to con-
vince a state-appointed commission that Charlottesville and Central College were 
the logical choice for the new school. One stipulation of the Hill Bill was that 
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Governor Robert Preston appoint an advisory group to recommend the site and 
curriculum for the new university. A meeting was scheduled for summer, at a 
mountain pass called Rockfish Gap, to discuss the new university. The chief rival 
for the site was Lexington, in the Shenandoah Valley. Washington College saw to 
it that one of their own, James McDowell, would be appointed to Rockfish Gap 
to look out for Lexington’s interests, while their administration mobilized local 
citizens.130 

Just as Jefferson offered Central College to the state, a local whiskey distiller 
and horse trader named John Robinson promised his entire estate, worth over 
one hundred thousand dollars, if Lexington was chosen as the site for a university 
by the legislature.131 Central College had but two hundred acres and a little over 
forty thousand dollars. Washington College offered over three thousand acres, 
fifty-seven slaves, the anticipated donation from the Cincinnati Society, build-
ings, equipment, and all of the one hundred shares in the James River Company 
that George Washington donated in his will.132 

Jefferson enjoyed a political advantage over western interests, though. Eastern 
Virginians still had the upper hand despite a law that had slightly reapportioned 
the state senatorial districts.133 Fifteen of the twenty-four delegates appointed to 
the Rockfish Board of Commissioners were from the eastern part of Virginia, 
where Presbyterian influence was weakest. Governor Preston also appointed one 
of Jefferson’s main collaborators on the project, James Madison, to the commis-
sion. The partisan board unanimously elected Jefferson as its president.134 

Of the westerners appointed to the commission, two—Archibald Stuart of 
Augusta and John Jackson of Harrison—were former neighbors of Jefferson’s. 
A.T. Mason of Loudoun, Hugh Holmes of Frederick, Washington Trueharr of 
Louisa, and Randolph Harrison of Cumberland were generous donors to Central 
College who were appointed to the commission.135 Other members—William 
Brockenbrough, Creed Taylor, Spencer Roane, and Littleton Tazewell—were 
aristocratic friends of Jefferson.136 Cabell wrote that if “liberal men” like Jackson 
were elected to the next assembly from the northwestern part of the state, “the 
game would be safe.”137 

Central College’s own board met twice in the spring and approved of 
Jefferson’s plans for turning it into the new university.138 Jefferson appreciated his 
allies on the state commission, but still concerned himself with “the floating body of 
doubtful and wavering men” who could spoil his dream. In his written report he 
therefore threw in “some leading ideas on the benefits of education . . . in the hope 
these might catch on some crotchets in their mind, and bring them over to us.”139 

Jefferson met with Madison, Cabell, Roane, and John Hartwell Cocke in the 
days leading up to the August 1 meeting at Rockfish Gap.140 Jefferson refused an 
invitation for himself and Madison to spend the night at a friend’s in Staunton 
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(on the way), in order to “avoid not only the reality but the suspicion of intrigue; 
and be urged to short work by less comfortable settings.”141 But Jefferson met 
with his key coadjutors ahead of time at Monticello to plan strategy. He hoped 
“that even this little conciliabulum may be unknown and unsuspected.”142 

The trip to Rockfish Gap to present his case for Charlottesville was the most 
important event of Jefferson’s retirement. As a seventy-five-year-old man, Jeffer-
son had to muster all the will his body and mind could generate to draw up the 
plans, make the trip, and then get Central College approved as the site of the uni-
versity. The meeting came in the midst of financial headaches for Jefferson. The 
U.S. Bank in Richmond was demanding partial repayment on a loan, and the 
twenty-three thousand dollars he received from the Library of Congress for his 
personal library did little to ease his burdens. Unbeknownst to his colleagues, he 
had to borrow one hundred dollars from a Charlottesville bank for the journey to 
Rockfish.143 

Jefferson made the trip from Charlottesville on horseback in two stages, 
along rough roads. Rockfish Gap is a pass nearly two thousand feet above sea 
level, along the crest of the Blue Ridge Mountains. It is the gateway from the 
Piedmont into the Shenandoah Valley, straddling eastern and western Virginia, 
thus its symbolic importance as a meeting spot.144 Easing Jefferson’s obstacles, 
four commissioners who failed to attend were from a part of the state loyal to 
William and Mary.145 Jefferson’s old neighbor John Jackson felt that most of the 
hostility directed at Central College during the meeting was aimed at the “Old 
Sage,” who was regarded by a minority as the cause of their political frustration. 
But Jefferson won over his audience by holding back, relying on his reputation to 
sway sentiment toward him among the majority.146 Jackson wrote that, “Mr. Jef-
ferson did not even intimate a wish at any time or shape except when his name 
was called & his vote was given.”147 

Jefferson knew that important criteria for the site of the university would be 
healthiness of the climate, fertility of the surrounding area, and centrality of the 
white population.148 He arrived with shameless geographical propaganda incon-
clusively showing Charlottesville as the center of the white population.149 Cen-
tral College won approval for conversion to the university, winning easily over 
Staunton and Lexington. The victory merely advised that Central College would 
be the site recommended by the commissioners, but did not insure the legislature 
would charter Jefferson’s school in the upcoming session. 

Jefferson’s plan for the school’s curriculum and design—the Rockfish Gap 
Report—is the founding literary document of the University of Virginia, even 
though it mostly updated earlier ideas from the 1779 plan and 1814 letter to Peter 
Carr.150 In the report he stated that the purpose of education was to “engraft a 
new man on the native stock, and improve what in his nature was vicious and 
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perverse into qualities of virtue and social worth.” The plan included provisions 
for elementary and secondary education, but Jefferson knew the legislature 
could not afford both a school system and the university described in the report. 

After the Rockfish meeting Jefferson contracted a staph infection in the 
baths at Warm Springs, in the Appalachian Mountains, and had to return home 
in small intervals by carriage.151 It took him months to recuperate from the jour-
ney, which was the farthest west he ever went.152 Jefferson wrote of Warm 
Springs that sometimes “the medicine which makes the sick well, may make the 
well sick. Those powerful waters produced imposthume [abscesses], general cor-
ruption, fever, colliquative sweats, and extreme debility, which aggravated by the 
torment of the return home over 100 miles of rocks and mountains reduced me 
to extremity.”153 

After suffering from the Rockfish/Warm Springs trip, Jefferson prepared 
poorly for the 1818–1819 session, not setting his mind toward strategy until early 
December.154 The governor and directors of the Literary Fund tacitly acknowl-
edged the viability of a university by earmarking the fifteen thousand dollars and 
requesting the Rockfish Gap Report, but the assembly still made no guarantees 
about adopting Central College as the site. Sectional rivalries generated conflict 
over the Rockfish Commission’s report, and some returning delegates laughed 
openly at Jefferson’s map.155 Cabell’s hopes for the project began to sink. West-
erners were angry over the proposed location and many easterners felt William 
and Mary served their purposes fine already.156 

Cabell was even sicker than Jefferson during the 1818–1819 session.157 He spat 
up blood from ruptured vessels in his lungs during the winter, sometimes on the 
floor of the legislature.158 His friends wondered if someone else should be brought 
in to fight for Central College.159 Cabell claimed he was “sinking under the sub-
ject,” but he managed to get his points across to fellow senators in between peri-
ods when he could not speak for days.160 Sick and dejected, Cabell needed help 
getting votes for Jefferson’s proposals. 

Friends of the University, such as Francis Walker Gilmer, wrote editorials 
in the Enquirer supporting Central College’s adoption. Gilmer, writing under 
the pseudonym “a Virginian,” made the argument that money was leaving the 
state because its sons went north for college. England was powerful because of 
education and the university was necessary to safeguard the ideals of the 
American Revolution.161 Spencer Roane, “a farmer,” made the same argument, 
complaining about Princeton’s religious influence and Yale’s pernicious political 
domination.162 

A special committee drawn mostly from eastern Virginia was formed to break 
a deadlock in the house, where the adoption bill for a new university escaped with 
Central College retained as the site.163 Jefferson got the word to Cabell not to 
amend the adoption bill in the senate, otherwise it would be endangered by going 
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back to the house.164 Cabell was cautiously optimistic after the tight victory in the 
house.165 Cabell’s main concern in the senate was with easterners who viewed 
Central College as a threat to William and Mary. Supporters of William and 
Mary demanded a bribe of five thousand dollars annually to their school for their 
support. Cabell’s mind “sought far and wide for the means of awakening the east-
ern people to a just view of their rights.”166 

Committed to education in 1779 as a means of “lay[ing] the axe to the root of 
pseudo-aristocracy,” and in favor of reapportionment, Jefferson had to rely on 
the malapportioned aristocracy of the Piedmont and Tidewater to get his univer-
sity secured.167 Though the original Hill Bill was passed with western Federalist 
support, eastern representatives were necessary to get the university built in Char-
lottesville. After five days of “intrigue and cabal” employed against Central Col-
lege in the house, Briscoe Baldwin of Augusta County made a plea for his fellow 
opponents to give up the fight.168 The fate of the bill in the eastern-dominated 
senate was “easily foreseen” by the Norfolk & Portsmouth Herald: “It will glide 
smoothly thro’ that body.”169 

Roane, Nicholas, and Brockenbrough mustered the Junto’s influence.170 Din-
ner parties were held and swing voters were wined and dined. Finally Cabell was 
able to “rouse the eastern pride” of numerous politicians after personally search-
ing out every opposed senator east of the Blue Ridge. He used “every exertion of 
[his] power” to swing their votes against the “enemy beyond the mountain.”171 

The key for Cabell was exploiting eastern senators’ fears about the growing power 
of western Virginia. 

The University of Virginia was formally chartered in the senate on January 
25, 1819.172 It did not receive any funding beyond the fifteen thousand promised in 
the Hill Bill of 1818. As promised, the buildings and land of Central College were 
converted to property of the state’s Literary Fund. The new Board of Visitors 
named by the governor—including Jefferson, Madison, Cabell, Cocke, Brecken-
ridge, and Robert Taylor of Norfolk—were university supporters. He also ap-
pointed Chapman Johnson of Augusta, who had fought against Central College, 
to conciliate the opposition.173 William and Mary supporters had “sour grapes” 
about the new university, but Jefferson assured Madison that they had nothing to 
fear from the “enlightened part of society.”174 Jefferson’s biggest concern now was 
not alternative locations for the university, but the competition for Literary Fund 
money from elementary school advocates: “If there should be a dearth in the 
Treasury, there may be danger from the predilection in favor of the popular 
schools.”175 

It did not take Jefferson and his supporters long to look toward the charity 
schools as a source of further funding for the university. Jefferson hoped that the 
unclaimed portion of the forty-five thousand promised the poor could be used to 
build more pavilions. “Could not the Legislature,” he asked, “be induced to give 
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the University the derelict portions offered to the pauper schools, and not ac-
cepted by them? . . . these unclaimed dividends might enable us to complete our 
buildings, and procure our apparatus, library, etc., which, once done, a moderate 
annual sum may maintain the institution in action.”176 

Cabell helped get the university charted by attaching a rider to the bill giving 
an extra twenty thousand dollars to the poor schools.177 He considered concerns 
for the poor a “retrograde movement,” however, and he was able to get the appro-
priation repealed before the end of the session. He wrote Jefferson, “we are now 
happily extricated from an awkward dilemma.”178 The battle over state money was 
not over, however, and the ensuing six years showed that Cabell and Jefferson 
were not extricated from the dilemma. 

What Jefferson’s project did have now was legal footing as the state-
sanctioned university. What it lacked was money to build the school and hire pro-
fessors. Jefferson hoped to see the project through within his lifetime and opti-
mistically began planning the university’s opening. In the summer of 1819 
Jefferson asked Ritchie to insert advertisements for students in the Enquirer at 
intervals of about a week.179 

Conclusion 

Forced to choose between primary and higher education, Jefferson acted politi-
cally to defeat primary school measures in the late 1810s. When pressed on the 
topic, he referred to his failed attempts in 1779, just as he referred to his attempts 
at abolition in 1776 when discussing his later support of slavery.180 Jefferson 
thought that public education would arise in the long run without his aid, while 
this was his only chance to leave an imprint on higher education. With Central 
College in 1816, Jefferson was unwilling to purchase an adjoining house for a pro-
posed deaf, dumb, and blind school, because the “objects of the two schools are 
distinct. The one is science; the other, mere charity.”181 

Increasingly, Jefferson viewed the distinction between his university and 
precollegiate education in the same light, despite protestations to the contrary. 
The base of the pyramid he envisioned in 1779 and 1814 was a casualty of limited 
public funding. Four years after the chartering of the university, Jefferson com-
mented to Cabell that, given the choice, he favored spending money on elemen-
tary schools rather than a university, but he wrote those words only after further 
funding for UVA was secured at the primaries’ expense.182 He never admitted it, 
but he now viewed the different levels of schooling in conflict, rather than in con-
junction, with one another. In the meantime Jefferson clung to the hope of local 
funding for elementaries in the wards, an unworkable idea that rationalized his 
opposition to Mercer’s statewide plan.183 
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In Mercer’s view literacy was necessary to counter the expanding white fran-
chise advocated by people like Jefferson. Like Jefferson, Mercer thought society 
could not have one without the other.184 Jefferson came at the same conclusion 
from a more optimistic angle. He supported broadening the suffrage, but spoke 
of education as a means of liberation rather than control. Unfortunately, his and 
Mercer’s views on public education canceled each other out, and nothing sub-
stantive was done on the matter until later in the nineteenth century.185 Just as 
Madison and Jefferson defeated general assessment in the 1780s partly because of 
Patrick Henry’s promotion to governor, Jefferson and Cabell prevented the es-
tablishment of common schools partly because their rival Mercer was elected to 
the U.S. House of Representatives. 

The reason behind Jefferson’s favoritism of higher education was not that he 
ceased believing in the importance of general literacy. If it had been up to him, 
the state would have built a comprehensive system with all levels. But there was 
only enough money for one or the other, and the urgency of creating a university 
in Jefferson’s own backyard grew during his retirement. During this period in 
Virginia’s history, Presbyterians and Episcopalians competed openly for the pub-
lic education funds that Jefferson hoped to monopolize. Like the clergy, Jefferson 
knew the most direct and immediate impact on society resulted from control of 
higher education, not elementaries. 

Jefferson was also among those diehard Republicans in Virginia who feared 
the growing power and Northern interests of the federal government. In order to 
secure the sort of republic he envisioned, Jefferson needed to build a humanist, 
pro-Southern institution. These worries occupied Jefferson for the six years 
between the University of Virginia’s chartering in 1819 and its opening in 1825. 
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The Philosophy of the Rockfish

Gap Report


The Rockfish Gap Report established the curriculum of the University of Vir-
ginia (UVA). It was controversial because of its humanist values.1 As an Enlight-
enment theologian Jefferson advocated the universal, natural God of the philoso-
pher over the interventionist, supernatural God of Jehovah. His plan for UVA 
emphasized scientific revelation over Scriptural adherence. It was radical for its 
time because neither the French nor American Revolutions had stripped the 
power over education away from Christian churches. By the 1820s, chapel was re-
quired at all American colleges, public or private, and most schools originated 
around seminaries or divinity departments. UVA was free of denominational in-
fluence, chapel and a professor of theology. In the basement of the Rotunda, the 
library and centerpiece of the inner lawn, was a small spare room set aside for 
worship. 

The Rockfish Gap Report was a touchstone of conflict among Virginia’s 
leaders. Jefferson hoped to diminish Presbyterian influence in Virginia, and what-
ever remained of the Episcopalians’ influence at William and Mary, by planning 
and pushing through the Virginia legislature his own “seminary” based on what 
he called “natural religion.” His fear that clerics would control precollegiate edu-
cation are also why Jefferson preferred plans that would “keep elementary educa-
tion out of the hands of fanaticising preachers, who in county elections would be 
universally chosen.”2 

The conflict motivated the elderly Jefferson to resurface publicly as a radical 
religious thinker. His enemies had worked hard to depict him as an atheist during 
the campaign of 1800 and in the late 1810s (see chapter 1). But he was only an infi-
del by the strictest definition of the term—he did not believe in the supernatural 
elements of Judaism, Christianity, or Islam. He distrusted the miraculous side of 
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Christ’s life altogether and did not adhere to Christ’s divinity. Jefferson opposed 
organized religion, which in his opinion bankrupted the believer morally and in-
tellectually and could led to pure atheism. He hoped to avoid that outcome at 
UVA by ensconcing the natural world as the basis of religious faith.3 

Jefferson was a monotheist with faith in a single, benevolent deity whose 
workings could only be grasped through science. Some theologians were too un-
sophisticated to discriminate between Jefferson’s natural religion and atheism. 
Other clerical opponents saw natural religion as a slippery slope on the path to 
atheism. In higher education, it did not provide the moral framework most col-
lege administrators needed to keep order. 

By 1816, orthodox clergymen and administrators focused their attention on 
Jefferson, whom they considered the heir apparent to Thomas Paine (1737– 
1809), the most famous infidel of Revolutionary America. His religion was simi-
lar to the deism Paine advocated in The Age of Reason (1794). Up until 1816, 
though, Jefferson’s religious infidelity was kept under wraps. He stood fast 
against religious establishments politically, but kept a private profile as a natural 
theologian. He was connected to the Christian establishment. He attended An-
glican or Episcopalian churches in Washington and Virginia and a Unitarian 
church in Philadelphia.4 

Jefferson was not publicly hostile to Christianity, and his philosophy em-
braced the social benefits of Christ’s teachings. He maintained friendships with 
local ministers and contributed to the Episcopalians financially throughout his 
life. Many of Jefferson’s clerical friends were Anglicans/Episcopalians, or Unitar-
ians like Joseph Priestley and Jared Sparks. He also corresponded with Presbyter-
ians Benjamin Rush and Samuel Miller. But Jefferson avoided any formal alle-
giances to established churches. To Ezra Stiles, a Congregationalist and natural 
theologian scientist from Rhode Island, he wrote, “I am of a sect by myself, as far 
as I know.”5 

President Jefferson maintained his ties to Christianity. He encouraged, but 
did not demand, national prayers, and he authorized the War Department to 
fund Presbyterian missionaries among the Cherokee.6 He also allowed churches 
to use the Supreme Court and War and Treasury offices for services.7 He contrib-
uted liberally to at least nine churches in and around Washington, and attended 
services himself at the Episcopalian Christ Church, which met in a tobacco barn 
near Capitol Hill. (Buildings were scarce during the first years of Washington 
D.C.) The most irreligious act of Jefferson’s presidency was to end George 
Washington’s and John Adams’s tradition of proclaiming national fast days and 
thanksgivings.8 As president, Jefferson retained popularity among Baptists and 
Methodists in the early nineteenth century because of his association with reli-
gious freedom.9 
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During retirement Jefferson was freer to express himself. Despite being 
plagued by health problems and debt, he was happy to drop the public religious 
position he projected as president and engage in an ideological contest he had pre-
pared for for all his adult life. The political volatility of religion sometimes made 
Jefferson irrational and bigoted, but it also motivated his attempt to integrate rea-
son and faith.10 Jefferson once told minister Isaac Story he had ceased reading or 
thinking about religion, instead reposing his head “on that pillow of ignorance 
which a benevolent Creator has made so soft for us, knowing how much we 
should be forced to use it.”11 He was merely dodging an exchange with Story, be-
cause Jefferson was anything but indifferent toward religion. 

His interpretation of the American Revolution was rooted in the Jewish and 
Puritan traditions of a chosen people acting on behalf of a progressive and benev-
olent deity.12 God was Jefferson’s basis for the otherwise unintelligible claim of 
natural rights, like civic freedom, land (and human) ownership, and religious lib-
erty. Jefferson struggled with religion and morality all his life, but never arrived at 
a coherent philosophy. Religion “mesmerized him, enraged him, tantalized him 
and sometimes inspired him.”13 

Jefferson sent his daughters to a Catholic nunnery in Paris.14 He found solace 
in the Anglican mass and he lived briefly in a French monastery.15 Jefferson be-
lieved in the efficacy of prayer and an afterlife, according to his grandson.16 His 
most unusual view was pushing materialism to the point that he considered spirit 
to exist, but consist of physical matter. In other ways Jefferson’s ideas were com-
monplace among Western elites in the eighteenth century, solidly rooted in the 
Protestant/Enlightenment tradition. 

One way to understand Jefferson’s thinking on religion is to view him as a 
natural trajectory of the Protestant Reformation. Protestantism had a strong po-
litical tendency toward civil rights because it questioned the theological under-
pinnings of monarchs and popes.17 Protestantism encouraged independent 
thinking about religion through independent reading of Scripture and, by ex-
tension, helped encourage scientific research and literacy. In Notes on the State of 
Virginia Jefferson argued that the Reformation unhinged a “spirit of free in-
quiry, without which the corruptions of Christianity could not have been 
purged away.”18 When Jefferson wrote that “without priests there would never 
have been infidels,” he was writing in the tradition of Martin Luther.19 Like 
many philosophes Jefferson held a faith in God and historical progress closely re-
lated to that of Protestants. 

But for Jefferson the Protestantism brought from England to America in the 
seventeenth century created more problems for Christianity than “its leaders 
purged of old ones.”20 Though Calvinism, strictly speaking, was not really the 
dominant mode of Protestantism in America after the 1740s, Jefferson continued 
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to use that phrase to characterize his most orthodox Protestant enemies, especially 
Presbyterians and Congregationalists.21 Just as Protestants wanted to strip Chris-
tianity of superfluous rituals and trappings, Jefferson wanted to streamline Chris-
tianity yet further by ridding it of priests and supernatural elements altogether. 
He wrote about completing the task initiated by Luther and Calvin: 

His [Christ’s] doctrines are levelled to the simplest understanding: and it is only by ban-
ishing Hierophantic mysteries and Scholastic subtleties, which they have nick-named 
Christianity, and getting back to the plain and unsophistic precepts of Christ, that we be-
come real Christians. The half reformation of Luther and Calvin did something towards 
a restoration of his genuine doctrine; the present contest will, I hope, compleet [sic] what 
they begun, and place us where the evangelists left us.22 

Jefferson appealed to Protestant sentiment when he appealed to the “plain and 
unsophistic precepts of Christ.” Yet Jefferson believed that Christ was a philoso-
pher of morals only, not a magician or healer. Jefferson even mistakenly suggested 
that Christ did not claim to be on a divine mission.23 Despite that, he was more 
interested in Jesus than in any other religious figure.24 Jefferson was part of a 
movement known as Restorationism—a movement to restore the New Testa-
ment and Christ’s message to their primitive purity. Unlike most Restorationists 
of the early nineteenth century, Jefferson rejected Christ’s divinity. 

One of Jefferson’s most consuming projects during retirement was his 
abridgment of the Bible. The catalysts for Jefferson’s initial interest in primitive 
Christianity were his exchanges with Presbyterian Benjamin Rush and the attacks 
of Federalists and their clerical allies during the 1800 campaign. Political concerns 
over the University of Virginia rejuvenated his interest after he retired. Jefferson 
thought that Jesus reformed the superstitious Judaism of Palestine, and he hoped 
to aid in a similar process in nineteenth-century Virginia. History justified the 
support of primitive, simple religions. He wrote that “no historical fact is better 
established than the doctrine that one God, pure and uncompounded, was that of 
the early ages of Christianity.”25 

Sometime around 1819–1820 Jefferson completed a “wee little book” entitled 
The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth (the Jefferson Bible), where he presented 
the philosophy of Jesus by stripping all the supernatural elements from the New 
Testament.26 He simply cut all the moral teachings of Jesus from the Bible and 
pasted them onto blank pages.27 The result was similar to the idea proposed by 
Benjamin Franklin during the Revolution. Jefferson’s friendship with Charles 
Thomson, a veteran of the Continental Congress (1774–1789), who retired to a 
life of liberal biblical scholarship, also helped motivate him.28 In the 1810s he cor-
responded with a Dutch-born Unitarian minister named Francis Adrian Van der 
Kemp, whose idea it was to write a secular biography of Jesus.29 
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Gone from the Jefferson Bible were Jesus’ virgin birth, his deification, his mi-
raculous powers, his resurrection and visible ascension and presence in the Eu-
charist and Trinity. Also lacking are original sin, atonement, and regeneration— 
the underpinnings of Christianity. He wrote, “Abstracting what is really His from 
the rubbish in which it is buried, easily distinguished by its lustre from the dross 
of His biographers, and as separable from that as the diamond from the dunghill, 
we have the outlines of a system of the most sublime morality which has ever fal-
len from the lips of man.”30 As for his purged Bible, “a more beautiful or precious 
morsel of ethics I have never seen; it is a document in proof that I am a real Chris-
tian, that is to say, a disciple of the doctrines of Jesus.”31 Jefferson saw himself as 
more Christian than his orthodox enemies. 

Most important to him, Christ’s profundity as a philosopher did not entitle 
denominations to political power in the modern age. Jefferson argued in 1776 
that we must go beyond John Locke and grant full rights of religious liberty to all, 
not just inter-Protestant toleration qualified by political restrictions for non-
Protestants (see chapter 1). He and James Madison thought advocates of religious 
monopolies and establishments had no historical grounds to argue that those in-
stitutions improved the morals of society. To Jefferson and Madison the result of 
granting religions political power was a long train of abuses that corrupted both 
politics and religion and stifled progress.32 Unlike other colleges at the time, the 
University of Virginia would not be affiliated with any religious denomination. 

Jefferson’s position reflected what he learned as an undergraduate at William 
and Mary in the 1760s. There liberty, rather than conformity, was seen as the path 
to moral virtue. Democracy and religious freedom were compatible for Jefferson 
because the clergy represented another artificial form of aristocracy designed to 
think for the people.33 The liberal Episcopalians at William and Mary exposed 
Jefferson to Enlightenment writers who opposed superstitious dogma. These En-
glish and Scottish philosophers looked within for moral guidance, instead of to 
the heavens. 

However inspirational Jesus may have been as a philosopher and social re-
former, Jefferson intended students at UVA to look within and around them for 
moral guidance.34 Two letters to his nephew, Peter Carr, represent his worldly but 
individualistic moral philosophy. In 1787 Jefferson reminded Carr how important 
morality was, but in 1814 he advised Carr that one “lost time to attend lectures” 
for the formal study of ethics.35 The key for Jefferson was to focus only on univer-
sal precepts upon which all religions could agree, and avoid discrepancies in 
dogma that he saw as unrelated to morality. 

Not only did Jefferson reject official impositions of organized religion; he 
believed that organized Christianity actually inhibited moral development. Eth-
ics could only be attained through self-actualization and observing history and 
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nature. In 1814 Jefferson wrote that moral foundations lay within and that the ve-
hicle for those foundations was an inborn instinct, not religious coercion.36 Any 
infringement constituted a cheapening of the growing process. Jefferson wrote to 
Adams that the world would be better off without organized religion, but we 
were prevented from a hellish existence by these moral precepts, “innate in man,” 
which were “part of his physical constitution, as necessary for a social being.”37 

God has “taken care to impress its precepts so indelibly on our hearts that they 
shall not be effaced by the subtleties of our brain.”38 His belief that morality was 
built into the human brain was similar to German contemporary Immanuel 
Kant’s (1724–1804).39 Jefferson’s moral philosophy connected to politics insofar as 
organized religion destroyed the sense of independence and responsibility requi-
site in a republican society. 

At the University of Virginia, Jefferson planned to rely on the natural moral 
sensibilities of the students, and their studies of science and history.40 He hoped 
to restore a sense of republican virtue based on competitive individualism free of 
religious superstition. The Rockfish Gap Report stated that: “we have proposed 
no professor of divinity . . . proofs of the being of God, the creator, preserver, and 
supreme ruler of the universe, the author of all the relations of morality, and of 
the laws and obligations these infer, will be within the province of the professor of 
ethics . . . ”41 The function of philosophy for Jefferson was to generate harmony 
in society.42 

Jefferson hoped to convince UVA students that the working of government, 
economics, and morality was grounded on models found in nature.43 Like his ear-
lier plans for education, Jefferson also hoped to stress history, along with science, 
to help provide moral instruction. He wanted to use history selectively to support 
his own views while not letting it impede forward-looking, progressive attitudes 
on the part of students. In the Rockfish Gap Report Jefferson cautions that the 
factor responsible for the “barbarism and wretchedness of our indigenous neigh-
bors [Indians]” was a “veneration for the supposed superlative wisdom of their 
fathers and the preposterous idea that they are to look backward for better things 
and not forward.”44 

On the other hand, looking backward was a convenient way for Jefferson to 
support his political and religious views. History could be used, for instance, to 
undermine religious dogmatism. Jefferson enlisted his friend Madison to compile 
a large and comprehensive list of theological works dating from the first centuries 
of the Christian era, requesting works of both pagan and Christian writers.45 

Madison’s topics ranged from original sin, deism, natural theology, Moravians, 
and Quakers to the Catholic Council of Trent; his authors included Aquinas, 
Leibniz, Luther, Calvin, Newton, and Penn.46 

Madison concurred that broadening the students’ exposure to religion was 
important, and agreed there should be no divinity chair at the university. He con-
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sidered such a chair a direct violation of his 1776 Virginia Declaration of Rights 
and 1786 Statute for Religious Freedom. Madison preferred overcoming short-
term charges of irreligion to allowing any sect to monopolize the teaching of reli-
gion. That alternative would have insured “an arena of theological gladiators.”47 

The curriculum Jefferson drew up in the Rockfish Gap Report was heavily 
weighted toward the physical sciences. He promoted the French physiocrats, who 
shared his dream of an agrarian utopia and hoped to use mathematics, rather than 
religion, to structure society and solve its problems. The most compelling part of 
physiocratic theory for Jefferson was sensationalist philosophy, which argued that 
the human brain can be comprehended entirely (and exclusively) through the 
study of its chemistry. He was interested in a sensationalist named P.J.G. Cabanis, 
Monsieur Flourens.48 Jefferson met Cabanis in Auteuil before the French Revolu-
tion, at the salon of Madame Helvétius. Cabanis indoctrinated him into positi-
vism, the theory that all true knowledge is based on natural phenomena and their 
properties, and relations verified by the empirical sciences.49 Cabanis argued that 
thoughts and emotions are entirely chemical in Rapports du physique et du moral 
de l’homme (1802).50 

Cabanis sent the book to his friend during Jefferson’s presidency. Ten years 
later, Jefferson still referred to the book as the “most profound of all human com-
positions.”51 In an 1820 letter to Adams, Jefferson spelled out his position: 

On the basis of sensation, of matter and motion, we may erect the fabric of all the cer-
tainties we can have or need. I can conceive thought to be an action of a particular organ-
isation of matter . . . to say that the human soul, angels, god, are immaterial, is to say they 
are nothings, or that there is no god, no angels, no soul . . . At what age of the Christian 
church this heresy of immaterialism, this masked atheism, crept in, I do not know. But a 
heresy it certainly is. Jesus taught nothing of it. He told us indeed that ‘God is a spirit,’ 
but he has not defined what a spirit is, nor said that it is not matter.52 

Jefferson’s God was physical and alive in nature.53 He did not hold that God 
created the world and then retired from the scene, as did many deists in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries. Jefferson believed that God continued to create 
and sustain the world moment by moment. At one point Jefferson even hoped to 
subsume the University of Virginia’s departments of ideology (English, rhetoric, 
and fine arts) and government under the heading of zoology. Zoology, in turn, 
would be divided into the physical and the moral. Jefferson was certain “the fa-
culty of thought belongs to animal history, is an important part of it, and should 
there find its place.”54 

Jefferson never subsumed the study of humans under zoology at the Univer-
sity of Virginia, but he hired John Patton Emmet on the faculty. Emmet, the son 
of an Irish political rebel named Thomas Addis Emmet, was the most promising 
sensationalist in America. In 1822 he received a medical degree from New York 
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University with a dissertation called “An Essay on the Chemistry of Animated 
Matter.”55 Emmet was unable to find work for three years, primarily because he 
argued that the proximate cause of all organic formation is chemical affinity. By 
not accounting for an ultimate cause, or “vital [theistic] principle,” He outraged 
the profession and was accused of heresy. The American Medical Recorder con-
demned Emmet as a materialist and infidel. It was the last time anyone chal-
lenged the vital principle in print until 1844, but Emmet found employment at 
Jefferson’s university in 1825 as a professor of chemistry and materia medica 
(medicine).56 

The Rockfish report’s divisions and spirit are similar to those at the Univer-
sity of Paris.57 Science would further the comprehension of God and inborn mo-
rality through the study of what we now call neurology. Proficiency in Latin, a 
prerequisite for admission, allowed for the reading of classics and aided in the 
study of medicine. Hebrew was offered as well, presumably to encourage biblical 
criticism. The breakdown of the report’s curriculum was as follows: 

1. Ancient languages—Latin, Greek, Hebrew 

2. Modern languages—French, Spanish, Italian, German, Anglo-Saxon 

3. Mathematics, pure—Algebra, Fluxions, Geometry (elementary, transcendental), 

Architecture (military, naval) 

4. Physico-Mathematics—Mechanics, Statics, Dynamics, Pneumatics, Accoustics, 

Optics, Astronomy, Geography 

5. Physics, or Natural Philosophy—Chemistry, Mineralogy 

6. Botany—Zoology 

7. Anatomy—Medicine 

8. Government—Political Economy, Law of Nature and Nations, History (being 

interwoven with politics and law) 

9. Law—Municipal 

10. Ideology—General Grammar, Ethics, Rhetoric, Belles Lettres, and the fine arts58 

Scientific inquiry, in the tradition of Francis Bacon, was the cornerstone of 
Jefferson’s vision for the University of Virginia, just as he predicted in Notes on 
the State of Virginia.59 Natural religion was the way out of the sectarian warfare 
that plagued mankind throughout history and was also democratic: “The planet, 
still warm from the creative touch of God, spoke the language of a natural reli-
gion equally accessible, equally comprehensible to all.”60 

But Jefferson was on guard against letting materialism degenerate into athe-
ism at the University of Virginia. His plan was to implement the philosophy most 
typical of early nineteenth-century colleges, including those of the Presbyterians: 
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the Scottish Common Sense school. Common Sense, or realist philosophy, re-
acted against skepticism about the limits of human knowledge by embracing the 
moderate Enlightenment vision of a rational and perceptible order.61 Just as em-
piricists try to mitigate the postmodern assault on knowability today, so too 
eighteenth-century pragmatists struggled against the disillusionment of skeptics 
like David Hume. Common Sense was likewise a philosophy that promoted 
Jefferson’s sense of inborn morality. 

Jefferson hoped to use Common Sense Scot Dugald Stewart to recruit fa-
culty for his university in Scotland. Stewart’s pragmatism was the kind of philo-
sophy that Jefferson valued.62 Jefferson preferred anyone who studied in Edin-
burgh over Oxford and Cambridge, since the latter schools practiced more 
metaphysical and less empirical philosophy at that time, and both were con-
trolled by Anglicans.63 

Jefferson feared the Presbyterians and Episcopalians in Virginia more than 
the Anglicans of Oxford and Cambridge. The Presbyterians were the foil against 
which he wrote the Rockfish Gap Report. The Presbyterian Confession of Faith 
stressed the Holy Trinity and original sin, two of Jefferson’s least favorite things 
about Christianity.64 He hated the Calvinist roots of Presbyterianism, its strong 
denominational pride and, most of all, the aggressive ministries that challenged 
his ideological leadership in Virginia. 

Jefferson never disapproved of Baptist or Methodist emotionalism, partly be-
cause of his political alliance with those groups, but also because his main gripe 
with organized religion was its obsession with intricate theologies. Given 
Jefferson’s love of the classics, one might expect he blamed Christianity for eradi-
cating Greek and Roman philosophy, but the opposite is true. Jefferson blamed 
interest in Plato and the Greeks among medieval monks for ruining primitive 
Christianity. Monks and early Calvinists engrafted abstract absurdities and com-
plicated suppositions onto Christ’s message.65 

For Jefferson, Presbyterians carried on this tradition by emphasizing a power-
ful, anthropomorphic God. Presbyterians were Trinitarians, worshipping God as 
three entities—the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, as prescribed in Matthew 28:19. 
Jefferson saw the Trinity as an unfortunate throwback to the polytheism of the 
ancient world.66 One big influence Unitarian chemist Joseph Priestley had on him 
was the rejection of Trinitarianism.67 Like Priestley, Jefferson thought the Trinity 
was a “metaphysical insanity” that represented a “relapse into polytheism,” 
contradicted the teachings of Christ, and differed from pagan superstitions “only 
by being more unintelligible.”68 The Trinity typified “its [Calvinism’s] basis of 
impenetrable darkness.”69 Jefferson lamented that over such concerns Christians 
have “tortured one another for abstractions which no one of them understand, 
and which are indeed beyond the comprehension of the human mind.”70 

The Presbyterians’ doctrine of human depravity conflicted with Jefferson’s 
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philosophy. He wrote to Adams that Calvin’s God “is not the God whom you and 
I acknowledge and adore, the Creator and benevolent governor of the world; but 
a demon of malignant spirit. It would be more pardonable to believe in no God at 
all, than to blaspheme Him by the atrocious attributes of Calvin.”71 It was the 
“absurdity” of these points “and the impossibility of defending them” that left 
the Presbyterians “irritable and prone to denunciation.”72 Formulas like the Trin-
ity and original sin, Christianity’s “own fatal invention,” have been its ruin and 
turned Christendom into a “slaughter-house.”73 

The Presbyterians’ strong emphasis on denominationalism conflicted with 
the ecumenicalism Jefferson hoped to foster at the University of Virginia. Jeffer-
son put his political theology in succinct terms to Jewish correspondent Joseph 
Marx: “divided we stand, united we fall.”74 Referring to Jesus, he said, “no doc-
trines of his lead to schism.”75 While Jefferson labored to rewrite the New Testa-
ment, he continued to attend interdenominational church services, riding into 
town on horseback carrying a small folding chair of his own invention. He de-
scribed these services in a letter: “The court house is our common temple. Here 
Episcopalian and Presbyterian, Methodist and Baptist, meet together, join in 
hymning their Maker, listen with attention and devotion to each other’s preach-
ers and all mix in society in perfect harmony. It is not so in the districts where 
Presbyterianism prevails undividedly.”76 

The role of the Presbyterian ministry threatened the notion of freedom Jeffer-
son saw as critical to republicanism. Civic freedoms were jeopardized by priests 
abetting monarchical abuses (Federalists) in return for protection of their own.77 

Jefferson thought “religion a concern purely between our God and our con-
sciences, for which we were accountable to him, and not to the priests.”78 He dis-
liked the learned clergy for drawing their dogmas from what Christ “never said or 
saw,” and for creating a religion that would be unrecognizable to Christ.79 Jefferson 
believed that ministers merely perpetuated heresies to keep themselves in business. 

When Timothy Pickering of Massachusetts warned him of the evil effect of 
his views, he shot back, “Had there never been a Commentator [minister], there 
never would have been an infidel.”80 Jefferson thought his experiences as a politi-
cian gave him insight into the chicanery behind the priesthood: 

They [politicians and lawyers] live by the zeal they can kindle, and the schisms they 
create. It is contest of opinion in politics as well as religion which makes us take great 
interest in them, and bestow our money liberally on those who furnish aliment to our ap-
petite. The mild and simple principles of the Christian philosophy would produce too 
much calm, too much regularity of good, to extract from its disciples a support for a nu-
merous priesthood, were they not to sophisticate it, ramify it, split hairs, and twist its text 
till they cover the divine morality of its author with mysteries, and require a priesthood to 
explain them. The Quakers seem to have discovered this. They have no priests, therefore 
no schisms.81 
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Presbyterianism manifested the negative traits Jefferson associated with reli-
gion—an aggressive ministry willing to involve themselves politically and theo-
logical roots in Calvinism. Presbyterians also constituted the greatest threat to 
Jefferson’s vision, since education in Virginia was largely in their hands.82 More-
over, the popularity of Christianity was booming in the United States, more so 
than when Jefferson was a student at William and Mary in the 1760s. 

Between 1802 and 1815, major evangelical awakenings occurred at campuses 
such as Yale, Williams, Middlebury, Princeton, and Dartmouth.83 Timothy 
Dwight, president of Congregationalist Yale, was influential nationally as a critic 
of Jefferson’s religion. Princeton’s seminary, opened in 1812, became the strong-
hold for Presbyterianism during the remainder of the century.84 

Hampden-Sydney and Washington College extended Princeton’s Presbyter-
ian influence into Virginia. Both schools actively opposed Jefferson and pursued 
state funding. If Jefferson’s plans for the University of Virginia had been imple-
mented in the early 1790s, when natural religion was fashionable among Amer-
ica’s elite, he would have had an easier task. Instead, his presidency delayed his vi-
sion until the popular currents flowed against him. 

Observers from out of state were aware of the Christian monopoly on educa-
tion in Virginia and elsewhere. The North American Review noticed the revolu-
tionary character of the Rockfish Gap Report in 1820 and commented upon it fa-
vorably, but pessimistically. Edward Everett wrote that the journal’s readers 
would be gratified to view portions of the report since this was the “first instance, 
in the world, of a university without any such [orthodox religious] provision.”85 

Others had tried to implement nondenominational curriculums before, but Jef-
ferson had few successful precedents for his project in American or Europe. 

Universities in Holland were torn between the teachings of medieval theo-
logian Thomas Aquinas and Enlightenment philosopher René Descartes in the 
1650s, but Descartes was a Jesuit.86 The University of Leiden came the closest of 
any college in Western society to advocating free thought.87 It supplied preach-
ers but was not affiliated with any Christian denomination. Some American 
schools at least shared power among Protestant denominations. King’s College 
in New York City was nonsectarian on paper, but originally controlled by An-
glicans. During the American Revolution King’s College relaxed its denomina-
tionalism to placate Presbyterians, but never advocated an openly secular cur-
riculum.88 It was reorganized into Columbia University in 1784 by the New 
York legislature and put under the control of the board of regents of the State 
University of New York.89 

In the 1750s Benjamin Franklin had the idea nearest to what Jefferson later 
advocated. The Franklin Academy, which later grew into the College of Phila-
delphia, started nonsectarian but its lay board was beset by rivalries between 
Presbyterians and Anglicans.90 In 1776, it was rechartered by Presbyterians, who 
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broadened its curriculum and renamed it the University of Pennsylvania.91 Col-
leges that tried to establish a nonsectarian grounding in the upper South became 
hotbeds of controversy. 

The University of North Carolina began as a nondenominational college in 
1795, but early in the nineteenth century Presbyterians took over its board and fa-
culty.92 Federalist professor William R. Davie and the school’s president, fellow 
alleged infidel David Kerr, were both run out of Chapel Hill by hostile Protes-
tants who, in conjunction with the 1800 legislature, cut off funding to the school 
for five years.93 Presbyterian Joseph Caldwell, a graduate of Princeton, served as 
president from 1804 to 1812 and from 1817 to 1835.94 As late as 1900 the university 
was bitterly attacked by Dr. John C. Kilgo as a Jeffersonian organ of infidelity, de-
spite the fact that North Carolina predated the University of Virginia by thirty 
years and was overtaken by Presbyterians. Kilgo was president of Trinity College, 
a Methodist school that became Duke University.95 

Denominations struggled with religious libertarians in the western part of 
Virginia (present-day Kentucky). Transylvania University, in Lexington, was the 
beacon of Enlightenment philosophy on the frontier at intermittent periods in 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.96 It was founded as a seminary 
by Presbyterian David Rice. At the urging of board member John Breckenridge, 
who was in turn encouraged by Jefferson, an English Unitarian and democrat 
named Harry Toulmin was elected Transylvania’s president in 1794. In 1796 Pres-
byterian trustees ousted Toulmin from office.97 By the time Jefferson initiated his 
plans for UVA, Presbyterians were engaged in a fight for control of Transylvania 
with liberals and Republican critics who identified Presbyterians with Northern 
Federalism.98 A liberal Unitarian minister from Boston named Horace Holley 
served as president from 1818 to 1827, but after 1830 Christians of mainstream de-
nominations (Presbyterian, Baptist, and Episcopalian) shared control of the 
school.99 

Jefferson admired Transylvania in its original form, but by 1815 regarded the 
University of Pennsylvania as the best college in the United States. His goal was 
to improve on Penn and set up an institution that taught humanism and sup-
ported denominational pluralism.100 

Conclusion 

Jefferson was famous (or infamous) by the 1810s for his 1786 Virginia Statute and 
his later metaphor that the First Amendment erected a “wall of separation” 
between church and state.101 However, the fact that the phrase came from a letter 
he wrote to grateful Baptists in New England is telling. Whatever positive image 
Jefferson enjoyed as an apostle of religious freedom did not result from his own 
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radical views, but rather from the success of dissenting faiths like the Baptists, 
Methodists, and Presbyterians, who allied with him during the Revolution. 

The very rise of those denominations led to a decline in Jefferson’s reputa-
tion as the nineteenth century wore on. In the case of North Carolina, that state’s 
legislature (run by Jefferson’s own Democratic-Republicans) cut off the endow-
ment in response to the university’s alleged infidelity.102 Jefferson’s plan would 
also be subject to the whims of a state legislature, and the clergy from whom poli-
ticians took cues. These were the same clergy whom Jefferson claimed were 
“pant[ing] to reestablish the Holy Inquisition.”103 The chartering of the Univer-
sity of Virginia in 1819 thus commenced a bitter debate over its curriculum. 
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Christian Opposition to UVA


After the 1818 publication of Jefferson’s plan for the University of Virginia, Pres-
byterians and Episcopalians attacked it from their pulpits and presses. Their place 
in Virginia’s society was at stake. Christianity’s role in running colleges was taken 
for granted throughout Western civilization, even France, where anticlericalism 
had helped fuel its revolution. Without strong colleges, it was impossible for 
Christians to retain their legitimacy in the elite circles they strove to be part of 
and affect, so they embraced learning. Theologians also wanted to maintain liter-
acy among their missionaries. Jefferson, in turn, recognized Christianity as the 
primary alternative to humanism in postrevolutionary America. His philosophy 
was based on religious faith as well, but more rooted in nature and science than 
the Judeo-Christian God. Whoever controlled the curriculum of local colleges 
would influence the ideology of Virginia’s elite; to “poison or nourish the stream 
at the fountain,” as Episcopalian Francis Lister Hawks later wrote.1 

The First Amendment of the Federal Constitution offered no protection from 
infringements on religious rights or liberties within the respective states until the 
1940s. Jefferson’s university was founded when higher education was a primary 
battleground between Virginia’s clergy and defenders of the state’s 1786 Statute for 
Religious Freedom. The Presbyterian and Episcopalian Churches of Virginia ran 
presses, organized significant blocks of voters, and were willing to fight for control 
of public education funding. For them religious freedom was not defined as a wall 
of separation between church and state, but rather as the equal right of all denom-
inations to use the levers of democracy to fight for their interests. 

Jefferson’s key ally in the fight to disestablish the Episcopalian (formerly An-
glican) Church during the 1780s, the Presbyterians, dominated higher education in 
the region. Graduates of Presbyterian Princeton built an educational empire that 
included New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Kentucky.2 Presbyterian influ-
ence fanned out from Princeton and their national headquarters in Philadelphia, 
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and included satellite colleges in Virginia such as Hampden-Sydney (formerly 
Prince Edward Academy) and Washington College (previously Augusta Academy 
and Liberty Hall and later Washington and Lee University) at Lexington.3 

Presbyterians wanted to influence the powerful, to “reach to the magistrate 
on his chair of state, to the judge, the bench, to the legislator in his hall.”4 Al-
though very few men attended college at the time (around one percent), the ones 
who did exercised disproportionate power in society, serving as lawyers, mer-
chants, politicians, and ministers. Presbyterians and Jefferson shared a commit-
ment to education in Virginia, but there was no agreement on who should con-
trol it, and the denominations themselves were divided. The consensus among 
leaders forged by the struggle with Britain had long since evaporated. 

During the Revolution Jefferson shared with Protestants a common belief 
not only in education and religious liberty, but also in the restorative power of the 
French Revolution to bring about a pure and primitive social order.5 Although 
Protestants emphasized the role of God in this restoration, while Jefferson em-
phasized the role of man, they shared a sense of inevitable progress brought about 
by reason. To Enlightenment thinkers, who often mixed democratic politics and 
Protestantism, monarchies and Catholicism were twin pillars of tyranny.6 English 
Puritans and French Huguenots (Protestants) viewed the Roman Catholic 
Church as the “embodiment of the [Satanic] Beast.”7 

Protestants viewed religious liberty in tandem with political liberty, and pro-
moted education as the key to checking monarchical and spiritual tyranny. In 
1793, Presbyterian Samuel Miller delivered a sermon to the Tammany Society in 
New York City declaring that the French Revolution, however “sullied by irrelig-
ion and vice . . . [was] fundamentally Christian . . . a great link in the chain, that 
is drawing on the reign of universal harmony and peace.”8 Aside from his distaste 
for monarchies, Jefferson shared an admiration for philosopher John Locke with 
many Protestants. Presbyterian Benjamin Rush, a revolutionary and student of 
John Witherspoon’s at Princeton, believed in the Lockean malleability of citizens, 
calling for education as a way to shape them into “republican machines.”9 

But in the 1790s Protestants lost their enthusiasm for Revolutionary France 
because of its radicalism, anticlericalism, and war with England, which was still 
seen as the mother country. Upending monarchies and Catholics was good, but 
not if atheists were tying priests to rocks and tossing them in the Seine River. In 
America, the Whiskey Rebellion in western Pennsylvania (a tax revolt against 
Washington’s federal government) also alerted many to the dangers of too much 
democracy. The common thread between Protestants and humanist democrats 
like Jefferson frayed in the second half of the 1790s, as the conflict in France 
whipsawed American politics. 

Another concern for Protestants was the deism of Thomas Paine, whose Age 
of Reason became popular on college campuses throughout the United States in 
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the late 1790s.10 Paine was popular at the colonial colleges originally established as 
religious seminaries. Virginia Episcopalian William Meade wrote that “at the end 
of the century the College of William and Mary was regarded as the hotbed of 
infidelity and of the wild politics of France.”11 In Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 
Presbyterian math professor Joseph Caldwell complained “everyone believes that 
the first step which he ought to take to rise into respectability is to disavow as 
often [and] as publicly as he can all regard for the leading doctrines of the scrip-
tures.”12 After 1800 the momentum shifted back to Christian orthodoxy and 
American campuses experienced a backlash among both faculty and students 
against liberal philosophy. Protestants valued education and viewed religious and 
political liberty in tandem, but also used orthodox Christianity to check the ex-
cesses of political liberty and Enlightenment philosophy. New England minister 
and Yale President Timothy Dwight wrote that “without religion, we would re-
tain freedom . . . but only the freedom of savages, bears and wolves.” For Dwight, 
religion and liberty were the “meat and drink of the body politic . . . withdraw 
one of them, and [the other] languishes, consumes and dies.”13 Protestants feared 
Paine’s and Jefferson’s religions would separate Dwight’s “meat from the drink,” 
unraveling the delicate balance between liberty and order. After colleges managed 
to snuff out Paine’s popularity during the revival of evangelical Christianity 
around the turn of the nineteenth century, Jefferson was the foremost public 
symbol of the old discredited radicalism.14 For Jefferson religious freedom was 
fundamental to civic freedom, not civic order. 

Jefferson’s denial of Christ’s divinity, along with his lifelong callousness to-
ward ministers, got him in trouble with the intellectualized Protestant denomi-
nations in Virginia. They were in direct competition with Jefferson for the atten-
tion of the elite. He got along better with the more unabashedly evangelical 
faiths. Many Baptists and Methodists appreciated Jefferson’s struggles on behalf 
of religious liberty. Most whites on the frontier, and the majority of slaves, were 
not affiliated with any Christian church in the 1810s. Those who were were usu-
ally evangelicals more concerned with repentance and rebirth than with 
institution-building and political influence.15 

Presbyterian Samuel Stanhope Smith, president of Princeton from 1795 to 
1812, wrote that the “Baptists and Methodists content themselves with other kinds 
of illumination than are afforded by human science.”16 When American Metho-
dist Francis Asbury attempted to found a college, the denomination’s English 
founder, John Wesley, lashed out at him in a letter for his worldly concerns, and 
for being overly ambitious.17 Baptists and Methodists, the most popular denomi-
nations by this period in Virginia and farther west, were not active in college-
building until after 1830.18 

Even though Jefferson fought organized Presbyterians and Episcopalians as 
opposed to Baptists and Methodists, his opponents were still more evangelical 
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than seventeenth-century Calvinists or eighteenth-century Anglicans. On the 
frontier, Presbyterian ministers cooperated with Baptists and Methodists in de-
veloping revivalist techniques for mass conversions.19 Some Presbyterians re-
jected their Calvinist roots by denying the “elect of God.”20 Instead they em-
braced the universal and democratic doctrine that Christ died for all men.21 

Emphases on universal salvation and emotional preaching did not sit well with 
more formal Presbyterians, including some church elders.22 The Presbyterians 
contained within their own ranks many of the schisms that had divided Protes-
tantism since the Reformation. Presbyterians in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and 
Kentucky argued over universal salvation versus predestination, the merits of the 
emotional revival method, reason, slavery, music during service, baptisms, and 
the role of the ministry.23 Consequently, Jefferson and his university allies did not 
face unified fronts on religion, even from within single denominations like the 
Presbyterians or Episcopalians. 

Rifts within each denomination were matched by tension between Presbyter-
ians and Episcopalians. The churches were in direct competition for the learned 
and influential classes of Virginia, and animosity existed between their leaders. In 
the minds of most Presbyterians, the Episcopal Church still retained too many 
vestiges of Catholicism in its services, and had not gone far enough after setting 
out on “true evangelical principles.”24 There was also residual animosity from the 
revolutionary period. The Anglican Church was dismantled in all the Southern 
states after 1776, but its parishioners organized as the American Protestant Episco-
pal Church in 1785. The Presbyterians were among the dissenting Protestants who 
had railed against the Anglican establishment and who encouraged Virginia’s 
public appropriation of Episcopal land. In 1802 the Episcopal Church was forced 
to forfeit its property at the behest of Protestant dissenters, leaving it only with its 
churches and graveyards as capital.25 

The motivating factor for both churches to attain educational influence was 
straightforward. Most people on the frontier were young, and they would shape 
the future. Evangelical Christianity, with its straightforward, emotional style, was 
the best way to appeal to young and old alike. Even the Episcopal Church of Vir-
ginia, once a bastion of rationality and gentlemanly behavior, embraced the new, 
revivalist Protestantism in the 1810s.26 

The Episcopalians who ran William and Mary were considered cold and 
overly rational by some evangelicals because they reconciled moderate Enlighten-
ment philosophy with Christianity.27 William Meade, who became the most pow-
erful force in the Episcopal Church during the first quarter of the nineteenth cen-
tury, favored taking the church and William and Mary in an evangelical 
direction. Meade, Bishop James Madison (a holdover from the Enlightenment 
era at William and Mary), and others revived the Diocese of Virginia by incorpo-
rating threads of Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian theology. Predestination 
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was stricken out of the new articles drawn up by the resuscitated Church.28 

They rejected the exclusivity of the church, relaxed some of its formalities, 
trained itinerant (traveling) ministers, and encouraged home worship in the ev-
angelical style.29 

After the death of Bishop Madison in 1812, William and Mary and the Epis-
copalian Church rejected the tolerance, or latitudinarianism, of the colonial An-
glicanism on which Jefferson was raised. Episcopalians came out against worldly 
amusements such as gambling, dancing, and drinking.30 Spearheaded by Meade, 
Episcopalians opposed Jefferson’s university, both because of their newfound 
evangelism and the natural threat UVA posed to William and Mary’s preemi-
nence. Episcopalian and Presbyterian educators were trying to hold the center 
between the outright anti-intellectualism of the Baptists and Methodists, and the 
unstructured natural religion of Jefferson’s proposed university. 

The Episcopalian and Presbyterian churches catered to the elites of eastern 
Virginia, but also needed young ministers on the frontier, where emotional revi-
vals predominated. The urgent need for ministers made both denominations anx-
ious to attain state chartering and public money to fund their seminaries. Their 
mission was to propagate their faiths among both Indians and young whites. 
Their needs increased exponentially along with American expansion. Unlike the 
Methodists and Baptists, the Episcopalians and Presbyterians required their min-
isters to be college graduates. That trait was a strength in Scotland and England, 
lending their ministers a certain credibility, but it made it difficult for American 
denominations to keep up with demand along the frontier.31 Presbyterian minis-
ter Samuel Wilson warned fellow clergyman William H. Foote to expect “regions 
of darkness” even in the northern neck and Piedmont of Virginia.32 

Lack of ministers was the primary problem facing Presbyterian churches, and 
it was partially a result of their own successes at generating more congregations.33 

Aside from this expansion, shortages resulted from competition with other sects. 
It was not enough merely to print pamphlets and spread the written word on a 
mostly illiterate frontier. Presbyterians like John D. Blair hoped to send ministers 
along with the waves of emigrants leaving Virginia. As president of the Board of 
Education for the Presbyterian Synod of Virginia, Blair told his ministers: “Your 
sons and daughters are going by the hundreds and thousands to fix their habita-
tions in the fertile plains of Alabama and Missouri, and they call on you who gave 
them the means of a better life.”34 

Presbyterians lacked manpower in the Piedmont and Tidewater of central 
and eastern Virginia as well. On occasion even Unitarians filled vacancies in 
Richmond’s Presbyterian churches.35 Jefferson’s own experience of informal 
interdenominational services in Charlottesville was probably typical of Virginia 
in the early national era, but not a satisfactory solution for Presbyterians. Even 
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among people already converted to their church, the Presbyterians had around 
five hundred preachers nationally to minister to nearly nine hundred congrega-
tions in 1816.36 

In 1817 Jefferson’s educational advocate in the legislature, Joseph Cabell, 
warned that, “in the Presbyterian sect . . . we have a more silent, but a more for-
midable foe [than the Federalists, their political rivals].” Cabell was “confident 
that the leading members of that sect look with a scowling eye on the rising pros-
pects of the [university] and will use their whole influence against all our efforts 
to advance its interests . . . the pretext for opposition . . . is that you are an infidel 
yourself and will cause your opinions to be introduced into the institution.”37 

Cabell liked to inflate the opposition’s strength in order to lower Jefferson’s 
expectations. In truth, the Presbyterians exercised only a portion of their influ-
ence fighting Jefferson, because he was not their main concern.38 They drained 
most of their energy and resources training ministers for the frontier and teachers 
for all levels of schooling. Presbyterians struggled to minister to the settlers flood-
ing over the Appalachians and to convert Indians, all the while quelling dissen-
sion within their own ranks. The effect of the Protestant Great Awakening 
created a need for ministers that institutional churches could not match. Conse-
quently, the Presbyterian agenda was splintered at the same time that Jefferson 
narrowed his own, dropping his advocacy of primary schools and focusing on the 
University of Virginia after 1816. 

The proliferation of the Presbyterians’ responsibilities did not prevent them 
from challenging Jefferson, though, or from competing for state funds. The press-
ing need for ministers and money drove them further into politics and conflict 
with Jefferson. What made the Presbyterians so formidable politically was their 
high level of organization. Even without concentrating all their resources on op-
posing UVA, Cabell was right that Presbyterians constituted the biggest threat to 
Jefferson’s educational plans. Jefferson knew that Presbyterians and Episcopalians 
enjoyed intellectual and moral influence out of proportion to their numbers in 
Virginia, and he wanted to check the threats their denominations posed to his vi-
sion of higher education. 

The Presbyterian Church’s general assembly was headquartered in Philadel-
phia, but its influenced radiated out in a network of around a dozen synods and 
sixty presbyteries.39 In 1819 the assembly established a board of education for 
“poor and pious” youth and directed that subsidiary societies be created at the 
presbyterial and synodical level.40 The formation of the Board of Education coin-
cided with the economic Panic of 1819. At their general assembly meeting in 1819, 
Presbyterian leaders concluded that “the spirit of corrupt and mischievous specu-
lation, which is probably to be regarded as both a cause and an effect of these em-
barrassments, would best be remedied through holy religion.”41 
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Virginians were sometimes unable to attend annual meetings in Philadelphia, 
but the presbyteries in Lexington, Winchester, and Hanover supported educa-
tional societies. A general board of education was established in Richmond, 
which reported to Philadelphia periodically. The board’s impact was slow to ma-
terialize, but they did manage enough money to subsidize the educations of a few 
poor students.42 Presbyterians also supplied many of the state’s teachers at private 
academies. 

In 1816 the Presbyterians in Virginia wanted to incorporate what became 
Union Theological Seminary and elicit state funding, but failed because of the 1786 
Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom. Jefferson, meanwhile, predicated the plans 
for his University of Virginia on the freedom that bill engendered. After the publi-
cation of Jefferson’s plan for the university—the Rockfish Gap Report—the de-
bate between Jefferson and the Virginia clergy began to heat up. Scotch-Irish Pres-
byterians in Lexington and Staunton wanted to lure the state capital and university 
west of the mountains, and had the support of Episcopalian Federalist Charles 
Fenton Mercer (see chapter 2).43 Cabell complained that the “friends of Washing-
ton College hang upon our flanks, and encumber every step of progress. If that 
pitiful place were not in existence we could get along, but it is.”44 

The leader of Presbyterianism in Virginia during the 1810s was John Holt 
Rice (1777–1831), the grandson of Transylvania University’s founder, Kentuckian 
David Rice.45 John Holt Rice was a graduate of well-respected New London 
Academy in Bedford County, Virginia (founded 1795). In 1807, Rice started a 
Presbyterian seminary at Hampden-Sydney that grew into Union Theological 
Seminary, which moved to Richmond in 1897. He had strong political instincts 
and a missionary zeal for education, institution building, and publishing. 

Rice thought religion was a unifying force and was necessary to the survival 
of civil government and society.46 He felt that without being reminded of their 
human depravity, college boys would lack the spur toward moral discipline that 
organized religion provided. Rice was centrally located in Richmond and occu-
pied himself preaching at the Old Time Apple Church (which was nondenomi-
national), founding the First Presbyterian Church, and publishing pamphlets and 
newspaper editorials prolifically.47 He hated Jefferson, and Jefferson returned the 
sentiment. Jefferson disliked Presbyterian ministers generally, and Rice consti-
tuted a roadblock to his plans for the University of Virginia. 

Rice was founder and editor of The Virginia Evangelical and Literary Maga-
zine (originally The Christian Monitor), which went to nearly one thousand sub-
scribers annually from 1816 to 1827.48 It was the most successful Southern maga-
zine of its kind before the Southern Literary Messenger, lasting eleven years 
promoting American literature and opposing slavery.49 Rice exercised his influ-
ence against Jefferson’s university partly through his connections in politics, but 
mainly through the power of his press. 
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Jefferson and Rice conflicted on the definition and degree of religious liberty, 
but were both against a single denominational establishment. Rice never wanted 
to establish the Presbyterian Church with the government in the traditional way 
of the colonial Anglicans. He considered the “two kinds of government [civil and 
ecclesiastical] altogether independent of each other,” but did not agree with treat-
ing churches as legal “nonentities,” which they arguably were under Virginia’s 
1786 statute.50 Rice wanted a religious presence at the University of Virginia, but 
claimed publicly to support an ecumenical environment, permitting all denomi-
nations, including Jews and Catholics, to endow professorships.51 Jefferson 
understood that Presbyterian privilege at UVA would antagonize competing de-
nominations, and that the Presbyterians’ real goal was domination of the school. 

Along with Timothy Dwight at Yale, Samuel Stanhope Smith at Princeton 
and other late Enlightenment ministers, Rice struggled to find the right balance 
between reason and faith.52 Before the rise of evolutionary biology and geology, 
theologians like Rice enthusiastically endorsed science. Scotch-Irish Presbyterians 
encouraged the readings of astronomer Isaac Newton and chemist Joseph Pries-
tley at Washington College, for instance.53 Harvard and Yale, both begun as reli-
gious seminaries, were centers of science. Clergymen supported science because 
they were confidant it would substantiate biblical revelation; any admission oth-
erwise would have damaged the intellectual credibility of their faith. 

Rice wrote that “science, or Philosophy, or knowledge . . . though it may now 
explode as a mine of gunpowder beneath our feet . . . will at another time remove 
some cumbrous obstruction.”54 Like Jefferson, Rice located the scientific revolu-
tion within the broader revolt of Protestantism: “In Luther arose a champion who 
at once freed religion from her corruptions, and knowledge from her chains.”55 In 
the tradition of Luther, Rice continued to emphasize Scripture and protest 
against the sacraments of the Episcopal Church long after the decline of the An-
glican establishment.56 But Rice associated the suppression of intellectual free-
dom with the Catholic Church only, not Protestant Christianity, whereas Jeffer-
son associated it with all organized religion. 

Belief in science, God, and religious liberty were not the only things Rice and 
Jefferson had in common. Both promoted economic mobility among whites and 
more power for middle-class farmers, and both saw American politics as a fragile 
experiment necessitating a literate public.57 Both viewed Virginia’s decline as 
caused, in part, by weak education.58 Both advocated higher education as the 
most critical vehicle for social engineering. Rice wrote that higher education 
“often [gave] to a few individuals more actual influence than a thousand honest 
husbandmen can possibly possess.”59 Unlike Jefferson, however, who advocated 
subsidizing a few deserving poor, Rice thought money spent on the poors’ educa-
tion would be wasted because of their “laziness and inactivity.”60 He asked, “Why 
should we put [money] in the hand of a fool to buy wisdom, when he has no 
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heart for it?”61 Since Rice was an elitist, Jefferson and Cabell did not have to 
worry about him aligning with their other foe, Mercer, the Federalist promoter of 
elementary schools. 

Rice wanted to influence and be around important people. Urban ministers 
competed for the attention of professionals, but also competed with doctors and 
lawyers for professional status.62 Rice needed UVA open to ministers-in-training 
because he demanded a professionalized ministry.63 Influence in critical sectors of 
society was also deemed necessary to discourage heresy. There was a resurgence of 
Unitarianism among the wealthy during the 1810s, 20s, and 30s which precipi-
tated Rice’s concern. Baltimore Unitarian Jared Sparks toured Charleston, Au-
gusta, Louisville, Savannah, Nashville, New Orleans, Mobile, and Richmond, 
sparking a brief revival of liberal Christianity in the South.64 

Traditional Calvinists within the Presbyterian Church considered Unitar-
ianism and universalism (the idea that salvation is available to everyone) their 
“gravest concerns.”65 Minister Moses Hoge worried that “many of the intelligent 
and the wealthy and the influential,” the exact sort of people who concerned 
Rice, had an aversion to the “occasions and requirements of Christian wor-
ship.”66 When a Unitarian minister was called in to replace Rice for a day at his 
church in 1823, “all the world . . . appeared to be running after [him],” according 
to one Episcopalian observer.67 Jefferson admired Unitarians while Rice feared 
their influence. 

William Ellery Channing, the most prominent Unitarian minister in the 
country, argued in 1819 for the restoration of humanity through the influence and 
example of Jesus Christ and the rational (non-fundamentalist) interpretation of 
Scripture. Rice disagreed with Unitarians because they denied the depravity of 
the human heart (original sin), the doctrine of atonement, and the exclusive di-
vinity of Christ.68 He argued that Unitarians were really deists who did not have 
the courage to go as far down the spectrum toward infidelity. He called for “war 
against them, neither making truce nor giving quarter, until they either quit the 
field in sullen despair, or surrender themselves unreservedly to our adorable Com-
mander [Christ] . . . we must join our prayers to God for their recovery out of the 
snare of the wicked one.”69 

Despite Jefferson’s and Rice’s disagreement over the virtues of Unitarianism, 
they shared an animus toward the North. After the crisis over slavery’s extension 
in Missouri in 1819–1820, Rice warned a friend in Washington, D.C. to beware of 
Yankees and to “send J.Q.A. [John Quincy Adams] back to Cambridge, to com-
pile lectures . . . it’s all he is fit for.”70 Rice was not a proponent of slavery, though. 
His primary concern with Northern influence was Unitarianism. 

Both Rice and Jefferson feared the role of the Northern Congregational 
Church: Rice its Unitarian wing, and Jefferson its traditional wing. Rice linked 
Jefferson’s University to Northern Unitarianism, the religion Erasmus Darwin 
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once referred to as the “feather-bed for falling Christians.”71 “They [Northern-
ers] are laying plans to get our University” and “sway an intellectual sceptre over 
us.”72 “We say these things, because we suspect that a new set of propagandists 
[Unitarians] from a certain quarter, are scheming to fill up the literary institu-
tions of the south and west, with men of their own training.”73 

Jefferson hoped, on the contrary, that Unitarianism would come and “drive 
before it the foggy mists of Platonism [intricate theologies] which have so long 
obscured our atmosphere.” Jefferson hoped Unitarianism would “lop off the false 
branches” of corrupted Christianity.74 It is ironic that he founded UVA to coun-
ter Northern values, but hoped it would be infused with a spirit of New England 
Unitarianism.75 When it came to religion, as opposed to politics, Jefferson hoped 
that Harvard would influence the rest of the country by sending Unitarians to the 
South: “The pure and simple unity of the Creator of the universe is now all but 
ascendant in the Eastern states, it is dawning in the West, and advancing toward 
the South; and I confidently expect that the present generation will see Unitarian-
ism become the general religion of the United States.”76 

Rice wanted to keep Unitarianism and free thought out of the University of 
Virginia’s curriculum. Nonetheless, he supported UVA’s chartering because he 
wanted Virginia to have a university and he thought he could gain control over its 
curriculum. He also wanted money from the Virginia legislature for the state’s 
Presbyterian schools as part of the arrangement. Rice led the Presbyterians’ cam-
paign to get public money and an official charter for Union Theological Semi-
nary. But the policy under the 1786 statute was that no churches or denomina-
tional schools (except those already chartered before 1776, like William and 
Mary) could apply for state incorporation. Neither Rice’s Presbyterians nor the 
Episcopalians could use public money for education. The Episcopal Church had 
its charter revoked in 1787 after inheriting Anglican properties in 1784, and subse-
quent cases within the Virginia courts ruled that William and Mary had become 
a private institution after the Revolution.77 

Denial of church incorporation, which occurred in the United States only in 
Virginia, meant churches had no legal standing in the state courts and could not 
enforce contractual arrangements with their congregations. In other states subsi-
dies insured churches against financial ruin and provided tax shelters.78 Virginia 
churches could not even sue, or be sued, as legal entities, let alone demand public 
revenue. Jefferson and Madison argued that Christianity had thrived despite that 
fact (or even because of it) under the 1786 statute. Madison told the churches they 
should be grateful for the situation, because what the government could create, it 
could also destroy.79 Presbyterians provoked the first real test of this policy in 1815, 
when the Virginia Synod appointed trustees to Union Theological Seminary and 
requested that they obtain a state charter of incorporation.80 

Attitudes among Virginia’s leaders on public funding for religion had 
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changed between the passage of the 1786 statute and 1815. Jurist and legal scholar 
St. George Tucker upheld the seizure of the Episcopal glebes, but did suggest levy-
ing a general assessment tax for “the support of teachers of religion and morality, 
and for the erection and keeping in repair of places of worship, and public 
schools,” arguing that such a tax did not infringe at all on liberty of conscience.81 

Though Tucker remained a deist until the end, by 1816 he was persuaded that 
Christian morals were the only sound source of republican virtue.82 Bishop 
James Madison (the president’s cousin) concurred, arguing the 1786 statute did 
not erase the possibility of a general assessment among Christian (Protestant) 
denominations.83 

Rice hoped lawyer William Wirt could help him and Charles Fenton Mercer 
develop arguments as to why incorporation did not conflict with Virginia laws, 
and also help construct a definition of “establishment” that would circumvent the 
1786 statute.84 He honed his arguments by analyzing U.S. President Madison’s 
First Amendment rationale for denying incorporation to a District of Columbia 
church, even after it passed Congress. Rice published a pamphlet entitled An Il-
lustration of the Character and Conduct of the Presbyterian Church in Virginia 
(1816), in which he staked out higher education as the legal battleground for 
church-state relations.85 

Jefferson countered by turning the incorporation controversy toward one of 
Northern influence, realizing that Union Seminary could potentially garner 
funds otherwise earmarked for UVA. In 1816 Northern Congregationalist Lyman 
Beecher called for “newspapers, pamphlets and tracts to sound their trumpets 
long and loud” in opposition to Unitarianism. Jefferson and his ally, Richmond 
Enquirer editor Thomas Ritchie, reprinted the quote, hoping Beecher’s location 
would steer their readers toward a fear of sectional dominance. They equated 
Presbyterianism with New England, even though the Unitarianism Jefferson ad-
mired also originated there, and Presbyterianism had been strong in Virginia 
since the eighteenth century.86 Referring to the entire Northeastern region, Jeffer-
son followed the quote by informing the Enquirer’s readers: “No mind there 
[Northeast] beyond mediocrity develops itself . . . flights to the west are people 
fleeing from persecution, religious and political . . . leaving the despotism over the 
residue more intense, more oppressive. They are now looking to the flesh-pots of 
the South, and aiming at a foothold there, and have lately come forth boldly with 
their plan to establish a qualified religious instructor for every thousand souls, in 
the United States.”87 It was a stretch, but Jefferson was arguing that Union Theo-
logical Seminary did not deserve state funding because it encouraged Beecher’s 
Northern influence. 

Rice, on the other hand, emphasized the patriotic role of the Presbyterians dur-
ing the Revolution and underscored their rejection of traditional establishments. 
Publicly, he stressed the common ground of all Protestant sects, pointing out he 
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had never known a single Presbyterian minister who quibbled with the Thirty-
Nine Articles of the Church of England. Rice did his best to convince his readers 
that incorporating churches was no different than incorporating a turnpike road.88 

Rice’s arguments and Wirt’s legal advice were not enough. The Jeffersonian 
opposition was able to defeat the seminary’s incorporation request simply by ar-
guing that it constituted establishment and violated the Statute of Religious Free-
dom.89 The 1786 statute stated that the rights hereby asserted are of the natural 
rights of mankind, and . . . if any act shall be hereafter passed to repeal the present 
or to narrow its operation, such act will be an infringement of natural right.”90 

Many legislators in Virginia saw any act of incorporation or state funding for 
theological purposes a violation of their natural rights, and the Virginia Synod 
was forced to look elsewhere for funding.91 Union Theological Seminary, which 
went into operation in 1823, was incorporated in Philadelphia under the general 
assembly of the Presbyterian Church.92 

The Presbyterians were hurt by the malapportionment of Virginia politics, 
which favored the Anglican planters of the eastern part of the state. The incorpo-
ration debate also coincided with the governorship of Wilson Cary Nicholas, a 
strong supporter of religious liberty who favored Jefferson’s plans for UVA.93 It 
seemed to the Presbyterians that any sort of “party zeal” [political involvement] 
was off limits to organized religion.94 They were forced to rely on newspaper edi-
torials, Rice’s pamphlets, and the influence of the Society of Cincinnati, an his-
torically Federalist society that wanted state support diverted to Presbyterian 
Washington College in Lexington (see chapter 2).95 The influence of the society 
was too weak, though, and Rice understood that the legislature would not com-
mit its Literary Fund money to boost Hampden-Sydney, Washington College, or 
a Presbyterian seminary. The Society of Cincinnati’s money attracted Jefferson’s 
interest too, but they snubbed him and gave their twenty-five-thousand-dollar 
endowment to Washington College. 

Since the Presbyterians were checked in the legislature, Rice tried to enter 
Jefferson’s college on a Trojan Horse. He supported its creation but hoped to use 
his influence to infuse it with compulsory Christianity. Rice shared many of 
Jefferson’s elitist and sectional concerns and maintained cordial relations with the 
group of UVA supporters known as Friends of the University. Rice echoed a fa-
miliar theme among the university’s supporters by writing editorials in the Rich-
mond Enquirer complaining about all the lost tuition money being spent up 
North.96 Under the pseudonym “Crito,” Rice figured that a quarter-of-a-million 
dollars was leaving the state annually for out-of-state tuition.97 

The article was critical in getting the university chartered later that month, ar-
resting the spread of opposition in the eastern half of the state and pleasantly sur-
prising Cabell.98 Rice implored his readers to support UVA’s chartering and sent 
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Jefferson a copy of John Smith’s History of Virginia (1624) for use in the school’s li-
brary. In Jefferson’s thank you letter, he wrote that he shared Rice’s concern for the 
students’ moral and character development, and expressed his “hope the school 
will merit the continuation of your [Rice’s] friendly dispositions towards it.”99 

As soon as the school was chartered, Rice and fellow minister Conrad Speece 
wrote an article entitled “The Mountaineer” expressing their hope of getting a 
good Presbyterian placed at UVA, and making organized worship and Bible in-
struction compulsory.100 As before, Rice publicly encouraged Jews and Catholics 
to do likewise, but privately he hoped the Presbyterians would assume control. 
He confided his strategy in a letter to friend William Maxwell: 

Now is the time to make a push. The friends of the University are alarmed. They fear a 
defeat; and dread Presbyterians most of all. I have seized the crisis; gone in among the 
Monticello-men, and assured them that we are so far from opposition that we rejoice that 
the state is about to support learning in a style worthy of Virginia . . . we shall thus gain 
influence; and if we know how to use it, may make ourselves to be felt in the University, 
and through all its departments.101 

Rice’s motive was to establish the primacy of faith over reason. 
In his Virginia Evangelical and Literary Magazine Rice insisted that emphasiz-

ing revelation over reason would not repress the “boldness of the human mind.” 
Rather, it would promote truth by preventing “that rashness of decision, that 
overweening confidence in our own powers that invariably drives man into 
error.”102 The Virginia Synod concurred, stating in their minutes that “it must be 
very improper, to ascribe to the light of nature what can be known only by divine 
revelation. In this way much injury has, there is reason to believe, been done to 
revealed religion.”103 

Rice contemplated the Rockfish Gap Report and the role of religious educa-
tion in a democratic society when he visited UVA’s partially built campus. He 
later wrote to his readers, “There is no neutral ground religiously . . . there is not 
a literary institution of any note in the world, that has not a decided character in 
reference to religion.” Rice was confidant that democratic politics would encour-
age Christianity at the school. Its public stature would ensure that any “Deistical 
or Socinian” tendencies would excite “warm controversies by angry taxpayers not 
happy that their money is being spent contrary to their wishes.”104 

Rice did not want to alienate or embarrass UVA’s board, or “cool the zeal of 
a single individual [Jefferson],” but he reminded his readers “THE UNIVER-
SITY OF VIRGINIA BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE OF VIRGINIA. . . . It is 
their money which has founded, and will endow their institution; it is their 
children who are to be educated there; it is they and their posterity, who are to 
partake of the good or suffer the evil, which it will produce.” Rice argued that 
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the people who run a public college have no right to make independent hiring 
and curricular decisions. He reminded them that the university was “the prop-
erty of the people . . . and they will see to it . . . that infidelity, whether open or 
disguised under a Christian name, shall not taint its reputation and poison its 
influence.”105 

The teachings of no particular sect should dominate, but Rice and Speece 
hoped the doctrines of the Protestant Reformation would be honored.106 They 
wanted the public to screen professors based on moral standing and require wor-
ship among the students. Only then would UVA be a “fountain of living waters 
diffusing health and vigor” instead of “a poisoned spring, spreading disease and 
death”: 

Will those men who manage her interests have the wisdom to consider, that mere knowl-
edge is not sufficient to make men good citizens? Will its Alumni go into life, with pas-
sions inflamed by indulgence; and with hearts hardened and minds darkened by the pride 
of philosophy falsely so called—and thus prepare to scatter around them arrows, fire-
brands, and death? Or will they, after years of laborious study and willing subjection to 
wise discipline, appear among their countrymen, modest, humble, unassuming, pure, be-
nevolent?107 

Rice and Speece were correct when they predicted that UVA’s public status would 
force it to sanction Christianity, though it never did formally. They voiced a dem-
ocratic claim that “we [the people] shall demand from time to time, a full exposi-
tion to the transactions of the university.”108 

Jefferson hoped he could placate UVA’s critics by hiring a minister to teach 
subjects other than religion. Years before he hired materialist John Patton Emmet 
to teach science (see chapter 3), Jefferson made an offer to Marylander Samuel 
Knox, a liberal Presbyterian educator. He hoped Knox could teach history, rheto-
ric, geography, languages, and belles-lettres.109 In 1797 Knox and Samuel Harrison 
Smith were the co-winners of a contest put on by the American Philosophical So-
ciety to design a national education plan.110 Jefferson sent the offer to Knox eigh-
teen months before the chartering of the university, when the board was planning 
the first pavilion. Knox did not approve of natural religion, but was a Jeffersonian 
Democratic-Republican who supported religious liberty and defended Jefferson 
publicly. During the 1800 presidential campaign he authored a pamphlet entitled 
“A Vindication of the Religion of Thomas Jefferson and a Statement of his Ser-
vices in the Cause of Religious Liberty.” 

Knox was ideal for Jefferson because of his political support, his stance on re-
ligious liberty, and his grounding in the Enlightenment educational theories of 
John Locke and Francis Bacon. Knox opposed sectarian influence in higher edu-
cation and favored rural settings for colleges like Charlottesville. He advised that 
various denominations be invited to build seminaries around the periphery of 
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campuses, an idea Jefferson later advocated.111 Knox’s Essay on the Best System of 
Liberal Education (1799) also suggested building a college around a square rather 
than a single building, which Jefferson implemented at UVA. Knox either refused 
or never received the job offer, but the invitation briefly diffused hostile religious 
sentiment against the university. Jefferson thereafter avoided hiring any ministers. 

The next professor Jefferson tried to hire—atheist and political radical 
Thomas Cooper—was a public relations disaster. Cooper convinced Jefferson 
that no theologian should be hired at UVA, despite Jefferson’s original qualms 
about a potential backlash.112 Cooper’s recruitment is telling because his atheism 
was not what Jefferson wanted taught at the University of Virginia. Cooper paid 
lip service to Unitarianism, but was really a strict materialist who called the Scot-
tish Common Sense Jefferson had learned at William and Mary “lady’s philoso-
phy.”113 Could Cooper promote moral and civic virtue that surpassed the morality 
taught by Protestant seminaries, the way Jefferson hoped his natural religion 
would? Despite his academic reputation as a chemist and mineralogist, his choice 
was probably motivated by Cooper’s politics. Nothing at UVA, including religion 
or architecture, was as important to Jefferson as its political ideology. 

Like Jefferson, Cooper came from wealth, was opposed to slavery as a 
younger man, and defended its cause later in life.114 He was a radical, going from 
England to Revolutionary France as a youthful member of a democratic club.115 

Many Irish and English democrats escaped to the United States after the Reign of 
Terror and war with England discredited their support of the French Revolution, 
making it treasonous. Cooper was among those political refugees who came to 
America and rallied around Jefferson. 

In the 1800 campaign Jefferson distributed copies of Cooper’s Political Arith-
metic, which argued in favor of Adam Smith’s free market and opposed Alexander 
Hamilton’s interventionist boost to commerce. Cooper figured that the food and 
fiber exports of America would attract enough customers that taxes were not 
needed for a navy or merchant marine.116 Cooper envisioned a government active 
in promoting infrastructure and schools, but drawing its revenue from undirected 
customs.117 Cooper was the architect behind Jefferson’s policies in much the same 
way that Hamilton had designed George Washington’s. Jefferson did not want 
tariffs that protected New England manufacturing interests while raising domes-
tic prices in the South and alienating the foreign consumers of Southern exports. 
Cooper got jailed under the Sedition Law in 1800 supporting the Democratic-
Republicans.118 

Most British radicals were tossed aside by Jefferson after they helped him 
win in 1800, but Cooper was different because he shared so much in common 
with Jefferson intellectually.119 In the intervening years Cooper made his way as 
a scientist, making him even more appealing as a potential professor. Jefferson 
envisioned hiring him as early as 1814, shortly after Jefferson was elected to the 
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Albermarle Academy Board.120 As an adjunct science professor and literary critic 
at the University of Pennsylvania, Cooper was a diehard materialist whom Jef-
ferson considered the finest mind in America at that time. Cooper had long since 
gained a reputation as a brilliant troublemaker. He did not graduate from Ox-
ford because he refused to sign the (Anglican) Thirty-Nine Articles. Later he 
quarreled with the administration at Dickinson College in Pennsylvania, and 
passed up a presidential appointment at Transylvania because of his refusal to 
“be under the direction or control in any way of any clergyman.” He told that 
institution, “you will do no good with a clergyman at the head of your institu-
tion, you must have a gentleman and a man of the world.”121 

Jefferson coaxed UVA’s board into hiring Cooper in March of 1819, despite 
entertaining some doubts.122 It was the biggest mistake he made in founding the 
university. Cooper was an easy target for the Presbyterians to link to the radical-
ism of the French Revolution. He was mistakenly identified with Unitarianism 
because, in England during the 1790s, Joseph Priestley’s Unitarian chapel was 
ripped down by the same Tory mob who burned Cooper’s home, and Cooper 
later married Priestley’s daughter.123 Had they known he was an atheist they 
would have disliked him even more. 

The prospect of Cooper’s hiring at UVA provoked John Holt Rice. In 1819– 
1820, Rice launched a campaign against the hiring of Cooper as a science and law 
professor. Since he supported the university, Rice was under extra pressure from 
his readers and congregation to throttle Cooper’s appointment. Subscribers to the 
Virginia Evangelical and Literary Magazine from the Shenandoah Valley sent him 
letters, and he reminded his readers that Cooper was associated with the darkest 
days of the French Reign of Terror.124 Rice exposed an 1806 book review Cooper 
had written of his father-in-law Priestley’s Memoirs. It revealed the infidelity of 
Cooper and his idea that “the time seems to arrived, when the separate existence 
of the human soul, the freedom of the will, and the eternal duration of future 
punishment, like the doctrines of the Trinity and transubstantiation, may no 
longer be entitled to public discussion.” Rice believed passionately in things that 
Cooper did not even think were open to discussion. He warned his readers that 
the university “will become a party affair, countenanced and supported only by a 
particular class of persons among us [infidels].”125 

Rice hoped that the forces of democracy would encourage Christianity in-
stead at the University of Virginia. In keeping with that plan, he turned the forces 
of popular sentiment against Cooper: “We have no doubt of Dr. Cooper’s ability 
as a Chemist, but still we, as part of the people of Virginia, deeply interested in 
the prosperity of the University, do decidedly disapprove of this appointment . . . 
the professors and officers are public officers . . . it is our duty to inquire into 
them. Let the people enquire [sic].”126 In the Enlightenment tradition of Voltaire, 
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Rice employed satire, writing stories set on the Moon which parodied the reli-
gious thought of infidels like Cooper and signing them “a Lunatic.”127 

Rice maintained friendships on the school’s Board of Visitors with John 
Hartwell Cocke (1780–1866), and in the senate with Joseph Cabell. Cocke was a 
large plantation owner in Fluvanna County who campaigned against the evils of 
tobacco and slavery and worked actively in the American Colonization Society, 
serving as its vice president. Cocke was a former deist from William and Mary 
who converted to a “fervent though nonsectarian Protestantism” upon the death 
of his wife in 1817.128 Rice expressed his concerns in a letter to Cocke.129 In the 
meantime Cabell complained to Jefferson that Cooper’s views and cantankerous 
personality made him unpopular with the “Enlightened part” of society.130 

Jefferson assumed that Madison supported him on the Cooper hiring, writ-
ing that the two could get Cabell to acquiesce, but Madison understood it was not 
a judicious move.131 It was bad timing given the precariousness of the university 
and the economic downturn caused by the Panic of 1819.132 Madison, Cocke, and 
Cabell recognized that Rice was right: as a public institution, UVA could not re-
tain Cooper and retain the requisite financial support from the legislature to fin-
ish building UVA. 

Pulpits across Virginia condemned Cooper and the board was relieved of an 
embarrassing situation when, sensing the public hostility toward him, he re-
moved himself from candidacy.133 Cooper remained at the College of South Car-
olina from 1820 to 1834 after he was offered a dual professorship and presidency of 
that school.134 Rice bragged to Princeton president Ashbel Green that his public 
relations campaign killed the appointment.135 Rice’s connections on UVA’s board 
were also critical. His Trojan Horse strategy worked in keeping Cooper out of 
Virginia. 

Also unaware that Madison did not side with Jefferson on the hiring, Cocke 
expressed his relief to Cabell that a potential showdown was averted: “The 
thought of imposing my individual opinion upon a subject of this nature against 
the high authority of Mr. J. and Mr. M. [caused] me a conflict which has shaken 
the very foundation of my health, for I feel now as if I should have a spell of ill-
ness . . . I am induced to infer you would have supported me in this course.” Ca-
bell replied: “I concur entirely in opinion with you in regard to Mr. Jefferson’s 
plans as to Dr. Cooper . . . so does Chapman Johnson [another board member, 
who was Episcopalian] . . . I think our old friend went a little too far . . . [but] we 
must stand around him . . . and extricate him as well as we can.”136 

Cabell thought Cooper’s defense was bad public relations, so he omitted any 
mention of it from the board proceedings he turned over to the Richmond En-
quirer.137 At first, Jefferson denied the democratic implications of Rice’s criticism 
of the Rockfish Gap Report and Thomas Cooper. He focused on the resistance to 
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Cooper by the clergy rather than their followers, many of whom were loyal sup-
porters of the Republican Party. To Cooper he wrote: 

The Presbyterian clergy alone, not their followers, remain bitterly federal and malcontent 
with their government. They are violent, ambitious of power, and intolerable in politics 
as in religion . . . Having a little more monkish learning than the clergy of other sects, 
they are jealous of the general diffusion of science, and therefore hostile to our seminary, 
lest it should qualify their antagonists of the other sects to meet them in equal combat. 
He [Rice] could not have more effectively hidden his diatribe than by consigning it to 
that deposit [The Virginia Evangelical & Literary Magazine].138 

Jefferson later conceded to Cocke that he had underestimated the general opposi-
tion.139 He conceded to Unitarian Jared Sparks that reformation of the “genuine 
doctrines of Jesus” to their “original purity” would not occur in his lifetime, be-
cause of the “overbearing inquisition of public opinion.”140 After the Cooper fi-
asco, Jefferson wrote bitterly that Presbyterians “dread the advance of science as 
witches do the approach of day.”141 He complained to his former private secretary 
William Short about the Presbyterians’ loudness and tyrannical ambitions.142 On 
religious matters at least, Jefferson’s enthusiasm for democracy diminished as he 
got older. 

Jefferson stubbornly wanted to reopen negotiations with Cooper in 1824, 
but Madison wisely rejected the idea, fearing it would “poison his happiness and 
impair the popularity of the school.”143 At South Carolina College Cooper 
stirred up his customary trouble on religious freedom and became a fanatical 
pro-slavery, states’ rights advocate during the Nullification Crisis of the late 
1820s and early 1830s.144 

Conclusion 

Jefferson, Madison, and Cabell were lucky that John Holt Rice was an elitist who 
shared their fear of the North, otherwise he could have combined forces with 
Episcopalian Senator Charles Fenton Mercer to defeat UVA’s charter and pro-
mote primary schools taught by ministers. Still, during the Cooper affair Rice’s 
impact on the university’s Board of Visitors checked Jefferson’s, since Cocke and 
Johnson shared Rice’s religious convictions, and Madison and Cabell were aware 
that those convictions could ruin UVA’s chances in the legislature. Later, the early 
history of the university proved Rice correct: democratic forces encouraged Prot-
estantism on campus. 

For Jefferson, religious freedom was a fundamental component of civic free-
dom, as well as a prerequisite for political virtue and moral growth. Rice contin-
ued to support religious freedom, but that included the freedom of the Protestant 
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majority to pursue its interests by influencing the democratic system. Historian 
Carl Becker wrote in 1932 that “Ideas cannot fight unless they occupy the same 
ground.” This was true of Jefferson and clergymen like Rice, whose struggles vin-
dicated the spirit of Becker’s take on the Enlightenment: it was a “competition for 
the holy between secular and Christian.”145 Jefferson’s debate with the clergy re-
veals overlapping visions for Revolutionary America, both rooted in democracy 
and both predicated on faith. 
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Jefferson’s “Hot Potato,” 1820–1825


Controversy over the University of Virginia increased between its chartering in 
1819 and its opening in 1825.1 There was wrangling over the misuse of Literary 
Fund money and Episcopalians at William and Mary tried to maintain the pre-
eminence of their school. Tension between the North and South over the exten-
sion of slavery beyond the Mississippi motivated Jefferson to open UVA and con-
trol its ideology. Virginia’s students were going North just as Northerners 
threatened to strengthen the national government. He and Madison prescribed 
the future students’ reading list of political and religious texts while searching for 
a properly indoctrinated law professor. Jefferson teased funding out of the state 
legislature to build a beautiful campus and hire top professors. He fought off cler-
ical opposition and charges of elitism as he oversaw the construction of the cam-
pus. In the process Jefferson incurred the wrath of a variety of Virginians, includ-
ing former friends. 

In the early 1820s, the school’s rising cost was one of the main issues in Vir-
ginia politics, along with the dredging of the James River, proposed tax deduc-
tions on slaves and other property, and debate over the democratic reform of the 
state’s political system. The basic problem for Jefferson was that the fifteen-
thousand-dollar annual appropriation from the Literary Fund was nowhere near 
enough to build the campus he wanted, let alone hire professors or buy a large li-
brary. Construction on the ten pavilions surrounding the inner lawn began in 
1817, but the capstone of the campus—the Rotunda—overran its budget and 
created another flash point of religious controversy because of its secular symbol-
ism. Jefferson’s reservoir of goodwill in Richmond and Williamsburg was nearly 
exhausted by the 1820s. Senator Joseph Cabell performed a juggling act on behalf 
of the university, diligently balancing political and religious interests while suffer-
ing ill health. Cabell tried to prevent Jefferson from pushing for too much money 
and jeopardizing the whole project. 
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Jefferson concentrated on using UVA, especially the law school, as a vehicle for 
Southern sectionalism. He claimed the Missouri Crisis, which blocked the spread 
of slavery onto the Plains, was the only thing that reawakened him to the world of 
politics. By 1820, concerns over sectional politics and education were one and the 
same in Jefferson’s mind.2 That year he wrote to Thomas Cooper that he envi-
sioned the University of Virginia as “the future bulwark of the human mind in this 
hemisphere.” But as historian Roy Honeywell wrote in 1931, he quickly came to re-
gard it as a bulwark of the South.3 For Jefferson, his region now assumed the for-
mer role of the whole United States as the last outpost of republican faith. Osten-
sibly encouraging free speech and intellectual inquiry, UVA could be used as a 
propaganda machine to curb the trend toward nationalist, Northern politics. 

The Missouri Crisis did not make the chartering of UVA possible, since the 
date of the school’s chartering preceded the Congressional debates on Missouri 
by three weeks. Still, the thorny politics of slavery in the territories galvanized 
support and deflected controversy away from financial and religious criticism.4 

Missouri came into the Union after similar but less dramatic admission debates 
on Alabama, Illinois, Indiana, and Mississippi from 1816 to 1819. The Missouri 
Crisis also deepened Jefferson’s resolve. His original Northwest Ordinance of 
1784 would have barred slavery from territories, but Jefferson believed each new 
state came in on an equal basis, and had the right to decide the slavery issue for it-
self. The sovereignty and equality of the states were therefore at stake, especially if 
the United States was to avoid the British colonial model of bringing in new ter-
ritories on an inferior basis.5 Political theory aside, Jefferson opposed the expan-
sion of slavery in 1784 and advocated it by 1820. 

Jefferson thought slavery was being used as a front by Northern politicians to 
divide the country sectionally and insure them better success in presidential elec-
tions.6 Northerners like Rufus King and DeWitt Clinton were capitalizing on 
slavery for political purposes only, in his opinion. In Jefferson’s most cynical com-
mentary on Northern motives, he said that the Missouri question has “just 
enough semblance of morality to throw dust into the eyes of the people . . . while 
with the knowing ones it is simply a question of power . . . real morality is on the 
other side.”7 

American sectionalism, born in the 1780s and 90s and solidified during 
Jefferson’s trade embargo and the War of 1812, reemerged during the economic 
downturn of 1819 and the debate over the admission of Missouri. The economy 
of Virginia still had not recovered from the War of 1812, and wheat and tobacco 
farmers in the eastern half of the state were suffering from western competition, 
wasteful cultivation, and soil exhaustion. The economic downturn and the large 
emigration that followed weakened Virginia’s overall power in the Union, even as 
Virginians James Madison and James Monroe sat in White House. When the 
newly reorganized Bank of the United States called in notes from local banks in 
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1819, those banks panicked and pressured their indebted farmers. Many South-
erners, including Jefferson, blamed the North, banks, and the national govern-
ment for their problems. 

Jefferson hoped UVA would help reverse the emerging trend toward North-
ern industrialism. He feared that the independence of artisans and farmers, cru-
cial to the maintenance of virtue in a republic, would be undermined by their de-
pendence on bankers, merchants, and industrialists.8 Young Southern men were 
being educated in the North, compounding the problem. Despite liberal use of 
centralized power during his own presidency, Jefferson now felt Congress and the 
Courts had “gone more than halfway to meet the Federalists [National Republi-
cans]” in conceding the power of the states.9 

There was no clear two-party system in the late 1810s, but there was a more na-
tionally oriented wing of Jefferson’s Republican Party, led by Henry Clay of Ken-
tucky and John C. Calhoun of South Carolina. They, along with John Quincy 
Adams, favored using the national government to support internal improvements 
(infrastructure) and promote economic development through targeted tariffs. 
They called this cluster of policies their American System. Many Southerners 
thought these policies would hurt their agrarian region because the import tariffs 
would endanger the export trade they depended on if Europe retaliated. 

Also, the trend on the Supreme Court under fellow Virginian John Marshall 
was to support the power of the national government in cases where its jurisdiction 
conflicted with that of the states. The Supreme Court asserted that they, not the 
state supreme courts, had jurisdiction over suits brought against the respective 
states in Martin v. Hunter’s Lessee (involving Virginia, 1816), McCullough v. Mary-
land (1819), and Cohens v. Virginia (1821).10 To states’ rights advocates, these rulings 
seemed like a violation of the Eleventh Amendment, which says that the national 
courts do not have jurisdiction over cases brought against any of the states by citi-
zens of another state or foreign country. The Eleventh Amendment does not men-
tion suits brought by citizens of the state in question against that state. 

Jefferson and his fellow planters were adamant that states were not subordi-
nate to the national government.11 In their interpretation of federalism, the state 
and national governments were coequal, with the role of the national government 
involving only “foreigners and exchanges between the states.”12 In the judicial 
system, Jefferson believed that neither the state courts nor the Federal Supreme 
Court had jurisdiction over each other, even though his philosophy could ulti-
mately lead to conflicting interpretations of the Constitution within the states.13 

As for the 1821 Cohens case, which ruled otherwise, Jefferson wrote “the remedy 
. . . [is] to inform discretion by education. This is the true corrective of abuses of 
constitutional power.”14 

Jefferson and editor Thomas Ritchie saw to it that John Taylor, a states’ 
rights advocate from Caroline County, had his book Construction Construed, and 
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Constitutions Vindicated (1820) published in the Richmond Enquirer. Earlier in his 
life, Jefferson’s main interest in Constitutional theory concerned the balance of 
power between the three branches of the national government. Reading Taylor 
confirmed Jefferson’s growing interest in the Constitutional relationship between 
the states and central government.15 

Spencer Roane, Judge of the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, was an-
other focal point of Virginia’s counter movement against nationalism, joining 
Jefferson in a vigorous denunciation of Marshall’s jurisdiction.16 John Randolph’s 
half-brother, Henry St. George Tucker (who later taught law at UVA), viciously 
attacked the administration of Virginian James Monroe for being too nationalis-
tic.17 A decade before, someone like Taylor would have been too extreme for Jef-
ferson or other members of the Richmond Junto; now they embraced Taylor as 
political philosopher.18 Jefferson, Roane, and Taylor were transition figures 
between the revolutionary and antebellum South. 

While Roane fought the judicial system and Taylor published tracts, Jeffer-
son tried to find UVA a law professor who properly understood federalism. Text-
books would be screened to avoid political heresy (nationalism). Sectionalism was 
the real reason Jefferson had been lukewarm on creating a national university in 
Washington, D.C. The idea of transplanting French professors to a national 
school on the scale of the French Sorbonne perked the interests of Adams, Madi-
son, and Washington, but not Jefferson. In the 1790s Jefferson favored putting a 
national university in Richmond, but opposed putting branch campuses along 
the cities of the eastern seaboard. Madison pressed for a “national seminary” three 
times during his administration, but the idea had lost steam after being moth-
balled during Jefferson’s two terms. States’ rights advocates opposed the project 
and Jefferson did nothing to convince them otherwise. Given the proximity of 
Virginia to the District of Columbia, though, George Washington may have been 
right that Virginia could have influenced the country more through a national, 
than a state, university.19 

Jefferson’s conflation of orthodox Christianity with his political opponents, 
begun in 1800, worsened after his sectionally divisive embargo and the War of 
1812. His began to use terms like “political heresy” and “apostasy.”20 For Jefferson 
the Federalist conventioneers at Hartford, Connecticut, who wanted to overturn 
the Southern domination of U.S. politics were “reverend leaders . . . like bawds, 
religion became to them a refuge from the despair of their loathsome vices. They 
seek in it only an oblivion from the disgrace with which they have loaded them-
selves.”21 Sectional interests shaped Jefferson’s thoughts on education from the 
time he walked into Albermarle Academy’s first board meeting in 1814, the year of 
the Hartford Convention. 

Jefferson used sectionalism to deflect attention from religious opposition to 
UVA. In the context of the Missouri Crisis, it was one strategy that resonated in 
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the Virginia legislature. Jefferson argued that a well-funded university for Vir-
ginia would alleviate the impact of western emigration and Northern infiltration: 

If our legislature does not heartily push our University, we must send our children for ed-
ucation to Kentucky or Cambridge [Harvard]. The latter will return them to us fanatics 
& tories, the former will keep them to add to their population. If however we are to go a 
begging any where for our education, I would rather it should be to Kentucky than any 
other state, because she has more of the flavor of the old cask than any other.22 All the 
states but our own are sensible that knowledge is power. The Missouri question is for 
power. The efforts now generally making thru the states to advance their science, is for 
power; while we are sinking into the barbarism of our Indian aborigines, and expect, like 
them, to oppose by ignorance the overwhelming mass of light and science by which we 
shall be surrounded. It is a comfort that I am not to see this.23 

Jefferson echoed similar sentiments in numerous letters coinciding with funding 
arguments in the Virginia legislature. How could Virginia entrust the molding of 
its finest young minds to those who opposed her political interests?24 

In 1820 Jefferson sent his grandson to South Carolina College, “rather than 
anywhere northwardly.”25 Jefferson wrote UVA board member James Brecken-
ridge (of Botetourt County) that “this canker [students going north to college] is 
eating on the vitals of our existence, and if not arrested at once, will be beyond 
remedy.”26 Jefferson recognized that “knowledge is power,” and that “ignorance is 
weakness,” and claimed to have learned this lesson directly from Massachusetts: 
“She is the twenty-first only in the scale of size, and but one-tenth of Virginia; yet 
it is unquestionable that she has more influence in our confederacy than any other 
State in it. Whence the ascendancy? From her attention to education, unquestion-
ably.”27 Jefferson complained to Cabell that six professors would not be enough: 

Harvard will still prime it over us with her 20 professors. How many of our youths she 
now has, learning the lessons of anti-Missourianism, I know not, but a gentleman lately 
from Princeton told me he saw there the list of the students at that place, and that more 
than half were Virginians. These will return home, no doubt, deeply impressed with the 
sacred principles of our Holy Alliance of Restrictionists [those who wanted to outlaw 
slavery in Missouri].28 

Jefferson indicated privately he was using the Missouri Crisis as a scare tactic to 
get another sixty thousand dollars out of the legislature for the university, but his 
sectional fears were genuine.29 

Jefferson knew that to displace William and Mary and compete against Har-
vard and Yale, UVA’s preeminence should be embodied in magnificent architec-
ture. He sketched and surveyed the campus himself, arranging a quadrangle with 
a large library at the head—the Rotunda—and rows of professors’ pavilions inter-
spersed with dormitories down the long sides, connected by colonnades. There is 
an even number of ten pavilions, in keeping with Jefferson’s usual adherence to 
the decimal system. Each professor was housed in a separate pavilion, where classes 
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were taught on the first floor and their families lived on the second. Behind each 
pavilion was an expansive garden, an idea contributed by Joseph Cabell.30 

The University of Virginia is a monument to Enlightenment rationality. The 
five pavilions that line each side of the rectangular lawn are spaced increasingly 
farther apart toward the south, and the wooden colonnades get slightly higher, 
creating the appearance of uniformity to a viewer on the northern (Rotunda) end 
of the lawn. From the south end the effect is reversed and the parallel lines con-
verge toward the Rotunda. The natural slope of the land is graded into terraces. 
English-style serpentine walls, supported by a single row of bricks, line the path-
ways to the east and west of the Rotunda. The south side of the rectangle was left 
open for further growth.31 

Jefferson’s architectural genius was his ability to adapt others’ ideas, not orig-
inality or boldness. His designs were inspired chiefly by sixteenth-century Italian 
Andrea Palladio, one of several Renaissance architects who measured and docu-
mented Roman ruins.32 Such books were a godsend to architects like Jefferson, 
who wanted to emulate Rome in construction, just as he did in politics. In his li-
brary, Jefferson owned Giacomo Leoni’s 1721 edition of Palladio’s Four Books of 
Architecture.33 Palladio’s sense of symmetry and love of villas informed Jefferson’s 
design of UVA. 

The professors’ pavilions have facades that replicate classical styles—Doric, 
Corinthian, and Ionic.34 One pavilion was patterned after the designs of French-
man Claude Nicolas Ledoux. The designs of others were suggested by William 
Thornton and Benjamin Henry Latrobe, an English architect living in Washing-
ton, D.C.35 The capitals at the top of the pavilion columns were based directly on 
the designs of Palladio and Fréart de Chambray.36 The Rotunda is a small-scale 
replica of the Pantheon in Rome, and seven of the pavilion porticoes have two-
story columns in the style of the Maison Carrée, at Nîmes in southern France.37 

Jefferson designed the campus as a museum to train architects in the neoclas-
sical style he saw as appropriate to American republicanism. He avoided the boxi-
ness of Georgian architecture and the Gothic style of Oxford and Cambridge be-
cause of its monastic association. Jefferson loved plazas and the Roman ruins he 
viewed traveling Europe in the 1780s. Buildings spread around courtyards of trees 
and grass were an especially common sight at hotels and hospitals in Paris.38 He 
also admired the layout of New England townships when he visited there with 
Madison in the early 1790s. 

Jefferson’s design transcended uniform sight lines and Enlightenment pro-
portions. For him architecture was as important for social engineering as was 
UVA’s curriculum. New England villages and the close-knit tribal culture of Na-
tive Americans inspired both Jefferson’s ward idea (see chapter 1) and what he 
called UVA’s “academical village.”39 Raised desks for the master, which symbol-
ized dominance, were prohibited because Jefferson wanted to encourage mutual 
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respect between student and teacher.40 When Jefferson attended William and 
Mary, it was a single building, like most colleges, but at UVA he designed what 
travel writer Harriet Martineau called a “piazza surrounding an oblong square.”41 

UVA’s architecture was intended to be everything his alma mater William 
and Mary was not, but to foster the same fellowship between students and profes-
sors that he enjoyed there as a student. By interspersing the student dormitories 
among the professor’s pavilions Jefferson hoped to replicate the intellectual cam-
araderie he enjoyed with William Small and George Wythe in Williamsburg in 
the 1760s. But instead of cramming the students into “a large common den of 
noise, of filth and fetid air [William and Mary’s Wren building],” Jefferson 
created his academical village (just as plantations were often called “villages”).42 

He hoped that by spreading the classrooms and living quarters around, diseases 
would not spread as rampantly among the student body. When professors did 
need to communicate with each other apart from the students, they could walk 
across rooftop paths entered onto from triple-sash windows.43 

Jefferson oversaw the layout of the village and the exteriors with more preci-
sion than the pavilion or dormitory interiors. At age seventy-six, he designed five 
pavilions for the east side of the lawn in a two-week stretch. The work began in 
1817 and seven pavilions were up by 1819. After 1819, Arthur Brockenbrough began 
direct oversight of construction while Jefferson watched through his spyglass atop 
Monticello, four miles to the southeast.44 From his hilltop plantation Jefferson 
could see his dream being realized just west of the village of Charlottesville. 

The designs were inspired by Palladio, but carpenters had to copy their own 
drafts of the designs and often improvised on interior details. A notice in the 
Richmond Enquirer warned that builders had to “work from their own draughts,” 
and many changes and additions were made by carpenters to Jefferson’s general 
blueprints.45 Richard Ware of Philadelphia contracted to build pavilions two, 
four, and six.46 The sculpting duo of Michele and Giacomo Raggi tried unsuccess-
fully to carve the column capitals out of local stone, and ended up importing 
marble from Italy.47 

The campus was built by a combination of two hundred slaves and white car-
penters, overseen by Brockenbrough, a slave driver named James Harrison, board 
member John Hartwell Cocke, and occasionally Jefferson, who rode to the site 
when weather and health permitted.48 Slaves rented for between thirty-five and 
seventy dollars per year levelled off the land, dug foundations, hauled quarried 
stone, and made bricks.49 The exteriors to the buildings were done by Lynchburg 
masons, who used the bricks slaves made in the kiln. Sand and lime were dragged 
to the campus by slaves from as far as ten miles away.50 

Jefferson loved nothing more than to show off the campus to visitors, but 
construction took much longer than he hoped.51 Much of the delay was due to its 
ballooning cost; and the alienation of legislators in Richmond was a direct result 
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of Jefferson’s architectural ambition. Jefferson could only hope his reminders 
about Northern threats to Southern political and economic interests would divert 
attention away from the cost of his extravagant buildings. By 1820, three of the 
ten pavilions were unfinished and work had not yet begun on the Rotunda.52 

Jefferson’s son-in-law, Governor Thomas Mann Randolph Jr., solidified the 
public’s association of UVA with religious heresy in December of 1820.53 In the 
wake of John Holt Rice’s smear campaign on Thomas Cooper, Randolph used his 
annual communication to emphasize the “glorious distinction” of Virginia’s 1786 
statute, which removed that “frightful disorder of the public imagination,” which 
“confounds piety and cruelty, makes religion give sanction to the most atrocious 
outrages against humanity. The unrestrained right . . . to make free choice of reli-
gious instructors . . . is the only security against the recurrence of that dreadful ca-
lamity.” Randolph went on to point out that religious freedom, “contrary to the 
expectation, and predictions of foreign politicians, and of too ardent zealots in our 
own country,” leads to an increase in morals and religious fervor. 

Randolph’s affirmation of the separation of church and state was not surpris-
ing, but he pushed the boundaries of respectability by going on to publicly avow 
his faith in the God of nature. He commended the “rising taste for that unassum-
ing and silent system of religious doctrine . . . perpetually displayed in the endless 
variety of visible works, and in the admirable excellence of their internal structure 
and properties.” In a probable reference to Rice, Randolph wrote that “few in-
deed, can now be found among us, fanatical enough to stigmatise as atheists, their 
blameless fellow creatures, who conscientiously substitute patient resignation for 
prayer, and silent admiration for labored praise, or ceremonious worship.” Ran-
dolph hoped that natural religion would provide “a means of extinguishing his 
[the religious zealot’s] humiliating imbecility.”54 

Randolph’s comments, along with his liberal ideas on abolition and political 
reform, did not lead to a precipitous decline in his popularity. In subsequent cam-
paigns, opponents tried to use Randolph’s opinions against him, but to no avail.55 

His controversial views were outweighed by the legislature’s sectional concerns 
and Virginia’s decline. Randolph was also director of the Literary Fund, which 
helped minimize whatever effect the speech had on funding for UVA. 

Economic depression afflicted Virginia after 1819, and the elderly Jefferson’s 
personal finances and health degraded into bankruptcy and pain. His expensive 
tastes, combined with the 1819 forfeiture of a note he cosigned for Wilson Cary 
Nicholas (his grandson’s father-in-law), buried him deep in debt.56 Jefferson 
consoled himself with wine, books, and grandchildren, but also threw himself 
into education. Without having to do his own farmwork, he was able to spend 
long hours writing letters and planning the architecture and curriculum of his 
retirement project. 

It was a distraction from Jefferson’s worries over debt and health, but threw 
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him directly back into the political ring. Still, this was a political fight he could 
engage in without leaving the comfort of Monticello and Poplar Forest. On nu-
merous occasions he wrote that the university had become the overriding interest 
in his life.57 Jefferson told John Adams that the school was the hobby (horse) on 
which he was fortunately mounted.58 Historian Herbert Sloan wrote that the 
University of Virginia was Jefferson’s “safe haven in the remaining years of his 
life, a pursuit he preferred to unpleasant reality . . . he could plan a world of his 
own, indulge his passion for ‘putting up and pulling down,’ modeling a small uni-
verse according to his own desires.”59 

Jefferson could not have left for Washington, Philadelphia, or Paris if he had 
wished. He and his legislative advocate, Joseph Cabell, were both ill by 1821. Jeffer-
son could ride horses for most of his retirement, but he could not walk a lot or 
write his many correspondences without pain in his legs and wrist.60 His letter-
writing dropped from around twelve hundred to six hundred per year.61 His joints 
ached, and he never recovered his vigor after suffering a blow to his constitution on 
the Rockfish/Warm Springs trip in 1818. He experienced the same intestinal prob-
lems he had in 1774 and early in his presidency.62 In 1822 he broke his arm in a fall 
off the back steps of Monticello. He still managed to rise at dawn, ate mostly vege-
tables, fish, and poultry, and enjoyed three to four glasses of wine a day.63 

Cabell was thirty-five years younger than Jefferson, but suffered from bad 
lungs. He coughed up blood on the senate floor during the chartering debates of 
1818 and 1819. In 1821 Cabell’s “pulmonary affection” worsened and he considered 
dropping out of politics, but Jefferson would not allow it. He rallied Cabell by ar-
guing to him in a letter that the university mission was bigger than either man’s 
life, and if he (Jefferson) was “willing to die in the last ditch,” than Cabell should 
be too, along with “our firm-breasted brothers and colleagues.”64 

Jefferson and Cabell had to stand fast against different levels of Virginia soci-
ety. The rich viewed Jefferson’s ideas on public education as a “plan to educate the 
poor at the expense of the rich.”65 Most people resented taxes, regardless of how 
rich or poor they were, and viewed them as a repudiation of the American Revo-
lution. Jefferson thought that too much of the Literary Fund money went toward 
the poor and their charity schools. Many poor people were too proud to accept an 
education handout and some of the funds for the charity schools went un-
claimed.66 Cabell and Jefferson hoped to appropriate as much of the poor money 
as possible in order to finish building the pavilions and Rotunda. 

Jefferson’s strategy was to get started on the impressive buildings in 1817 and 
hope the legislature would ultimately dispense more money than originally prom-
ised. He did not ask for as much as he needed up front, but he knew if he could 
tease the legislature along gradually, eventually they would go too far to leave the 
project unfinished. Cabell, whose job it was to implement the plan in Richmond, 
endorsed the strategy after some persuading.67 To give the illusion of a soundly 
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planned budget, precise figures, including cents, were used for building esti-
mates.68 Cabell advised the strategy to the board of Central College in 1818.69 

The Christian colleges still wanted public funding, and they too hoped to 
collect the leftover money from the charity schools. The denominations drew at-
tention to Jefferson’s plan for coaxing all the state money out of the legislature. 
Another of Jefferson’s advocates, W.C. Rives, advised him when UVA was char-
tered that “there certainly would be danger in attempting to stretch the string too 
far, of breaking it—several of the existing establishments have already put in 
claims to the residue of the fund—William and Mary, Hampden-Sidney, & 
Washington Academy.”70 The preponderance of western delegates made the 
house much less cooperative with Jefferson and Cabell than the eastern-
dominated senate.71 

Jefferson coaxed a sixty-thousand-dollar loan out of the reluctant legislature 
in February 1820 at 6 percent interest. Of the over forty thousand dollars un-
claimed in time by the county poor schools, William and Mary got four thou-
sand. The rest was given to UVA, with another twenty thousand tacked on in 
May.72 The Friends of the University enlisted Cabell’s brother, William, to work 
the dinner party circuit in Richmond in order to expedite passage of the loan.73 

Jefferson was still disappointed. Figuring the Rotunda would cost at least another 
two hundred thousand to build, he asked the legislature for exactly $162,364. 

During the 1820–1821 session many delegates, including UVA supporter 
Philip Doddridge, were unconvinced that charity school funds were really going 
unclaimed.74 Given his egalitarian reputation, Jefferson felt self-conscious about 
his betrayal of elementary schools. He instructed Cabell to act interested in pri-
maries and to suggest his ward plan again in the legislature. Jefferson combined 
his disrespect of religious orthodoxy and faith in local democracy, writing that 
wards, as opposed to counties, would be better able to resist the hiring of “fanati-
cising preachers” as teachers. Toward elementaries, Jefferson instructed Cabell to 
“assume the character of the friends, rather than the opponents of that object,” 
and help concoct a plan whereby the ward schools could each get enough money 
without taking a big slice of the Literary Fund. Without elementaries, Jefferson 
now wrote that Virginians would “fall into the ranks of our own negroes.”75 

But Jefferson was undercutting the primary school movement in Virginia 
and rationalized it in a letter to James Breckenridge: “If it be asked what are we to 
do, or said we cannot give the last lift to the University without stopping our pri-
mary schools . . . I answer, I know their importance.” Jefferson could make the 
same argument concerning education that he made concerning slavery and aboli-
tion during the Missouri Crisis: 

Nobody can doubt my zeal for the general instruction of the people. Who first started 
that idea? I may surely say, Myself. . . . It is well known to those with whom I have acted 
on this subject, that I never have proposed a sacrifice of the primary to the ultimate grade 
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of instruction. Let us keep our eye steadily on the whole system. If we cannot do every 
thing at once, let us do one at a time. The primary schools need no preliminary expense; 
the ultimate grade requires a considerable expenditure in advance.76 

Even though Jefferson opposed Mercer’s 1817 plan because of its centralized 
board of education, he now said the current primary school plan should be aban-
doned because “under no responsibility, [it] is entirely inefficient.”77 Jefferson’s 
long-term advocacy for primary schools remained sincere, though, especially 
since he was concerned that his original cause on their behalf was being trumped 
by the growing Sunday school movement. 

The real issue was Jefferson’s correct perception that the university had to be 
built then to bear his stamp, while elementaries would arise in due time with or 
without his aid. (It took until after the Civil War, longer than he thought.) In the 
meantime he could take credit for initiating the movement in Virginia in the 
1770s. Jefferson hoped to cut off elementary funding altogether for a few years 
while “some other thing must be thought of ” and then the university and pri-
mary schools “go on, hand in hand, for ever. . . . I believed that the course and 
circumstances of my life had placed within my power some services favorable to 
the outset of the institution [UVA].”78 A week earlier, a letter to the Richmond En-
quirer signed by “Philo” concluded that “an examination into the state of schools 
throughout the state, will demonstrate unequivocally that they require no legisla-
tive assistance.”79 

The Friends of the University’s pursuit of charity school money, combined 
with the rising costs of the buildings, began to turn public sentiment against 
UVA. Cabell wrote that “in the Southern parts of the State, in the quarter of 
Brunswick, Greensville, &c. I am informed, it is now the fashion to electioneer by 
crying down the University.”80 A motion to forgive the sixty-thousand-dollar loan 
was defeated twice in the house, the second time by just one vote.81 A bill author-
izing more loans still managed to pass both houses by the end of February.82 

At the close of the 1820–1821 session Cabell told Madison directly what he 
had tactfully hinted to Jefferson: “It is the universal opinion of all our friends 
that we should never come here again for money to erect buildings. This is the 
last donation for that object. Our friends tell me—‘For God’s sake, beg Mr. Jef-
ferson & Mr. Madison to finish the buildings with their $60,000 and if it should 
not be enough, not to commence any building which cannot be finished.’ ”83 The 
Rotunda alone would cost more than sixty thousand dollars and it was barely 
started. 

In May 1821 a letter arrived at the Enquirer from someone who claimed that, 
although he was not one of Virginia’s sons, he had “venerated the virtue and wis-
dom of [its] sages.” The author of this anonymous editorial constructed the kind 
of physical analogy popular during the eighteenth-century Enlightenment.84 Like 
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Jefferson’s letter to Breckenridge in February, 1821, it implored the reader to keep 
his eye on the whole system: 

Keep a watchful eye on the principle of your primary school, and foster the spirit that di-
rected it: But do not let the operations of your University languish; it is the master spirit 
that must direct and give efficiency to the rude and detached parts of the former. The su-
preme architect and lawgiver of the universe, did not place farthing and rash lights in the 
extremities of his mighty system, and say to the spheres, foster these, and let them gener-
ate suns to preserve you life and light, and perpetuate the glory and splendor of your 
creation. But he commanded the sun into existence, that he should send forth his rays 
into the depths of darkness, at once to enliven the inert mass—and call forth from the la-
tent elements exhaustive fuels, for his own beneficent rays.85 

The astronomical logic of the editorial rationalized Jefferson’s subversion of the pri-
mary school movement on terms concocted from Old Testament patriarchy and 
Newtonian astronomy—Jefferson’s university would be the master spirit/sun gen-
erating light for the rude and detached spheres in the Virginian solar system. The 
editorial did not persuade Virginia’s Presbyterian and Episcopalian clergy that the 
unclaimed money from the charity schools should be distributed to anyone other 
than William and Mary, Washington College, and Hampden-Sydney. These three 
colleges supplied many teachers to Virginia’s academies, but did little to help the 
primary school movement because they wanted their share of the Literary Fund. 

The question of public funding for Christian colleges was not resolved by the 
incorporation debate over Union Theological Seminary in 1815–1816 (see chapter 
4). Unlike Union Seminary, the state’s three denominational schools already had 
state charters granted during the colonial or revolutionary eras.86 Jefferson advised 
Cabell in 1817 never to negotiate or compromise with the denominational schools 
in any way, especially given their lack of economic clout.87 But by the 1820s the in-
fluential classes of eastern Virginia, historically associated with either the Angli-
can Church, deism, or religious indifference, began joining the Presbyterians and 
revitalized Episcopalians. Both churches’ political strength increased.88 

Cabell wrote to Madison that the Thomas Cooper controversy had united 
the Presbyterian and Episcopalian opposition. He warned him that any ideas Jef-
ferson had about reviving the Cooper appointment would sink the project: 

The enemies of the Institution are gaining ground with the Bulk of the people generally 
thro’ the state. The appointment of Dr. Cooper has enlisted all the religious orders of so-
ciety against the Institution. You have not an idea how exceptionally unpopular Doctor 
Cooper now is in Virginia. I verily believe that 99/100 of the people of Virginia would 
now vote against him. Even all the free thinkers of my acquaintance about Richmond 
protest against him being made a professor of the University; all on the ground of policy, 
& some on the ground of principle. I sincerely believe that should Doctor Cooper be 
made president, it will cause the entire overthrow of the institution . . . . even as a profes-
sor . . . his support would be a reluctant homage to yourself and Mr. Jefferson.89 
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In 1821 John Holt Rice and other trustees at Hampden-Sydney petitioned for the 
leftover Literary Fund money from 1820. The legislature expressed interest in giv-
ing up to twenty thousand dollars annually to colleges and academies, but oppo-
sition by Friends of the University prevented the appropriation of any money.90 

Hampden-Sydney had political support in Virginia south of the James River. 
They wanted the state endowment they never received at their inception in 1775– 
1776 because of the Revolutionary War.91 In July 1821 their trustees appealed to 
the public by emphasizing the school’s patriotic past, from its support of the rebel 
cause to its name, which refers to famous English whigs. A reinvigorated 
Hampden-Sydney would also bolster the region’s economy.92 They, too, needed 
public funds to build a beautiful campus. Cabell wrote Jefferson in August that 
the Presbyterians “now talk much of the University [of Virginia] in their synods 
and presbyteries,” hoping to set up an establishment of their own control in order 
to prevent Unitarians at UVA from “overthrowing the prevailing religious opin-
ions of the country.”93 

Episcopalian William and Mary was formerly an Enlightenment fortress, 
where Bishop Madison agreed with Jefferson’s elimination of the divinity chair 
during the American Revolution.94 After Madison’s death William and Mary tried 
to reestablish the chair and planned to build a seminary (mostly Episcopalian) ad-
jacent to their campus. Until 1824, the Episcopal Church refused to authorize the 
seminary because it did not want it contaminated with Williamsburg’s reputed lib-
eralism.95 Episcopalians also joined forces with Rice to block Unitarianism and 
natural religion at UVA. In 1821 William Meade, Richard Channing Moore 
(bishop of the Episcopal Church) and John A. Smith (president of William and 
Mary) warned the Richmond Enquirer’s readers that, while “without knowledge re-
ligion degrades into bigotry and superstition . . . without religion, the paths of 
learning are dark and cheerless.”96 Smith, William and Mary’s president, wrote ed-
itorials pointing out that Episcopalians “were the friends of true philosophy” and 
that some of the greatest scientists, like Isaac Newton, were Christians.97 

During the 1821–1822 political season Cabell stood firm on the idea that “reli-
gious opinions should form no test whatever for faculty hirings.” But he and the 
UVA board understood they had to negotiate with the unified Episcopalians and 
Presbyterians. Board member Chapman Johnson agreed with Cabell that Cooper 
should be excluded from further consideration and that religious men should not 
be excluded. Cabell resolved to meet with both Bishop Moore and Rice, in order 
to assure them that clergymen would not be automatically excluded.98 

Cabell met with Rice in January. Rice told Cabell that Presbyterians had 
heard rumors that Jefferson knew they feared Unitarianism, and that Jefferson 
was mocking the clergy in letters. He told Cabell the Presbyterians “desired no 
particular advantage,” by which he meant that they would also tolerate Episcopal-
ians. Cabell gave no promises and only assured Rice that “no desire existed any 
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where to give any preference to the Unitarians; and, for my own part, I should 
not vote against any one on account of his being a professor of religion or free-
thinker.”99 Jefferson did not cave in and create a professor of divinity. Critics 
viewed the school as “not merely of no religion, but against all religion.”100 Most 
businessmen and planters who backed the Presbyterian and Episcopal churches 
were lost as allies in UVA’s campaign for state money. 

Jefferson made a direct plea for debt forgiveness to his son-in-law, Governor 
Randolph, in 1820, whom he knew backed plans for UVA.101 A bill was intro-
duced in the 1821–1822 session whereby the university was absolved of principal 
on debts to the state, and the interest on those loans was suspended.102 The sus-
pensions were important questions because the Literary Fund relied on interest 
from loans to UVA, as well as dividends from the James River Company, state 
banks, and the United States Bank. By 1821 UVA was paying over five thousand 
dollars in interest annually on nearly ninety thousand in loans.103 The Enquirer 
urged the legislature to offset emigration and decline in Virginia’s stature by com-
mitting itself to the university. Editor Ritchie wrote, “She [Virginia] must make 
up by the intelligence of her sons what she is losing in her census . . . N. Carolina, 
S. Carolina and Georgia all have schools. Let us avail of the assistance of Mr. Jef-
ferson while he lives to give it.”104 

Those sympathetic to neither the university nor the religious schools argued 
that the Literary Fund was mismanaged and should be transferred back to the 
state treasury. At the beginning of the 1821–1822 session the Friends of the Uni-
versity obstructed any inquiry into the finances of the school and Literary Fund: 
“The motion to lay on the table [an investigation into the Literary Fund] was 
negatived,” according to the Richmond Enquirer.105 

Some legislators were willing to forgive all the debts if Jefferson and Cabell 
promised not to ask for more money, but Cabell turned down the offer, knowing 
Jefferson needed much more at this point.106 Representative Richard Morris, of 
Hanover County (site of the Virginia Synod), was barely able to garner support 
for the university in his district the previous year, and blocked the transfer of the 
Literary Fund surplus to UVA. He relented after reading some of Jefferson’s care-
fully worded letters that Cabell showed him distinguishing between the terms “re-
mission” and “suspension of debt payments.”107 His support allowed for a com-
promise and another sixty thousand dollars was granted to UVA out of money the 
federal government owed Virginia from the War of 1812.108 The motion to trans-
fer the Literary Fund back to the general treasury passed the house, but was de-
feated in the senate.109 

“What interest of our own . . . ought not to be postponed to this?” Jefferson 
asked Cabell.110 Only after the funding for UVA’s buildings was almost secure did 
he reaffirm his interest in primary education. Given the choice between higher 
and precollegiate education, Jefferson now disingenuously encouraged abandon-
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ing the university, knowing full well the legislature could not quit the project with 
the campus half built. To Cabell, Jefferson wrote in favor of giving the elementar-
ies priority over UVA: “it is safer to have all the people moderately enlightened 
than a few highly educated and the many in ignorance.”111 

Jefferson undoubtedly hoped Cabell would disagree and reassure him it was 
ethical to build the university first. Cabell obliged, expressing his fear that an ac-
knowledgment of the importance of primary schools was premature, advising 
that “our most prudent course . . . is neither to enter into an alliance with them 
[advocates of elementary schools], nor to make war upon them . . . it would be 
difficult to imagine a state of things in regard to these other branches of the 
system more favorable to us than that which already exists.”112 Mindful of 
Cabell’s sagacity, Jefferson acknowledged in his rejoinder it “would be better for 
the friends of the University to avail themselves of the temporary discredit 
brought upon the public-school movement by the extravagant proposals of some 
of its supporters until the University should be secure, then to come forward 
heartily as patrons of the primary schools.”113 

Jefferson’s strategy of stringing out the legislature had mixed results, but was 
ultimately successful. Charges of elitism continued to plague university politics in 
the early 1820s. By October 1822, all the buildings were done except the Rotunda, 
which would house the library and provide the keystone to the inner lawn.114 In 
the summer of 1822, Jefferson had an engraving of the campus made by New 
Yorker Peter Maverick to impress the legislators and deflect criticism. His grand-
daughter, Ellen Randolph Coolidge, made longhand notes about the pavilion fa-
cades along the top margin. 

Copies were distributed at the capital in Richmond and sold to prospective 
students for fifty cents.115 The Maverick engraving attracted interest in the build-
ings, but also drew attention to the Rotunda, UVA’s next serious political liabil-
ity.116 From 1822 to 1824 bills that proposed either suspending or forgiving the 
university’s debt generated controversy over the cost and design of the Ro-
tunda.117 Jefferson tried to downplay the Rotunda’s rising tab in his annual 
Rector’s Reports to the Legislature, but public debate centered on the cost and 
secular symbolism of its architecture. 

Jefferson designed the Rotunda as a smaller replica of the Pantheon in Rome, 
a temple built by the emperors Trajan and Hadrian in the second century .. Jef-
ferson followed through on an idea suggested to him by Benjamin Latrobe, who 
was then completing restoration of the U.S. Capitol (burned down during the 
War of 1812).118 The design called for ten granite columns to hold up the por-
tico, pine floors, and a circular skylight at the top of the dome.119 Controversy 
surrounded not just the exorbitant cost of the structure, but also the predomi-
nance of the expansive, domed library at the expense of a chapel.120 The Pantheon 
was, after all, a pagan temple dedicated to the planetary gods. Jefferson elevated 
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the intellectual above the spiritual in his temple, and its spherical design suggested 
an affinity with nature.121 

The Rotunda had no chapel except for a small room located in the basement 
under the library set aside for worship, drawing, and music. The library, banished 
to the third floor at Jefferson’s alma mater, William and Mary, was front and cen-
ter at UVA, leaving no doubt that reason prevailed over revelation.122 In 
Jefferson’s design “the human is at the center, and the library is the mind of the 
university—the repository of wisdom, knowledge of the past, and ideas for the 
future.”123 The basement worship space was small and humble, representative of 
Jefferson’s moderate Enlightenment philosophy. 

Inspired by the Roman Seneca, who described a similar dome in Emperor 
Nero’s Golden House, Jefferson wanted to paint the ceiling of the Rotunda dome 
sky blue, with gilt stars in their respective celestial positions. He designed a sad-
dled roving seat propped on the end of a boom. Instead of designing a revolving 
floor underneath the dome, the lecturer could simply move the stars with the 
boom.124 Nothing ever came of the idea that would have been America’s first 
planetarium.125 

Jefferson’s enemies resented the cost of his Enlightenment temple, but so did 
some his supporters on UVA’s Board of Visitors. In 1822 Chapman Johnson, a 
prominent and forceful attorney from Staunton, tried to “strike a bargain 
between the two parties” on the Rotunda issue.126 He publicly vowed to withdraw 
his support for further funding unless the Rotunda received no more money.127 At 
first, Johnson swung Cabell over to his and UVA proctor Arthur Brocken-
brough’s position that the board should go on without the Rotunda. Cabell wrote 
that he tried to resist the forces of compromise, “but the idea of the extravagance 
in the erection of the buildings, had spread far and wide among the mass; and 
even among a part of the intelligent circle of society.” 

Johnson wrote Jefferson himself concerning suspension of work on the Ro-
tunda, a building he did not consider “indispensable to the commencement of 
the institution.”128 But the Rotunda was the keystone of the campus Jefferson had 
envisioned for decades. To Madison, Jefferson said of Johnson, “manage our dis-
senting brother softly; he is of too much weight to be given up.”129 Johnson even-
tually caved in, voting in favor of loaning more money without suspending work 
on the Rotunda.130 

Another loyal board member, John Hartwell Cocke, was a fervent nonde-
nominational Christian who appreciated the university’s nonsectarianism, but 
questioned the Rotunda.131 Cocke was a leading advocate in Virginia of temper-
ance, slave evangelization, and agricultural reform.132 At one point during the 
1822–1823 session, Cocke tried to talk Cabell into a compromise that would have 
suspended UVA’s debt only if the Rotunda’s construction was stopped, but Ca-
bell overrode him.133 
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Cabell had all he could do to overcome Johnson’s and Cocke’s influence on 
the board while bringing around reluctant politicians such as Bath County dele-
gate Samuel Blackburn. Blackburn endorsed an amendment to that session’s uni-
versity bill that would have restricted expenditures on the Rotunda.134 His motion 
failed, but Cabell reported strong opposition to the Rotunda among Federalists 
in Staunton and Richmond. Cabell considered compromising but changed his 
mind when reminded of Jefferson’s wishes.135 

Many legislators continued to question the management of the Literary 
Fund, but the university managed to get a third sixty-thousand-dollar loan, 
partly from the unclaimed charity school money, in February 1823.136 Bursar Al-
exander Garret said that Jefferson received the news of the loan like a man 
learning of the birth of his first, long-awaited son.137 By 1823 the university had 
three sixty-thousand-dollar loans on top of its fifteen-thousand-dollar annual 
apportionment.138 

The unpopularity of the Rotunda, however, dried up private subscriptions to 
the school and galvanized those who opposed UVA’s elitism.139 The Board of Vis-
itors had not squeezed a single cent in private subscriptions from the Shenandoah 
Valley or beyond the Blue Ridge Mountains and, without more money, the Ro-
tunda could not be built.140 On top of that, legislators suspected somebody em-
bezzled money from the charity schools and clamored for a full investigation into 
the use of the Literary Fund.141 Money owed by the federal government to Vir-
ginia was earmarked for the charity schools, but was never paid out.142 According 
to one Richmond correspondent, the university was now the single most conten-
tious subject in the legislature.143 

The county charity school reports of 1822 and 1823 varied widely. Most 
counties used the money as vouchers to send poor boys to private schools, rather 
than building separate public schools. Some counties had leftover, or unclaimed 
funds, but there was no overall surplus of money for elementary schools in Vir-
ginia. Many commissioners (each county had five to fifteen) reported that they 
could do more with more money. Some commissioners wanted the power to 
coerce children into attendance. Brooke County officials hoped that mandatory 
attendance would produce “boys of talent from vagabonds, to become not only 
useful citizens, but even ornaments to society.” Isle of Wight County had limited 
success, but some poor children were embarrassed to come to school with no food 
or proper clothing. Sunday schools got around this problem by opening their 
doors to all on a free basis and consequently got the upper hand on the public ed-
ucation system in Virginia.144 The public charity schools’ best successes were with 
middle-class farmers who could not afford private academies. Some counties re-
ported that the program was very successful, and that many poor children attend-
ing the private academies were exceeding expectations.145 

Newspapers in towns like Lexington and Lynchburg criticized the Rotunda 
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and asked where the money for charity schools went. A writer named “Virginius” 
noticed how the “voracious jaws” of UVA were swallowing up state funds: 

[I]n an effort to spew forth another generation of Washingtons, Madisons, Jeffersons [in-
stead of] imparting elementary instruction to the poor and destitute . . . The Literary 
Fund . . . should not have been converted into perishing and useless finery [the Rotunda] 
. . . the architectural beauty of the school will lead to a corresponding display of furniture 
and dress among the faculty and students. It will lead to ostentatious pride, and will give 
this image to the rest of the country.146 

The Lynchburg Virginian distanced itself from any personal attack on Jefferson im-
plied by the writer from Lexington, but added that its views were “not dissimilar.”147 

As the charges of elitism increased, religious criticism subsided for two unre-
lated reasons. The first was John Holt Rice’s departure from Richmond. Rice 
turned down the presidency of Princeton in 1823, but did accept the chair at 
Union Theological Seminary. Since the seminary was then located at Hampden-
Sydney, he became less influential among politicians in Richmond.148 For his part, 
Jefferson “manifested a good deal of anxiety” for the Presbyterians to locate their 
new seminary near Charlottesville.149 

Second, Jefferson diffused opposition by inviting all denominations to build 
seminaries around the outskirt of UVA’s campus on an equal basis.150 St. George 
Tucker and Samuel Knox, the Maryland reverend Jefferson tried to hire five years 
earlier, both had suggested the idea.151 Jefferson called for bridging the “chasm 
now existing” [between science and religion] by giving theological students 
“ready and convenient access and attendance on the scientific lectures of the uni-
versity; and to maintain by that means those destined for the religious professions 
on as high a standing of science, and of personal weight and respectability as may 
be obtained by others from the benefits of the University.”152 Privately, Jefferson 
wrote that access to a sound education for ministers-in-training would “soften 
their asperities, liberalize and neutralize their prejudices, and make the general re-
ligion a religion of peace, reason and morality.”153 

Students, in turn, could attend any of the surrounding chapels. Jefferson 
hoped that the idea would silence charges that the university was not only irrelig-
ious, but antireligious.154 He may have anticipated that jealousies among the sects, 
and their collective refusal to validate his experiment in ecumenicalism, would 
prevent them from accepting his offer. If so, he was right. No religious groups 
built seminaries or affiliated themselves with UVA until the YMCA in 1858, per-
haps because each desired a monopoly. Cabell wrote, “Your suggestion regarding 
religious sects has had a great influence. It is the Franklin [rod] that has drawn the 
lightning from the cloud of opposition.”155 

A total of three hundred thousand dollars was spent on the academic village, 
with each pavilion costing around seven thousand dollars and the Rotunda run-
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ning around two hundred thousand.156 In 1824 the legislature, realizing it might as 
well finish what it had started and not bury UVA in debt, voted to cancel the 
school’s debt and appropriate another fifty thousand for the Rotunda out of more 
money from the federal debt owed Virginia.157 Jefferson now had enough money 
to complete the school under his own living supervision, but he still wanted an-
other fifty thousand for books to put in the domed library.158 White plaster and 
whitewash were used instead of marble facing on the columns to save costs, but 
the Rotunda was completed in 1826. 

With the campus taking shape and religious opposition waning, Jefferson re-
turned to the aspect of UVA he cared most about: politics. In the wake of the 
Missouri Crisis, Jefferson feared Federalist and Northern influence among the 
lawyers of Virginia’s eastern cities, especially Richmond. He cared most about 
who would teach law and what textbooks would be used to teach government, 
law, and history. Jefferson compromised his spirit of academic freedom when it 
came to these delicate positions, though no more than his counterparts elsewhere 
or later.159 Madison and Jefferson corresponded about which candidates were 
“converts to the constitutionality of canals” [National-Republicans] and which 
could provide a “nursery of Republican patriots” [Democratic-Republicans].160 

UVA had a hard time recruiting a law professor who met its expectations. Aside 
from Thomas Cooper, who would have taught law along with science, Francis 
Walker Gilmer, Henry St. George Tucker, Philip P. Barbour, Dabney Carr 
(Jefferson’s nephew), William Wirt, and George Ticknor (later professor of mod-
ern languages at Harvard) all refused offers before John Tayloe Lomax accepted the 
post in 1826.161 Jefferson’s and Madison’s first choice was Gilmer, a lawyer and pro-
tégé of Jefferson’s who turned them down, but later went to Europe to recruit fa-
culty for the university.162 Wirt, the biographer of Patrick Henry, wanted the law 
position in conjunction with the school’s presidency, but UVA had no presidency.163 

Jefferson was willing to create a presidency to land him, but Wirt declined.164 

For most fields, they wanted Europeans to teach. Jefferson may have feared 
the influence of Europe and the North, but he was not afraid to go into enemy ter-
ritory in search of talent (just as he was not afraid to pluck the idea of local democ-
racy and townships from Native Americans and New Englanders). UVA’s bell was 
made in Boston, for instance, because that town was known for bell-making.165 Jef-
ferson wanted to go abroad to hire good scientists and mathematicians, since “even 
a second-rate European is better than an American.”166 As historian Joseph Ellis 
wrote, for Jefferson, Europe was “both a den of political iniquity and the cradle of 
all learning.”167 

Gilmer sailed out of New York in May of 1824, bound for Britain to recruit 
professors.168 Dugald Stewart, a Scottish philosopher of the Common Sense 
school, was enlisted by Jefferson to alert Gilmer to any good prospects. Gilmer 
also carried a letter of introduction from Jefferson to Richard Rush, the American 
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minister in London.169 New England newspapers, conscious of Jefferson’s dislike 
of England, made fun of Gilmer’s recruiting trip, and even the worldly Adams 
took issue with Jefferson’s lack of patriotism. After Jefferson ruined the fortunes 
of some New England merchants by enforcing the embargo against England dur-
ing his presidency, Yankee pundits saw irony in his turning there for fine minds.170 

Adams thought Europeans were too infected with orthodox religion to be of 
much use anyway, at least in comparison with the “more active ingenuity and in-
dependent minds” of America.171 Jefferson hoped that at least his friend Edward 
Everett in Boston would understand: “I know the range of your mind too well 
ever to have supposed for a moment, you could view, but with contempt, the mis-
erable sneers on our seeking abroad some of the professors for our university.”172 

Gilmer arrived home sick and died shortly after the voyage. Across the Atlan-
tic he had ordered books for the library and hired five professors: George Long, 
ancient languages; George Blaetterman, modern languages; Thomas Hewett Key, 
mathematics; Charles Bonnycastle, natural philosophy, and Robley Dunglison, 
anatomy.173 Jefferson wanted Americans only for the key ideological areas of poli-
tics, law, and moral philosophy. The only non-Europeans he tried to hire for 
other areas were scientists Cooper and John Patton Emmet (who lived in New 
York but was born in Ireland), and Nathaniel Bowditch, a prominent mathema-
tician from Massachusetts who turned down the offer.174 George Tucker, another 
American, was added at Madison’s suggestion to teach moral law.175 With the ad-
dition of Emmet, the faculty totaled seven.176 

Tucker, cousin of distinguished judge St. George Tucker and friend of 
Ritchie’s and Roane’s, was an essayist, national politician, and novelist from Lynch-
burg, Virginia.177 All the faculty were young, except Tucker, who was fifty when 
UVA opened.178 Besides moral law, Tucker also taught economics and was knowl-
edgeable on English and politics from his own experiences. In the school’s early 
years, he carried the most weight among faculty in dictating the political climate. 

Madison provided input for textbook selections in the sensitive areas of his-
tory, law, religion and politics.179 Jefferson warned Madison that “Even . . . Mr. 
Gilmer . . . was believed by some . . . to be too much infected with the principles 
of the Richmond lawyers, who are rank Federalists, as formerly denominated, 
and now Consolidationists. I do not believe this myself . . . but now that he is 
withdrawn . . . I think it a duty to guard against danger by a previous prescription 
of texts to be adopted.”180 Madison concurred with Jefferson’s general motives, 
but tempered his choice of political textbooks. He advised that prescribing text-
books had its drawbacks and suggested Jefferson was guilty of the same sort of or-
thodoxy he condemned in theologians.181 

Madison did not quarrel with Jefferson’s suggestions of Algernon Sidney and 
John Locke, “the basic sources for English republican theory,” or the Declaration 
of Independence and Federalists Papers, but he thought reading neither would 
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guard against “unsound constructions.” The Federalist (penned by Madison, John 
Jay, and Alexander Hamilton), although probably the most authentic exposition 
of the federal Constitution, “did not foresee all the misconstructions which have 
occurred.” Madison thought that “neither of the great rival Parties have ac-
quiesced in all its comments.” He thought that their 1798–99 Virginia and Ken-
tucky Resolutions would be dangerous to prescribe, “since not all members of 
even one party [Republican] had agreed upon their [states’ rights] doctrines.”182 

Jefferson took Madison’s advice on adding Washington’s valedictory address, but 
left in the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions.183 

Jefferson advocated John Taylor’s states’ rights manifesto The Constitution 
Construed to UVA’s students just as he did to general readers. He also promoted 
interpretations of English Common Law that supported religious liberty and re-
publican politics.184 Jefferson was opposed to Sir William Blackstone’s Commen-
taries on the Laws of England (1765–1769) and the History of England by David 
Hume because he considered both too pro-monarchical.185 Blackstone could only 
be studied after exposure to less conservative commentators like Sir Edward 
Coke, or in an edition by St. George Tucker (a republican jurist) which included 
an appendix correcting Blackstone’s erroneous principles.186 When Jefferson told 
Madison that “it is in our seminary that the Vestal flame is to be kept alive,” he 
was guarding against young lawyers who, thinking they were republicans, were 
actually tainted by Blackstone’s Toryism.187 As for Hume, Jefferson promoted a 
“revised” edition of his philosophical works by an obscure London democrat 
named John Baxter. Baxter’s version left in most of the facts, but simply changed 
the political conclusions around to meet his liking.188 

With the campus mostly done and the law and the textbooks agreed upon, 
Jefferson and Cabell faced one last legislative hurdle. In 1824–1825 they lobbied to 
prevent William and Mary from relocating to Richmond, where it would have 
provided more direct competition to UVA. The end of the Anglican establish-
ment during the Revolution was hard on William and Mary, reducing its capital 
to little more than its real estate value. The school had most of its assets (western 
lands and surveyor’s fees) divested and transferred to Transylvania College by 
Virginia’s General Assembly in 1787.189 It struggled through low enrollment and 
student rioting during the early nineteenth century.190 

Some faculty and board members at William and Mary opposed the move, 
but Richmond leaders were enthusiastic about the proposal.191 The Episcopal 
Church knew it could only strengthen its influence by proximity to the state’s cap-
ital.192 UVA supporters were concerned that Federalist politics in Richmond would 
be augmented by ties to the Episcopal Church.193 Jefferson did not want UVA 
threatened by this “side wind.”194 He was especially concerned with competition 
to his proposed medical school in Charlottesville. The Friends of the University 
of Virginia countered the removal plan by introducing a bill into the assembly to 
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disband William and Mary and use its capital (one hundred thousand dollars) to 
establish and reinforce the network of ten feeder colleges. The feeder colleges, like 
what Jefferson envisioned in earlier plans, included Hampden-Sydney, Washing-
ton College, and a college in Williamsburg in William and Mary’s existing build-
ing.195 Jefferson and Cabell knew that their bill to abolish William and Mary 
would fail, but they could at least force proponents of removal to back down. 

Jefferson’s opposition to their plans cost him political capital. He had at-
tended William and Mary himself and received an honorary doctorate from there 
in 1783. He had a role in revamping the school as a visitor in 1779. Dr. John Au-
gustine Smith, president of William and Mary, corresponded with Jefferson 
about political textbooks in the previous decade, before writing his own.196 The 
college wanted to use their endowment to improve their lot and move to Rich-
mond. Jefferson’s jealousy drove him to crush their initiative and actually propose 
breaking up the oldest college in the South, even though he and Cabell were 
alumni.197 His threat to disband William and Mary ruined his friendship with 
Smith and further alienated Episcopalians. 

Cabell was instrumental in getting Smith hired as president of William and 
Mary and always felt “somewhat delicately situated in regard to that seminary.”198 

He waffled on the issue before backing Jefferson.199 The exchange of letters 
between the understandably bitter Smith and Cabell included the usual charges of 
self-aggrandizement, elitism, and monopolization on the part of Jefferson that 
characterized editorials in Virginia for the previous five years. Smith reluctantly 
began to speak of Jefferson publicly “in a manner not calculated to gratify his feel-
ings or to advance his reputation.”200 By his own account, Cabell himself was “as-
sailed in the newspapers and vilified all over Richmond . . . the object of extensive 
& bitter obloquy.” He asked Smith to reconsider his personal attacks on Jefferson 
and reminded him that he was caught in the middle, trying his best to “reconcile 
the duties of a friend with those of a patriot and a representative.”201 

Smith wrote back that Cabell’s and Jefferson’s “doctrines are directly hostile 
to the literary interests of the state. Of those interests I am one of the regular de-
fenders. . . . The Friends of Science [or Friends of the University] are misguided 
. . . and are supported almost exclusively by [Jefferson].” Smith undertook an 
early revisionist account of Jefferson, “lowering a reputation which had hereto-
fore cast a lustre upon Virginia . . . Mr. Jefferson’s character will be exhibited in a 
light directly the reverse of that in which it has hitherto appeared.”202 Smith 
threatened to publish a pamphlet exposing the intrigues of Jefferson in the mat-
ter, but the strategy of the “Monticello men” worked well. As according to 
Jefferson’s plan, the extinction and removal bills of William and Mary both died, 
and the college remained in Williamsburg.203 
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Conclusion 

Jefferson lamented his loss of popularity in the House of Delegates, but admitted 
privately he had manipulated the legislature for six or seven consecutive ses-
sions.204 Asked toward the end why he had not asked for all the money up front, 
he answered, “Do you think I am such a fool as to cram two hot potatoes down 
[their] throat at once?”205 Jefferson was embarrassed when the quote was printed 
in the Enquirer and some loyal UVA supporters in the legislature were offended 
enough that they vowed to refuse any future grants.206 He wrote Cabell that, more 
accurately, he was “discharging the odious function of a physician pouring medi-
cine down the throat of a patient insensible of needing it.”207 The record shows, 
though, there was support for education at different levels of society, and among 
different parties. It was the cost of UVA’s campus, especially the Rotunda, that 
Jefferson poured down the public’s throat. 

Conor Cruise O’Brien wrote that Jefferson’s other interests helped him as a 
politician because they allowed him to “wait unobtrusively, for as long as necessary, 
and then pounce decisively.”208 The founding of UVA was an example of this attrib-
ute, except that instead of waiting for a single decisive moment, Jefferson persevered 
for a decade. During the last ten years of his life, the other interests that distracted 
him were not of the bucolic retirement variety. Aside from wondering about the 
American experiment as a whole, and his role in it, Jefferson was preoccupied with 
running his plantation, slavery, insurmountable debt, and physical decline. He also 
had concerns about his offspring by Martha Jefferson and Sally Hemings. Jefferson 
fought through those problems to achieve his goal of opening the University of Vir-
ginia in 1825, a year before his death. He was customarily confident that within 
twelve or fifteen years, “a majority of the rulers [of Virginia] will have been edu-
cated there. They shall carry hence the correct principles of our day.”209 

Jefferson’s goal of using UVA as a bulwark of states’ rights politics coincided 
favorably with controversy surrounding Missouri in 1819–1820. The silver lining 
in the Missouri cloud for Jefferson was that it helped the school get funded. 
Would UVA now indoctrinate generations of Southerners against a powerful 
central government? Would it foster a humanist and ecumenical approach to re-
ligion? Would the campus avoid the religious infighting and student rioting that 
plagued Princeton, the University North Carolina, Transylvania, and William 
and Mary in the early nineteenth century? Jefferson provided the vision, but 
after his death in 1826 it was up to UVA’s faculty, administrators, and students to 
answer those questions. 
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Early History of the University of Virginia,

1825–1845


During its first twenty years, the University of Virginia continued to generate 
political and religious controversies, just as it had during its founding. UVA’s 
early history embodied Jefferson’s strengths and contradictions, but its story is 
connected to the broader political, religious, and educational history of the 
South before the Civil War. The institution suffered through the same rioting 
and disease epidemics as other schools, but avoided reverting to coerced wor-
ship. It was enriched by progressive pedagogy and exemplary architecture, but 
poisoned by slavery. 

In two ways the school fulfilled Jefferson’s expectations. His anti-North mes-
sage was beaten like a drum into the ears of antebellum students, especially by 
alumni speakers. Likewise, his goal of avoiding denominational control at UVA 
was partially realized; religious worship was voluntary and pluralistic, but only 
within mainstream Protestantism. Protestant theologians played an increasingly 
big role on campus as the nineteenth century wore on. Ministerial candidates 
were given small scholarships beginning in 1837.1 

Before Jefferson died in 1826, he reminded his successor as University Rector, 
James Madison, “It is at our Seminary that the Vestal flame is to be kept alive [re-
publican principles] . . . it is to spread anew over our own and other states.”2 Mad-
ison replied, “You do not overrate the interest I feel in the University, as the Tem-
ple thro’ which alone lies the road to that of Liberty.”3 Madison, who oversaw the 
school until he died in 1836, shared Jefferson’s view that UVA should be a “nur-
sery of Republican patriots as well as genuine scholars.”4 

Their goal of inculcating states’ rights ideology succeeded beyond their expec-
tations prior to the Civil War, but the planters’ sons who studied in Charlottesville 
were overly conscious of their republican rights. The rich students resented being 
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Benjamin Tanner’s Engraving published on 1827 Herman Böye Map of Virginia. 
The sunbursts and rainbows evoke Enlightenment learning. 
Courtesy of University of Virginia Library Special Collections. 
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told what to do by foreign professors and were angered when the Europeans were 
too respectful toward the slaves and free blacks who serviced the university. 
Jefferson’s early reliance on self-discipline to maintain order backfired. One pro-
fessor was even shot by a student in 1842. 

Three things in particular are emblematic of the challenges the university’s 
administration faced in its early history: a typhoid epidemic in 1829 that resulted 
in an evangelical backlash against UVA; the political volatility of alumni and stu-
dent society speeches; and the musket rebellion of 1836, which symbolized the 
students’ absolutist understanding of natural rights. The epidemic, speeches, and 
rebellion warrant special attention, but are best understood in the everyday con-
text of life “on the lawn” (the inner courtyard). 

By the winter of 1824–1825 the campus was taking shape and professors were 
hired. The Rotunda was unfinished, but the library was moved there after the 
first year. Marble bases for the Rotunda arrived from Italy and were exempted 
from over two thousand dollars in import duties. Low water and icy conditions 
prevented shipment from Richmond, so they were dragged by wagon instead. On 
his last visit to the campus, in April 1826, Jefferson watched as the four-ton slabs 
were hoisted into place, followed by the columns and capitals.5 William Werten-
baker, a student appointed librarian, brought a chair, and Jefferson sat and 
watched for an hour. When the capital was in place he mounted his horse, Eagle, 
and rode home.6 

Jefferson was naturally proud of the campus.7 In November 1824 the French 
hero from the Revolutionary War, Marquis de Lafayette, came through Virginia 
on his American tour. Jefferson, Madison, and Lafayette rode with a formal mili-
tary escort in a landau from Monticello to the campus.8 An introductory toast de-
scribed UVA as a “future temple of literature and science.” When Jefferson’s 
speech was read at the Rotunda, “the General was moved to tears; he grasped the 
hand of the venerable friend who penned it, and sobbed aloud.”9 A reporter at the 
time for the Charlottesville Central Gazette wrote that “the campus charms . . . 
from the solitary grandeur which it exhibits, and the waste and destruction of the 
social and political elements, with which it has been surrounded.”10 Lafayette 
himself detected social destruction within the campus. He confided to a friend 
from Norfolk, Virginia, that “even as I enjoyed the reception a most afflicting in-
telligence struck my heart: the only remaining evil of British entail—negro slav-
ery, had not yet been removed.”11 

Another visitor, Harriet Martineau, noted privately that “the evil influences of 
slavery have entered in to taint the work of the great champion of freedom . . . 
these ladies [professors’ wives], seeing apparently only domestic slaves kindly 
treated like their own, spoke lightly on the great subject, asking me if I did not 
think the slaves were happy; but their husbands used a very different tone, observ-
ing, with gloom, that it was dark question every way.”12 Lafayette’s and Martineau’s 
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misgivings were prescient, since slavery and states’ rights emerged as political issues 
on campus and the school operated, in some respects, like a plantation. 

The students who came to Charlottesville in the mid-1820s were used to plan-
tations. Northeasterners in Congress expressed fears that their young men would 
be attracted to the university because of Jefferson’s fame and become reconciled 
to slavery, but almost all the students were rich Southerners.13 University histo-
rian Philip Alexander Bruce wrote that “by 1842 not a single mansion of distinc-
tion in the social life of Virginia, during those years, failed, at one time or an-
other, to be represented in the person of a student within those stately precincts. 
To call the roll of their names is to call the roll of families who have deeply 
stamped their virtues and their talents upon every aspect of the state’s history 
during the long interval,—now serene, now stormy,—that followed the Revolu-
tion and preceded the Civil War.”14 The 1825 role included names like Brocken-
brough, Carter, Cary, Harrison, Mason, Lee, Marshall, Page, Randolph, and 
Tazewell, among others. 

UVA was the most expensive school in the nation prior to the Civil War.15 

Consequently, the charges of elitism that hounded it in the early 1820s continued 
long after it opened.16 Lectures were open to the public, but the students were 
wealthy. Some of the more democratically minded students argued that if tuition 
were lowered, the increased enrollment would offset the cost of the decrease.17 

Other students were less generous. In 1845 the legislature began to examine the 
cost problem again, inciting UVA alumni to complain about those “who promise 
to reform whilst seeking to destroy, and pretend friendship for the poor in efforts 
to take from those whose circumstances enable them to command the privileges 
of a thorough education.”18 In response to the criticism, scholarships were given 
to poor representatives from each of the thirty-two senatorial districts, which 
spread the distribution of students around the state.19 This small token was the 
only effort ever made to revive the spirit of Jefferson’s 1779 bill, and the scholar-
ship winners from the senatorial districts were still the sons of average planters or 
merchants.20 

No agricultural school was established either, even though Jefferson and 
board member John Hartwell Cocke had wanted one.21 Jefferson also wanted to 
build manual training workshops where artisans and UVA students could use the 
tools for free, while craftsmen attended lectures on campus for free—an idea sim-
ilar to the one Samuel Knox advocated for religious seminaries in 1822.22 Neither 
idea ever came about, but for formal and professional education Jefferson’s col-
lege was the best in the South. Its students got a relatively unstructured, scientif-
ically progressive education, with no religious coercion. 

UVA’s best feature was its use of the lecture method, as opposed to rote 
memorization and recitation. The lecture method was cutting edge at the time 
and more effective.23 Jefferson learned of it from William Small at William and 
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Mary. The medical school was slow to take off, but its existence set UVA apart 
from most colleges of the time. Dr. Robley Dunglison, twenty-six in 1825, was the 
first full professor of medicine at an American university. His building, near 
present-day Alderman Library, was built with a skylight rather than windows so 
the public would not gaze in.24 The law school was also good, educating future 
leaders in Virginia and the nation. 

In the fall of 1824 the board drew up regulations for the university.25 Along 
with George Ticknor at Harvard, Jefferson adopted the elective system originally 
initiated at William and Mary in the eighteenth century.26 All of UVA’s classes 
were electives, since Jefferson opposed general requirements. These ideas were 
ahead of their time because Princeton and Yale, with their more traditional cur-
riculums, still set the pace by influencing the new colleges of the South and 
West.27 Students could receive a graduate diploma by studying in any one school 
for at least a year, and then undergoing a public examination in the Rotunda.28 

Students did not limit themselves to one subject, despite the seemingly narrow 
graduation requirements. In the public exam they had to demonstrate proficiency 
in wide-ranging topics such as the use of cadavers, Lavosier’s theory of (oxygen) 
combustion (pro and con), the effects of alcoholism, a description of Virginia, 
and arguments as to whether or not capital punishment should be public or pri-
vate and whether or not classics should be studied in translation.29 

Higher degrees were obtained only by a select few after doing the same, and 
demonstrating proficiency in Greek and Latin in additional public exams. 
Jefferson’s unstructured degree program was typical of Continental Europe, but 
most of the faculty were British and were used to operating on the traditional 
bachelor-master-doctorate model.30 After 1831 a more traditional degree program 
and core requirements came into being.31 Most students studied languages and 
math during the first year, and law or medicine the second.32 Jefferson wanted to 
improve commercial, diplomatic, and scientific relations with foreign countries 
by learning their languages and literature. Instruction in Continental European 
literatures and Anglo-Saxon (Old English) was strong, but no instruction of 
modern English literature was offered.33 

Jefferson was unable to donate his own library because of his indebtedness.34 

Instead he took the fifty thousand dollars granted by the Virginia legislature for a 
library and opened an account with a bookseller in Boston. He worked for 
months, compiling a list hundreds of books long dealing with history, law, reli-
gion, ancient literature, and science. His choice of library books emphasized re-
publican and whig politics, similar to his textbook selections (see chapter 5). Rob-
ert Molesworth’s Account of Denmark, for instance, was chosen because it stressed 
the negative implications of the Danes’ transition to an absolute monarchy in the 
mid-seventeenth century.35 The theological works chosen by James Madison 
ranged from early Church fathers to Aquinas, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Newton, 
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Pascal, Hooker, Leibniz, Paley, Penn and Wesley. Other topics included the 
Council of Trent, Moravians, Lucifer, and “astrotheology.”36 

Local people donated books and two boxes were sent by the British govern-
ment. Each professor donated volumes of his own and Madison contributed over 
one thousand volumes when he died in 1836. Once a week a student librarian 
came to check books in and out. There was no due date on books and students 
often hoarded them in their dormitories. Some of the most popular books were 
those by Miguel de Cervantes; William Shakespeare; and the English historian of 
Rome, Edward Gibbon.37 Cervantes’s Don Quixote was the only work of modern 
fiction listed on Jefferson’s original catalog for the university. Since Jefferson 
loathed romanticism, the new “cult of intuition,” he would have been distressed 
to learn that the most popular author overall (if one includes local sales and li-
brary rentals) was English poet Lord Byron. Concerning romanticism, Jefferson 
wrote disdainfully to Adams that “every folly must run its round.”38 

After a storm-delayed passage through the English Channel and across the 
Atlantic in 1824–1825, the lecturers arrived in Richmond, where Joseph Cabell 
introduced them to the legislature.39 For faculty, Jefferson wanted some leading 
minds of Europe, including George Pictet (scientist from Geneva), Dugald Stew-
art (philosopher from Edinburgh) and Jean-Baptiste Say (political economist 
from Paris), but none agreed.40 The five young professors Francis Walker Gilmer 
recruited on his trip to Great Britain in 1824–1825 joined Americans John Patton 
Emmet and George Tucker, the professor of moral philosophy (see chapter 5). 
Both were ratified by the board in March. UVA also lured geologist William Bar-
ton Rogers from William and Mary in 1835. Rogers served as chair of natural phi-
losophy and conducted pioneering research on the structure of the Appalachian 
Mountains. (After leaving UVA in 1853, Rogers moved to Boston and started the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1861).41 

UVA did not have the normal administrative hierarchies of schools like 
William and Mary.42 There was no president and each of the seven faculty mem-
bers served as chairman for one year. They were referred to as “Mr.,” but not 
“doctor” or “professor.” During his year in the rotation, the chairman was the 
highest presiding administrator at UVA.43 Even though they had almost no collec-
tive teaching experience, the professors were paid fifteen hundred dollars per year, 
plus thirty dollars per student for their classes, a very respectable amount for the 
time.44 Being administrators and disciplinarians made their jobs hard, though, 
and even dangerous. 

The University of Virginia opened its doors unceremoniously with three of 
the ten pavilions (and professorships) vacant and no textbooks on March 7, 1825. 
The faculty began teaching classes to about thirty students. Twenty or thirty 
more arrived by the end of the first month, and by May there were nearly eighty 
students.45 Enrollment during the first five years peaked at 177, in 1826.46 
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Getting to Albermarle County from anywhere but the central part of the 
state was not easy in the 1820s. Trains were not around until the 1830s, but stage-
coaches serviced the area in dry weather.47 A hack (a durable but simple coach) 
was commissioned to go to Richmond from Charlottesville once a week to pick 
up students. The young men slept in the coach or at a tavern while waiting for the 
return route to Charlottesville on Sundays. From the west, public coaches tra-
versed the Allegheny and Blue Ridge Mountains; from the northeast coaches 
wound through Fredericksburg, Spotsylvania, and Gordonsville on the way to 
Charlottesville. Students from southern Virginia and the Carolinas came through 
Lynchburg. 

No one under sixteen was allowed to attend unless accompanied by an older 
brother.48 All of the students under the age of twenty were required to live on the 
lawn. The 108 dormitory rooms were built for two and cost seven dollars and fifty 
cents, or fifteen dollars per year, depending on whether the student lived alone or 
with a roommate.49 Tuition for one year was set on a sliding scale: one class cost 
fifty dollars, two cost sixty, and three cost seventy-five.50 

The campus that greeted the young men was as nice as the plantations on 
which most of them had grown up. With the Rotunda near completion, the lawn 
of the University of Virginia now stood as one of the most impressive architectu-
ral accomplishments in the United States. The red brick buildings blended well 
with the whitewashed columns and green grass in the arrangement of a Roman 
villa.51 George Ticknor, a Jefferson correspondent who later presided over Har-
vard, visited the campus with Massachusetts Senator Daniel Webster in 1824. For 
Ticknor the campus was “more beautiful than anything architectural in New En-
gland, and more appropriate to an university than can be found, perhaps, in the 
world.”52 Jefferson must have savored Ticknor’s reference to New England. 
UVA’s symmetrical layout, moderate proportions, and intricate landscaping 
make it a monument to neoclassical architecture.53 

Some observers disapproved of UVA’s campus, just as they had since its con-
struction began in 1817. One critical (and prophetic) editorial predicted that the 
intimate architectural layout would lead to disciplinary problems. The professors 
in the pavilions were exposed to the “playing of pranks upon them. The profes-
sors will fear the students more than the students fear them.”54 Editorials ques-
tioned the strategy Jefferson proposed for self-discipline.55 In 1816 Jefferson 
wanted each professor to have legal rights of policing and imprisonment over his 
adjacent dormitories, but the legislature rejected the idea.56 UVA’s board would 
expel students for serious infractions, but otherwise wanted the students to police 
themselves. The professors lacked real power because their rule was contingent 
upon self-incrimination among the students.57 

Jefferson was aware of the rioting that pervaded early American colleges, and 
that the rioting was often blamed on Jeffersonian “irreligion.”58 He wrote Ticknor 
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in 1823 that “the rock which I most dread is the discipline of the institution, and 
it is that on which most of our public schools labor.”59 Jefferson was optimistic, 
though, that the best way to control young men was to appeal to their personal 
sense of honor and maturity, minimize their supervision, and rely on their own 
moral instincts (see chapter 3). To Jefferson’s credit, schools that used more tradi-
tional techniques had not demonstrated success by 1825. 

The faculty realized during the first year that the students were not prepared 
academically for their curriculum. Students were confused by the lack of struc-
ture and were too inadequately trained in classical languages to study most of the 
topics. History, one of Jefferson’s most cherished subjects, was mainly taught in 
Greek and Latin.60 Two-thirds of the students dropped out after the first year.61 

The code of self-imposed discipline he envisioned and the architecture he de-
signed for interaction between faculty and students led to unrest within months 
of UVA’s opening. It was Jefferson’s precocious seriousness and intellect which 
had allowed him to hobnob with professors, lawyers, and governors as a teenager. 
That experience could be encouraged by architecture but was hard to replicate on 
a mass scale. 

Jefferson died in 1826, one year after UVA opened. He enjoyed hosting students 
for dinner on weekends, which many remembered fondly because of Jefferson’s in-
formal and hospitable nature.62 Unfortunately, the respect the students paid the eld-
erly statesman did not carry over to their treatment of instructors. Soon after the 
school opened, in June 1825, fourteen drunk students wearing masks broke pavilion 
windows up and down the lawn, chanted “down with European professors,” and 
threw a large bottle of their urine through Professor Long’s window. 

The board and faculty wanted to crack down and instate more orthodox 
rules. John Hartwell Cocke pleaded with Joseph Cabell to get the “old sachem’s” 
[Jefferson’s] consent to reform UVA’s regulations.63 Henry Tutwiler, a student at 
the time who later taught at UVA, recounted a dramatic student trial where Jef-
ferson met with Madison, Monroe, and the rest of the board in front of the stu-
dent body. Jefferson said it was one of the most painful experiences of his life 
and broke down emotionally, unable to go beyond his introductory comments.64 

Chapman Johnson took over from there and cajoled some of the guilty offend-
ers to come forward and confess.65 The guilty were expelled from the university. 
Pouring salt in Jefferson’s wound, his great-great-nephew—Wilson Miles 
Cary—was identified as the ringleader and was the first to be dismissed.66 

The Old Sachem was sadly persuaded that his experiment in self-discipline, 
combined with intimate living quarters, was a bust. Luckily the spirit of his plan, 
with its strategy of exploiting an individual’s sense of honor for positive purposes, 
was rejuvenated in the early 1840s with the idea of self-proctored exams.67 

Jefferson’s philosophy of innate morality was not formally taught at UVA, but it 
lived on in this traditional code of honor. 
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The students had no interest in self-incrimination nor respect for the profes-
sors, but they did have a healthy appreciation for the spirit of the American Revolu-
tion. Bolstered by the libertarian politics they learned, their spirit was marked by an 
obsession with personal rights and a propensity for mob violence. They came by 
those traits honestly. Virginians were notorious for their rebellious behavior at 
Princeton (the College of New Jersey). Bolstered by democrat Thomas Paine and 
skeptic David Hume, Virginians there protested against Presbyterianism, Federalist 
politics, and Enlightenment philosophy.68 Joseph Cabell Breckinridge complained 
to his mother after the Princeton uprising of 1807 that the students were unable to 
assemble in political clubs and that the faculty were “unjust, tyrannical, and unac-
commodating.”69 Protests were articulated in the language of republicanism, “rhe-
torical parallels to the Stamp Act Resolves, the Declaration of Independence, the 
Bill of Rights, and the Kentucky Resolutions.”70 

On Jefferson’s campus, likewise, republican texts that stressed students’ 
rights were assigned. The students articulated the rationale for their misbehavior 
in revolutionary language, but basic Southern honor also contributed to prob-
lems between students and faculty throughout UVA’s early history. Aside from 
being concerned with oratorical and forensic skills in political debates, scholars 
have noted that wealthy Southerners possessed a code of honor that “encouraged 
an emphasis on personal confrontation, a passion for the perquisites of position, 
and a commitment to social distinctions.”71 The boys were spoiled brats but 
skilled in defending their right to be that way. 

The students disrespected the authority of the professors partially because 
foreigners did not understand the subtleties of Southern honor. The American fa-
culty were not effective disciplinarians either. When the two American professors 
(John Patton Emmet and George Tucker) tried to break up the June 1825 disorder 
on the lawn, they were assaulted with bricks and canes. The following day the stu-
dents were outraged at Emmet and Tucker for pulling the shirts of the students 
when they attacked the professors! Sixty-five students signed a resolution de-
nouncing the faculty.72 

In Virginia in the 1820s, assaulting one’s professor was considered by some a 
natural right, but neither the disgruntled Jefferson nor the rest of the board ac-
cepted the students’ complaints. After the bottle-throwing incident in 1825, Jef-
ferson and the board regulated all aspects of the students’ everyday behavior. 
Even before the riot no student could have his own gun, horse, dog, or slave on 
campus, and dueling was forbidden.73 Now bedtime was set at 9:00 p.m. and the 
students were not allowed a break over Christmas.74 Money had to be stored in 
the bursar’s office.75 

These rules alienated the rich youth who were used to the freedom of living on 
a plantation and issuing, not taking, orders. They did not deem anyone but their 
parents qualified to tell them where and when they could conduct their activities, 
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certainly not professors alien to their way of life.76 And of course they did not re-
spect the black dormitory servants whose job it was to get their day started. The 
day started early, usually at dawn or just before.77 Since servants and slaves rang 
the bell and enforced the wake-up call, sentinels were used to warn oversleepers of 
their approach, and booby traps were set up to pour water on their heads inside 
the doors.78 The boys resented the wake-ups and were often crabby at that early 
hour, so they commonly molested the blacks. Since the help had to clean the 
dorms anyway, the students spit tobacco juice on the walls. 

The boys spent so much of their parents’ money competing against each 
other for the fanciest clothing that the faculty and board had to implement a uni-
form rule. The school was fighting against its elitist image and they were embar-
rassed by the ostentatious clothing worn by the boys on trips to Charlottesville 
and Richmond.79 Most faculty agreed that English-style caps and gowns would 
look ridiculous in such a republican setting, but Madison, who always wore black, 
wanted caps and gowns of the same color for the students. Instead it was agreed 
the boys should wear a gray (or salt-and-pepper) coat, waistcoat, and light-brown 
pantaloons with a round black hat (similar to a minister’s). Gaiters were required 
in the winter and white socks in the summer. The uniforms were mandated for 
Sabbath, exams and, most importantly, whenever a student left campus for any 
public occasion. For accessories the young men were allowed to wear satin and 
silk scarves and socks. They carried canes and elaborate snuff and cigar boxes. In 
the 1830s the boys wore pumps nicknamed “nullifiers” after South Carolina Sena-
tor John C. Calhoun. 

The students enjoyed showing off the uniforms when away from campus, 
but they resented being told what to wear on campus. They rebelled against the 
rule, just as they did against mandatory hours and the food.80 The students ate in 
separate hotels located behind their respective dormitories, which were run by 
private businessmen.81 The hotel keepers not only fed the students; it was usually 
the keepers’ own slaves who cleaned pots and bedding and repaired furniture in 
the dormitories. Their total charge to the students could not exceed one hundred 
dollars a year.82 Students could go to an inn if the temperature fell below zero.83 

Usually when it was cold the students just dragged the sheets off their beds, 
nearer to the fireplace. 

Jefferson understood that the way to learn foreign languages was everyday 
usage, so he wanted all the hotel keepers to speak French, which the students 
would have to speak while eating at each meal. The language plan never took root, 
but since initially the hotel keepers competed with each other, the students ate 
fairly well, despite their complaints about the monotony of the offerings. Other 
students smuggled food into their dorms purchased from enterprising black chil-
dren.84 Since any student could go to any hotel, the hotel keepers bribed the stu-
dents and gambled and got drunk with them. There was also no real recourse for 
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the hotel keepers when they conflicted with students, though. One keeper named 
G.W. Spotswood called a student a “puppy” for not getting out of bed on time, 
and the student attacked him with an iron shovel. Since UVA needed tuition 
more than hotel keepers, the student was not expelled.85 

Jefferson demanded that students exercise for two hours each day, and the 
students supplemented that with ice-skating, marbles, or pitching quoits (small 
rings thrown around upright pins). Participation in martial exercises was required 
of everyone, a suggestion Jefferson made in the Rockfish Gap Report, against 
Madison’s wishes, to combine physical fitness with military preparedness. The 
military company paraded through Charlottesville on the Fourth of July and 
Jefferson’s and Washington’s birthdays.86 In 1836 UVA’s militia even tried to se-
cede from the University of Virginia. 

At one time or another, the students rebelled against all the strictures that reg-
ulated their everyday lives. When the faculty enforced the rules, it only amplified 
the students’ proclamations of tyranny. Thus, students threw dangerous projec-
tiles at the professors when they wished, blocked their coaches to Richmond in 
the middle of the night, and hurled drunken slurs at them on the steps of the 
Episcopal Church in Charlottesville.87 It was not uncommon for a boy to attack a 
professor in the classroom.88 Another student was dismissed when he shot at a tav-
ern keeper in Charlottesville. Professors George Long (ancient languages) and 
Thomas Key (mathematics) saw enough during the first year and submitted their 
resignations, but were talked out of it by the board.89 The students then threat-
ened to continue flogging the professors if they protested to the board.90 Emmet’s 
pavilion was broken into.91 Another professor was given a good “drubbing” and 
“sent off ” when he tried to obstruct their vandalism.92 Professor Gessner Harri-
son, Edgar Allan Poe’s professor of languages and literature, was horsewhipped by 
two students as others stood around and watched.93 

Poe was socially typical of the aristocratic youth who arrived in the first years. 
During his one year at UVA, the young genius from Richmond devoured works 
of history and French literature.94 Poems like “Tamerlane,” “William Wilson” 
(both 1839), and “A Tale of the Ragged Mountains” (1844) reflect his time at the 
university. In 1826 he began to imbibe “peach and honey” (homemade peach 
brandy)95 and ran up a gambling debt of twenty-five hundred dollars.96 His debts 
forced him to withdraw from school and go to work for his stepfather. 

Gambling and drinking were two recreational staples. Brandy, eggnog, and 
mint julep were favorite drinks among the students. Dueling occurred only rarely, 
and usually off campus.97 The students were white, but their pastimes were multi-
cultural. Their favorite outlet was to don masks, get drunk, dance in the manner of 
Indians around a fire, and mimic slaves by singing the “corn songs” they learned on 
their plantations.98 They carried weapons, stole slave cadavers from the medical 
school, tortured cows and chickens, and gambled on horses, cards, and cockfights.99 
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Small riots similar to that of 1825 happened again in the fall of that year, and 
routinely in the early 1830s.100 In 1826 Poe wrote home that factions from Rich-
mond and Norfolk often faced off against each other, and when the local sheriff 
came to quell disturbances the guilty parties would retreat into the mountains.101 

When faculty tried to break up a disturbance on the lawn in 1832, the students 
aimed their guns at them and told them to retreat amidst a barrage of stones. It 
was the students’ way of protesting the uniform rule. Later that summer they at-
tempted to smoke out the pavilion that the Board of Visitors were staying in.102 

In 1833 the students called a meeting to resist the “late tyrannical movements 
of the faculty.” The source of the complaint was a decision on the part of the 
board to ring the college bell whenever there was a riot, intending that as a signal 
for everyone to retire to his room. On top of everything else, the board was now 
interfering with students’ right to riot. The faculty then violated their freedom 
of assembly. They barricaded the entrance to the room where the students 
planned to hold their meeting (Hotel C, present hall of the Jefferson Society), 
and the students tore down the door. The young men warned that if anyone was 
punished for destroying the door or holding the meeting, the entire student 
body would withdraw.103 

The European professors had difficulty adjusting to the students’ exaggerated 
sense of honor and to slave culture, but eventually they acculturated. Most of the 
professors built quarters and kept slaves under yoke.104 Slaves were so integral to 
the original construction of the university that during some years in the early 
1820s the hiring of slave craftsmen constituted the majority of expenses.105 Their 
role continued after UVA opened. The cost of one slave usually ran between five 
and six hundred dollars, but as many as four were an acceptable number for each 
pavilion.106 Each slave and servant was licensed by the university proctor.107 

Free and slave black men and women serviced the university as janitors, 
cooks, carpenters, gardeners, nursemaids, and laundresses/seamstresses. Pendle-
ton Hogan, historian of the lawn, wrote that “servants built fires before dawn, 
exchanged ashes for fire-wood, brought shaving water (which sometimes froze 
on the way), polished mud-caked boots, and, while students were in class, made 
beds, swept dried clay from floors, “damp-wiped paint work,” and scoured 
rooms.108 To top it off, blacks also “played the fiddle for the waltz and reel at 
hotel balls.”109 

The students did not own slaves, but every afternoon the slaves of hotel keep-
ers or professors ran errands for students in Charlottesville, after taking instruc-
tions at exactly 2:45 p.m.110 There were rumors of students keeping slave mis-
tresses every year and, in the late 1820s, a white woman and free black man from 
Philadelphia ran a brothel on the southeast side of campus.111 Though the faculty 
prevented free blacks from residing within the hotels, there was a settlement just 
south of campus called Venable Lane.112 The white students were forbidden to 
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keep firearms, but most carried a pistol, knife, and cowhide. The slaves, free 
blacks, and professors understood this, and usually submitted on the occasions 
students chose to beat or berate them. 

The threat of abuse was usually enough. Science and math professor Charles 
Bonnycastle tried to stop the pounding of his slave, Fielding, who mouthed off to 
two students. He was told by student Madison McAfee of Mississippi that “any-
one who would protect a negro as much in the wrong as Fielding was no better 
than a negro himself,” and that Bonnycastle would be whipped if he persisted.113 

If a hotel keeper sided with an African American in a dispute, he too could be 
whipped. More common was for the students to yell or chant at the servants and 
throw food at them.114 Nothing much was done because it was mostly these boys’ 
fathers, not the legislature, board, or hotel keepers, who paid the bills. 

The politics of the university were shaped by the faculty, the student body, 
their parents, and the legislature. At most colleges of the time, the critical position 
for religious and moral instruction was the professor of moral philosophy. Custo-
marily the president of the college taught the course to seniors. John Wither-
spoon of Princeton, for instance, taught Scottish Common Sense philosophy to 
James Madison and poet/democrat Philip Freneau during their last years there.115 

UVA’s professor of moral philosophy, George Tucker, was also a political econo-
mist because of his own background as a politician. 

He and law professor John Tayloe Lomax occupied the two posts most im-
portant to Jefferson.116 The law professor could not be a supporter of John Mar-
shall and his Federalist Supreme Court (see chapter 5).117 Lomax preached strict 
constructionist interpretations of the Constitution, as did his successor John L. 
Davis.118 Davis built his political doctrine around the Virginia and Kentucky Res-
olutions of 1798–1799 and taught his students to deny the supremacy of the Su-
preme Court over the states.119 

Tucker served as faculty chairman of UVA three times between 1825 and 
1833.120 He taught ethics/metaphysics, political economy, statistics, and belles-
lettres. As a moral philosopher Tucker defended the rationalism of Locke, Newton, 
and Franklin and taught the same Common Sense philosophy that was prominent 
throughout late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century America.121 For Tucker, 
Enlightenment philosophy and liberal Christianity merged perfectly.122 In this way 
he partly satisfied the philosophical spirit of Jefferson’s Rockfish Gap Report. 

Politically, Tucker preached qualified free market economics and opposed 
president Andrew Jackson’s attack on the National Bank.123 He assigned Jean-
Baptiste Say’s Political Economy and advocated a group of three national banks.124 

He lectured against the American System of tariffs and funding for infrastructure 
proposed by Kentuckian Henry Clay, Virginian James Monroe, and many North-
erners. Like many Southerners, Tucker thought trade barriers would discourage 
the English from buying Southern cotton, and that Americans should learn to 
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manufacture products more cheaply rather than having competition from Euro-
pean imports artificially precluded.125 

As a child in Bermuda, Tucker was taught math by a young slave, and he 
doubted the inferiority of blacks. Later, though, he defended the extension of 
slavery into Missouri as a congressman.126 Like Jefferson, he stressed the environ-
mental detriments of slavery to blacks and whites, but feared emancipation 
would lead to a race war.127 Tucker nonetheless taught his students (many the sons 
of slave owners) that slavery led to a lack of industriousness, and was why the 
Northern states had economies superior to those of the South.128 

Tucker ended up being too cosmopolitan for antebellum Virginia.129 In 1837 
he compiled his lectures and published an amoral economic critique of slavery, 
based on elaborate calculations of wages, profits, rents.130 After he returned from 
abroad to UVA in 1839, he found that his views against slavery and in favor of 
schools, manufacturing, and centralized banking were out of step with the state’s 
public. Before he retired in 1845, he became very unpopular by arguing that slav-
ery and tobacco cultivation were an inefficient use of land and labor.131 Despite 
opposing abolitionism, he hoped that the exhaustion of soil would provide the 
“euthanasia of slavery.”132 In 1845, he freed his own five domestic servants. Then, 
as on old man on the eve of the Civil War, Tucker became an apologist for slav-
ery. Before he left UVA in 1845, Tucker had impressed some fairly diverse political 
economy upon his students.133 But like Jefferson and Thomas Cooper, Tucker 
lost much of his idealism with age. 

Tucker and other professors at UVA discouraged the reading of newspapers 
(one of Jefferson’s pillars of citizenship), hoping to inculcate basic republican 
ideology without stirring up genuine debates or passions.134 After the tumultuous 
political years of 1829–1831, which included a constitutional convention in Rich-
mond and Nat Turner’s revolt against whites in southern Virginia, the faculty 
acted to snuff out controversial debates more formally. Student newspapers 
within the confines of campus were instructed to avoid controversy. The Chame-
leon (succeeded by The Collegian), which ran from 1831 to 1842, dealt mainly with 
lightweight topics. When students dealt with politics and religion, it was discou-
raged by the faculty and board.135 The professors also tried to diffuse Northern 
hostility toward UVA through a quarterly publication called The Virginia Literary 
Museum and Journal of Belles-Lettres, Arts, Sciences, Etc., but had difficulty. It was 
dropped because Northerners were uninterested in its neutral scholarship, which 
avoided partisan politics and religion.136 

Less shy were the students’ own political societies and the anniversary and 
alumni orations on campus. These sources tell us more about UVA’s political en-
vironment than the faculty publications and student newspapers. Oratorical skills 
were valued in the early nineteenth century and, in response, the students formed 
debating societies as soon as UVA opened. The Patrick Henry Society, named 
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after Jefferson’s nemesis, met to hone their forensic skills and talk politics. Rival 
societies named after Jefferson and Washington also formed. Though most 
were Democrats, the students detested the nationalism and military despotism of 
Andrew Jackson. They preferred states’ righters Calhoun and William Crawford 
of Georgia as Democratic leaders.137 

The faculty restricted public discussions by the societies to relatively neutral 
topics at gatherings on Washington’s birthday and the Fourth of July. These talks 
included parallels between Washington and Napoleon Bonaparte, comparisons 
between the principles of ancient Greece and Rome and those of Great Britain 
and her North American colonies, the United States’ policy of western expansion, 
the character of North American Indians, the effects of climate on national char-
acter, policies of manufacturing, and the influence of the American Revolution 
on the rest of the world.138 The students preferred more local and volatile topics 
and ignored the guidelines. 

The trouble began after the Virginia constitutional convention of 1829–1830, 
when emancipation was discussed, along with suffrage reform and reapportion-
ment of the legislature.139 On Jefferson’s birthday in 1832, a student named Merit 
Robinson spoke in favor of emancipation and quoted Washington and Jefferson 
espousing similar positions.140 Most of the faculty disapproved because the uni-
versity was supported financially by slaveholders, and they now owned slaves 
themselves. Thereafter, the faculty screened all public speeches by students for 
volatile political or religious material.141 The Collegian announced: “We are for-
bidden to speak; the tongue falters, the lips are closed.”142 

After 1830, alumni were invited back to give political speeches in the Rotunda 
on behalf of the student groups. The guest speakers reinforced UVA’s role as a de-
fender of states’ rights and slavery, becoming more inflammatory as the 1830s 
wore on. In 1836 the Jefferson Society invited back O.N. Ogden of Louisiana to 
honor their namesake’s birthday, April 13. Ogden delivered a classic strict con-
structionist interpretation of the Constitution, underscoring the threat that Sen-
ator Henry Clay’s American System posed to the republic: “The Clouds are gath-
ering on our horizon—The black material of hate and havoc,—ungenerous 
jealousy, and fanatic fury, are rife in the Northern sky.” The growing power of the 
national government was a threat, but “most to be feared” was the sort of reli-
gious enthusiasm that was “agitating the question of slavery.” 

Ogden warned against “those who in their real or pretended zeal for another 
race will have then forgotten all kindness and courtesy to their countrymen, and 
have shown no mercy to a people of kindred color and fraternal blood.” He cred-
ited Northerners with being “smart and liberal,” but warned that emancipation 
of slaves would lead irrevocably to “an equal distribution of property.” Ogden 
closed by suggesting that Jefferson’s educational plans be spread to every state in 
the South, in order to cope with the aforementioned problems. Only if politi-
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cians have reason, declared Ogden, could they avoid making “brash judgments” 
about slavery.143 

In 1838 the Washington Society brought back graduate Robert Hamilton of 
Spotsylvania, Virginia to honor the first president’s birthday. After screening the 
speech, the Board of Visitors prohibited students outside the society from hearing 
it, perhaps because Hamilton predicted a civil war between the South and North. 
He hoped that someone of Washington’s stature would arise to preserve the liberty 
of the South if need be. Hamilton criticized “lawless agrarianism,” an English 
movement he compared to American abolitionism: “That [abolitionists] forebode 
no good to the cause of liberty is at once apparent to everyone who is at all ac-
quainted with the nature of man. It is an unhappy characteristic of the human race 
that in avoiding one evil they are too prone to err on the opposite extreme . . . re-
tarding the progress of improvement.”144 The other students demanded it be 
printed, which only attracted more attention. 

In 1840 the Jefferson Society recruited graduate Richard Barnes Gooch of 
Richmond to celebrate Jefferson’s birthday. He honored the occasion by predict-
ing civil war with the North. Gooch lamented the “cheapening of the household 
economy” by “Yankee ingenuity.” He warned that “if we forget our common ori-
gin and the invaluable heritage of a free constitution,” by abolishing slavery, it 
would be followed by “the appalling miseries of intestine commotion—a servile 
war more replete with horrors than the famed rebellion of Spartacus—the march-
ing and countermarching of armies . . . commerce prostrated, harvest fields pared 
of their substances, hamlets razed and cities sacked.”145 

At an alumni society meeting the same year, James Bruce delivered a similar 
address, complaining bitterly about the misguided spirit of radical Northerners 
and Europeans: “With the unreasoning purpose of striking fetters off the chains 
of Southern slaves, they [abolitionists] would risk the extinguishment of the 
beacon-torch of liberty, which lights the world . . . Satan never showed himself to 
our first parents in a more fascinating guise, than do the leading abolitionists to 
those whom they would win. It is a crusade against . . . the democracy of the 
Bible.”146 Obviously Professor Tucker’s denial of slavery’s economic viability was 
not sinking in among many students. 

In the mid-1830s students vented anger about their own servitude within the 
university. The proctor’s house was pelted with rocks and firecrackers.147 The fol-
lowing April Professor Tucker’s pavilion experienced the same. Professor 
Harrison’s dog was attacked with a pitchfork and he with bricks.148 In November, 
1836 the student military corps assembled as usual, but this time without the 
faculty’s permission. It did not like the regulations the faculty customarily drew 
up, because they forced the company to wear uniforms and prohibited them from 
firing real ammunition on the lawn. The student corps had never formally au-
thorized the faculty to control them in that way. 
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The captain said the unit would consider abiding by the rules, but “did not 
admit the right of the faculty to prescribe terms of organization” to the militia. 
The company now considered itself a state military unit independent of the 
university, and perhaps opposed to it. If necessary, they were prepared to dissolve 
their relationship with the University of Virginia. They shot off their muskets 
for two hours to underscore their message to the faculty. The faculty promptly 
told the company they were disbanded and no longer existed, then ordered them 
to return their muskets to the armory at the jail in Charlottesville. Those retain-
ing their muskets were now subject to the rule against firearms on the lawn. 

When the military corps was informed of the rulings, they marched to the 
Rotunda, raised their flag, and shot it to shreds. They rang the bell continuously 
while other students fired their guns, broke the glass of the professors’ pavilions, 
and beat on their doors with sticks. The professors hid themselves and their fami-
lies on the second floors of their pavilions while the students taunted them from 
outside. They repeated the same routine the next night. When the students told 
the professors that things could get worse, the professors considered arming 
themselves. Instead, two magistrates and a sheriff were called in, military guards 
were placed at the Rotunda, and a grand jury was convened.149 

The corps handed back its ruling, signed by prominent names such as Cocke, 
Chapman, Minor, Carter, and Eppes. They resolved that: 

The company is not disbanded and that they will continue to drill as usual, what the fa-
culty may say to the contrary notwithstanding. Also, every member of the company 
pledges his honor to stand by his comrades, and that action of the faculty against one 
shall effect every individual . . . Resolved that we have our arms and intend to keep 
them.150 

All sixty-five boys who signed the petition and shouldered muskets in protest 
were immediately dismissed from UVA. At a large public meeting in the Rotunda 
the board declared it would readmit those who complied with the weapons 
rules.151 Non-corps students circulated a petition seconding the original argument 
that the faculty had no legal basis for setting up such regulations or disbanding 
the corps. Their rallying cry came directly from 1776: “Resistance to tyrants is 
obedience to God.”152 The petition was sent to local newspapers and the parents 
of the dismissed students, along with the Board of Visitors.153 These were hardly 
the type of citizen-soldiers Jefferson had envisioned when he founded West Point 
and endorsed militia training at UVA. 

Around half of the suspended students gave up their protest and returned to 
school.154 Professor Emmet wanted all the guilty students gone, but law professor 
John Davis argued that those who repented should be forgiven. Since he took 
such a lenient stand on the 1836 uprising, Davis tried to break up future anniver-
sary celebrations before they got out of control. The students nonetheless rioted 
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every year afterwards on the anniversary of the “musket rebellion.” Ironically, on 
November 12, 1840, Davis was killed by a student on such an occasion. 

Davis went to pull the mask off a rioter named Joseph Semmes, who shot 
him in the face. Semmes carried no grudge against Davis, but had vowed to his 
friends to shoot the first professor who unmasked him. Davis saw his face but re-
fused to name him as he lay dying for several days. Davis’s wife was also forgiving, 
but she miscarried their child a short time later. Semmes was arrested on the basis 
of his shoe prints and the unusual shape of his bullets. Meanwhile, the students 
published an apology in the National Intelligencer (Washington, D.C.) on De-
cember 1, 1840. Semmes refused to take an oath in court because he was an athe-
ist, instead laughing and joking his way through the trial. Semmes broke his 
twenty-five-thousand-dollar bond and later committed suicide.155 

Semmes’s atheism was atypical for UVA students. American society em-
braced the political, scientific, and technological aspects of the Enlightenment, 
but mostly rejected rational religion, to say nothing of atheism. The atmosphere 
Jefferson hoped to foster at UVA—a religious devotion to science and reliance on 
innate morality—was never really encouraged. Instead the school changed with 
the times and voluntary Protestant worship was by far the most common reli-
gious practice. UVA did not have a particular professor of ethics as Jefferson en-
visioned in lieu of theological instruction, though courses on the subject were 
taught. Since the moral philosophy professor, Tucker, was an economist, and the 
professor of ethics was subsumed under the politically determined law chair, there 
was no compulsory moral instruction at UVA.156 

Jefferson’s vision of an open religious culture was partly realized, however. 
Students who refused invitations to dine with him at Monticello on the Sabbaths 
in 1825–1826 were invited on another day.157 A volume on the evidence for Chris-
tianity was ordered for the library. Jefferson rejected a proposal for Sunday ser-
vices on campus, but said the worship room in the Rotunda could be used “under 
such impartial regulations as the Visitors should prescribe.” Given the fact the 
university was subject to public opinion, this left a lot of leeway for the board to 
negotiate after Jefferson’s death.158 

Most of the faculty were Anglicans, while two others were Catholic and Lu-
theran.159 Emmet was a materialist, but there were no Unitarians or natural theo-
logians.160 Jefferson did not object to courses being taught on religion, but he did 
not want a single denomination controlling a single chair of divinity. A year after 
Jefferson died, board member Chapman Johnson wrote that since the “old sa-
chem” was gone, they should hire a scholar from Oxford or Cambridge who was 
educated in the ministry: “Tell Cabell,” he wrote John Hartwell Cocke, “it is time 
to give up his old prejudice upon this subject, the offspring of the French Revo-
lution, long since a bastard by a divorce of the unnatural alliance between liberty 
and atheism.”161 
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At first the rest of the board held firm against Johnson’s and Cocke’s desire to 
hire a clergyman. John Holt Rice claimed the public favored more religious influ-
ence on campus, but the board rejected his idea of relocating Union Theological 
Seminary to UVA’s campus.162 One early student viewed the university “as a 
school of infidelity [and] nursery of bad principles, designed in its origin to crush 
the Institution of Religion.”163 Student R.L. Dabney, a future Presbyterian minis-
ter, complained about the low moral standards there in a letter to a friend, citing 
cases of gambling, drinking, cheating on exams, and rampant venereal diseases.164 

Jefferson’s advocacy of free thought compounded the charges of UVA’s elitism as 
well. Protestant Christianity, the religion of mainstream Virginians, was mis-
understood as being discriminated against on campus.165 

Despite these forms of misbehavior, charges of “godlessness” contradict the 
account of Episcopal Reverend Frederick Hatch, an acquaintance of Jefferson’s 
who happily reported in his 1827 journal that he had recruited “50 to 60 youths 
from the University of Virginia” to Christian worship (a number approaching 
half of the total enrollment).166 Missionaries are prone to exaggerating their suc-
cess, but both Hatch and Francis Bowman, the local Presbyterian minister, 
preached sermons in the Rotunda during the university’s early years. Neither 
could conduct services regularly because they had their own flocks to attend to in 
Charlottesville.167 

Both the Presbyterian and Episcopal churches continued to convert upper-
class Virginians in the 1820s and 30s (see chapter 4). Conversion to evangelical 
Protestantism was one avenue whereby the old Virginia aristocracy assimilated 
into a more unified nineteenth-century South.168 Under the leadership of Bishop 
Richard Channing Moore, the Episcopalian church shed the intellectualism of 
the eighteenth century and turned its focus toward sin, damnation, Scripture, the 
necessity of atonement, and regeneration through Christ. Critics called it “Meth-
odist” because of the enthusiasm of their ministers and their general focus on the 
pulpit instead of the communion table or the liturgy.169 

By the mid-1820s the Episcopal Church had rebounded from its lowest ebb 
during the Revolution, and was cooperating with the Baptist, Methodist, and 
Presbyterian churches. In 1824 the Episcopalians opened their own theological 
school at William and Mary, though some diehard Episcopalians boycotted the 
school because of its evangelical flavor.170 Reverend William Meade (1789–1862) 
restored approximately half of the original Anglican parishes to the church by 
tireless circuit riding, preaching to African Americans, and emphasizing a message 
simple and emotional by traditional Church of England standards.171 

The Presbyterians and Episcopalians both wanted a stronger presence on 
UVA’s campus than they had in its first years.172 With Jefferson out of the pic-
ture, their chances for affecting change improved, and Meade got his chance in 
1829. That year a typhoid epidemic swept the campus, killing four students and 
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at least three slaves.173 The spread-out design Jefferson had implemented partly 
to avoid such epidemics failed. As the Assistant Bishop-elect of the Diocese of 
Virginia, Meade seized on the eulogy as an opportunity to lash out at the 
school’s perceived secularism, with particular aim taken at its founder.174 Just as 
Presbyterians capitalized on a Richmond theater fire in 1811 to accentuate the 
evils of the acting profession, Meade suggested that Jefferson’s infidelity had 
caused the deaths of the students.175 At one point he admitted that making that 
direct link would be idiotic since true Christians die tragically too, but he spent 
the better part of his oration arguing exactly that. 

Meade noted that God “takes part in all the trivial affairs of men, and actu-
ally appoints all the accidental and seemingly irregular occurrences of life.” He 
then asked the students and faculty assembled in the Rotunda: “Shall a trumpet 
be blown in the city and the people not afraid? . . . was [it] superstition or weak-
ness to wonder if these visitations have not been sent to show the rulers thereof, 
their entire dependence on God? . . . the design of God, therefore, in these dis-
pensations, and the use to be made of them by us, are as plain as they are impor-
tant. When God visits us with the rod of affliction, it is that we may search our 
hearts, and try our ways, and turn to him.”176 

Meade considered Jefferson and the “dignified and philosophic” French rev-
olutionaries the “most diligent, indefatigable and daring enemies of all religion 
which the world ever witnessed,” comparing them unfavorably to Enlightenment 
Christians like Locke, Bacon, and Newton. He tied Jefferson to the French Revo-
lution and its “war against everything holy and venerable.” He equated Jefferson’s 
natural religion with atheism because, God is “at best . . . the soul of the world, 
not the creator of it . . . let it not merely be said, that nothing is taught contrary 
to Christianity; that the mind is left free to its own choice.” In France “the poison 
took effect; the contagion spread far and wide and among all classes general infec-
tions prevailed.” Hopefully UVA could avoid that fate and turn to Christianity, 
not allowing the “goddess of reason” to “set up in the form of a lewd prostitute in 
the great hall of atheistic legislation.”177 

Meade pointed out the glaring fact that theologians taught everywhere else, 
including the North and the Carolinas. He later soft-pedaled his message in his 
memoirs, but Meade’s speech had a great effect at the time.178 Despite protests on 
the part of both students and faculty to the tenor of Meade’s sermon, his criti-
cisms (along with the fear of typhoid) did hurt recruiting efforts enough to make 
the board consider hiring a full-time chaplain.179 They rejected the idea of a 
chapel for the time being, partly because Unitarians would be denied its use, and 
also because it violated UVA’s principle of religious freedom and toleration.180 

UVA’s board did decide to rotate a chaplaincy among the four main Protes-
tant denominations: Methodist, Baptist, Episcopalian, and Presbyterian.181 The 
post was coveted by Methodists and Baptists like James B. Taylor (who served in 
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1839), though many evangelicals argued that the campus was an improper training 
ground.182 Beginning in 1835, voluntary contributions from the students and fa-
culty supported chaplains who performed Sunday services, weekly lectures, and a 
“monthly concert for prayer.” Ministers were even allowed to stay on campus.183 

In 1835 a Sunday school was begun and the Bible Society formed.184 

When Presbyterian William Maxwell addressed the university’s Bible Soci-
ety in 1836, he said that if the school was going to be the “nursery of republican 
patriots” that Jefferson and Madison envisioned, then the Bible should be re-
quired, for it is the “best statesmen’s manual I know.”185 The Bible would also 
help prevent the spirits of corruption and abolition from infecting the campus, 
“and twenty other spirits I will not name—all mingling their drugs together, 
with infernal incantations, in the caldron of confusion, on purpose to brew up 
the blackest storm that has ever threatened to destroy the vessel of state in which 
we are all embarked.”186 

In addition to Jefferson’s original worship room, one of the gymnasia spaces 
under the Rotunda terraces was converted into a chapel in 1837.187 The Rotunda 
space had become too small. After 1828 the faculty passed a regulation prohibiting 
the breaking of the Sabbath.188 Strict impartiality was at least observed among the 
Protestant sects, and many students were enthusiastic about the ministers. One 
wrote: “Mr. Hammet preached for us yesterday and the Sunday preceding—gives 
general satisfaction, shown by the overflowing crowds which throng from the 
Univ. & country & town to hear him. Our room is far too small to contain them 
and many are obliged to stand.”189 Chaplain James Taylor attended free lectures 
in classics, philosophy, and chemistry and later founded the Virginia Baptist 
Seminary in 1832, which became Richmond College.190 

Jefferson’s hopes for an ecumenical climate were realized within Protestant-
ism, but an exception was the prohibition of Alexander Campbell from speaking at 
UVA in the late 1830s. He alienated many when he spoke on campus in 1838.191 

Born in Ireland, Campbell (1788–1866) withdrew from the Presbyterian Church 
and carried on his father Thomas’s interest in primitivism, the restoration of the 
New Testament back to its apostolic simplicity. Though he denied Christ’s divin-
ity, Jefferson took part in this movement himself when he edited his versions of the 
New Testament in the late 1810s. In some ways the apocalyptic, evangelical Camp-
bell was the Christian counterpart to Jefferson—he admired John Locke and 
Thomas Reid, disliked elaborate creeds and denominational strife, and respected 
nature as a basis for religion.192 After 1827 Campbell led the Disciples of Christ, a 
denomination that hoped to obliterate religious pluralism, not accommodate it. 
He was controversial at UVA because he advocated mandatory readings of the 
Bible as the basis of education and his teachings were outside the mainstream.193 

Dissatisfied with the University of the Virginia’s relative ecumenicalism, 
many clergymen continued to lambaste it and its founder. Some critics com-
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plained of a decline in religion at UVA after 1835, even though a revival was argu-
ably mounting. Journals attacked UVA because they hired a Jew (Englishman J.J. 
Sylvester in 1841) and a Roman Catholic (Hungarian Charles Kraitser in 1840) on 
their faculty.194 North Carolina Episcopalian Francis Lister Hawks, who consid-
ered himself a mortal enemy of Jefferson’s, viewed the school as an “alliance 
between the civil authority and infidelity,” a subject on which “revolutionary 
France has once read to the world an impressive lesson.”195 It was Hawks who ac-
cused Jefferson of “poisoning the stream at the fountain.” In 1837 Professor 
Tucker published his own biography of Jefferson, to help counter the criticism of 
Jefferson’s religious impact on UVA. Hawks issued a rebuttal as editor of The 
New York Review and Quarterly Church Journal because it failed to depict Jefferson 
as a hater of Christianity.196 Despite Tucker’s claims, the students refused to erect 
a statue of Jefferson at UVA for twenty-five years after he died.197 

UVA was an easy target for any clergy who misunderstood Jefferson as an 
atheist, but those who visited the campus got a different impression. The Rever-
end Septimus Tuston claimed to experience “nothing but kindness and courtesy” 
during his stay at UVA.198 The school’s enthusiasm toward Christianity was con-
firmed by an 1840 account of S. H. Tyng (1800–1885), an Episcopal minister and 
newspaper editor from Philadelphia. Henry Ward Beecher once characterized 
Tyng as “the one man I am afraid of.”199 His hatred for Jefferson’s infidelity ran so 
deep that he refused to tour the inside of Monticello. In his initial letter, after he 
had visited Monticello but before he had visited the campus, Tyng wrote: 

I have never heard his name spoken with so little respect, and so much aversion, as in this 
very neighborhood [Charlottesville] in which he lived and died. I had never conceived his 
character so bad as I have found it here. His plans are all defeated. The religion of Jesus 
triumphs over all opposition. The whole spirit of the community as awakened against the 
spirit and tendency of Mr. Jefferson’s example. All his greatness has perished and is for-
gotten because he was an infidel.200 

Tyng changed his mind about UVA, if not Jefferson, after preaching there. Al-
though he thought the university was set up in “direct and designed hostility to 
Christianity,” and Tyng was an orthodox hard-liner, he found most of the faculty 
and students were practicing Christians, including George Tucker. 

In the Rotunda, Tyng preached to what he called the “most attentive and 
interested auditory of [his] entire priesthood. Not a single college in New En-
gland would’ve furnished me with such an attentive and respectful audience.”201 

Travel writer Harriet Martineau commented on the controversy that Jefferson’s 
humanist university caused in the North, but pointed out the students actually 
heard a wider variety of sermons than at denominational schools. Agreeing with 
one of Jefferson’s and Madison’s longtime contentions, she also thought that the 
voluntary nature of church services actually increased their attendance.202 
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An even stronger Christian presence was ensconced at UVA with the hiring of 
George McGuffey. He replaced George Tucker as professor of moral philosophy 
in 1845, a momentous shift for the fate of Jefferson’s vision of religion on campus. 
When the religiously liberal Tucker retired, public opinion (especially in the 
western part of the state) demanded that he be replaced by a Christian.203 Reli-
gious colleges in Virginia were combining to outrecruit UVA at about a 5:1 ratio 
by 1845 and rioting forced the school to close temporarily in 1844–1845.204 McGuf-
fey “put his hand firmly to the plow of religious reformation as soon as he entered 
upon his office, and he never relaxed his hold until his death” in 1873.205 

McGuffey (d. 1873) was already famous throughout America. His Eclectic 
Readers, which stressed Calvinism, everyday moral maxims, and grammar, be-
came the best-selling language textbooks in American history, surpassing fellow 
Patriot Noah Webster’s 1783 “Blue-backed Speller.”206 When “Old Guff ” was 
not lecturing on philosophy, sociology, ethics, logics, psychology, and political 
economy, he was busy ministering to Presbyterian, Methodist, and Baptist 
churches in Charlottesville.207 McGuffey hired fellow Presbyterian William 
Henry Ruffner (1824–1908) as chaplain and Ruffner lectured on the evidences of 
Christianity from 1849 through 1851.208 Ruffner’s father, Henry, proposed a gen-
eral system of education in 1842 that was the most elaborate plan since those sub-
mitted by Jefferson and Mercer in the 1810s. His son, William Henry, became 
the president of Washington College in Lexington, Virginia (now Washington 
and Lee). 

McGuffey and Ruffner helped spark a religious revival on campus. Daily 
morning prayers and lectures were held. A parsonage, authorized by the Board of 
Visitors in 1851, was built in 1855. The Presbyterians built a seminary in 1859.209 

This was in keeping with Jefferson’s 1822 plan for seminaries being built near the 
campus, as was the exemption of ministerial students from tuition.210 A nonde-
nominational chapel, built near the Rotunda in 1885, also reflected Jefferson’s 
spirit of religious universalism. Other developments did not: even though reli-
gious services never became mandatory, professors could use their power over 
students’ grades to encourage Christianity. Law professor John B. Minor, a de-
vout Christian, gave Sunday morning Scriptural lectures that were wise to attend 
if a student wanted to stay in Minor’s good graces.211 

Another indicator of Christianity’s strength was the establishment of a 
YMCA (Young Mens’ Christian Association) in 1858.212 UVA’s Society of Mis-
sionary Inquiry, which preached to slaves around Charlottesville, converted itself 
into a YMCA chapter in 1858.213 The zealotry of the society and the YMCA chap-
ter indicate a strong interest in Christianity among some of the students. Around 
one-quarter were practicing Christians, most affiliated with the Baptist, Episco-
palian, Presbyterian, and Methodist churches.214 

Despite the lack of religious coercion, a sizable minority of UVA students 
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went into the ministry. In the nineteenth century, the University of Virginia pro-
duced over five hundred ministers of the aforementioned faiths, including eleven 
bishops in the Protestant Episcopal Church.215 UVA’s religious impact on Vir-
ginia rivaled that of Presbyterian Hampden-Sydney. When a typhoid epidemic 
worse than that of 1829 struck the campus in 1857–1858, critics of UVA found it 
difficult to scapegoat Jefferson’s universalism as the cause.216 

Conclusion 

In Jefferson’s last letter, he wrote Washington, D.C. mayor Roger Weightman 
that the American Revolution aroused “men to burst their chains under which 
monkish ignorance and superstition had persuaded them to blind themselves, and 
to assume the blessings and security of self-government.”217 Politically, UVA’s stu-
dents were eager to burst chains and assume the right of self-government. Reli-
giously, the YMCA, McGuffey, and Ruffner represent a departure at UVA from 
Jefferson’s vision of pluralism and natural religion. Pluralism existed only within 
Protestantism. Since religion remained voluntary, however, it was not the cause of 
rioting. Disciplinary codes and political censorship were more likely to cause un-
rest among students. 

Those who stuck it out were able to use the prestige of UVA to attain influen-
tial posts in life. Of course, most young men who attended the school already 
came from influential families. Over 90 percent of the students who attended the 
University of Virginia in the antebellum period came from the South, many of 
them from plantations. The University of Virginia was very successful at reinforc-
ing pro-Southern politics in its students, most of whom were predisposed to such 
views when they arrived. Even the professors who arrived from Europe adapted 
quickly to slave society, though Bermudan-born professor George Tucker taught 
the students that slavery was inefficient economically. Tucker’s moderation made 
UVA less doctrinaire in its pro-slavery, states’ rights teachings than Thomas 
Cooper’s College of South Carolina but, like that school, it contributed numer-
ous alumni to the Southern cause.218 In 1857 the university hired literary critic 
George Frederick Holmes (1820–1897) as professor of history and literature. 
Holmes, who was born in British Guiana and contributed essays to the Southern 
Literary Messenger, was an avid supporter of slavery and states’ rights.219 

When the South broke from the Union in 1860, UVA students solidly sup-
ported secession. In the fall of 1860 both the Washington and Jefferson societies 
voiced their support for disunion in the event of Lincoln’s election. That same 
fall the faculty lifted its ban on student military exercises. Over two thousand 
UVA alumni served the South in the Civil War as soldiers, officers, surgeons, 
and chaplains. Five served in the Confederate States of America’s cabinet and 
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thirty-one in the Confederate congress.220 Their contribution to Confederate 
leadership and military service testifies to the regional pride reinforced by the 
school. 

The school remained open during the war (Robert E. Lee Jr. was a student 
there) but was attended only by the young or maimed. After the Battle of Manas-
sas (Bull Run) in 1861, the Rotunda was used as a makeshift hospital. George 
Armstrong Custer’s men blew up bridges over the Rivanna River near Charlottes-
ville in March 1865 and occupied the town and university for several days.221 The 
Union armies left the campus unscathed, though, just as the British had at Mon-
ticello in 1781. 
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Karl Bitter’s 1915 statue of Jefferson on UVA’s lawn. 
Photo courtesy of Bill Sublette. 
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The Infidel and the Christian have fought the battle, and the latter has won the victory. The 

Humes and Voltaires have been vanquished from the field . . . The argument is closed forever, and 

he who now obtrudes on the social circle his infidel notions, manifests the arrogance of a literary 

coxcomb, or that want of refinement which distinguishes the polished gentleman. 

Thomas R. Dew, 

President of William and Mary 

1836 
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The Impact of Jefferson’s Vision


Jefferson’s plans foreshadowed future developments, despite his failure to estab-
lish a comprehensive education system in Virginia. His famous association with 
the cause gave momentum to public education. After the Civil War educational 
reformers were inspired by Jefferson’s promotion of meritocracy, however qual-
ified his own idea had been during the revolutionary and early national era. He 
also made more tangible contributions. Jefferson’s plans for the Northwest Terri-
tories in the mid-1780s encouraged the construction of schoolhouses in the region 
beyond the Appalachians and north of the Ohio River. As president he signed the 
legislation establishing the United States Military Academy at West Point. The 
University of Virginia became one of the best colleges in the nation, but the par-
tisan message of Jefferson’s retirement years dominated its ideology. At UVA in 
the nineteenth century, that Southern sectionalism overrode the “amalgamated” 
nationalism Jefferson helped unleash in 1776 and nurture during his presidency.1 

No one questions using education to foster political awareness among the 
electorate, however much we criticize ourselves for falling short in that objective. 
Jefferson’s own plan was limited to white males, but the basic thrust of using 
public schools to offset aristocratic privilege remains the strength of the current 
system when it works. Today even the most strident conservatives would not 
openly disagree that education should provide opportunities for upward mobility. 
In Jefferson’s time, his biggest impact was in higher education and religious free-
dom, not primary schools. 

Primary Education 

Jefferson did not impact elementary education as much as he would have hoped,

or is given credit for. Public education systems in the United States developed
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because nineteenth-century Northerners realized they needed a workforce liter-
ate in words and numbers to operate a modern commercial and agricultural 
economy. Farmers and businessmen advocated education, and Protestants 
needed a mechanism to control the behavior of lower-class whites and immi-
grants.2 The man most responsible for the implementation of public educa-
tion—Horace Mann of Massachusetts—was a Protestant prejudiced against Ca-
tholicism. Because Mann’s prejudice was typical, the public school systems were 
fractured between Protestant public and Catholic parochial schools. The nonde-
nominational aspect of Jefferson’s vision was thus betrayed during the century 
following his death, both in Virginia and nationally. 

Jefferson’s emphasis on practicality presaged later developments, namely the 
progressive movement of the early twentieth century, but his influence was indi-
rect. At the grade-school levels, progressive education resulted from the demands 
of the Industrial Revolution, the increased enrollments of the early twentieth 
century, and the philosophical endorsement of John Dewey, a Jefferson admirer. 
The pragmatic emphasis of higher education evolved partly because the money 
used to fund both private and public schools was oftentimes generated by applica-
tions of useful knowledge. 

By the second half of the nineteenth century, more people were being edu-
cated in the United States than anywhere in the world, but the vanguard of that 
movement was in the industrial Northeast and rural Midwest. Virginia’s section-
ally fractured democracy, compounded by its rural demography, prevented the 
full realization of Jefferson’s dream. The planter economy, lacking a strong mid-
dle class, did not dovetail with compulsory education. Given these fiscal and po-
litical limitations, Jefferson and his friends pursued his university against the 
wishes of politicians from northern and western Virginia, who advocated build-
ing the system from the ground up. Jefferson still cared about primary education, 
and felt guilty about pilfering Virginia’s Literary Fund for UVA, but the urgency 
of sectional politics and religious conflict motivated his desire to train the next 
generation of leaders. 

It is tempting to use Jefferson as a gauge, and argue that his seeming transfor-
mation from an egalitarian to an elitist educator illustrates an opposite shift in 
Virginia politics; that by retirement the forces of democracy he helped unleash in 
the 1770s overtook him.3 That is true to an extent, but Jefferson evolved person-
ally over the same time period, becoming more conservative as he aged. Besides, 
Virginia was still aristocratic by national standards when Jefferson died, and he 
never turned his back theoretically on the importance of elementary schools. 
Nonetheless, those who wanted to spend on elementaries first, including western 
Virginians and politicians like Charles Fenton Mercer, were the men whom cos-
mopolitans like Jefferson and Joseph Cabell considered unenlightened. 

Jefferson’s ideas on decentralized primary and secondary education and local 
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initiative were not successful in Virginia in the nineteenth century. When a com-
prehensive education system was developed in Virginia after 1900, the impetus 
came from the top, not from below.4 Nationally, the existence of local school 
boards and PTAs carry on a legacy of local and parental involvement of which 
Jefferson would have approved. Hostility toward the Federal Department of Ed-
ucation is also in the Jeffersonian tradition. 

A version of Jefferson’s ward scheme was tried in 1850 when Virginia’s 
counties were divided up into districts, but they were less efficient at governing 
than counties.5 Most nineteenth-century schools in Virginia and elsewhere were 
essentially private, but partially reimbursed by city or county governments.6 

Compulsory public education was a notable exception to Jefferson’s philosophy 
of weak government, as was his proposed literacy requirement for citizenship. As 
the nineteenth century progressed, the Jeffersonian Democrats who earned the 
right to vote were mostly the “rubbish” he described raking out of the system 
with his educational pyramid in Notes on the State of Virginia.7 

Higher Education 

The chartering of UVA and John Holt Rice’s assistance illustrate the emergence 
of sectionalism as an overriding concern in Virginia politics after the War of 1812. 
Even Jefferson’s enemies on other issues in Virginia conceded that something 
must be done to prevent Southern boys from going north to college. The Panic of 
1819 and the Missouri Crisis of 1819–1820 helped facilitate his arguments. 

The University of Virginia was chartered just prior to those events, but they 
helped fuel the campaign for its funding. Rice shared Jefferson’s fear of Northern 
infiltration and agreed that establishing a state university mattered more than pri-
mary or secondary schools. Rice’s alliance helped seal the chartering of the Uni-
versity of Virginia in 1819. Because of sectional politics, Jefferson stuck with his 
wish to hire Thomas Cooper, even though Cooper was a public relations liability. 
Cooper’s political transition from progressive democrat to states’ rights conserva-
tive coincided with Jefferson’s. 

Historian Merrill Peterson wrote that Jefferson’s educational vision contained 
“the dominant forces of his life and mind, of democracy and enlightenment and 
nationality.”8 His vision was an embodiment of the Enlightenment, and his origi-
nal plans were democratic, but the university was erected in direct opposition to 
nationalism and was aristocratic. The 1846 decision to draw UVA’s students from 
different counties in Virginia was the biggest gesture toward egalitarianism in 
UVA’s early history. Tucker’s 1833 idea to offer state loans to the poor qualifies as 
the only real attempt to recapture the spirit of Jefferson’s 1779 education bill—the 
one designed to overturn artificial aristocracies in favor of a meritocracy.9 
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Jefferson’s college in Charlottesville was very successful, however. The Uni-
versity of Virginia became one of the best and most influential colleges in the 
country and served as a blueprint for later state universities. Its lecture method al-
lowed for more students and, by 1860, it had the biggest enrollment in the South. 
In 1822 Jefferson asked Richmond Enquirer editor Thomas Ritchie to print six 
copies of the Rockfish Gap Report because of requests he received from other 
states.10 UVA was not the first public university, but it was the prototype for state 
schools in the South and Midwest in the nineteenth century.11 University of Vir-
ginia alumni founded the University of Texas, for instance, in the 1880s.12 These 
public universities retained a strong denominational flavor for most of the nine-
teenth century, but their organizations and curriculums were oftentimes based on 
those of UVA. 

Jefferson anticipated and influenced many facets of twentieth-century uni-
versities: their lack of denominational influence, the lecture method, the elective 
system, the predominance of the scientific outlook, and the emphasis on practical 
learning. The first American research universities of the sort Jefferson envisioned 
were at Cornell and Johns Hopkins in the 1870s. Their form of Enlightenment 
was rooted in the German notion of Wissenschaft, a full-fledged spiritual dedica-
tion to science of which Jefferson would have approved. Hopkins’s administra-
tors looked to UVA as the highest standard of domestic academic excellence, and 
were influenced by Jefferson’s model.13 

During the Civil War the Union passed the Morrill Act, which granted land 
to states for colleges of an agricultural and mechanical orientation. These schools 
captured the practical aspect of Jefferson’s original vision, but arose from pre-
cisely the sort of federal intervention that UVA was set up to extinguish.14 Schools 
founded under the act were based most directly on the Rensselaer Polytechnical 
Institute and Illinois Industrial (later the University of Illinois).15 Iowa State, the 
first land grant college, opened in Ames in 1862. Jefferson had hoped UVA would 
become a center of agricultural research—at one point calling it his highest prior-
ity—but that never materialized.16 

The campus did not foster healthy student/faculty relations and prevent dis-
ease in the short run, but it was an architectural masterpiece. The beauty of the 
lawn endeared the campus to most visitors, regardless of their politics, religion, or 
attitude toward Jefferson. One architectural historian wrote, “passionately con-
ceived, and built under the persistent and demanding supervision of the master 
himself, both works [UVA and Monticello] reflect a degree and intensity of per-
sonal involvement which could not be surpassed by any other architect of the 
time, including [Benjamin] Latrobe.”17 Jefferson’s tasteful application of Palladio 
and replication of the Roman Pantheon was rewarded during the United States’ 
bicentennial. In 1976 the American Institute of Architects celebrated the anniver-
sary by electing UVA the “proudest achievement” in American architecture.18 
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Religious Freedom 

Religiously, Jefferson contributed to a significant shift in the transition from reli-
gious tolerance to full freedom and rights of citizenship in the 1780s. He carried 
that fight through in Virginia until his death. If the various denominations had 
taken up Jefferson’s offer of surrounding the campus with seminaries, UVA 
would have become a unique theological school. Instead the early history of the 
school shows the precariousness of religious freedom and how democracy was 
used to infiltrate Protestantism onto the campus. Jefferson’s dream of an ecumen-
ical atmosphere thrived at the University of Virginia, but only within mainstream 
Protestantism (Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist, and Episcopalian). Atheism, 
deism, Judaism, and Catholicism were tolerated but disrespected. Alexander 
Campbell, with his strident brand of Biblical restorationism, was not allowed on 
campus. But voluntary Protestant Christianity thrived at UVA, just as Madison 
had predicted religion would generally under an noncoercive political system. 

By midcentury, the public debate over secularism in higher education died 
down in Virginia, and the focus of church-state relations shifted to other areas. 
The Virginia legislature appointed a rotating chaplain in 1848 and introduced for-
mal prayer into its sessions in 1849. That same year Jews and Catholics won the 
right to violate the Sunday Sabbath and worship on Saturdays. Ministers re-
mained exempt from taxation, but churches failed to make headway in legally 
owning property.19 The 1786 statute, rather than separating church and state in 
Virginia, merely made denominational property subject to legislative control.20 

Without the right to incorporate, it remained difficult for churches to acquire, 
own, or inherit land, and they could not sue or be sued in court as legal entities.21 

Outside Virginia, Jefferson’s advocacy of natural religion damaged his repu-
tation after he died. The French traveler Alexis de Tocqueville noticed that, by 
1835, there was a consensus in America that religion was essential to the success of 
republican institutions.22 Jefferson was an easy target for the holders of that view, 
especially if that religion was defined as orthodox. John Quincy Adams made ref-
erence to Jefferson’s heterodoxy when he criticized his towering ego. He hoped 
that “someone would take up the ‘Cause of the Cross, the Cause of Justice, and 
the Cause of American Union’ against Jefferson’s effort to crowd American his-
tory with his own fame.”23 

Freethinking radicals like Fanny Wright and Robert Owen invoked 
Jefferson’s name in toasts, dedicated books to him, and spread his ideas in news-
papers. Conservatives, wary of links between religious heresy and socialism or 
full-fledged democracy, were anxious to smear Jefferson’s reputation.24 Conse-
quently, most educators saw no benefit in invoking his name for their cause dur-
ing the first half of the nineteenth century.25 The Philadelphia Public Library 
pulled all books concerning Jefferson from its shelves in 1830.26 During the nine-
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teenth century, University of Virginia students even refused to erect a statue of 
Jefferson on the campus he created. 

As his reputation among conservatives plummeted, influential Presbyterian 
and historian Samuel Miller came to regard his friendship with Jefferson as an em-
barrassment.27 Other Presbyterians, like Robert Baird, argued that Jefferson de-
graded Christianity by putting the various denominations on an equal legal foot-
ing.28 John Holt Rice expressed his feelings in a letter to James Madison in 1832. He 
continued to honor the tradition of religious liberty, tying it to original Christian-
ity, Martin Luther’s Reformation, and the American Revolution. But Rice un-
doubtedly referred to his old nemeses Jefferson and Madison when he lamented 
that religious freedom in America “was the result of prejudice, not conviction.”29 

Rice had nothing to complain about, at least concerning UVA or education 
in Virginia. George McGuffey was hired to replace George Tucker as professor of 
moral philosophy at UVA in 1845, and Presbyterians dominated the educational 
landscape in Virginia throughout the nineteenth century. The man most respon-
sible for the limited public system that arose after the mid-nineteenth century was 
McGuffey’s fellow Presbyterian William Henry Ruffner, the “Horace Mann of 
the South,” who lectured on the evidences of Christianity at UVA. After Jefferson 
died, these two led the educational charge in Virginia. Ruffner was state superin-
tendent after 1869, when the Virginia constitution first mandated a public school 
system. The public schools that came into existence in 1870 shared power among 
Protestant denominations in order to avoid giving public funds to Catholics, a 
travesty from the perspective of Jefferson’s vision.30 

Outside Virginia the debate over religion and education did not die down. 
The critical event that paved the way for the ascension of denominational col-
leges was the preservation of Dartmouth College’s original charter in 1819. New 
Hampshire Governor William Plumer, a Yankee Jeffersonian, wanted the state 
to take over control of Dartmouth, declare it an arena of religious freedom and 
open its doors to the poor. Dartmouth’s victory in maintaining its original colo-
nial charter was consistent with a Virginia state ruling on William and Mary 
after the Revolution. These decisions forced states to start from scratch if they 
wanted to create public nondenominational universities, rather than converting 
existing colleges. Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia, and Pennsylvania could 
remain independent.31 

In the decades after the Dartmouth decision and the opening of the Univer-
sity of Virginia, graduates of Yale and Princeton streamed out into the South and 
West founding numerous denominational colleges.32 Even public universities 
such as North Carolina were initially controlled by denominations (usually Pres-
byterians), though many new states included in their charters the future right to 
revise the make-up of boards of trustees.33 

Only UVA, Harvard, and Pennsylvania resisted strong denominational influ-
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ence. Elsewhere evangelicals dictated the choice of presidents and professors, 
sponsored and organized student groups, and subsidized ministerial candidates.34 

Classes were canceled for revivals and courses on the evidence for Christianity 
were required of all students. Students at the University of Arkansas could not at-
tend without a Bible. Math classes at the University of Minnesota opened with 
prayer. Clergymen served as college presidents and hired their own to teach. This 
was partly because the ministry was the profession most similar to teaching in its 
reconciliation of missionary service and low pay. Compulsory chapel was not dis-
continued at most campuses until World War II.35 

As denominational schools assumed their broader role of training the lay 
elite, their curriculums became increasingly centered on professional, secular 
training rather than on theology. Religion became the special prerogative of di-
vinity schools. As the nineteenth century progressed, most denominational col-
leges were forbidden either by charter or public opinion to indulge in religious 
tests for faculty or students.36 Secular viewpoints became dominant in both sci-
ence and the humanities as mainstream Protestantism retreated on twentieth-
century campuses. Today, most colleges treat religion as a topic of critical inquiry, 
generally housed in a department of religion.37 

As the twentieth century came to a close, the University of Virginia was one 
of the top-ranked public universities in the United States, though its atmosphere 
and heavy reliance on private funding imbued it with the feel of a private school. 
Today there is no clear winner for the claim of academic superiority between pub-
lic universities and private denominational schools. Many of the best colleges— 
like California-Berkeley, Michigan, Wisconsin, North Carolina, Indiana, and 
Virginia—are public universities. But three schools founded by Methodists— 
Northwestern, Boston University, and Emory—along with three others founded 
by Catholics—Georgetown, Notre Dame, and Boston College—are ranked in 
the top fifty of America’s research universities. 

Jefferson’s academic village was more a throwback to Virginia’s aristocratic roots 
than a vehicle of democracy. It sustained rather than curtailed aristocratic privi-
lege, subverting the egalitarian spirit of Jefferson’s 1779 education bill. This was 
because Jefferson’s follow-through on the 1786 Statute for Religious Freedom and 
the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions of 1799 ended up mattering more to him 
than his democratic bills of the late 1770s. 

If it had been up to Jefferson or like-minded politicians, there would never 
have been a shortage of resources and such choices would have been unnecessary. 
Beginning in 1779, Virginia would have had the best education system in the 
Unites States from bottom to top. UVA’s campus would have been surrounded 
by a ring of diverse theological seminaries and artisan workshops, and everyone 
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would have spoken French at meals. If Jefferson’s ideas were indeed good ones, 
then blame for their failure to materialize goes to the reticent taxpayers and un-
cooperative citizens of Virginia. Virginia taxpayers spent less than two cents per 
year on education between the poor schools and the university.38 To his credit, Jef-
ferson spent his seventies and early eighties devoted to a civic cause about which 
he felt passionate, rather than completely winding down. Unrelenting devotion to 
public service is one of the most inspirational aspects of his story. 

Jefferson enjoyed success establishing the University of Virginia partly be-
cause of his brilliance in orchestrating other people’s ideas, and partly because of 
good luck. Like the architecture of Monticello, which contains brilliant but un-
original adaptations, Jefferson’s educational vision was pulled from many 
sources—John Knox, Samuel Knox, Joseph Cabell, Thomas Cooper, Benjamin 
Latrobe, Andrea Palladio, and numerous European universities, buildings, and 
thinkers. Jefferson also shared ideas with contemporaries like William Davie, 
George Ticknor, and St. George Tucker, who were familiar with Jefferson and, in 
turn, influenced him. 

The successes Jefferson enjoyed—the passage of the 1786 Statute for Reli-
gious Freedom and the founding of the university—were partly due to good for-
tune. Both Patrick Henry, who opposed Jefferson’s and Madison’s radical stance 
on religious freedom, and Charles Fenton Mercer, who wanted to put a premium 
on primary schools, were removed from the scene because their popularity got 
them elected to offices beyond the Virginia legislature, not because the public dis-
liked their views. Henry left the legislature in 1784 to become governor and Mer-
cer was elected to the U.S. Congress in 1817. They were the primary opponents of 
Jefferson’s vision, along with Rice, who retired in 1822 after helping the university 
get chartered. 

The fate of Jefferson’s vision was filled with ironies. First, Presbyterians, who 
later fought against UVA’s curriculum, influenced both Jefferson and Madison as 
young men on matters of education and religious freedom. Second, if Virginia 
had reformed its constitution by expanding power among poorer whites, the way 
Jefferson advocated, the University of Virginia would not have been chartered.39 

Third, Jefferson founded UVA to combat the influence of Northern politics and 
religion, but clerical critics feared the school as a bastion of Unitarianism, a reli-
gion that emanated from the Northeast. Finally, given Jefferson’s insistence that 
UVA be antagonistic toward the growing power of the central government, it is 
ironic that Virginia’s Literary Fund had stock invested in the Second National 
Bank of the United States. The Rotunda and pavilions were thus built partly with 
dividends earned from an institution Southerners and Jeffersonians loathed as a 
symbol of corruption: the very sort of corruption UVA was chartered to oppose. 

If one envisions Jefferson’s original plan in the shape of a pyramid, he sacri-
ficed the base to insure the success of the tip. Nonetheless, the spirit of Jefferson’s 
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message was that all children, not just a select few, could be educated. That was 
the idea that inspired John Dewey as he argued for more democratized education 
around the turn of the last century. Historian William Freehling wrote that, de-
spite his later compromise on slavery, Jefferson’s early opposition to that institu-
tion contributed to forces that restricted its spread and led to its eventual dissolu-
tion.40 Jefferson’s contribution to education followed a similar pattern. He started 
off idealistic, then worked against his own vision, but the mythological Jefferson 
helped inspire the establishment of public schools later on. 
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Rosenberger v. University of Virginia


In 1995 a University of Virginia student named Ronald W. Rosenberger won a 
Supreme Court case against the school for violating his First Amendment right to 
freedom of speech. Rosenberger applied for funding to publish the magazine 
Wide Awake: A Christian Perspective at the University of Virginia. UVA funded sec-
ular publications but turned down Rosenberger’s request for $5,800 because Wide 
Awake “primarily promotes or manifests a particular belief in or about a deity or 
an ultimate reality,” as prohibited by university guidelines. The Supreme Court 
ruled five to four that UVA discriminated against his right to free speech by im-
posing a financial burden on it. The majority opinion was that UVA should sub-
sidize all groups’ speech equally. The Court could have found UVA guilty of vio-
lating the (religious) establishment clause by promoting atheism at the expense of 
Christianity in its publication funding, but they found a pattern of neutrality, not 
discrimination, in the school’s past policies toward publication funding. 
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The scholarship on Thomas Jefferson and education is substantial. Each aspect of 
his interest in education—religious freedom, politics, wards, architecture, the 
founding of the university and its curriculum and student life—is covered in var-
ious articles and books. This book goes deeper into the archival sources, integrat-
ing old and recent scholarship to provide an updated synthesis and analysis of 
Jefferson’s philosophy and his strategy of employing it. A summary of the secon-
dary literature and printed primary documents will help the interested reader nar-
row his or her starting point down to the most essential sources. 

Anyone interested in the role of Christianity in a liberal arts education should 
read John Henry Newman’s The Idea of a University (1873). Newman (1801–1890) 
was a nineteenth-century British cleric and university administrator who articu-
lated two educational ideas roughly opposed to Jefferson’s. He advocated learning 
purely for its own sake, and also for the inclusion (but not dominance) of Chris-
tianity in college curriculums. Though deeply religious, Newman did not believe 
that education of any kind, Christian or secular, could lead to moral improve-
ment or religious truth. He resisted indoctrinations of any kind, including Chris-
tianity or the scientific method of Francis Bacon. A 1996 abridgment of 
Newman’s work includes commentaries by Sara Castro, George P. Landow, 
George M Marsden, Frank M. Turner and Martha McMackin Garland.1 They 
discuss Newman’s implications and the roles of Christian fundamentalism, post-
modernism, and political correctness at today’s universities—all potential forms 
of indoctrination. 

The best overall study of religion and education in early national Virginia is 
Sadie Bell’s 1930 Ph.D. dissertation “The Church, the State and Education in 
Virginia,” reprinted in book form in 1969. A short, solid overview of Jefferson’s 
specific role is Joseph Kett’s “Education,” in Merril Peterson’s Thomas Jefferson: A 
Reference Biography (1986). A brief but insightful summary entitled “Liberty to 
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Learn” by Peter Onuf is in the Library of Congress’s Thomas Jefferson: Genius of 
Liberty (2000). Two classics on Jefferson and education are Herbert Baxter 
Adams’s Thomas Jefferson and the University of Virginia (1888), which includes an 
essay by William Trent on the impact of UVA on Southern culture, and Roy 
Honeywell’s The Educational Work of Thomas Jefferson (1931), one of the first 
books to argue that Jefferson manipulated the Virginia legislature and built UVA 
at the expense of primary schools. Honeywell apologized for Jefferson’s under-
cutting of primary schools in Virginia, rationalizing that others had taken up the 
fight by that time, and that academies were already serving the needs of the lower 
levels of education.2 In Thomas Jefferson and the Development of American Public 
Education (1962), James Conant does not see the need for primary schools being 
met, but rationalizes that there was nowhere near enough money in the Literary 
Fund to establish a primary system, basically accepting Jefferson’s and Joseph 
Cabell’s argument.3 

The most recent book on Jefferson and education is a collection of essays en-
titled Thomas Jefferson and Education of a Citizen (1999), gathered by James Gil-
reath. Many of the essays deal only tangentially with education, but for that rea-
son they offer insight into how Jefferson’s educational vision dovetailed with his 
views on Native Americans, slavery, family, law, wards, Europe, and so on. The 
compilation also includes more straightforward accounts of Jefferson’s educa-
tional goals by Ralph Ketchum, Douglas Wilson, Benjamin Barber, and Jennings 
Wagoner. Another upcoming compilation, Robert McDonald’s Thomas Jefferson’s 
Military Academy: Establishing West Point, includes essays on the political context 
and curriculum of that institution. 

The most recent synthesis of Jefferson’s educational philosophy is Harold 
Hellenbrand’s The Unfinished Revolution: Education and Politics in the Thought of 
Thomas Jefferson (1990). Hellenbrand provides an analysis of Jefferson’s educa-
tional bills and their relation to his republican vision. He de-emphasizes the orig-
inality of Jefferson’s ideas, pointing out that most of them were in the air by 1820. 
Hellenbrand’s main contribution is to emphasize how Jefferson’s educational 
ideals sprang from his notions of patriarchal relationships. 

My study focuses instead on political partisanship and religious freedom. It 
concerns the triumph of Christian fidelity in America over the humanist philoso-
phy of the Enlightenment. The best book on the American Enlightenment is 
Henry May’s Enlightenment in America (1976), which underscores how moderates 
like Jefferson and Princeton President Samuel Stanhope Smith strove to balance 
faith and reason in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. May traces 
various threads of Enlightenment thought and their decline in early nineteenth 
century. 

Scholars commonly presume that religious colleges, especially those of the 
Presbyterians and Congregationalists, had a hand in this intellectual decline, or 
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“retrogression.” Clarence Hix suggested this argument in his 1937 dissertation 
“The Conflict between Presbyterianism and Free Thought in the South, 1776– 
1838.” Clement Eaton’s The Freedom of Thought Struggle in the South (1940) and 
W.J. Cash’s The Mind of the South (1941) applied the same theory of intellectual 
decline to the South. In the area of education, Richard Hofstadter put forward 
the idea of a nationwide retrogression in The Development of Academic Freedom in 
the United States (1955).4 

Hofstadter was harsh on theologians and argued that the religious and politi-
cal democratization of colleges in the early nineteenth century inhibited free 
thought. In the last thirty years, historians have revised Hofstadter’s retrogression 
theory. One problem with the theory of decline is that colleges flourished and 
grew in the nineteenth century. Consequently it makes little sense to regard the 
turn of the nineteenth century as the fulcrum of decline, since enrollments were 
much lower and course offerings were more limited than later in the century.5 

The most recent collection of essays dealing with the post-retrogression historiog-
raphy is Roger L. Geiger’s The American College in the Nineteenth Century (2000). 

Mark Noll’s Princeton and the Republic, 1768–1822: The Search for a Chris-
tian Enlightenment in the Era of Samuel Stanhope Smith (1989) complicates 
Hofstadter’s view further. Noll’s scholarship reveals the embrace of Enlighten-
ment philosophies, especially that of Scottish Common Sense, in conjunction 
with Christianity, on the part of religious schools.6 Noll’s argument is that the 
synthesis of patriotism, faith, and science did not hold. He finds that Enlight-
enment philosophies of natural rights and free thinking formed a combustible 
mixture with Calvinist Christianity at Princeton, leading to student unrest, ri-
oting, and a general breakdown in the functioning of the school. Princeton and 
the Republic is the best example of a work that examines the contradictions of 
republicanism and Christianity and places American higher education in the 
context of religious and intellectual change. The University of Virginia was not 
a denominational school like Princeton, but it, too, was rooted in the European 
Enlightenment. 

Noll’s book is a case study that builds on more general works by Howard 
Miller and Steven Novak, both of whom expand on Hofstadter’s basic premise of 
a retrogression, rather than overturning it.7 Miller examines the evolution of 
Presbyterian colleges, the most powerful and influential institutions of the era, in 
The Revolutionary College: American Presbyterian Higher Education 1707–1837 
(1976). Miller shows how Presbyterians were divided internally over questions of 
Revolutionary politics, theology, and how to proceed in the political arena. Since 
Miller’s work, others have elaborated on the roll of intradenominational conflict 
as a motivating factor in school building. In The Rights of Youth: American Colleges 
and Student Revolt, 1798–1815 (1977), Novak argues that the Christian educators 
who reacted by cracking down on student rebellions were not to blame. He 
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blames rowdy students, who “re-enact[ed] the bold strokes of defiance which 
gave birth to the American nation, symbolically proving their manhood.”8 

As Novak underscores, students in the early republic came by their interest in 
revolution and rioting naturally. In Educating Republicans: The College in the Era 
of the American Revolution (1985), David Robson shows how, during the War for 
Independence, American colleges served as agents of revolutionary change. 
Robson’s book contradicts the thrust of Carl Kaestle’s Pillars of the Republic: 
Common Schools and American Society, 1780–1860 (1983) and Rush Welter’s Popu-
lar Education and Democratic Thought in America (1962), which both argue that 
colleges had the conservative tendency to lessen revolutionary sentiment. For an 
excellent look at the interaction between colleges and politics in the antebellum 
era, see Michael Sugrue’s “ ‘We Desired Our Future Rulers to Be Educated Men’: 
South Carolina College, the Defense of Slavery, and the Development of Seces-
sionist Politics” in Geiger’s The American College in the Nineteenth Century. 

No one has situated the University of Virginia in the history of the early re-
public as Noll did with Princeton or Sugrue with South Carolina, but Jefferson’s 
educational ideas and initiatives have received attention in their own right. Those 
interested primarily in the institutional history of UVA should start with selected 
chapters from Dumas Malone’s The Sage of Monticello (1981) or Alf Mapp’s 
Thomas Jefferson, Passionate Pilgrim: The Presidency, the Founding of the University, 
and the Private Battle (1981), then proceed to Philip Alexander Bruce’s lively five-
volume History of the University of Virginia (1922). More critical analyses of cleri-
cal opposition to UVA, its early student life and the politics of the meeting at 
Rockfish Gap are offered by three dissertations: Charles Woodburn’s “An Histor-
ical Investigation of the Opposition to Jefferson’s Educational Proposals in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia” (1974); Charles Wall’s “Students and Student Life at 
the University of Virginia, 1825–1861” (1978); and Neil Shawen’s “The Casting of 
a Lengthened Shadow: Thomas Jefferson’s Role in Determining the Site for a 
State University in Virginia” (1980). 

The best book on the political context of Jefferson’s plans for education is 
Richard Brown’s Strength of a People: The Idea of an Informed Citizenry in America, 
1865–1870 (1996). Brown shows how education was perceived by the elite in the 
early republic, and explains how the lack of an established religion in Virginia after 
the Revolution hurt their educational cause in comparison to Massachusetts. 
Brown also emphasizes how republican politics discouraged taxation for education. 

The fundamentals of Virginia politics are covered in Anthony Upton’s 1953 
M.A. thesis “The Political Structure of Virginia, 1790–1830.” Virginia politics 
are also covered in Daniel Jordan’s Political Leadership in Jefferson’s Virginia 
(1983), William Shade’s Democratizing the Old Dominion: Virginia and the Sec-
ond Party System, 1824–1861 (1996), and Trenton Hizer’s 1997 dissertation “ ‘Vir-
ginia is Now Divided’: Politics in the Old Dominion, 1820–1833.” Conservatism 
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in Virginia and Jeffersonian Republicans are the subject of Norman Risjord’s The 
Old Republicans: Southern Conservatism in the Age of Jefferson (1967) and Harry 
Ammon’s 1948 dissertation “The Republican Party in Virginia, 1789–1824.” Ris-
jord also contributes “The Virginia Federalists” in the Journal of Southern History 
(1967). For a more detailed look at the idiosyncrasies of the Virginia legislature in 
the late 1810s see Douglas Egerton’s “To the Tombs of the Capulets: Charles Fen-
ton Mercer and Public Education in Virginia, 1816–1817” in The Virginia Maga-
zine of History and Biography (April 1985). 

For Jefferson’s interest in wards and the relation of wards to education, see 
Hellenbrand’s Unfinished Revolution, Richard Matthews’s The Radical Politics of 
Thomas Jefferson: A Revisionist View (1984), Joseph Ellis’s American Sphinx: The 
Character of Thomas Jefferson (1997), and Suzanne Morse’s “Ward Republics: The 
Wisest Invention for Self-Government,” in Gilreath’s Education of a Citizen. 
Morse’s work is strong on Jefferson’s ward concept in the mid-1810s, but neglects 
his use of “hundreds” (a synonymous English term) in the late 1770s as the ad-
ministrative basis of his educational plans. Matthews’s book argues that wards 
were Jefferson’s most democratic concept. 

Jefferson’s sectional outlook on politics is the subject of Robert Shalhope’s 
“Thomas Jefferson’s Republicanism and Antebellum Southern Thought,” in the 
Journal of Southern History (1976). Shalhope connects Jefferson to the more mili-
tant, reactionary South of John C. Calhoun and the South Carolina Nullification 
crisis. The best works on Jefferson and the Missouri Crisis are John C. Miller’s 
The Wolf by the Ears: Thomas Jefferson and Slavery (1991) and Peter Onuf ’s 
“Thomas Jefferson, Missouri, and the ‘Empire of Liberty,’ ” in James Ronda’s 
Thomas Jefferson and the Changing West (1997). Jefferson’s views on John 
Marshall’s Supreme Court and proper texts for a whig education are analyzed in 
David Mayer’s The Constitutional Thought of Thomas Jefferson (1994). Leonard 
Levy’s Jefferson and Civil Liberties: The Darker Side (1963) also has an illuminating 
discussion of Jefferson’s pro-whig choices for UVA’s textbooks. 

The are several good books on Jefferson and religion. A solid factual account 
of Jefferson’s views on religion in schools is Robert Healey’s Jefferson on Religion 
in Public Education (1962). Healey was a theologian who supported core religious 
values being taught in the public schools of the early 1960s, but does a fair job as-
sessing Jefferson. The book makes no attempt to explain the controversy of 
Jefferson’s time from the perspective of his clerical opponents, or to explain 
nineteenth-century debates from a national perspective. 

The best starting point for Jefferson’s own religion is Edwin Gaustad’s Sworn 
on the Altar of God: A Religious Biography of Thomas Jefferson (1996), which is con-
cise and thorough. It introduces the reader to Jefferson’s views on theology, reli-
gious freedom, and the proper formation of republican citizens. Noll and Nathan 
Hatch wrote that “modern conservative evangelicals have as much to learn from 
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[Gaustad’s account of] Jefferson as to scorn . . . the book puts everyone in a better 
position to discriminate between essentials and nonessentials in contemporary 
culture wars.”9 Gaustad also wrote Neither King Nor Prelate: Religion and the New 
Nation, 1776–1826 (1993). A slightly more detailed account of Jefferson’s religion 
is Charles Sanford’s The Religious Life of Thomas Jefferson (1984), which shows the 
relation between Jefferson’s politics and religion, emphasizes his rebuttal of origi-
nal sin, and argues that Jefferson’s confrontation with religious conservatives 
foreshadowed modern debates.10 Both Gaustad and Sanford do a good job of ex-
plaining Jefferson’s unique combination of deism, Unitarianism, materialism, 
and enthusiasm for the Bible. 

Shorter articles on Jefferson’s religion can be found by Paul Conkin and Eu-
gene Sheridan. Conkin’s “The Religious Pilgrimage of Thomas Jefferson,” in 
Onuf ’s Jeffersonian Legacies (1993) outlines the evolution of Jefferson’s faith. 
Sheridan demonstrates how Jefferson connected religious and political virtue in 
Gilreath’s Education of a Citizen, and in the introduction to Dickinson Adams’s 
1983 edition of Jefferson’s Bible, Jefferson’s Extracts from the Gospels. Sheridan’s Jef-
ferson hoped to use primitive Christianity to restore the republican virtues that 
were being eroded by liberal economic principles. He believes Jefferson’s corre-
spondence with Benjamin Rush in the late 1790s got Jefferson thinking about re-
ligion as a force in politics. Sheridan also discusses the campaign of 1800 and the 
attacks on Jefferson’s infidelity. 

Other articles concerning that campaign and clerical attacks on Jefferson are 
Fred Luebke’s “The Origins of Thomas Jefferson’s Anti-Clericalism,” in Church 
History (September 1963), and Constance Schulz’s “Of Bigotry in Politics and Re-
ligion,” in the Virginia Magazine of History and Biography (January 1983). For the 
backlash against rational religion before and shortly after 1800, see James Smylie’s 
“Clerical Perspectives on Deism: Paine’s The Age of Reason in Virginia,” in 
Eighteenth-Century Studies (1972–1973), and Gustav Koch’s Republican Religion, 
The American Revolution and the Cult of Reason (1933). 

The story of church-state relations in Virginia is explained by Thomas Buck-
ley in various articles, speeches, and books, including Church and State in Revolu-
tionary Virginia, 1776–1787 (1977). His “After Disestablishment: Thomas 
Jefferson’s Wall of Separation in Antebellum Virginia,” in the Journal of Southern 
History (August 1995), calls for further scholarship on the fate of Virginia’s 1786 
statute in the nineteenth century.11 Buckley also has an article on Jefferson’s polit-
ical theology in Merrill Peterson’s and Robert Vaughan’s The Virginia Statute for 
Religious Freedom: Its Evolution and Consequences in American History (1988). This 
outstanding collection includes essays by Gaustad, Buckley, Lance Banning, 
J.G.A. Pocock, Cushing Strout, David Little, A.E. Dick Howard, Rhys Isaac, 
Martin Marty, and philosopher Richard Rorty. Buckley is currently working on 
how the statute impacted Virginia politics in the early twentieth century. 
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Charles James’s Documentary History of the Struggle for Religious Liberty in 
Virginia (1900) contains a valuable collection of source materials. For the impact 
of the 1786 Virginia Statute of Religious Freedom on the Federal Constitution, 
see Levy’s The Establishment Clause: Religion and the First Amendment (1986) and 
Thomas Curry’s The First Freedoms: Church and State and America to the Passage of 
the First Amendment (1986). 

For an imaginative, anthropological treatment of church-state relations in 
Virginia, see Isaacs’s The Transformation of Virginia, 1740–1790 (1982), which dis-
cusses the relationship between religious denominationalism and political power, 
and suggests a strong link between evangelical religion and egalitarian sentiment. 
The best specific article on Jefferson’s fight with the Presbyterian clergy in the 
early nineteenth century is David Swift’s “Thomas Jefferson, John Holt Rice, and 
Education in Virginia,” in the Journal of Presbyterian History (Spring 1971), which 
highlights the theological debate between Jefferson and Rice and its connection 
to legislative politics. 

The national debate over church-state relations is discussed in Anson Phelps 
Stokes’s Church and State in the United States (1950). More focused studies include 
Jon Butler’s Awash in a Sea of Faith: Christianizing the American People (1990), 
Stephen Botein’s “Religious Dimensions of the Early American State,” in Beyond 
Confederation: Origins of the Constitution and American National Identity (1987) 
and William McLoughlin’s “The Role of Religion in the Revolution: Liberty of 
Conscience and Cultural Cohesion in the New Nation,” in Stephen Kurtz’s and 
James Hutson’s Essays on the American Revolution (1973). An efficient, well-
illustrated account of church-state relations in the revolutionary and early na-
tional period is Hutson’s Religion and the Founding of the American Republic 
(1998), the companion book to the Library of Congress’s 1998 exhibition on the 
subject.12 Hutson downplays the example of Virginia in the forming of the First 
Amendment. A recent contribution to our understanding of revolutionary reli-
gion is Derek H. Davis’s Religion and the Continental Congress, 1774–1789: Contri-
butions to Original Intent (2000). 

Another scholar of church-state relations who sees the importance of Vir-
ginia to current debates is Daniel Dreisbach, who wrote “A New Perspective on 
Jefferson’s Views on Church-State Relations: The Virginia Statute for Establish-
ing Religious Freedom in its Legislative Context,” in the American Journal of 
Legal History (April 1991), and “Thomas Jefferson and Bills Number 82–86 of the 
Revision of the Laws of Virginia, 1776–1786: New Light on the Jeffersonian 
Model of Church-State Relations,” in North Carolina Law Review (November 
1990). Other studies with an eye toward present debates are Mark Noll’s The 
Scandal of the Evangelical Mind (1994), Alan Wolfe’s “The Opening of the Evan-
gelical Mind,” in Atlantic Monthly (October 2000), and Marsden’s The Soul of the 
American University: From Protestant Establishment to Established Nonbelief (1994). 
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A recent study criticizing the way religion is studied at modern universities is 
D.G. Hart’s The University gets Religion: Religious Studies in American Higher 
Education (1999). 

The impact of evangelical Christianity on Southern society, and vice versa, is 
covered by Christine Leigh Heyrman in Southern Cross: Beginnings of the Bible 
Belt (1997) and Beth Barton Schweiger in The Gospel Working Up: Progress and the 
Pulpit in Nineteenth-Century Virginia (2000). The role of the clergy in Southern 
society is covered by E. Brooks Holifield in The Gentleman Theologians: American 
Theology in Southern Culture, 1795–1860 (1978). Holifield discusses how the clergy 
strove to attain legitimacy among the upper classes, especially in urban areas. 
Other books focusing on Southern religion include Donald Mathews’s Religion in 
the Old South (1977), Anne Loveland’s Southern Evangelicals and the Social Order, 
1800–1860 (1980), Robert Calhoon’s Evangelicals and Conservatives in the Early 
South, 1740–1861 (1988), Mitchell Snay’s Gospel of Disunion: Religion and Separa-
tism in the Antebellum South (1993), and Wesley Gewehr’s The Great Awakening in 
Virginia, 1740–1790 (1930).13 

The best starting point on the architecture of UVA is Richard Guy Wilson’s 
Jefferson’s Academical Village: The Creation of an Architectural Masterpiece (1993), 
which includes essays by Wilson, James Murray Howard, Patricia Sherwood, and 
Joseph Lasala, and discusses the political and religious ramifications of Jefferson’s 
plans. Wilson’s work expands on older books by Fiske Kimball and William 
O’Neal. A smaller supplement to Wilson’s book is Robert Vickery’s The Meaning 
of the Lawn: Thomas Jefferson’s Design for the University of Virginia (1998). Pendle-
ton Hogan’s The Lawn: A Guide to Jefferson’s University (1987) is a well-illustrated 
guide for those touring UVA’s grounds, and contains anecdotes about early stu-
dent life. Any tourists who visit Monticello should take the time to visit UVA’s 
campus as well. Jefferson’s drawings for the university are available on-line at the 
Alderman Library’s site under “digital resources and exhibitions.” An accessible 
introduction to Jefferson’s interest in architecture is Mike Edward’s “Architect of 
Freedom: Thomas Jefferson,” in National Geographic (February 1976). 

Jack McLaughlin’s outstanding book on Monticello, Jefferson and Monticello: 
The Biography of a Builder (1988), contains material relevant to UVA and 
Jefferson’s use of Andrea Palladio. Mark Wenger’s “Thomas Jefferson, the Col-
lege of William & Mary, and the University of Virginia,” in the Virginia Maga-
zine of History and Biography (July 1995), explains how Jefferson’s alma mater 
served as an architectural foil for his designs in Charlottesville. Frank Grizzard’s 
on-line dissertation, “Documentary History of the Construction of the Build-
ings at the University of Virginia, 1817–1828” (1997), is a valuable source for the 
details of the university’s construction, and contains a chronology of slaves’ in-
volvement in that process. 
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Numerous other articles tie Jefferson’s “academical village” to specific antece-
dents in France or America, but the reader should be aware that Jefferson had 
seen many examples of neoclassical architecture in his time, and UVA’s campus 
was adapted to the particular terrain and surroundings of the property on which 
it was built. Historians of architecture have also covered the University of Vir-
ginia in general texts. Among those who devote considerable space to Jefferson 
and the university are Spiro Kostoff, in A History of Architecture: Settings and Rit-
uals (1995); William Pierson, in American Buildings and their Architects: The Colo-
nial and Neoclassical Styles (1970); and Robert Tavernor, in Palladio and Palladian-
ism (1991). 

For general background on education in the early republic, the most recent 
synthesis is Thomas and Lorraine Smith Pangle’s The Learning of Liberty: The Ed-
ucational Ideas of the American Founder (1993). The book contains a wealth of in-
formation on the educational philosophies of the Founding Fathers, but mista-
kenly rejects Honeywell’s and Kett’s assertion that Jefferson emphasized his 
university over primary schools.14 The middle installment of Lawrence Cremin’s 
three-volume set on education, American Education: The National Experience, 
1783–1876, is a dependable overview of educational developments between the 
Revolution and the Civil War. 

For analyses of American scientific history in this period, see Brooke Hindle’s 
Pursuit of Science in Revolutionary America, 1735–1789 (1956), John Greene’s 
American Science in the Age of Jefferson (1984), George Daniels’s American Science 
in the Age of Jackson (1968), and the Early Transactions of the American Philosophi-
cal Society, reprinted in facsimile by the American Philosophical Society in 1969. 

Primary sources on Jefferson are spread throughout the United States, but the 
most prominent collections are found in the well-indexed Jefferson Papers of the 
University of Virginia, the Library of Congress, and the Massachusetts Historical 
Society.15 Smaller collections are at the Virginia Historical Society, the College of 
William and Mary, and the Huntington Library in San Marino, California. Since 
1950, the primary Jefferson Papers project has been at Princeton University, mostly 
under the editorships of Julian Boyd, John Catanzariti, and Barbara Oberg. 
Princeton has published the most comprehensive collection of letters and docu-
ments up to the mid-1790s. Recently, the retirement portion of the project (1809 
and after) was shifted to Charlottesville, where a new library is being built. The Jef-
ferson Papers of the Library of Congress are available on the internet in a format 
that allows the user to search letters by subject, recipient, or date. 

Beyond 1796, published Jefferson letters and documents are spread among 
various compilations, the best of which is Andrew Lipscomb and Albert Bergh’s 
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The Writings of Thomas Jefferson (1903–1905). Volume 19 of the Lipscomb and 
Bergh editions contains the minutes of UVA’s Board of Visitors from 1824–1825, 
when they finalized their plans for the university. Merrill Peterson has edited 
shorter collections, The Portable Jefferson (1975) and Thomas Jefferson: Writings 
(1984), which include many of Jefferson’s most famous and representative letters 
and documents. The James Madison Papers are at the University of Virginia, 
under the editorship of J.C.A. Stagg and David Mattern. John Holt Rice’s papers 
can be found at Union Theological Seminary’s Morton Library in Richmond. 

Nathaniel Francis Cabell (Joseph’s nephew) compiled most of the Jefferson-
Cabell correspondence in Early History of the University of Virginia, as contained in 
the Letters of Thomas Jefferson and Joseph C. Cabell (1856), a good starting point for 
those interested in the political history of UVA’s founding. The text is out of 
print, and Nathaniel Cabell deleted some passages where the ink was blotted, but 
most of the original letters are available in the Jefferson Papers of the University 
of Virginia. The appendices of both the Jefferson-Cabell correspondence and 
Honeywell’s Educational Work of Thomas Jefferson contain primary documents 
such as the Rockfish Gap Report, Sundry Documents Concerning Education, 
and Jefferson’s 1814 letter to Peter Carr. 
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Notes


Introduction 

1. Merrill D. Peterson, The Jefferson Image in the American Mind (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1962), 238–239. 

2. Leon Botstein entitled his 1997 book on public education Jefferson’s Children: Education and 
the Creation of a Hopeful Culture. Charles W. Dabney, President of the University of Ten-
nessee, brought attention to Jefferson’s “holy cause” in Jefferson the Seer (1903). 

3. The same controversy over evolutionary theory versus creationism made famous by the 
Scopes “monkey trial” in Tennessee (1925) has reemerged in various states, including Kansas. 
Prayer in school remains legal; but organized, state-sponsored prayers in public schools were 
overruled by the Supreme Court in 1962, 1992, and 2000. In Sante Fe Independent School Dis-
trict v. Doe (2000), the Court ruled that a chaplain (elected by the student council) could not 
conduct a prayer, or even a generic “invocation,” before varsity football games. See Engel v. 
Vitale (1962) and Weismans v. Providence, R.I. (1992), where it was similarly ruled a rabbi 
could not lead a prayer before a graduation ceremony. 

4. Humanism is a philosophy that asserts the dignity and worth of humankind and values crit-
ical reason over supernatural revelation. 

5. Jon Butler, Awash in a Sea of Faith: Christianizing the American People (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1990), 258. 

6. James D. Richardson, A Compilation of Messages and Papers of the President, 1789–1897 (Wash-
ington D.C.: Bureau of National Literature and Art, 1904), 1:409–410; James H. Hutson, 
Religion and the Founding of the American Republic (Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 
1998), 93. 

7. Butler, Awash in a Sea of Faith, 259–261. In the four states where no church was established 
during the colonial period—New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island—no tax 
was established. In North Carolina freedom of belief was tolerated, but no one who denied 
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Lafayette, Marquis de, 27, 31, 114–115 
Land Ordinance of 1785, 25 
Latin, 35; also see Classics 
Latrobe, Benjamin Henry, 94, 103, 144, 148 
Lavosier’s theory of oxygen, 116 
Lee, Richard Henry, 22 
Lee, Robert E., 136 
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, 60, 117 
Leoni, Giacomo, 94 
Lexington, Kentucky, 17, 66 
Lexington, Virginia, 17, 42, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, 

69, 80, 105–106 
Presbytery at, 74 

Library of Congress, 49 
Lincoln, Abraham, 135 
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Literary Fund, 35, 39, 41–43, 46–47, 50, 80, 97, 
98, 100, 101, 102, 142 

controversy over, 88, 102, 105 
creation of, 42 
directors of, 40, 42, 50, 96 
investments and property of, 44, 51, 102, 

148 
Locke, John, 9, 132 

Christianity of, 131 
Constitution for Carolina Colony of, 20 
and education, 10, 82 
and empiricism, 69, 124 
A Letter Concerning Toleration, 20 
and religious freedom, 20, 23, 59 
Some Thoughts Concerning Education, 10 
as source of republican theory, 108 

Lomax, John Tayloe, 107, 124 
London, England, 23, 38 
Long, George, 108, 119, 122 
Loudon County (Virginia), 36, 48 
Louisa County (Virginia), 48 
Louisiana, 126 
Louisiana Purchase, 26 
Louisville, Kentucky, 77 
Lucifer, 117 
Luther, Martin, 57, 58, 60, 146 
Lutheranism, see Protestantism 
Lycurgus (Spartan lawmaker), 14 
Lynchburg, Virginia, 95, 105, 118 
Lynchburg Virginian, 106 

McAfee, Madison, 124 
McDowell, James, 48 
McGuffey, George, 134, 135, 146 

McGuffey’s Readers, 134 
Madison, Bishop James, 10, 71–72, 79, 101 
Madison, James, 11, 21, 40, 106 

on Board of Visitors of UVA, 51 
correspondence with Joseph Cabell of, 47 
correspondence and collaboration with Jef-

ferson of, 40–41, 48, 85, 86, 100, 108–109, 
148 

correspondence with John Holt Rice of, 146 
education of at Princeton, 21, 32, 36, 124, 

148

Memorial and Remonstrance, 23, 24

Presidency of, 90, 92

visit to New England of, 94


work on UVA of, 60–61, 88, 99, 108–109, 
112, 114, 117, 119, 121, 132, 145, 148 

work on Virginia Bill of Rights of, 21, 59 
and William and Mary, 22 

Maison Carrée, 94 
Mann, Horace, 142, 146 
Market capitalism, 38, 124–125, 142 
Marshall, John, 8, 22, 38, 92, 124 
Martineau, Harriet, 95, 114–115, 133 
Maryland, 5, 22, 82 
Mason, A.T., 48 
Mason, George, 19 
Massachusetts, 2, 4, 22, 64, 93, 142 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 117 
Massachusetts Mercury, 28 
Materialism, 61–62 
Maury, Parson James, 8 
Maverick, Peter, 103 
Maxwell, William, 81, 132 
Meade, William, 70, 71–72, 130 

opposition to Jefferson of, 101 
opposition to UVA of, 72, 130–131 

Memorial and Remonstrance, see James Madison 
Mercer, Charles Fenton, 6, 37, 37–38, 86, 148 

bank bill of, 43–44, 99, 134 
on church establishments, 79 
on elementary schools, 41–42, 52, 99, 134, 142 
on location of university, 74 
relationship to Jefferson of, 44 
theory of education, 53 
Sundry Documents, 44 

Mercer, James, 36 
Methodists 

anti-intellectualism of, 72, 130 
in Charlottesville, 64, 134 
as dissenters, 2, 17, 66–67 
and education, 66, 70, 72, 147 
and Episcopalian establishment, 23, 130 
and Jefferson, 18, 56–57, 64, 70 
at UVA, 131, 134, 145 

Middlebury College, 65 
Midwest, 142 
Miller, Samuel, 56, 69, 146 
Minor, John B., 134 
Mississippi, 90, 124 
Mississippi River, 88 
Missouri, 72 
Missouri Crisis and Compromise, 77, 90, 92– 
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93, 98, 107, 111, 125, 143 
Mobile, Alabama, 77 
Molesworth, Robert, 116 
Monarchies, see Politics 
Monroe, James, 8, 40, 90, 92, 119, 124 
Montesquieu, Baron de, 10 
Monticello, 49, 95, 96, 114, 133 

British redcoats at, 136 
Jefferson’s student dinners at, 119, 129 
proximity of to university, 27, 30, 37, 40 

Moore, Bishop Richard Channing, 101, 130 
Moravians, 34, 60, 117 
Morrill Act, 144 
Morris, Richard, 102 
Multi-denominational church establishments, 

see Church-state relations 
Muslims, 23, 55 

Napoleon Bonaparte, 126 
Nashville, Tennessee, 77 
National Institute of France, 27 
Native Americans, see Jefferson 
National Intelligencer, 129 
National-Republicans, see Democratic-

Republicans 
National university idea, 4, 11, 26, 27, 92 
Nemours, Samuel-Pierre Dupont de, 27, 44 
Nero’s Golden House, 104 
Neshaminy, Pennsylvania, 9 
New England, 70, 133 

architecture in, 118

Baptists in, 66–67

Calvinism of, 8, 17

Congregationalism in, 5, 6

education in, 142

and embargo of 1807, 46, 108

grassroots politics of, 46

potential secession of, 37–38

Presbyterianism in, 79

townships of, 94

and tariffs, 83

Unitarianism in, 78, 148

and UVA, 108

Yankee ingenuity of, 127

Yankee townships in, 13–14


New Hampshire, 22, 146 
New Jersey, 68 
New London Academy, 74 
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New Orleans, 77 
New York, 17, 34, 65, 103 

as location for national university, 27 
New York City, 34 
New York Review and Quarterly Church Journal, 

133 
New York University, 62 
Newspapers, see Jefferson, University of Vir-

ginia, Richmond Enquirer and Lynchburg 
Virginian 

Newton, Isaac, 60, 76, 101, 116, 124, 131 
Nicholas, Wilson Cary, 39, 40, 41, 47 

bankruptcy of, 96 
circular letter on education of, 41–42 
as Junto member, 45, 51 
and religious liberty, 80 

Nîmes, France, 94 
Norfolk, Virginia, 16, 34, 43, 114, 123 
Norfolk & Portsmouth Herald, 51 
North American Review, 65 
North Carolina, 5, 67, 102, 131, 133 
Northern fears of UVA, 115, 124 
Northern impact on public education, 142 
Northern influence in South, 66, 77–78, 80, 

86, 90–93, 107, 124, 126, 127, 143, 148 
Northwest Ordinance, 25, 90, 141 
Northwest Territories, 141 
Northwestern University, 147 
Notes on the State of Virginia, see Jefferson 
Notre Dame University, 147 
Nullification Crisis in South Carolina, 86 

O’Brien, Conor Cruise, 111 
Ogden, O.N, 126–127 
Ohio River, 141 
Ohio Valley, 14 
Old Stone Tavern (Charlottesville), 30 
Old Time Apple Church (Richmond), 74 
Old Republicans, 38 
Owen, Robert, 145 
Oxford University, 30, 63, 84, 94, 129 

Paine, Thomas, 56, 70, 120 
Age of Reason, 56, 69–70 

Palestine, 58 
Paley, William, 117 
Palladio, Andrea, 94, 95, 148 
Panic of 1819, 73, 85, 90–91, 96, 143 
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Pantheon (Roman), 94, 103 
Paris, France, 94, 97, 117 
Pascal, Blaise, 117 
Pendleton, Edmund, 11 
Penn, William, 60, 117 
Pennsylvania, 34 

Presbyterians in, 68, 71 
as western part of Virginia, 14 

Peterson, Merrill, 143 
Philadelphia, 17, 21, 56, 95, 97, 123, 133 

as headquarters of Presbyterian Church, 68, 
73–74, 80 

as location for national university, 27 
public library of, 145 

Pickering, Timothy, 64 
Pictet, George, 30, 117 
Piedmont, see Virginia 
Plato, 10, 63 
Pleasants, James, 12 
Plumer, William, 146 
Pluralism, see Religion 
Plutarch (Greek biographer and moralist), 10 
Poe, Edgar Allan, 122, 123 
Poplar Forest, 44, 97 
Politics 

character of politicians, 4 
and education, 1–2 
of Jefferson, see Jefferson 
monarchies and dictatorships, 4, 10, 15, 69 
partisanship, see Democratic-Republicans 

and Federalists 
pluralism in, 21–22 
in Virginia, see Virginia politics 

Polis (Greek), 14 
Potomac watershed, 35, 36 
Presbyterians, 17 

and American Revolution, 79 
Board of Education of, 73, 74 
Calvinist roots of, 57–58, 63–65, 71, 77, 134 
in Charlottesville, 64, 134 
Confession of Faith of, 63 
cooperation with Baptists and Methodists of, 

71 
as critics of Jefferson, 80–82, 83–87, 146 
as critics of UVA, 68–69, 73, 74, 78, 80–82, 

84–85, 100, 101, 130 
as denominationalists, 64–65 
dissension within ranks of, 71 

as dissenters, 2, 17, 18–22, 66–67 
as educators, 15, 18, 21–22, 42, 46, 47, 53, 65, 

66, 70, 72, 78, 100, 101, 106, 135 
and egalitarianism, 17–18 
as evangelicals, 70–71 
as foils for UVA, 63 
on French Revolution, 84 
on frontier, 72–73 
General Assembly of, 73, 80 
Hanover Presbytery of, 19, 22, 74 
and Holy Trinity, 63 
influence on elites of, 55, 71, 72, 77, 100, 102, 

130 
influence on Jefferson of, 18, 148 
Jefferson’s ties to, 56, 64 
Lexington Presbytery of, 74 
missionizing among Indians of, 56, 72 
and original sin, 63–64 
philosophy of, 9, 62–63 
in politics, 17–20, 22, 46, 47, 68–69, 73, 78– 

80, 100 
potential establishment of, 76 
presence at UVA of, 76, 101, 130, 131, 134, 145 
at Princeton, 120 
in Richmond, 72, 74 
and Richmond Fire of 1811, 131 
Synod of Virginia of, 72 
tension with Episcopalians of, 71 
and universalism, 71, 77 
at University of North Carolina, 66, 70 
in Virginia, 55, 71, 78, 80, 81 
Virginia Synod of, 78, 80, 81, 102 
Winchester Presbytery of, 74 
also see Jefferson 

Preston, Robert, 39, 48 
Priestley, Joseph, 27, 56, 76 

correspondence with Jefferson of, 30 
History of the Corruptions of Christianity, 29 
on Holy Trinity, 63 
persecution at hands of Tories of, 84 
Socrates and Jesus Compared, 29 

Prince Edward County (Virginia), 20 
Prince, Richard, 23 
Princeton (College of New Jersey), 3, 6, 10, 14, 

36, 70, 106, 111 
Ashbel Green’s presidency of, 85 
attendance of Virginians at, 120 
influence of graduates from, 68, 93, 146 
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political influence of, 93 
religious influence of, 50, 65 
Samuel Stanhope Smith’s presidency of, 76 
John Witherspoon’s presidency, 10, 21–22, 

32, 69, 124 
Private education, 4, 20, 34–35, 42, 47, 74 
Progressivism, 142 
Protestantism, 2 

Calvinism of, 19, 57–58, 77, 134 
common ground within, 79–80 
dissent within, 17–19, 34, 47, 71 
and education, 70, 142 
and Enlightenment, 57 
and French Revolution, 69–70 
Great Awakening of, 73 
Lutheranism, 129 
pluralism within at UVA, 135 
on political liberty, 70 
Reformation, 57–58, 76, 146 
Restorationism, 29, 132 
Unitarianism, 4, 29, 58, 66, 72, 79, 83, 84, 86, 

102, 129, 131, 148 
Jefferson’s allegiance to, 56 
resurgence in South, 77–78 
at UVA, 112, 132–133, 145 
also see Christianity and Religion 

Prussia, 4 
Public schools, 1, 141–143, 148 

attendance at, 13 
charity schools, 47, 51–52, 97, 98, 100, 105– 

106, 148 
and conservatives, 141 
and John Locke, 20 
and national government, 27 
philosophy of, 11, 53 
and poor, 5, 47, 51–52, 97, 98 
pragmatism at, 142 
religion in, 1, 24, 42, 78, 81–82, 146–147 
and universities, 3 
in Virginia, 4, 5, 6, 14, 33–35, 43, 47, 50, 51, 

53, 76, 78, 97, 98–99, 102, 103, 141, 146, 
148 

also see University of Virginia and other 
universities 

Puritanism, 57 

Quakers, 19, 64 

Index 249 

Quasi-War with France, 26 

Raggi, Giacomo, 95 
Raggi, Michele, 95 
Randolph, John, 92 
Randolph, Peyton, 8 
Randolph, Thomas Mann, Jr., 30, 96, 102 
Rational Religion, see Religion 
Reconstruction, 33 
Reformation, see Protestantism 
Reid, Thomas, 9, 132 
Religion, or Religious 

academic study of, 147 
atheism, 145 
clergy as teachers, 14, 22, 24, 55, 68 
deism, 60, 61, 69–70, 81, 85, 145 
and democracy, 81 
denominationalism in, 3, 6, 14, 19, 24, 42, 

46–47, 67, 68, 72, 78, 98, 100, 132-133, 142 
ecumenicalism within, 132 
establishments of, 2, 17–19, 22–24, 55, 76–79 
evangelicalism in, 4, 8, 10, 17 
persecution of evangelicals, 17, 19 
freedom of, 17, 19–24, 56–57, 66–67, 76, 86 
heresy in, 20, 23, 77 
natural theology, see rational religion 
persecution in, 9, 16, 20, 23, 28, 63, 67 
pluralism within, 17, 21–22, 72, 76, 85, 132– 

133, 135 
rational religion, 3, 4, 55, 96, 129, 131, 135, 145 
and republicanism, 79, 81 
and science, 76, 81, 96, 124 
theology, 63–65 
toleration, 2, 18–19, 21 
also see Protestants, Baptists, Methodists, 

Catholics, Judaism, Islam, Unitarianism, 
Church-state relations, Jefferson, Univer-
sity of Virginia and Sunday school 
movement 

Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute, 144 
republican politics, 64, 66 

and Christianity, 145 
and education, 3 
at UVA, 92, 108–109, 112, 116, 120, 124, 132 

Republicans, see Democratic-Republicans 
Rhode Island, 56 
Rice, David, 66, 74 
Rice, John Holt, 6, 75, 74–82, 84–87 
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An Illustration of the Character and Conduct 
of the Presbyterian Church in Virginia, 79 

articles in Virginia Evangelical and Literary 
Magazine (Christian Monitor) of, 74, 81– 
82, 84–85 

correspondence with Jefferson of, 74, 80–81, 
87 

correspondence with Madison of, 146 
departure from Richmond of, 106 
and North, 77–78, 80, 86 
and the poor, 76–77, 86 
relationship with Cabell of, 101–102 
on religious liberty, 76, 86–87 
and science, 76, 131 
and slavery, 77 
and UVA, 74, 78, 80–82, 84–85, 96, 130, 143, 

148 
and Unitarianism, 77–78 

Richmond, Virginia, 46, 106, 110, 114, 118, 121, 
122, 123 

banks in, 43 
as capital of Virginia, 34, 97, 98, 103, 117 
as center of Federalist politics, 36, 46, 105, 

107, 108, 109 
fire of 1811 in, 131 
Jefferson’s goodwill in, 88 
national university in, 27, 92 
Presbyterians in, 74 
and relocation of William and Mary, 109– 

110 
Union Theological Seminary in, 74 
Unitarianism in, 77 
in War of 1812, 30 

Richmond Enquirer, 39, 41, 43, 47, 85, 91–92, 111, 
144 

advertisements for UVA in, 52, 95 
editorials in support of UVA in, 50, 79, 80– 

81, 99–100, 102 
Richmond Junto, 38–39, 40, 51, 92, 98 

alteration of Jefferson’s 1817 education bill 
by, 45 

Richmond Patriot, 36 
Ritchie, Thomas, 39, 43, 45, 79, 91–92, 102, 144 
Rivanna River, 136 
Rives, William Cabell, 41, 98 
Roane, Spencer, 39, 41, 45, 47, 48, 50, 51, 92 
Robinson, John, 48 
Robinson, Merit, 126 

Rockfish Gap, 48 
Rockfish Gap Commission, 48–49 
Rockfish Gap Report, 49–50, 122, 124 

debate over, 74, 81, 85 
philosophy of, 60–63, 65, 67 

Rogers, William Barton, 117 
Rome, Italy, 103, 126, also see Classics 
Rotunda, see University of Virginia 
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano, 6 
Rowe, Jacob, 9 
Ruffner, Henry, 134 
Ruffner, William Henry, 134, 135, 146 
Rush, Benjamin, 4, 5, 28 

and American Revolution, 69 
correspondence with Jefferson of, 28–29, 56, 

58 
Rush, Richard, 107–108 

Satan and abolitionism, 127 
Savannah, Georgia, 77 
Say, Jean-Baptiste, 117, 124 
Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, 9, 17, 34, 42, 74, 76 
Scotland, 17 

education in, 18, 27, 72 
Scottish Philosophy, see Common Sense 
Sectionalism (U.S.), see Southern sectionalism 

and Virginia 
Sectionalism (Virginia), see Virginia 
Sedition Law, 83 
Semmes, Joseph, 129 
Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, 10, 104 
Sensationalism, 61–62 
Shaftesbury, Lord, 9, 15 
Shakespeare, William, 117 
Shenandoah Valley, see Virginia 
Short, William, 86 
Sidney, Algernon, 108 
Slavery, 19, 52, 95, 114, 125–127, 134, 135 

expansion of, 90, 126–127 
justifications for, 7 
also see Jefferson, Nat Turner, abolition, 

University of Virginia 
Sloan, Herbert, 97 
Small, William, 9, 18, 95, 115–116 
Smith, Adam, 83 
Smith, John Augustine, 81, 110 
Smith, Samuel Stanhope, 14–15, 22, 70, 76, 82, 

101 
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Sorbonne, the, 30, 92 
South Carolina, 5, 102, 121, 131 
Southern honor, 120 
Southern Literary Messenger, 74, 135 
Southern sectionalism, 1, 5, 88, 90–93, 96, 115, 

124, 126, 143 
Spanish Cortes, 44 
Spanish Inquisition, 9 
Sparks, Jared, 56, 77, 86 
Spartacus (Roman slave and insurrectionist), 

127 
Spartans (Greek), 14 
Speece, Conrad, 81 
Spotswood, G.W., 122 
Spotsylvania, Virginia, 118, 127 
Stamp Act Resolves, 120 
State University of New York, 65 
States’ rights ideology, 1, also see Southern 

sectionalism 
Staunton, Virginia, 43, 47, 48, 49, 74, 104, 105 
Stevenson, Andrew, 39 
Stewart, Dugald, 9, 63, 107, 117 
Stiles, Ezra, 5, 56 
Story, Isaac, 57 
Stuart, Archibald, 48 
Sunday school movement, 99, 105 
Sundry Documents, see Charles Fenton Mercer 
Supreme Court of U.S., see United States Su-

preme Court 
Supreme Court of Virginia, see Virginia 
Sylvester, J.J., 133 
Switzerland, 27, 30 

Tammany Society of New York, 69 
Tariff laws, 124–125 
Taxation, 4, 5, 14, 22, 24, 34, 42, 88, 97, 142, 148 
Taylor, Creed, 48 
Taylor, James B., 131, 132 
Taylor, John, 91–92, 109 
Taylor, Robert, 51 
Taylor, Samuel, 46 
Tazewell, Littleton Waller, 30, 48 
Tenant, William, 9 
Thirty Years’ War, 9 
Thompson, Charles, 58 
Thornton, William, 94 
Three Notched Road, 40 
Ticknor, George, 107, 116, 118–119, 148 

Index 251 

Tidewater, see Virginia 
Tocqueville, Alexis de, 145 
Tory politics, 6, 84 
Toulmin, Harry, 66 
Tracy, Destutt de, 31 
Trajan (Emperor) Marcus Ulpius, 103 
Transylvania University, 3, 66, 84, 109, 111 
Trinity College (Duke), 66 
Trueharr, Washington, 48 
Tucker, George, 108, 120, 124–125, 127, 129, 133, 

134, 143, 146 
Tucker, Henry St. George, 92 
Tucker, St. George, 11, 30, 79, 106, 107, 109, 148 
Turner, Nat, 125 
Tuston, Reverend Septimus, 133 
Tutwiler, Henry, 119 
Tyler, John, 8, 30, 35 
Tyng, S.H., 133 

Ulster, Ireland, 17 
Union Theological Seminary, 74, 78–80, 100, 

106, 130 
Unitarianism, 4, 29, 58, 66, 72, 79, 83, 84, 86, 

102, 129, 131, 148 
Jefferson’s allegiance to, 56 
resurgence in South, 77–78 

United States Bank, 49, 90, 102, 148 
Jackson’s war on, 124 

United States Capitol, 103 
United States Congress, 148, also see Missouri 

Crisis 
United States Military Academy, see West Point 
United States Supreme Court, 5, 91, 124 

church services in, 56 
Cohens v. Virginia, 91 
McCullough v. Maryland, 91 
Martin v. Hunter’s Lessee, 91 
Rosenberger v. University of Virginia, 151 

United States Treasury Office, 56 
United States War Department, 56 
University of Arkansas, 147 
University of California-Berkeley, 147 
University College of London, 3 
University of Edinburgh, 9, 27, 63, 117 
University of Geneva, 27 
University of Illinois (Illinois Industrial), 144 
University of Indiana, 147 
University of Leiden, 65 
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University of Michigan, 147 
University of Minnesota, 147 
University of North Carolina, 3, 66, 70, 111, 

146, 147 
University of Paris, 62 
University of Pennsylvania (College of Phila-

delphia), 65–66, 84, 146 
University of (College of) South Carolina, 85, 

86, 135 
University of Virginia 

academical village at, viii, 40, 94–95, 106, 
113, 147 

adoption [Hill] bill of, 47, 50, 51 
and agriculture, 30, 42, 115, 144 
alumni of, 112, 114, 115, 125, 126–127 
architecture of, 40, 55, 83, 88, 93–96, 103– 

105, 112, 113, 114, 118, 119, 144 
Board of Visitors of, 30, 51, 84, 85, 101, 103, 

105, 116, 118, 120, 123, 127, 128, 134 
charges of elitism against, 88, 96, 103, 105– 

106, 115 
chartering of, 51, 53, 67, 80, 82, 86, 88, 90, 

98, 143, 148 
and the Civil War, 135–136 
clerical opposition to, 68–69, 73, 74, 78, 80– 

82, 84–85, 88, 100, 101, 106, 129-133 
construction of, 88, 95–96, 97, 99, 103, 104, 

114, 123 
curriculum of, 3, 8, 55, 61–63, 67, 78, 82, 88, 

94, 96, 107, 111, 115–117, 119, 124–125, 129, 
134, 144 

debating societies at, 125–126 
degree program at, 116 
discipline at, 118–120, 135, 144 
diseases at, 95, 111, 114, 130–131, 135 
divisions of study at, 3 
donations to, 6 
dress code at, 121 
elective system at, 116 
enrollment of, 117, 130 
establishment of, 3, 7, 41, 46–47, 50–52, 58 
exercise at, 122 
faculty of, 63, 82–86, 88, 93, 95, 101, 108, 114, 

117, 118, 120–121, 123, 124-125, 126, 127, 
128, 131, 133, 134, 135, 146 

financing of, 98–99, 102, 105, 106–107, 111 
first mention of by Jefferson, 30 
foreign languages at, 121, 148 

free blacks at, 121, 123 
freedom of thought and speech at, 126, 130 
gardens at, 94 
influence of European universities on, 25, 27, 

30, 116 
honor code at, 119 
hotel keepers at, 121–122, 123, 124 
humanism at, 24, 81 
impact on other state universities, 144 
Jefferson Society of, 123, 126, 127, 135 
law professor and law school at, 88, 90, 92, 

107, 108, 116, 124, 128, 134 
lecture method at, 115–116, 144 
library of, 81, 88, 103, 108, 114, 116–117, 129 
living at, 118 
location of, 40, 45, 47–50, 82 
medical school of, 109, 116 
military company of, 122, 127, 135 
moral philosophy at, 124 
“musket rebellion” at, 127–129 
newspapers at, 125, 126 
Northern hostility toward, 125 
opening of, 53, 88, 111, 117, 119, 146 
Patrick Henry Society of, 125–126 
planning of, 38, 40, 66, 74, 114 
political societies at, 125 
politics at, 83, 84, 107–109, 111, 112, 114–115, 

120, 124, 132, 135, 141 
prestige of, 135 
professors, see faculty 
recreational activities at, 122 
religion at, 55, 59–64, 76, 77, 81–83, 86, 88, 

102, 106, 112, 114, 115, 121, 129–135, 145– 
146, 147, 151 

republicanism at, 92, 108–109, 112, 116, 120, 
124, 132 

rioting at, 112, 114, 118–119, 122, 123, 127–129, 
134, 144 

Rotunda of, 55, 88, 93, 94, 96, 97, 98, 103– 
106, 107, 114, 116, 128, 129, 132, 136, 148 

rules at, 120–124, 135 
scholarships to, 112, 115, 143 
and sectionalism, 90, 96, 112, 126, 135–136, 

148 
seminaries at, 82–83, 106, 115, 134, 145, 147 
slavery at, 95, 112, 114–115, 121, 123, 126, 131 
Society of Missionary Inquiry, 134 
statue of Jefferson at, 133, 137, 146 
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students of, 112, 115, 135 
subscriptions for, 40 
textbooks at, 60, 92, 108–109, 116 
transportation to and from, 118 
tuition for, 118, 122 
twentieth-century reputation of, 147 
typhoid epidemics at, 130–131, 135 
Washington Society of, 126, 127, 135 
in Virginia House of Delegates, 41 
Young Men’s Christian Association at, 106, 

134, 136 
University of Wisconsin, 147 
Upshur, Abel Parker, 36 

Virginia 
agriculture in, 90, 104, 105 
aristocracy in, 5, 6, 8, 11, 33, 51, 80, 97, 130, 

147 
Blue Ridge Mountains of, 17, 34, 40, 42, 43, 

45, 49, 51, 105 
charity schools in, 47, 51–52, 97, 98, 100, 

105–106, 148 
church-state relations in, 2, 5, 17–24, 43, 68 
constitution of, 11, 19, 146 
Bill of Rights of, 19, 21 
constitutional convention of 1829–1830, 33, 

124, 126 
decline of, 34, 76, 90, 96, 102 
debt owed from War of 1812 to, 35, 36 
eastern planters and merchants of, 33, 36, 107 
economy of, 34, 96 
education in, 4, 5, 6, 14, 33–35, 43, 47, 50, 51, 

53, 76, 78, 97, 98–99, 102, 103, 111, 142– 
143, 148; also see Literary Fund 

emigration from, 34, 90, 102 
General Assembly of, 109 
House of Burgesses of, 19, 20 
House of Delegates of, 23, 36, 39, 41–48, 50– 

52, 105, 111 
Committee on Finance, 42 
Committee of Schools and Colleges, 46; also 

see Legislature 
infrastructure (internal improvements) in, 

34, 35, 39, 41 
Legislature of, 23, 30, 41–47, 49–52, 55, 73, 

78, 80, 85, 86, 88, 93, 95–99, 101, 102, 103, 
105, 109, 115, 116, 118, 145, 148 

Piedmont region of, 11, 17, 34, 47, 49, 51, 72 

Presbyterians in, 71, 72 
proximity to Washington, D.C. of, 92 
reapportionment in, 33–34, 39, 43, 48, 80, 88, 

96, 148 
religious freedom in, see Virginia Statute 
resistance to tyranny in, 15 
rural demography of, 14, 33, 46, 142 
sectionalism in, 33–34, 39, 42, 43, 45–48, 50– 

51, 98, 101, 142, 143 
Shenandoah Valley of, 17, 35, 36, 42, 47, 48, 

49, 84, 105 
slavery in, 125, 126 
Supreme Court of Appeals of, 82 
taxes in, 14, 22, 24, 34, 42, 88, 97, 142, 148 
temperance, 104 
Tidewater region of, 19, 34, 36, 51 
Presbyterians in, 72 
also see Richmond, Williamsburg, Char-

lottesville; various counties and towns 
Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions, 109, 124, 

147 
Virginia Declaration of Rights, 20, 61 
Virginia Evangelical and Literary Magazine, see 

John Holt Rice 
Virginia Statute of Religious Freedom, 2, 7, 21, 

23–24, 61, 68, 74, 76, 78–80, 145, 147, 148 
Voltaire, 84, 139 

Wallace, Caleb, 20 
War of 1812, 30, 32, 35, 36, 37–38, 41, 90, 92, 

102, 103, 143 
Wards, 7, 13–14, 42, 44, 46, 52, 94, 98 
Ware, Richard, 95 
Warm Springs, 50 
Warner, Henry W., 24 
Washington, George, 22, 26, 27, 92, 106, 109, 

126 
endowment to Washington College of, 46, 

48 
presidency of, 69 
proclamation of national fast days and 

thanksgiving, 56 
Washington and Lee University (Washing-

ton College), 42, 46, 47, 48, 65, 69, 74, 80, 
98, 100, 110, 134 

curriculum at, 76 
Washington, District of Columbia, 4, 26, 56, 

77, 79, 92, 94, 97, 129, 135 
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Webster, Daniel, 118 
Webster, Noah, 4, 134 
Weightman, Roger, 135 
Wertenbaker, William, 114 
Wesley, John, 70, 117 
West Point, 5, 7, 25–26, 30, 128, 141 
West Virginia, as part of Virginia, 14 
Western expansion of United States, 26, 126 
whig politics, 101, 116 
Whiskey Rebellion, 26, 69 
Winchester Presbytery, 74 
William and Mary (College of), 47, 49, 50, 51, 

111, 117, 139 
buildings at, 104 
competition with UVA of, 88, 93, 98, 100 
curriculum of, 20, 21, 22, 71, 83, 115–116 
inadequacy of, 11 
infidelity at, 70 
and Joseph Cabell, 41 
James Mercer’s attendance of, 36 
Jefferson’s attendance of, 4, 8, 18, 59, 95 
as part of Jefferson’s pyramidal scheme, 13 
proposed removal to Richmond of, 109–110 
legal status of, 21, 78, 146 

religion at, 8–9, 21, 55, 71–72, 85, 101 
seminary at, 101, 130 
Wren building of, 95 

Williams, Jonathan, 26 
Williamsburg, Virginia, 8, 88, 101, 110 
Wilson, Samuel, 72 
Winchester, Virginia, 43 
Wirt, William, 39, 79–80, 107 
Witherspoon, John, see Princeton 
World War II, 6, 147 
Wright, Fanny, 145 
Wythe, George, 8, 9, 38, 95 

and Virginia Constitution, 11 

Xenophon (Greek historian, essayist and sol-
dier), 10 

Yale College (University), 3, 6, 28, 65, 76, 93 
curriculum at, 76 
influence of, 50, 70, 146 
legal status of, 146 

Yankees, 77 
YMCA (Young Men’s Christian Association), 

134 


